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Abstract
This dissertation presents a hierarchical controller framework that utilizes model predictive
controllers at multiple time scales in order to manage the operation of aircraft power systems. With
current and next generation aircraft replacing traditional power systems with electrically powered
components, the coupling between an aircraft engine, electrical system, and thermal management
system is becoming increasingly more complex. This presents a unique control problem that requires
coordination between the generation, distribution, and consumption of power on board an aircraft,
while also maintaining performance guarantees for various systems.
The proposed hierarchical control framework splits decision making into multiple levels with
each level having a unique update rate. At upper levels, controllers are designed with prediction
horizons that can estimate plant performance one hour into the future. Using this extended pre-
diction horizon, the upper level controllers generate references to pass down the hierarchy to lower
level controllers. At the lower levels, controllers focus on tracking references from high level con-
trollers while also mitigating high-frequency disturbances. The combination of slow update, long
prediction horizon controllers with fast update, short prediction horizon controllers enables the
hierarchical control framework to achieve excellent performance and disturbance rejection.
A candidate aircraft power system is developed in MATLAB/Simulink using high-fidelity com-
ponent models. Graph-based modeling techniques are used to generate suitable models for MPC
controllers at each layer of the hierarchical control structure. The proposed hierarchical control
framework is tested on the high-fidelity Simulink model and compared to a baseline logic and PI
controller. Controllers are evaluated on figures of merit including specific fuel consumption, ther-
mal endurance, and remaining thermal capacitance at the end of a mission. Results show that the
proposed control approach is capable of making thermally-conscious electrical system decisions to
help reduce the amount of waste heat generated by the aircraft in order to achieve mission success.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation proposes a control architecture for the operation and coordination of aircraft
power systems. In a broader sense, the proposed methods are applicable to energy systems that
span multiple physical domains and time scales, while simultaneously being strongly coupled. The
presented methodology is compared to current control practices which are largely based upon
heuristic design, logic-based reasoning, and reactive methods.
Section 1.1 provides an overview of the challenges facing current and next-generation air vehicles
while Section 1.2 presents the current state of aircraft power system control.
1.1 Motivation and Background
All power consumed by an aircraft, either via thrust, avionics, or galley loads, is generated by
the engines. Traditionally, power is siphoned from the engines via a mechanical gearbox attached
to the engine shaft or via high temperature, high pressure bleed air from the engine’s compres-
sor. Engine mounted gearboxes provide mechanical power to fuel pumps, hydraulic pumps, and
electrical generators. Bleed air is traditionally used for environmental systems such as cabin air
conditioning and wing ice protection. In more electric aircraft, bleed air systems are being replaced
with electrically powered components such as air cycle machines with motor driven shafts and
resistive heaters for ice protection [1]. This trend, coupled with the increasing number of onboard
computers and avionics, has led to a significant increase in onboard electrical power generation over
the last several generations of aircraft, as shown in Figure 1.1. It is projected that the trend will
continue as technological advances lead to higher specific power (kW/kg) electronics that are in-
corporated into air vehicles. Furthermore, as thrust generation for commercial aircraft is expected
to shift from gas powered turbofan engines to electrically driven fans [2] and military aircraft begin
1
Figure 1.1: Electrification trend in commercial and military aircraft over the last 100 years and
projected future trends.
incorporating higher energy weapon systems [3, 4], on-board generation of electrical power will
continue to grow at significant rates.
The shift towards electrification is also driven by the desire to minimize fuel consumption.
Extracting power from the engine requires increased fuel burn to maintain thrust levels and provide
the demanded power to flight and mission systems. However, the excess fuel mass required is
dependent upon the power extraction mechanism. Figure 1.2 compares the increased fuel required
when extracting power from the engine shaft, fan bleed air, low pressure compressor bleed air,
and high pressure compressor bleed air [5]. The excess fuel burn required is normalized to shaft
power extraction since the total fuel burn required is dependent upon the magnitude of the power
extraction.
While electrification provides many performance and efficiency benefits, it also introduces more
thermal management challenges. In commercial aviation, thermal management is one of the fac-
tors preventing more electric propulsion systems and cooperative control of electrical and thermal
systems has been highlighted as a necessary step in the design of hybrid and fully-electric aircraft
[6]. Military aircraft are currently experiencing challenges such as the F-35 fuel tanks overheating
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Figure 1.2: Increased fuel burn required to provide 30kW of forced air cooling based upon energy
source [5].
causing early mission termination [7] or weapon bays and electronic bays overheating requiring the
pilot to slow down and become susceptible to enemy fire [8]. During military operations in the
Middle East in the 2000s, thermal management issues were the cause of 55% of electronic system
failures [9].
In addition to the challenges currently faced, the criticality of electrical system performance is
vital to the safety of the pilot and the survivability of the aircraft. Previous military aircraft, such
as the F-15, did not have flight critical power requirements, meaning electrical systems could fully
fail and the pilot could still operate the vehicle. With the F-16 flight control computers became
flight critical [10], meaning failures in power to the computer would likely cause the aircraft to crash.
The F-35 saw a drastic increasing in flight critical power requirements for the flight computer and
actuation, which requires high voltage, high power systems [10]. Next generation aircraft power
systems will be required to provide power for flight critical computer, actuation, and high-energy
mission systems [2, 3, 6].
As systems become more integrated, traditional design silos are being broken down in favor
of cooperative design between thermal, electrical, and mechanical engineers. The increasingly
stringent demands placed on these systems means that coordinated thermal and electrical power
system control is vitally necessary for managing the generation, distribution, and consumption
of power on-board aircraft. Coordinated control can help bridge the gap between performance
demands and capabilities of current generation aircraft, or help drive the design and sizing of next
3
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Figure 1.3: Common multi-energy domain interconnections between aircraft power systems.
Figure 1.4: Timescale separation of major thermal and electrical system components.
generation aircraft. Furthermore, an aircraft is a system of systems with energy being converted
and consumed between multiple systems, as shown in Figure 1.3, and dynamic time scales from
the sub-millisecond electrical voltage regulation to the minute level for fuel tanks and passenger
cabins, as shown in Figure 1.4. Therefore, it is necessary to develop controller structures that can
handle the temporal and spatial disparity that exist within these complex systems.
1.2 Current Practices
The design of next generation aircraft power systems will heavily rely upon the simultaneous
development of advanced control systems to help shape the component requirements and perfor-
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mance of aircraft power systems. Previously, the design of power systems has been ”siloed”, mean-
ing thermal system requirements are set after electrical systems have been sized and system-level
controllers are the final design stage. Often these control systems assume steady-state behavior
and set constant references for regulatory controllers. With the challenges of current and next-
generation aircraft [7, 8, 9, 6], researchers have started looking towards control-oriented solutions
to these problems.
Significant efforts have gone into the modeling of aircraft power systems in order to optimize ar-
chitectures and test candidate control methods. The Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) is developing
the AFRL Transient Thermal Modeling and Optimization toolbox [11, 12] which contains highly
detailed models of vapor compression systems and air cycle machines. The AFRL also initiated
the Integrated Vehicle and Energy Technology (INVENT) program which addressed developing
”tip-to-tail” aircraft system models, distributed co-simulation, and tools for system configuration
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. The PowerFlow toolset [19, 20] was developed as a collaboration between the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the Rolls-Royce Corporation. PowerFlow consists
of electrical, thermal, hydraulic, and pneumatic aircraft power system models of varying fidelity for
use in architecture analysis or in-depth component dynamic modeling and control. Individual com-
ponent models are designed to be control-oriented, easily reconfigurable, incorporate multi-physics
models for conversion of energy, and defined with common parameters found on data sheets. Re-
searchers at the University of Strathclyde have developed analysis tools for high-level assessment of
candidate more electric aircraft architectures [21]. Using mostly steady-state analysis, architectures
are quantitatively evaluated in terms of mass and efficiency in order to assess the impact of early
design decisions on aircraft performance. Finally, researchers from United Technologies Companies
have recently started developing the Modeling and Simulation Tools for Systems Integration on
Aircraft (MISSION), which seeks to improve integrated and multi-physics design by introducing a
common modeling and control framework for engineers [22].
Early efforts on control of aircraft thermal systems have looked at the sensitivity of the vehicle
to various uncontrollable disturbances in order to determine how to mitigate those disturbances
via controllable inputs [23]. Similar work has looked at performing trade studies analyzing where
energy for thermal management originates and using reactive control to mitigate disturbances [24].
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The body of work on control of vapor compression systems is very large given the building
controls field [25, 26, 27]. However, aircraft deal with much faster transients and mission critical
loads; therefore, the control design objectives are significantly different and researchers have re-
cently started developing control methods for aircraft vapor compression systems. As part of the
INVENT program, a parallel evaporator vapor compression system was experimentally controlled
via two methods: superheat and capacity control versus high and low-side pressure regulation [28].
Regulatory PI loops ensured disturbances were rejected for each evaporator load. Similar work
looked at real-time methods for determining refrigerant charge depending upon operational point
[29]. In [30], model predictive control was used to handle the operation of a vapor compression
system in order to reject large transient disturbances for temperature sensitive loads. Under such
a loading, it was shown that loads would have exceeded their maximum temperature using reactive
control methods. The work in [30] was extended in [31] to include control methods for operating a
VCS with multiple compressors in parallel.
With fuel being a primary heat sink for military aircraft, researchers have looked at how to
choose which fuel tank to use as a heat sink and how to define optimization functions to achieve
extended thermal endurance [32, 33]. In [34] an online prognostic formulation is developed for
estimating thermal endurance of an aircraft. Furthermore, [35] provides a dynamic analysis for
determining the optimal cruise altitude for an aircraft in order to extend thermal endurance.
Electrical system control can be broken into three main categories: engine/generator control,
converter control, and load management.
The application of predictive control in power electronics has recently been made possible due
to the fast and powerful microprocessors that are now available. Recent texts [36, 37] provide
detailed design of PID and MPC control strategies for electric machines and converters. However,
these control formulations operate at the kHz time scale, and often assume that a higher-level
control strategy provides references for tracking and performance.
With multiple generators on aircraft, loads can be shifted between sources in order to meet
demand. However, this introduces architecture challenges for meeting peak loading [38] and voltage
stability for the electrical power system [39]. Some researchers have started using MPC to manage
engine thrust and electrical loads in order to maximize engine efficiency [40] and for mitigating
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large electrical loads during highly-transient operation [41]. Both of these MPC methods use a
rate-based formulation which provides great tracking performance for non-linear systems.
Finally, load management often involves priority lists for loads and a shed order to avoid over-
load. However, when loads have the same priority, further criteria is required to determine which
loads are shed. In [42] a summary of the current state-of-the-art load management strategies for
dealing with load shedding is discussed. The ”knapsack problem” seeks to find the set of loads that
maximizes generator load when shedding is required and is the common approach in many electrical
systems. Advanced concepts in [42] include variable load priorities, supervisor reconnection which
prevents loads from being reconnected and causing an overload scenario, source management in the
event that multiple power sources are available and loads can be transfered between sources, elec-
trical storage devices, and exploitation of slowly responding loads such as temperature regulation
using heaters that turn on/off during peak loading times.
1.3 Research Objectives
What is lacking among the examples in Section 1.2 is a holistic vehicle control and coordination
approach that handles the highly transient nature of aircraft loads, while also maximizing the figures
of merit associated with aircraft performance. Such an approach should coordinate electrical and
thermal systems across fast and slow time scales, while looking forward into the mission profile in
order to predict and prepare for upcoming events. This dissertation seeks to develop such a control
and coordination approach, while also enabling the integration of the referenced control strategies
discussed in Section 1.2.
1.3.1 Problem Statement
Electrification of aircraft is creating new challenges for the operation of thermal management
systems. Current design and control practices are often federated and sized for worst case or
peak loading scenarios with the electrical system taking priority for making system decisions. It
is imperative that next-generation aircraft power system control move away from traditional logic
and reactionary control structures towards dynamic allocation of power resources throughout the
mission and across the aircraft.
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It is desirable to develop a control and optimization framework that manages the generation,
distribution, storage, and consumption of power within an aircraft. Such an approach should be,
1. Physics-based: Aircraft development is very expensive and empirically-based control ap-
proaches are either conservative or rely upon extensive flight test data, which can be very
expensive. Using physics-based models for development and testing of control strategies, can
significantly reduce conservative designs and help exploit the physical coupling of systems.
2. Modular: Aircraft evolve over the course of their lives as systems are added or redesigned. A
control approach must support an open-architecture design where controllers can be swapped
in and out as systems evolve, without the need to redesign the entire aircraft power control
system.
3. Multi-time scale: With power systems operating from the millisecond to minute time scale,
it is necessary to produce control commands at comparable ranges. Slower control decisions
should focus on long-term operational goals, while fast control commands handle disturbance
rejection and sensing.
1.3.2 Dissertation Scope
The primary goals of this dissertation are the
1. Development of a control-oriented aircraft tip-to-tail model that can
 Capture the effect of control decisions on engine performance metrics, specifically SFC.
 Utilize first-principles modular components which can be combined to form multiple
system architectures.
 Be used to extract system parameters when generating reduced-order dynamical graph
models.
2. Development of hierarchical control framework for electo-thermal aircraft power systems that
uses
 A systematic approach for decomposing a system based upon temporal and spatial
characteristics,
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 Coordination between energy domains to achieve mission level objectives.
3. Development of a standard model predictive controller that is applicable at each level of the
hierarchy
 Use conservation-based dynamic graph models to capture relevant system dynamics
 Develop an automated tool for developing graph models
 Develop an automated tool for defining controllers using each defined graph model
4. Evaluation of the proposed control approach on a realistic aircraft power system by
 Comparing with a baseline control strategy which uses logic, knowledge of mission profile
phase, and steady-state optimized references
 Comparing across multiple figures of merit
In Chapter 2 a hierarchical control framework is introduced and shown to achieve better per-
formance than centralized control methods. The hierarchical control framework is later applied in
Chapter 5 on a realistic aircraft power system. Chapter 3 develops a dynamical graph modeling
technique that captures the structure of energy generation, conversion, and dissipation throughout
aircraft power systems. These graphs are used for hierarchy decomposition and within each MPC.
Chapter 4 introduces a candidate aircraft power system architecture and discusses the mathemati-
cal models used to represent each component. Chapter 5 discusses development of the hierarchical
and baseline controllers for the proposed architecture. Simulation case studies comparing the two
control methods are presented in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of
the dissertation and presents several topics for future research.
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Chapter 2
Hierarchical Model Predictive
Control Framework
Aircraft power systems form a natural hierarchy in terms of spatial and functional separation
of systems and subsystems (Figure 1.4), as well as time scale separation in dynamic responses
(Figure 1.3). It is only fitting that control decisions be matched to the respective system dynamic
time scales while considering the actions of controllers in adjacent subsystems. While decentralized
control can provide good performance of individual subsystems, the hierarchical control framework
presented in this chapter helps improve performance through coordinating the actions of multiple
decentralized controllers. By leveraging predictive control at multiple update rates, preventative
actions can be taken in order to avoid constraint violations and push the system to operating
regions that would not be achieved by pure regulatory control.
The following sections provide a conceptual example of a hierarchical framework while Chapter
5 applies the control framework to a specific aircraft power system architecture.
2.1 Overview
Hierarchical control is well documented [43] as an excellent tool for coordinating control between
multiple regulators and in multilayer systems. In terms of coordination, a simple two-layer hierarchy
(Figure 3 in [43]) uses an algorithm at a higher level to coordinate the actions of multiple local
regulators that directly actuate each subsystem. Depending upon the level of coupling between
subsystems, iterative coordination may be required between coordinator and local regulators. In
a multi-timescale system, high and low-frequency regulators control slow and fast output variables
(Figure 4 in [43]) of a system, while the slow regulator also provides references to the high frequency
regulator.
The proposed control framework uses a mixture of hierarchical control for coordination and
10
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Figure 2.1: Notional hierarchical control structure consisting of multiple controllers Ci and regula-
tors R for coordination of power systems.
multilayer systems. Figure 2.1 shows an example of such a hierarchy. At the bottom, the plant
consists of systems that possess a wide range of time scales and are spatially separate. Multiple
decentralized regulators directly actuate the plant at kHz or faster rates. These regulators could
take the form of logic trees, PI loops, LQRs, or fast-MPC [44] controllers. Additionally, the
regulation level handles the sensing of system states which are communicated up the hierarchy.
At the component control level, references are generated for regulators, or in the case of C9 direct
actuation of the system occurs, but at a slower update rate. Often, when assembling a system with
off-the-shelf components, these two lowest level control methods are designed by OEMs and unable
to be tuned; however, set point references can be given, which provides a subsystem controller the
authority to coordinate actions of an OEM part.
Subsystem level controllers are responsible for determining how individual subsystems should
operate. For example, let C4 represent an ACM controller which provides references to a motor
controller C7 and a valve controller C8. Using an MPC formulation for C4 with an update rate of
one second and prediction horizon of 10, means C4 can predict ACM performance ten seconds into
the future and coordinate ACM motor speed and valve set points to achieve desired performance.
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Similarly, system level controllers seek to coordinate the actions between tightly coupled sub-
systems. Continuing with the ACM controller example, let C2 be the fuel system controller and
assume the ACM provides cooling to the fuel system. Since C2 updates every ten seconds but
predicts 100 seconds into the future, references provided to C4 can take into account events in the
fuel system that are further into the future than C4 can predict. This means that C2 can push C4
into an operating region before a significant event occurs, so that when the event occurs the ACM
is prepared to provide the necessary cooling.
At the top level, the vehicle controller uses information about the mission profile, expected
disturbance profiles, and current state of the system in order to coordinate actions of each system.
With the slowest update in the hierarchy, the vehicle controller can utilize the extra time to solve
difficult nonlinear optimization problems.
Each level only utilizes knowledge of the local components of the plant. For example, if C4
is a model-based controller, then only the ACM dynamics are necessary to generate C4. During
operation, C4 uses ACM states as measured by C7, C8 and the respective regulators and sensors.
This enables engineers to develop multiple model-based decentralized controllers at the lowest
levels, before developing system and vehicle coordination controllers.
In addition to the functional separation of controllers, the hierarchy provides temporal decom-
position for control decisions. The line styles in Figure 2.1 indicate notional update rates and
communication of references to lower level controllers, which allows each control level to determine
state trajectories for dynamics with the corresponding timescale. Lower level controllers use faster
update rates to control fast dynamics and reject small disturbances, while upper level controllers
utilize slow update rates to plan out the trajectory for slow dynamical components and prepare for
large disturbances.
Figure 2.1 provides an example of two types of hierarchical structures: tree and vertical. Con-
trollers Ci, i ∈ {2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10} form a tree hierarchy while Ci, i ∈ {3, 6, 14} form a vertical
hierarchy. Tree hierarchies are well-suited for coordination between multiple subsystems, while
vertical hierarchies are useful for systems with large timescale disparity and no need for coordina-
tion with other subsystems. Chapter 5 utilizes a tree structure as the example system configuration
in Chapter 4 requires coordination between subsystems.
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2.2 Generic MPC Formulation
Each Ci in Figure 2.1 represents a single model predictive controller in the hierarchy. The
choice to use model predictive control stems from the fact that it has the ability to consider
actuator constraints, predict system behavior, and utilize preview of upcoming disturbances in
order to take preventative action.
Each controller in the hierarchy is formulated using the same general MPC formulation which
simplifies control design and enables rapid development of controllers as system size scales. Each
MPC solves the constrained program,
min
u(·|t)
J =
Np−1∑
k=0
Nj∑
i=1
λiJi (2.1)
s.t. x(k + 1) = f(x(k), u(k)) (2.1a)
u(k|t) ∈ U, y(k|t) ∈ Y, x(k|t) ∈ X, k = 0, . . . , Np − 1 (2.1b)
g(k|t) ≥ 0, k = 0, . . . , Np − 1 (2.1c)
h(k|t) = 0, k = 0, . . . , Np − 1 (2.1d)
x(t|t) = x(t) (2.1e)
The cost function J is a summation of individual cost function terms Ji over the prediction horizon
Np. Terms include tracking state references ‖x(k|t) − xref‖22, tracking input references ‖u(k|t) −
uref‖22, minimizing input energy ‖u(k|t)‖22, or min/maxing specific figures of merit. The generic
nonlinear system dynamics in (2.1a) greatly affect the computational characteristics of each MPC
solution, and Chapter 3 introduces a modeling technique that captures the relevant dynamics of
aircraft power systems without using difficult to solve nonlinear expressions. Polyhedral sets U,
Y, and X, constrain inputs, outputs, and states to be in some operating region. Function g places
inequality constraints on states and inputs, often used to ensure algebraic relationships between
inputs and states are achieved. Similarly, h represents equality constraints which are often used
for summing junctions in electrical and fluid network models.
Chapter 5 develops individual MPC formulations for electrical, thermal, and fuel systems where
each of term in (2.1) is adapted to the needs of the specific controller.
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2.3 Advantages of Hierarchical Predictive Control
Compared to centralized control approaches, a hierarchical control framework has two primary
advantages as a result of temporal and spatial decomposition. The first is disturbance rejection
over a wide band of frequencies due to multi-rate control updates. The second is exploitation and
coordination of coupled systems. The following subsections provide examples of both advantages.
For numerical simulation results of an example system, see [45].
2.3.1 Disturbance Rejection
Aircraft power system dynamics occur over a wide range of timescales, but a centralized MPC
formulation only has a single update rate ∆t and a single number of discrete steps in the prediction
horizon Np. The choice of Np directly affects the computational resources required to solve an
MPC formulation (2.1); therefore, the choice of Np and ∆t should take into account the necessary
performance objectives and computational resources that are available.
Assuming Np = 5, Figure 2.2 demonstrates the effects of ∆t on a centralized MPC formulation.
Consider a simple system consisting of a slow integrator dynamic, blue line in Figure 2.2, and a
fast dynamic, pink line in Figure 2.2. Assume that a disturbance, red line in Figure 2.2, affects the
system with a large pulse, known ahead of time by the MPC formulation, along with small, high-
frequency variations in the steady-state disturbance, unknown to the MPC formulation. Subplot
(a) of Figure 2.2 shows the performance of a centralized MPC with ∆t = 10, giving the prediction
horizon Np∆t = 50s enough time to observe the upcoming pulse disturbance and prepare the slow
dynamic to withstand the increased disturbance. Due to this early action, the slow dynamic remains
within the constraint of 100; however, because the controller updates slowly, the high-frequency
disturbances result in poor regulation of the fast dynamic.
Alternatively, subplot (b) shows the result of a centralized MPC with ∆t = 1, which is fast
enough to reject the high-frequency disturbance, but because Np∆t = 5s is short, the controller is
unable to prepare the slow dynamic for the large disturbance which causes a constraint violation.
If Np was increased to 50, then the centralized MPC could achieve the high-frequency disturbance
rejection and performance of the large prediction horizon example. However, in many applications
this approach would be infeasible due to limits on computational resources.
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Figure 2.2: Effect of update rate on centralized MPC versus hierarchical MPC. With a large update
rate, a centralized controller is susceptible for signal noise. With a small update rate, a centralized
controller is susceptible to poor performance when large loads affect the system. A hierarchical
control approach mitigates noise and coordinates the fast and slow dynamics.
The hierarchical control approach uses multiple levels of control in order to predict far into the
future using a large ∆t for higher level controllers as well as respond quickly to disturbances by
using small ∆t for low level controllers. Thus, Np can be kept to reasonable values at each level
of the hierarchy while maintaining similar levels of computational complexity as the centralized
approaches. Subplot (c) of Figure 2.2 shows how the hierarchical controller is able to combine the
fast dynamic regulation of the ∆t = 1 centralized controller with the constraint satisfaction of the
large ∆t centralized controller.
2.3.2 Coordination of Coupled Systems
The second primary advantage of a hierarchical controller relates to the spatial partitioning of
the system. A centralized MPC utilizes a model of the entire system to make control decisions
based on known coupling throughout the plant. Decentralized and distributed controllers often
lack knowledge of this coupling which limits the performance and forces iterative of conservative
control approaches [46]. Likewise, no controller in the proposed hierarchy utilizes a fully dynamic
model of the entire system. However, unlike purely decentralized approaches, the hierarchy has
multiple levels which can directly account for coupling in the plant and coordinate controllers such
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Figure 2.3: Example of coupled subsystems where power flows from x1 to x2 as a function of u.
that the coupling is exploited.
Figure 2.3 demonstrates how coupling between two subsystems A and B is directly addressed
in the proposed hierarchical framework. Power flows from state x1 in subsystem A and enters
subsystem B through state x2. This power flow may be a function of x1, x2, and an actuator input
u, and it directly couples the two subsystems. Assume the input u is determined by the controller
for subsystem A. In decentralized control, the state x2 in subsystem B would be treated as an
unknown disturbance affecting subsystem A and the power flow would be an unknown disturbance
affecting subsystem B. In the proposed hierarchical control framework, the power flow and the states
of A and B are decision variables of the system-level controller, which has a model of subsystem
A and subsystem B. The desired value of x2 is sent as a predicted disturbance to the controller
for subsystem A and the desired power flow is sent as a predicted disturbance to the controller
for subsystem B. To ensure consistency, the subsystem A controller attempts to track the desired
power flow using the actuator input u and the subsystem B controller attempts to track the desired
state using the actuators in subsystem B. In this way, the hierarchical control framework, while
decomposing the vehicle into systems and subsystems, is still able to directly consider the coupling
between these systems and subsystems, resulting in significantly improved control performance
compared to a decentralized approach.
2.4 Chapter Summary
The hierarchical control framework is a generic framework for use in coordinating systems that
have a large span in timescales and spatial decomposition. While MPC is not necessary for all levels
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in the hierarchy, the predictive capabilities and constraint satisfaction make MPC an advantageous
option for aircraft power system control. One caveat is that each MPC formulation requires a
dynamic system model (2.1a), and the form of this model directly impacts the computational
cost and accuracy of the controller. The following chapter develops conservation-based models of
many electro-thermal aircraft power system components, which are shown to accurately represent
component dynamics, while simultaneously being linear or bilinear. Furthermore, the modeling
approach enables rapid development of control-oriented models in comparison to data-based models,
while also capturing the natural coupling between dynamical systems. Chapter 5 applies the
hierarchical control framework to a proposed aircraft power system architecture.
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Chapter 3
Graph-Based Modeling of
Electro-Thermal Systems
Graph theory has long been used for the analysis of computer networks [47], building thermal
systems [48, 49], chemical processing plants [50], electronic circuits [51], and transportation energy
systems [52, 45, 53]. Graphs provide a modular framework for modeling power systems regardless
of energy domain and timescale, which makes them well suited for model-based control applications
where computationally efficient dynamic models are necessary. This chapter provides a background
on generic graph modeling before delving into specific energy domain graph models. Power system
models are validated against empirical and high-fidelity simulation data.
3.1 Graph Modeling Fundamentals
A graph consists of a set of vertices V and a set of edges E. Figure 3.1 shows an example of such
a graph. When modeling a system as a graph, the vertices represent the capacitative elements of a
system where energy can be stored while an edge represents the transport of energy between two
vertices, referred to as power flow. Edges are assigned an orientation, denoted by the directional
arrows in Figure 3.1, which indicates the direction of positive power flow. Power can also be added
to the system through sources which are denoted with dashed vertices and edges labeled as P ini for
i ∈ {1, 2} in Figure 3.1. Finally, power can be rejected to sinks which are denoted by dashed vertices
v1
T1v5
P1
in
v1
v2
v3
v4
P2
in
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
e7
G
T2
Figure 3.1: Notional system graph with two input powers and two power sinks.
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and labeled as Ti for i ∈ {1, 2}. As components are assembled into a system graph, many sources
and sinks of a given component are vertices of adjacent components. On a system graph, source
and sink vertices may be boundary conditions such as ambient temperature or power supplied by
an infinite source.
3.1.1 Generic Graph Formulation
Let G = (V,E) be an oriented graph that captures the energy storage and power flow throughout
a system S. The graph consists of a set of vertices V = {vi : i ∈ [1, Nv]} and a set of edges
E = {ei : i ∈ [1, Ne]}. The orientation of each edge ej represents the positive direction of the
associated power Pj from the tail vertex v
tail
j to the head vertex v
head
j . For the i
th vertex, the set
of edges directed into the vertex is Eini = {ej : vheadj = vi} and the set of edges directed out of the
vertex is Eouti = {ej : vtailj = vi}. A source vertex is defined as a vertex with an indegree of zero,
meaning there are no incoming edges, while a sink vertex is defined as a vertex with an outdegree
of zero, meaning there are no outgoing edges. Let Vs ∈ IRNs and Vt ∈ IRNt denote the source and
sink vertices, respectively, such that Vs ⊂ V and Vt ⊂ V . Finally, let Vd ∈ IRNd denote the Nd
dynamic vertices such that Vd ⊂ V \ (Vs ∪ Vt).
Throughout this dissertation, power flow and edge flow are used interchangeably. In a directed
graph G, let u ∈ V and v ∈ V , then the associated edge flow and capacity ∀ei ∈ E are defined as,
Definition 3.1. Capacity
The capacity of an edge is defined by a mapping c : E → IR+, denoted by c(u, v). Capacity represents
the maximum flow that can pass through that edge.
Definition 3.2. Flow
Edge flow is a mapping f : E → IR+, denoted by f(u, v), and subject to f(u, v) ≤ c(u, v) ∀(u, v) ∈ E.
The dynamic state xi for vertex vi ∈ Vd represents the stored energy of that vertex, and the
dynamics satisfy conservation of energy,
Cix˙i =
∑
ej∈Eini
Pj −
∑
ej∈Eouti
Pj (3.1)
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where the right hand side is a summation of all edge flows oriented into the vertex minus all edge
flows oriented out of the vertex. The power along each edge is constrained to be a function of the
vertex states at the head and tail of the edge and an input uj ,
Pj = fj
(
xtailj , x
head
j , uj
)
. (3.2)
The incidence matrix [54] M = [mij ] ∈ IR(Nd+Nt)×(Ne−Ns) captures the structure of the graph and
is given by
mij =

+1 vi is the tail of ej
−1 vi is the head of ej
0 else
 , (3.3)
and can be partitioned,
M =
 M
M
 (3.4)
where M ∈ IRNd×(Ne−Ns) captures the graph structure for Vd and M ∈ IRNt×(Ne−Ns) represents
how power is flowing to the sink vertices.
The dynamical graph system S can be written as,
S : Cx˙ = −MP +DP in (3.5)
where C = diag([Ci]) ∈ IRNd×Nd , x = [xi] ∈ IRNd are the states of all dynamic vertices, P = [Pi] ∈
IRNe−Ns is a vector of each edge power in G that is not from a source vertex, and P in = [P ini ] ∈ IRNs
is a vector of Ns power flows from source vertices. The matrix D = [dij ] ∈ IRNd×Ns captures the
input of power from the source vertices, and its structure is determined by
dij =
 +1 vi is the head of P
in
j
0 else
 . (3.6)
The vector of edge power flow in S is represented as
P = F (x,xt,u) (3.7)
where F (x,xt,u) = [fj(x
tail
j , x
head
j , uj)], resulting in the nonlinear dynamics of S,
S : Cx˙ = −MF (x,xt,u) +DP in. (3.8)
In subsequent sections, (3.8) may be reduced to a linear or bilinear function depending upon the
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structure of each edge power flow.
3.1.2 Graph Definition Algorithms
Algorithm 1 is used to define M for a graph model. The tall matrix e is a two column matrix
with Ne rows that defines the positive orientation of edges. For each edge, the tail vertex is listed
in column one, while the head vertex is listed in column two. The incidence matrix is initialized as
a zero matrix and then populated according to the algorithm. Algorithm 1 is provided in Appendix
B.9.
Algorithm 2 is used to define the structure of D which relates the source power flow to each
dynamic state. First, D is initialized as a tall matrix of zeros. Rows of D correspond to vertices
into which source power flows while the column index is incremented after accounting for each edge
originating from a source.
Algorithm 1 Define graph incidence matrix
Require: e =
[
Eouti E
in
i
] ∈ IRNe×2
Require: M ∈ 0(Nd+Nt)×(Ne−Ns)
1: for i = 1→ Ne do
2: j ← ei,1
3: k ← ei,2
4: Mj,i = 1
5: Mk,i = −1
6: end for
Algorithm 2 Define graph input power flow matrix
Require: D ∈ 0(Nd+Nt)×Ns
1: k = 1
2: for i = 1→ Nv do
3: if vi ∈ Vs then
4: for all ej : v
tail
j = vi do
5: Let vheadj → vm
6: Dm,k = 1
7: k ← k + 1
8: end for
9: end if
10: end for
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3.2 Thermal Graph Modeling
Thermal energy components can be split into two primary categories: storage and transport.
Fuel tanks, air cabins, and phase-change materials act as thermal energy storage elements, while
heat exchangers, pumps, fans, pipes, ducts, splits, and junctions are used to transport thermal
energy throughout an aircraft. The storage of thermal energy is based upon the conservation of
energy, more specifically the first law of thermodynamics, which states,
∆U = Q−W (3.9)
where ∆U is the change in internal energy of the system, Q is the net energy added to the system,
often in the form of heat, and W is the net work done by the system. Each of the aforementioned
thermal energy storage elements can be assumed to be passive, thus W = 0. Internal energy for a
thermal element can be written as
U = MCpT (3.10)
where T is the lumped capacitance temperature for the thermal element. Furthermore, the time
differential of the energy added to the system can be represented as the net power that is flowing
into the element,
d
dt
Q = Pin − Pout (3.11)
where Pin is power input to the thermal element and Pout is power output from the thermal
element. Therefore, to satisfy conservation of energy, the temperature dynamic for each thermal
graph element can be written as,
d
dt
U = M˙CpT +MCpT˙ = Pin − Pout. (3.12)
The term M˙CpT captures the change in energy as a result of changing mass, while MCpT˙ is the
change in energy as a result of changing temperature. For fuel tanks in aircraft, mass can change
significantly over the course of a flight, but for most other components,
M˙CpT +MCpT˙ ≈MCpT˙ = ρV CpT˙ (3.13)
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where V is the volume of the fluid. The case of changing mass is addressed in Section 3.2.3. For
cases in which mass is fixed, each thermal graph vertex temperature dynamic is written as,
CT˙ = Pin − Pout (3.14)
where C is referred to as the vertex capacitance and has units of J/K if P is in watts. For most
thermal components, C = ρV Cp = MCp. Subsequent sections detail the process to determine C
for each component.
Power in (3.14) is modeled by one of two methods,
P = m˙CpT, (3.15)
P = hA∆T. (3.16)
In (3.15) power flows via mass transfer from one component to another, while in (3.16) power flows
between a temperature differential, denoted as ∆T , via conductive or convective heat transfer,
which is captured in the heat transfer coefficient h and the heat transfer area A.
Power flows can be modeled with a generic equation,
P = (a+ m˙)(bT1 + cT2). (3.17)
For edges that do not have an associated mass flow rate, m˙ = 0 and a 6= 0. In subsequent sections
(3.14) and (3.17) are used to generate graph models of a heat exchanger, cold plate, fluid tank,
pump, pipe, and a junction/split.
Experimental tests were conducted on the Alleyne Research Group fluid thermal system testbed
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Temperature and mass flow rate sensors were
used to measure the inlet and outlet conditions for each of the following components. Those inlet
conditions were then used as inputs to component graph models. Full system validation of thermal
graph models is presented in [55].
3.2.1 Heat Exchanger
Plate heat exchangers are the primary type of heat exchangers found in aircraft thermal systems
due to the high heat flux that can be achieved in a compact form factor. Typically, plate heat
exchangers are configured such that the fluids flow counter or parallel to each other. In a counter-
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of counter (a) and parallel (b) flow heat exchanger temperature profiles
for hot (red) and cold (blue) flows
flow configuration, the exit temperature of the hot fluid may be less than the exit temperature of the
cold fluid; however, in a parallel flow configuration, the temperature of the two flows cannot cross,
as shown in Figure 3.2. A single graph model can be used to represent either flow configuration.
A liquid-liquid heat exchanger is shown in Figure 3.4, with the corresponding graph model in
Figure 3.3. The graph model includes three dynamic vertices and four edges, denoted by solid
lines. The dashed source vertices T1,a and T1,b are the inlet conditions for each fluid flow that are
determined by upstream graph components. The outlet temperatures for each fluid flow Ta and Tb
are used to calculate power flows for downstream components, represented by the dashed edges and
dashed vertices on the right. Between the outlet temperatures, the wall temperature Tw captures
the average temperature of the heat exchanger wall and facilitates the transfer of heat from fluid
flow b to fluid flow a, denoted by the orientation of the edges.
T1,a Ta
T1,b
Tw
Tb
 1,aCpT1,a
 2,bCpTb 1,bCpT1,b
 2,aCpTa
hbAs,b(Tb-Tw)
haAs,a(Tw-Ta)
Figure 3.3: Graph model of a liquid-liquid heat
exchanger.
Figure 3.4: Physical heat exchanger
used for experimental validation.
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The thermal power flows from the inlet conditions T1,a and T1,b to the outlet conditions Ta and
Tb are calculated by (3.17) using a = 0, b = Cp, and c = 0. This gives power flows in the form
P = m˙CpT where m˙ is specified for each inlet condition. The power flow between the fluid flows
and wall depend upon flow configuration. For parallel flow plate heat exchangers, (3.17) takes the
form of m˙ = 0, a = hbAs,b, b = 1, and c = −1, which gives,
P = hbAs,b (Tb − Tw) (3.18)
where hb is the heat transfer coefficient for fluid flow b and As,b is the heat transfer surface area
for fluid flow b. Similarly, for heat transfer from the wall into the exit temperature of fluid a,
a = haAs,a, b = 1, and c = −1, which gives,
P = haAs,a (Tw − Ta) (3.19)
where ha is the heat transfer coefficient for fluid flow a and As,a is the heat transfer surface area
for fluid flow a. In counter flow heat exchangers, c = −α in (3.17) for fluid flow a and b, which
gives power flows in the form of
P = hbAs,b (Tb − αTw) ,
P = haAs,a (Tw − αTa)
(3.20)
where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is tuned to match heat exchanger behavior. This allows the exit temperature of
fluid A to exceed the inlet temperature of fluid b and achieves the behavior discussed for Figure
3.2.
The temperature dynamics are given by (3.14). For the walls C = MCp, resulting in the wall
dynamics given as,
MCpT˙w = hbAb (Tb − αTw)− haAa (Tw − αTa) (3.21)
where α = 1 for a parallel flow heat exchanger. The heat transfer coefficient h for both fluid flows is
highly dependent upon flow conditions and fluid properties, and can be calculated using empirical
correlations [56].
The exit temperature capacitances are calculated as
C = AcLρCp (3.22)
where Ac is the cross sectional area of the fluid passage, and L is the length of the heat exchanger
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fluid flow passage. Cross sectional area of the heat exchanger is calculated using the hydraulic di-
ameter appropriate for the heat exchanger geometry [56]. This gives the exit temperature dynamics
as,
Ac,aLaρaCp,aT˙a = haAs,a (Tw − αTa) + m˙1,aCp,aT1,a − m˙2,aCp,aTa
Ac,bLbρbCp,bT˙b = m˙1,bCp,bT1,b − hbAs,b (Tb − αTw)− m˙2,bCp,bTb.
(3.23)
Note that the subscripts a and b denote the fluid and geometric properties on each side of the heat
exchanger. Equations (3.21) and (3.23) together form the heat exchanger graph model (3.8) which
is provided as (99) in Appendix A.5.
Figure 3.5 shows a comparison of the graph-based modeling approach to experimental data
from a plate heat exchanger in a parallel flow configuration during transient operating conditions.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of parallel flow heat exchanger graph model and experimental data for
(a) wall temperature, (b) temperature difference between the inlet and outlet of each side, and (c)
power flow through the heat exchanger
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Subplot (a) shows the wall temperature collected experimentally using a surface mounted temper-
ature sensor which is centered on the outer heat exchanger plate. Subplot (b) shows the difference
between inlet and outlet temperatures for the hot side (Side A) and the cold side (Side B) of the
heat exchanger. Since the hot side has lower flow rates than the cold side, a higher temperature
difference is achieved between the inlet and outlet. For both sides, the graph model matches the
data very well with maximum errors of less than 0.5◦C, or 5.4% error, which is small enough for
model-based control where feedback can compensate for some model error. Therefore, the use of a
single temperature state to model the wall is acceptable for most applications. Power flow through
the heat exchanger from the hot side to the cold side is shown in subplot (c) with acceptable levels
of error between the graph and experimental data.
3.2.2 Cold Plate
Cold plate heat exchangers are widely used throughout aircraft electronic cooling systems,
largely due to their smaller form factor compared to traditional finned heat spreaders. Common
cold plate designs feature copper or stainless steel tubing pressed into channels of an aluminum
plate. A coolant is pumped through the tubing to transfer heat from the component attached to
the surface of the plate.
A cold plate is shown in Figure 3.7, with the corresponding graph model in Figure 3.6. The
graph model for the cold plate includes two dynamic vertices and two edges, denoted by solid
lines. The dashed vertex labeled T1 is the inlet condition for the cold plate fluid flow and is
determined by an upstream graph component. The outlet temperature T of the cold plate is used
to calculate power flows for downstream components, represented by the dashed edge and vertex.
The cold plate graph model is very similar to the heat exchanger, except one fluid flow is replaced
by a single source vertex and edge, labeled q. This vertex, which could be the temperature of an
electrical component, and edge represent the power flow from a heat load that is affecting the cold
plate wall temperature Tw, which then transfers heat to the coolant flow and increases the coolant
exit temperature T .
The fluid power flow into the cold plate from the inlet condition T1 to the outlet condition T
is calculated using (3.17) where a = 0, b = Cp, and c = 0. This gives a power flow of the form
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Figure 3.6: Graph model of a liquid cold plate with
heat load q.
Figure 3.7: Physical cold plate used for
experimental validation.
P = m˙CpT . Convective heat transfer between Tw and T is calculated using (3.17) with a = hAs,
b = 1, and c = −1, giving P = hAs(T −Tw), where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient and
As is the heat transfer surface area between the cold plate wall and the liquid coolant.
The temperature dynamics are given by (3.14), where C = MCp for the cold plate, resulting in
the temperature dynamic for the wall
MCpT˙w = q − hAs(Tw − T ). (3.24)
The exit temperature dynamic of the fluid in the cold plate is similar to the heat exchanger
exit temperature dynamics where the cold plate capacitance C = AcLρCp, which gives the exit
temperature dynamic,
AcLρCpT˙ = hAs (Tw − T ) + m˙1CpT1 − m˙2CpT. (3.25)
Equations (3.24) and (3.25) form the cold plate graph model (3.8) which is provided as (100) in Ap-
pendix A.5. Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of the graph-based modeling approach to experimental
data of a cold plate. Since a cold plate can have a significant spatial distribution of temperatures
depending upon how the load is mounted to the plate several temperature sensors are used to cap-
ture the temperature distribution on the cold plate, indicated by the red band in the top subplot of
Figure 3.8. The graph model determines an average wall temperature for the calculation of power
flow to the fluid. In the bottom subplot of Figure 3.8, the exit fluid temperatures of the graph and
experiment are shown to match closely.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.8: Comparison of cold plate graph model and experimental data for (a) wall temperature
and (b) fluid exit temperature
3.2.3 Fluid Tank
Aircraft contain many fluid tanks for the storage of fuel, oil, hydraulic fluid, and even passenger
cabin air. Each of these tanks store mass and thermal energy that can be transported around
the aircraft. In the case of fuel, mass is removed from the tanks for combustion in the engine.
The effect is a continual decrease of fuel tank thermal capacitance, which must be given special
consideration in a graph model.
Figure 3.9 shows the graph model for the fluid tank which includes a single dynamic vertex and
T1
ṁ1CpT1 ṁ2CpT
Tamb
hA(T-Tamb)
Mass
T
(ṁ1-ṁ2)CpT
Figure 3.9: Graph model of a tank with ambient
heat loss and time-varying mass.
Figure 3.10: Physical fluid tank used for
experimental validation.
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three edges, denoted by solid lines. The dashed vertex T1 is the temperature of the fluid flowing
into the tank, where m˙1 is the return mass flow rate. The temperature of the tank T is used to
calculate the power flow out of the fluid tank, which is a function of the outlet mass flow rate m˙2.
The final two edges and vertices capture the energy loss from the fluid tank as a result of heat
transfer with ambient conditions and mass loss from the tank.
The fluid power flow into the fluid tank from the upstream component is calculated using
(3.17) where a = 0, b = Cp, and c = 0. This gives power flow into the fluid tank temperature T
as P = m˙1CpT1. The power flow out of the tank is similar, with a = 0, b = Cp, and c = 0, giving
P = m˙2CpT . The heat transfer between the fluid tank and the ambient conditions is a function of
the heat transfer coefficient h and the surface area As between fluid in the tank and the ambient
fluid, including thermal resistance of the wall. This power flow can be calculated using (3.17) where
a = hAs, b = 1, and c = −1, giving P = hAs(T − Tamb). Note that this is an oriented graph which
associates positive power flow with leaving the fluid tank, but if T < Tamb then the sign of the
power flow will become negative, resulting in power flow into the tank. The orientation of the edge
is only reflective of the direction of positive power flow, not the physical direction of power flow.
Mass energy loss from the tank is calculated as (m˙1−m˙2)CpT so that T is only affected by thermal
energy changes.
The temperature dynamics are given by (3.14), where thermal capacitance of the tank is C =
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of tank graph model and experimental data for tank temperature
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MCp, giving the tank temperature dynamic as,
MCpT˙ = m˙1CpT1 − m˙2CpT − hAs(T − Tamb)− (m˙1 − m˙2)CpT. (3.26)
This equation forms the fluid tank graph model (3.8) which is provided as (101) in Appendix A.5.
Figure (3.11) shows a comparison of the graph-based modeling approach to experimental data
of a fluid tank for a variety of operating conditions. The graph matches the experimentally collected
data very well, with a max difference of 1◦C, or 4.3% error, shown in the figure insert.
3.2.4 Pumps and Fans
Pumps and fans are the primary form of mass transfer for aircraft thermal management systems,
transporting mass between heat exchangers, tanks, and air volumes.
Figure 3.12 shows the thermal graph model for a pump or fan which includes a single dynamic
vertex, an algebraic vertex, and two edges, each denoted by solid lines. The dashed vertex T1 is the
temperature of the fluid at the inlet to the pump. The fluid exit temperature T is used to calculate
the power flow out of the pump or pipe, which is a function of the outlet mass flow rate m˙1 and is
set as an algebraic relationship of Pelec, which is unique to each pump or fan.
The fluid power flow into and out of the pump or fan is calculated using (3.17) where a = 0,
b = Cp, and c = 0. This gives the inlet power flow as P = m˙1CpT1 and the exit power flow as
P = m˙1CpT . The mass flow rates throughout the thermal system can be calculated using hydraulic
graphs [55], actuator inputs, or set directly. If η < 1, then heat is added to the outlet temperature
of the pump, and ηPelec represents the dissipative power required to achieve m˙1.
T1
ṁ1CpT1
Pelec
-
T
ηPelec
ṁ1CpT
(1-η)Pelec
Figure 3.12: Graph model of a pump or pipe
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3.2.5 Split or Junction
Splits and junctions are used to route fluid throughout a thermal system. A generic graph
model for a split or junction is defined as having n inlet edges and m outlet edges. In Figure 3.13
a sample thermal graph model for splits and junctions is shown with n = m = 2. The dashed
vertices Tin,1 and Tin,2 are the temperatures of fluids entering the junction at their respective mass
flow rates m˙in,1 and m˙in,2. The temperature T of the split or junction is used to calculate the exit
power flows.
The fluid power flow into a split or junction from upstream components is calculated using
(3.17) where a = 0, b = Cp, and c = 0. This gives power flows into the junction temperature T as
Pi = m˙iCpTi for the i
th inlet. For a split, i = 1. The outlet power flows are identical, with a = 0,
b = Cp, and c = 0, which gives Pj = m˙out,jCpT for the j
th outlet. For a junction, j = 1.
3.3 Electrical Graph Modeling
Electrical systems consist of generation, distribution, transformation, and dissipation compo-
nents. Generators attached to aircraft engines provide the electrical power that is transformed via
rectifiers and transformers and distributed to electrical AC and DC buses at varying voltages. Con-
stant current, power, or impedance loads consume electrical power and produce heat as a byproduct
of inefficiencies.
Since the purpose of the graph modeling framework is the development of models for model-
based control, there is no distinguishing between AC and DC power because the timescales associ-
ated with the AC power waveform are too fast for the system behavior that the graph is intended
to capture. Assuming a balanced three-phase system, the graph model will capture the behavior
of the d-component in a synchronous reference frame aligned with the voltage [57, 58]. The d-
Tin,2  out,2CpT
T
Tin,1
 in,1CpT in,1
 in,2CpT in,2
 out,1CpT
Figure 3.13: Graph model of a split or junction
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component comes from a dq0 transform, and corresponds to the magnitude of the voltage. For DC
power, the graph model captures the behavior of the DC voltage.
Unlike thermal component graphs, electrical energy is not stored within most electrical compo-
nents, except batteries and super-capacitors, so Ci in (3.1) does not represent a storage capacitance
for each electrical graph vertex. Instead, Ci is selected to represent the transient behavior of the
modeled component. For generators, Ci is equivalent to the direct axis short circuit transient time
constant, which can be found on data sheets or calculated using methods from [58]. The Ci for a
voltage bus is selected to be at least one order of magnitude smaller than the generator due to the
fact that bus transients are significantly faster than generator transients. The general expression
for the voltage time rate of change within electrical system components is defined as
CiV˙ =
∑
Pin −
∑
Pout (3.27)
where each P denotes the amount of power flowing in or out of a component. The following
subsections detail the selection of Ci and form of (3.39) for individual electrical system components.
Edge power flows are given by,
P = (a+ u)(bx1 + cx2) (3.28)
where x is the state of an adjacent vertex, u is an input, and a, b, and c are coefficients defining
the edge power.
For discrete graph models with discretization rates greater than one second, generator and bus
voltages should be treated as static since voltage regulation dynamics are often much faster. This
means Ci = 0 for each generator and bus voltage vertex, and (3.39) reduces to,
0 =
∑
Pin −
∑
Pout →
∑
Pin =
∑
Pout (3.29)
3.3.1 Generator
Aircraft generators are mounted to gearboxes on each engine or an auxiliary power unit which
provide the input mechanical power to generate electrical power. Throughout an aircraft mission,
the engine shaft speed can vary depending upon the throttle position. Without a generator control
unit regulating the AC voltage, increases and decreases in shaft speed will affect the voltage and
frequency of the AC signal.
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The generator graph model is shown in Figure 3.14. This includes a vertex Vgen representing
the voltage of the generator, a single edge oriented into the vertex that represents the power input
from the shaft, and several edges oriented out of Vgen towards sink vertices. The single source
vertex ω is considered a disturbance to the generator graph and would be specified by another
graph model for the engine. Sink vertices are individual voltage buses or loads directly attached
to the generator. Edge power flow into Vgen from the source vertex is given by (3.28) with a = 0,
b = α, and c = β, giving
P = u(αω + βVgen) (3.30)
where ω is the shaft speed of the generator, Vgen is the generator voltage, and linear coefficients α
and β are identified based upon open circuit voltage of the generator for various shaft speeds. The
generator dynamics are given by (3.39) where Ci is tuned to match the open loop response of the
generator.
3.3.2 Bus
Aircraft electrical buses distribute power throughout the aircraft to multiple loads at varying
voltages. Since the graph model does not distinguish between AC and DC voltages, graph edge
parameters are based upon transformer turn ratios in order to capture the desired voltage increase
or decrease.
The electrical bus graph model is shown in Figure 3.15. It has a single vertex Vbus that is
connected via a single edge to the source vertex Vgen. This assumes that the bus is connected
directly to the generator. While this is the most common architecture, two buses may be connected
together in which case the generator source vertex could be replaced with another bus voltage
vertex. Sink vertices, and the edges connecting them to Vbus, represent individual loads on the bus
ω 
αω+βV
Vgen
Figure 3.14: Graph model for electrical generator
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which are discussed in the next subsection. The edge between the source vertex and Vbus represents
a transformer unit, and its power flow is defined as
P = u(αVgen + βVbus) (3.31)
where u is a control input and
α
β
∝ N1
N2
(3.32)
where N1/N2 is the turn ratio for the electrical transformer. The input u regulates the bus voltage
when loads turn on or off by affecting N1/N2, and often is set by a feedback controller.
The bus dynamics are given by (3.39). With Ci = 0 the bus voltage is algebraic, meaning the
bus acts as a summing junction, ∑
Pin =
∑
Pout (3.33)
Otherwise, Ci can be chosen to represent bus voltage regulation dynamics, which is often at least
one order of magnitude smaller than the generator Ci.
3.3.3 Loads
Three main types of electrical loads are considered: constant power, constant current, and
constant impedance. A graph model containing each of the loads is shown in Figure 3.16.
Constant Power Loads
For constant power loads, sink vertex p sets the power for the electrical load and thermal load.
The electrical edge power flow is given by (3.28), with u = 1, a = 0, b = η, and c = 0 which gives
P = ηp (3.34)
Vgen
u(αVgen+βVbus)
Vbus
Figure 3.15: Graph model for electrical bus
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where η is the efficiency of the load. The heat generated as a byproduct of inefficiencies is repre-
sented by the dashed line in Figure 3.16 between vertex p and T . The edge terminates in a sink
vertex T , which represents the temperature of the constant power electrical load. While p was a
sink state in the electrical domain, it is represented as a source vertex in the thermal domain such
that the edge parameters are a = 1, b = (1− η), and c = 0 which gives
P = (1− η)p. (3.35)
Constant Current Loads
Power flow for constant current loads set the input u = I, and coefficients are defined as a = 0,
b = η, and c = 0, such that the constant current power flow is given by
P = uηVbus = ηVbusI (3.36)
where η is the electrical load efficiency.
The heat generated as a byproduct of the inefficiency is represented by the dashed line in
Figure 3.16 between vertex I and T . The edge terminates in a sink vertex T which represents the
temperature of the constant current electrical load. This vertex could be the source vertex in a
thermal component graph. While I was a sink state for the electrical domain, it is represented as a
source vertex for the thermal domain such that the edge parameters are u = 1, a = 0, b = (1− η),
and c = 0 which gives
P = (1− η)I (3.37)
ηVbusI
T
Vbus
I
p T
Vbus/R
2
ηp
(1-η)p
(1-η)VbusI
T
Constant Power
Constant Current
Constant Impedance 
Figure 3.16: Graph model for constant power, current, and impedance loads
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Constant Impedance Loads
Similarly to current loads, to maintain the structure of (3.28) the input is set u = Vbus, and
coefficients can be defined as a = 0, b = 1/R, and c = 0, giving
P = u
Vbus
R
=
V 2bus
R
(3.38)
where R is the impedance of the load.
A constant impedance load is converted solely into heat. Therefore, the edge in Figure 3.16
representing the constant impedance load is connected directly to the sink vertex T which represents
the temperature of electrical load. This vertex could be the source vertex in a thermal component
graph.
Since the graph-based modeling approach does not need to distinguish between ac and dc power,
the following holds true for constant resistance loads as well.
3.3.4 Battery
Battery graph models support charge and discharge of a battery, or battery bank, to an electrical
bus. Additionally, waste heat as a result of inefficient charging and discharging will affect lumped
capacitance battery temperature.
The electrical battery graph model is shown in Figure 3.17. Vertex SOC represents the state-
of-charge of the battery and has two edges that form a cycle with Vbus and correspond to the
charge Pcharge and discharge Pdischarge rates of the battery. If Pcharge > 0 =⇒ Pdischarge = 0, and
Pdischarge > 0 =⇒ Pcharge = 0.
During charge mode, excess power is converted to heat (1−η)Pcharge, such that the total power
draw from the bus for charging the battery is Pcharge + (1 − η)Pcharge. During discharge mode,
Pcharge
SOC
Pdischarge
(1-η)Pdischarge
(1-η)PchargeVbus
Tbatt
Figure 3.17: Graph model for electrical battery
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excess power is converted to heat, but it originates from the battery SOC, such that the total
power draw decreasing the battery SOC is Pdischarge + (1− η)Pdischarge.
Therefore, the battery SOC dynamics are given by,
Ci ˙SOC =
∑
Pin −
∑
Pout = Pcharge − (2− η)Pdischarge (3.39)
where η is the battery charge/discharge efficiency and can be a function of charge/discharge rate
and battery temperature.
3.3.5 Validation of Graph Model
The electrical graph is validated using nonlinear electrical system components from the Power-
Flow toolset which has previously been validated [19]. The architecture pictured in Figure 3.18 is
modeled in PowerFlow using system sizing parameters from [59] to represent a Boeing 787 electrical
system. The electrical system features a generator operating at a nominal 230V, a 270V dc bus,
and a 115V ac bus. Each bus connects to a set of constant impedance, power, and current loads. A
graph model is developed to represent the electrical architecture, shown in Figure 3.19. The graph
model is a combination of the generator, bus, and load graphs from the previous sections. The
unlabeled sink vertices correspond to the constant impedance loads, while the other sink vertices
correspond to the constant power and current loads.
Validation is performed using open loop responses. Therefore, generator and bus voltages are
not regulated to their set points in order to test the ability of the graph to capture transients and
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Figure 3.18: Electrical system architecture
for graph and simulation comparison
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Figure 3.19: Graph of the electrical system
in Figure 3.18
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steady-state offsets from nominal voltages when generator shaft speed is increased and loads are
turned on and off. In Figure 3.20(a) the generator shaft speed is shown to change between 10,000
and 14,000 RPM. Figure 3.20(b) and Figure 3.20(c) show the varying constant power and constant
current loads input to the graph and PowerFlow models. Resistive loads are held constant at 5Ω
since the load magnitude will change as voltage changes. Peak DC loads are 54kW, and peak AC
loads are 22kW.
Figure 3.21(a) shows the transient voltages for the generator, where the shaft speed is the
largest contributor to changing voltage. Detail (c) shows a close up of the graph and PowerFlow
model matching very well during transient events. Figure 3.21(b) shows close matching voltages
of the 270V DC bus and the 115V AC bus. A close up in detail (d) shows that there is a slight
steady-state offset with the graph model, but when a load is turned off shortly before 1300s, both
Figure 3.20: Open loop inputs for (a) gen-
erator rotational shaft speed, (b) constant
power AC and DC loads, (c) constant cur-
rent AC and DC loads. Constant impedance
loads are fixed at 5Ω.
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of graph model and
nonlinear simulation (a) generator voltage,
(b) 270V and 115V bus voltages, (c) tran-
sient generator voltage, and (d) loads affect-
ing bus voltage, for inputs from Figure 3.20.
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models react accordingly with an open-loop bus voltage increase. This steady-state error is not
prohibitive to the intended use of the graph-based model for control design since feedback can
eliminate small model errors.
3.4 Turbomachinery Graph Modeling
Gas turbine engines and air cycle machines are the primary forms of turbomachinery found
in modern aircraft. The engine, or sometimes the auxiliary power unit, is the prime mover from
which all power in the aircraft is extracted, while the air cycle machine acts as the refrigeration
unit in the environmental control system. Although each of these systems exist for very different
purposes, their dynamic behavior in a graph framework is very similar.
Recall that each thermal graph model in Section 3.2 was based upon the conservation of energy.
For rotating machinery, angular momentum is an additional conserved quantity that must be
considered for graph vertices that represent rotational shaft speeds. Angular momentum L for a
shaft is defined as
L = Jω (3.40)
where J is the moment of inertia and ω is the angular velocity. Taking the time derivative of the
angular momentum yields
dL
dt
=
d(Jω)
dt
=
dJ
dt
ω +
dω
dt
J (3.41)
Assuming that the moment of inertia is constant, (3.41) can be reduced to
dL
dt
=
dω
dt
J = αJ (3.42)
where α is the angular acceleration. The right hand side of (3.42) is equivalent to Newton’s second
law for rotational bodies, which states that τ = Jα where τ is the net torque acting on the body.
Given Nc components producing positive or negative work on a shaft, the net power is expressed
as
P = ω
Nc∑
i
τi =
Nc∑
i
m˙iCp,i∆Ti (3.43)
where m˙i is the mass flow rate through the turbomachinery component, Cp,i is the specific heat of
the working fluid, and ∆Ti is the temperature difference from inlet to outlet of each turbomachinery
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Figure 3.22: Schematic of a closed-loop air cycle machine with a power turbine.
component. For a single component, the torque can be written as
τ =
m˙Cp∆T
ω
(3.44)
and the shaft dynamics can be found by combining (3.42) and (3.44) to give the governing dynamics
for a shaft,
dω
dt
=
1
Jω
Nc∑
i
τi =
1
Jω
Nc∑
i
m˙iCp,i∆Ti. (3.45)
The dynamics for temperature vertices in the turbomachinery graphs follow (3.14) and the
edges follow the power flow equation in (3.17).
3.4.1 Air Cycle Machine
The air cycle machine is the primary refrigeration unit in the environmental control system for
modern commercial aircraft. Figure 3.22 shows a traditional closed-loop configuration of an ACM
operating in a reverse Brayton cycle where air is compressed from (1) to (2) effectively increasing
the air pressure and temperature, heat is rejected from (2) to (3), air temperature and pressure
drop as it is expanded from (3) to (4), and heat is absorbed from loads between (4) and (1). In
an open-loop ACM configuration, inlet air to the compressor (1) comes from another source such
as the engine bleed air. Additionally, ACMs may have multiple turbines to provide extra power.
In Figure 3.22 a power turbine is shown to the right of the dashed line. This turbine expands air
from (5) to (6) in order to provide extra power to the shaft which helps increase the refrigeration
capability of the ACM. Typically this air is bled from the compressor of the aircraft engine and is
discharged to ambient.
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Figure 3.23: Air cycle machine graph.
A graph model of the ACM configuration in Figure 3.22 is shown in Figure 3.23. The graph
consists of six temperature vertices, a shaft speed vertex, and thirteen edges, denoted by solid lines.
The dashed vertex Tbleed is a source vertex for the temperature of the bleed air that is entering
the power turbine. The heat that is absorbed by the ACM is represented by the dashed vertex
and edge entering the vertex TK,in and the heat rejected by the ACM is represented by the dashed
vertex and edge exiting the vertex TET,in.
Recall (3.43) which requires a temperature difference in order to calculate the power input or
output from the shaft. Each compressor and turbine in the graph model is represented with an
inlet and outlet temperature vertex with edges that are oriented such that the inlet conditions are
directed into the shaft speed vertex and the outlet conditions are out of the shaft speed vertex.
Therefore, the power equation for edges connected to the shaft speed can be written as,
P = m˙Cp∆T = m˙CpTin − m˙CpTout (3.46)
where the right-hand-side is the summation of two independent temperature terms, and the sign
convention corresponds to the orientation of edges entering and leaving the ω vertex in Figure
3.23. This introduces the first form of edge power equations for the ACM, which are denoted with
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green and blue lines in Figure 3.23, and follow the form of (3.17) where P = m˙CpT . For edges
ei, i ∈ {1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 11, 13} (3.17) is written with a = 0, b = Cp, and c = 0, while for edges ei,
i ∈ {4, 7, 9} (3.17) is written with a = 0, b = 0, and c = Cp. This difference is the result of the
negative sign in (3.46) and the corresponding orientation of edges in Figure 3.23.
The red and purple power equation in Figure 3.23 is used from inlet to outlet conditions for
each compressor and turbine. This linear power flow equation is of the form
P = α(Tin − Tout) + βm˙+ γ (3.47)
where α, β, and γ are identified linear coefficients for a given ACM at steady-state. Since by
definition e7 = e11 and e9 = e13, in order to reach steady-state (3.47) will equal zero during
steady-state operation.
Two mass flow rates are used for the ACM configuration in Figure 3.22 and the graph in Figure
3.23. Since the power turbine is isolated from the air cycle loop,
m˙PT = f(u) (3.48)
where u is a valve opening on the bleed air supply line, which will affect the power flow along
e1 and effectively change the shaft speed. The mass flow rate in the air cycle loop m˙ACM is not
actuated, and is only affected by the shaft speed which often is fitted with a quadratic relationship
identified from simulation data,
m˙ACM = f(ω, ω
2) (3.49)
Both mass flow rate relationships can be determined from simulation or empirical data.
For heat absorbed and rejected by the ACM, the source and sink vertices are often wall temper-
atures for heat exchangers. Heat enters the ACM through a heat exchanger between the expansion
turbine and compressor, which effectively increases the temperature at the inlet to the compressor.
The heat transfer between the fluid flow and a heat exchanger wall follows the form of (3.17) where
a = hAs, b = 1, and c = −1, which gives,
P = hAs (Tw − TK,in) (3.50)
where h is the heat transfer coefficient for the fluid and As is the heat transfer surface area between
the fluid and wall. Heat is rejected from the ACM using a heat exchanger between the compressor
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outlet and expansion turbine inlet, therefore in the graph power exits the ACM from the TET,in
vertex. The heat transfer between the fluid flow and a heat exchanger wall follows the form of
(3.17) where a = hAs, b = 1, and c = −1, which gives,
P = hAs (TET,in − Tw) (3.51)
The temperature dynamics for each vertex in Figure 3.23 simply follow from (3.14), where
C = MCp = ρV Cp and the air volume V is determined from the geometry for the ACM. The
dynamics for each temperature are expressed as
ρV CpT˙ =
∑
Pin −
∑
Pout (3.52)
Shaft dynamics use (3.45) as a basis, but are linearized about a nominal shaft speed ω0 to avoid
nonlinear behavior in the graph model,
ω˙ =
[
1
Jω0
− 1
Jω20
(ω − ω0)
](∑
Pin −
∑
Pout
)
. (3.53)
Due to ω20 being very large relative to ω0, the linear term (ω−ω0) will be dominated by the constant
term and can thus be removed with little affect on the dynamics. This simplifies the expression to
the format of (3.1),
Jω0ω˙ =
(∑
Pin −
∑
Pout
)
. (3.54)
Graph shaft dynamics use (3.54) with ω0 included in the capacitance term.
Empirical Validation of Graph Model
Full scale experimental testing of ACMs is difficult due to the substantial infrastructure required
to generate the ram, bleed, and boundary conditions for a flight envelope that an ACM would
operate within. Furthermore, airborne testing is often infeasible due to the certification processes
associated with installation of testing equipment and the time commitment required of the aircraft.
For these reasons, modeling of ACMs and environmental control systems is well documented [60,
61, 62, 63, 64], but often not validated with flight data.
Limited work has been done with experimental ACM studies. In [65] a traditional two-wheel
bootstrap ACM is tested using air compressors to condition bleed and ram air for various altitudes.
Steady-state pressure, humidity-ratio, and ACM exit temperature is measured and reported. In
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[66] a two-wheel bootstrap ACM from an unidentified BAE Systems aircraft is tested for a limited
set of flight conditions in order to validate a 1D thermodynamic model, which is used to extrapolate
ACM performance over an entire flight envelope. The data that is used to validate the steady-state
behavior of the graph model comes from [67] where a two-wheel bootstrap ACM is powered by a
bleed-air driven power turbine, which is identical to the configuration in Section 3.4.1. The data
is collected at six points along the edges of the flight envelope as shown in Figure 3.24. The graph
model is simulated over a mission profile that begins at point 1 and proceeds to point 6 in ascending
order. The mission profile is designed such that the ACM graph remains at each flight envelope
point for 500 seconds allowing the system to reach steady-state. Graph source and sink vertices
were defined using boundary conditions in Table 1 of [67]. Linear coefficients along edges 3, 10,
and 11 in Figure 3.23 were tuned such that steady state temperatures in the graph matched the
steady-state temperatures collected from Figs. 8-11 in [67].
The first metric of comparison is the coefficient of performance (COP) which is defined as,
COP =
Q
m˙bleedCp(Tbleed − Tamb) (3.55)
where Q is the heat load into the ACM, m˙bleed is the mass flow rate of bleed air going through
the power turbine, Tbleed is the bleed air temperature, and Tamb is the ambient temperature at
the exit of the power turbine. Figure 3.25 compares the graph model to the data presented in
[67]. Inlet and outlet temperatures for each turbine and the compressor are compared in Figure
3.26. Figs. 3.25 and 3.26 show close matching between steady-state conditions in the graph
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Figure 3.24: Flight envelope points where data is collected by Matulich [67].
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model and the data from [67]. The graph model calculates COP within 2.6% of each data point,
while temperatures are within 11%. While there is a larger difference between the graph model
and the data from [67], it is important to mention that the purpose of a control-oriented ACM
model is to identify the effect of bleed air input to the amount of heat removed from the system,
meaning that matching COP is the first priority. Secondly, without detailed knowledge of the mass
flow rates or heat exchanger parameters used within [67] it is difficult to accurately estimate graph
parameters. In the subsequent section, a transient validation will be presented where a high-fidelity
ACM model is used for comparison. The advantage of such a model is the ability to easily identify
the relationships between turbomachinery temperatures, shaft speed, and mass flow rate to help
with the selection of graph parameters.
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Figure 3.25: COP by the graph model compared to Matulich [67].
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Figure 3.26: Temperatures of the graph model compared to Matullch [67].
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Transient Validation of Graph Model
A high-fidelity ACM model is developed using the ATTMO Toolbox [12] in the configuration of
Figure 3.22. The secondary side of each heat exchanger is modeled with a source fluid flow. Heat
input qin is from a fuel loop that is being cooled by the ACM, while heat output qout from the
ACM is rejected to engine bypass air. The inlet temperatures for each fluid flow are specified in
the simulation. The graph is defined in (104)-(109) in Appendix A.5.
The graph model in Figure 3.23 is adapted to include heat exchangers in place of q which adds
additional vertices Twall and Tout. The secondary side of each heat exchanger is provided with
source vertices denoted as Tfuel and Tbypass. Boundary conditions for Tfuel and Tbypass are taken
from the ATTMO ACM model.
Model comparison is conducted by stepping inputs and disturbances for each model. Fuel and
bypass air inlet temperatures are stepped between their minimum and maximum points for ideal
operation of the ACM, while the bleed air flow into the power turbine is stepped between high and
low demand operation.
Heat absorption and rejection by the ACM is compared in Figure 3.27. Subplot (a) shows the
graph model matching the high-fidelity model very well in heat rejection to engine bypass, while
detail (c) shows a close up of the transient matching by the graph model. Similarly with subplot
(b), the graph model matches the high-fidelity model within 4% at steady-state conditions, and
detail (d) shows good transient matching even with the steady-state offset. Shaft speed of the
ACM is primarily affected by changes in the mass flow rate into the power turbine. Figure 3.28
shows the comparison between the two models. While there is occasionally a 2% steady-state offset
between the two models, the error is negligible in regards to controlling the performance of the
ACM, specifically the heat rejection. More importantly is the role of shaft speed in calculating
the ACM mass flow rate which directly affects the heat transfer capabilities of the ACM. During
transients (insert of Figure 3.28) it is important to capture the dynamics of the shaft so that correct
mass flow rates are used for heat transfer calculations.
Figure 3.29 shows the power produced or consumed by the turbines and compressor. For the
graph model, powers are calculated using (3.46). A positive sign indicates power generated while
a negative sign indicates a power consumption. In subplot (a) the power turbine generates a
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Figure 3.27: ACM graph validation: (a) Heat rejected to the bypass air, (b) heat absorbed from
the fuel by the ACM, (c) & (d) detail showing matching transient behavior by the graph model
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Figure 3.28: ACM shaft speed comparison with matching transient behavior (insert)
significant amount of power compared to the expansion turbine due to sizing of each component.
Subplot (b) shows the consumption of power by the compressor, which in steady-state is equivalent
to the sum of the power and expansion turbine. Detail (c) and (d) show almost identical matching
between the graph and high-fidelity model transients.
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Figure 3.29: ACM graph validation: (a) Power produced by the power turbine (top) and expansion
turbine (bot), (b) power consumed by the compressor, (c) & (d) detail showing matching transient
behavior by the graph model
3.5 Chapter Summary
The graph models presented in this chapter form the basic building blocks for assembling
thermal and electrical system graphs of aircraft power systems. While there exist other modeling
techniques for representing the dynamics of aircraft power systems, graphs have the advantage of
being modular so that as systems change throughout the design process, model-based controllers are
easily updated. Furthermore, graphs inherently handle interconnections between energy domains
and time scales, making them applicable for a wide range of aircraft power systems. Finally,
graphs can be variable fidelity in terms of the number of vertices used to capture dynamics or the
complexity of power flow relationships (linear vs. bilinear vs. nonlinear).
This dissertation uses graph models to represent dynamics with time constants from seconds
to hours, while encompassing thermal, electrical, and mechanical forms of energy. Graphs are
subsequently used in model predictive controllers and provide excellent predictive capability.
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Chapter 4
System Description
Next generation aircraft are expected to have significantly advanced systems that exceed a
total of 1MW on-board electrical power [68], thermal systems that are strongly coupled to the
electrical system [6], and an increased need to minimize fuel burn while maintaining constraints
and performance objectives. While such an architecture has not been defined at this time, many
elements of current generation platforms such as the Boeing 787 and the Lockheed-Martin F-35,
along with desired components for next generation capabilities, are used to define the aircraft power
system architecture in this chapter.
An overview of the power system architecture is provided in Section 4.1. Detailed explanations
and general sizing parameters of the fuel system, air cycle machines, air zones, liquid cooling loops,
and electrical system are provided in Sections 4.2 to 4.6. Appendix 7.2.5 contains mathematical
definitions for all of the components that were modeled in Simulink to perform the simulation case
studies in Chapter 6.
4.1 System Overview
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show a hypothetical power system architecture that is used to conduct
comparison studies between control methods. In Figure 4.1 the fuel thermal management system,
two air cycle machines, air zones, and liquid cooling loop is shown. Figure 4.2 shows the electrical
system architecture which is coupled thermally via the liquid loops and air zones to the system
shown in Figure 4.1, but also provides electrical power to many of the actuators.
The aircraft is sized to carry 19,000kg of fuel, generate up to 1.8MW of electrical power, and
reject up to 300kW of waste heat through the ACM bypass duct and fuel ram air heat exchangers.
Engines provide mechanical power to one of two generators, which are rated for 900kW each and
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Figure 4.1: Candidate aircraft thermal power system architecture.
connected to isolated high-voltage AC buses. Each generator bus contains a set of loads and
provides power to converters connected to high-voltage DC, low-voltage AC, and low-voltage DC
buses. Only one generator bus can provide power to the other buses at any given time, but switches
allow for the source bus to change as shown in Figure 4.2. Many electrical loads are coupled to the
pumps, fans, and motors in Figure 4.1, while others are mission specific or exogenous.
Each converter and battery is liquid-cooled by the cold plates shown at the bottom of Figure
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4.1, and all other electrical waste heat is dissipated to the electronics bays. The ACMs provide all
of the cooling to liquid-cooled loads and air zones, and can dissipate the heat through the engine
bypass duct or into the fuel system. Fuel is circulated through multiple heat exchangers where heat
is absorbed before being rejected through a ram air heat exchanger or stored in fuel tanks.
4.2 Fuel Thermal Management System
Figure 4.3 shows the fuel system schematic. Each main and auxiliary tank holds 4,000kg of
fuel which can circulate throughout the fuel system and be used as a heat sink for various loads.
The recirculated fuel is either sent to the engine or returned to the main and auxiliary tanks. The
center fuel tank is capable of holding 3,000kg of fuel and can feed either side of the fuel system,
but fuel cannot be returned. Each engine has a dedicated coolant loop with a pump to provide
engine oil cooling. Similarly, the generator mounted to the engine has a dedicated coolant loop
with a pump in order to keep the generator cooled during use. The remaining cold plate on the
engine is for cooling the FADEC. Each of the fuel pumps are electrically powered and individually
controlled.
Directly below each auxiliary tank, a 3-way valve controls the ratio of fuel flow from main
and auxiliary tanks. A circulation pump pushes fuel through another 3-way valve which diverts
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Figure 4.3: Fuel system architecture.
some fuel flow to the engine FADEC while the remaining fuel is circulated through a series of
heat exchangers where the fuel absorbs heat from the ACM, generator cooling loop, and engine oil
cooling loop. A boost pump provides the necessary pressure increase to supply fuel to the engine,
but since the demanded engine flow rate is often less than the supply flow rate, the excess fuel
is recirculated to the fuel tanks after being cooled by the ram air heat exchanger. A 3-way valve
allows the recirculated fuel to be split between the main and auxiliary tanks.
A 4-way valve at the exit of the center fuel tank controls the proportion of fuel from the auxiliary
tanks and the center tank that is being supplied to the AEE. Since the AE has tight temperature
constraints, the center tank acts as the dedicated cooling source during mission phases where the
AEE is used. Once the center fuel is exhausted, only the auxiliary tanks can be used to cool the
AEE. At the exit of the AEE, a 3-way valve controls splitting the fuel mass between the auxiliary
tanks.
Model equations are provided in Appendix 7.2.5. Boundary conditions for the ram air are
displayed in Figure 6.1 in Chapter 6.
4.3 Air Cycle Machine
The ACM architecture in Figure 4.4 uses an electrically driven motor to control shaft speed and
cooling capacity. Air is first compressed by the motor-driven compressor, raising the temperature
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Figure 4.4: Air cycle machine architecture.
and pressure. A second shaft-mounted compressor further increases the temperature and pressure.
Outlet air from the second compressor is at its highest pressure and temperature of any point in
the cycle. Air is routed through the bypass duct heat exchanger where heat is rejected to the air
flowing through the bypass duct. This heat exchanger can be bypassed via a 3-way valve at the
exit of the bypass duct heat exchanger. Air then e ters the fuel heat exchanger where heat is
rejected to the fuel system. If the fuel temperature is too hot, or there is a need to bypass the
fuel heat exchanger, a 3-way valve at the exit of the fuel heat exchanger allows air to bypass. The
turbine expands the air, dropping the temperature and pressure significantly while also extracting
power to turn the shaft that the second compressor is mo nted to. The cold supply air is used to
provide cooling to the air zones via a heat exchanger and blower, and to the liquid loops via a heat
exchanger.
Air cycle machine performance is highly dependent upon pressure ratios (Π) and efficiency of
turbomachinery components. Each compressor and the expansion turbine are modeled assuming
isentropic relationships for temperatures, but inlet and outlet pressures are dynamic. Using the
pressure ratio across each turbomachinery component and respective shaft speeds, maps provide
the flow rate and efficiency for each component. The maps in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are used for
the motor-driven and shaft-driven compressors, respectively. Shaft speed for the motor-driven
compressor is significantly less due to limitations on the motor speed, but efficiencies and pressure
ratios remain comparable between the two compressors.
Turbine efficiency and mass flow rate are limited to be strictly a function of the turbine pressure
ratio, and not a function of shaft speed. The left axis of Figure 4.7 indicates the mass flow rate
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Figure 4.5: Motor-driven air compressor map. Red ellipses indicate lines of constant efficiency with
a peak efficiency of 75%. Blue lines indicate constant RPMx1000. Compressor surge is indicated
by the black line.
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Figure 4.7: Expansion turbine map.
for a given pressure ratio along the black line. The right axis indicates the efficiency for a given
pressure ratio along the red line.
Appendix 7.2.5 provides the isentropic expressions for turbomachinery temperatures and the
dynamic models for pressure and the shaft.
4.4 Cabin, Cockpit, and Bays
Figure 4.8 shows the approximate location of the five air zones in the aircraft. A closed loop
cycle circulates air from the cockpit C , passenger cabin P , electronics bays E and F , and the
cargo bay B through heat exchangers where heat is rejected to the ACM. Blowers circulate the
air while individual valves control the portion of cooling air supplied to each zone. The cockpit,
passenger cabin, and cargo bay exchange heat with ambient; therefore, when sitting on the ground
and ambient conditions are warm, the air zones require cooling, but during operations at high
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Figure 4.8: Air zones architecture.
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Table 4.1: Air zone internal loads for a mission.
Location: Cabin Cockpit Electronics Bay E Electronics Bay F
Load 10kW 1.5kW 4-14kW 4-14kW
Source Passengers & Avionics Crew & Avionics RPDUs RPDUs
altitude, each of the zones requires heating due to cold ambient conditions.
Internal loads from miscellaneous avionics, passengers, and crew are highlighted in Table 4.1.
The cargo bay does not contain any internal loads and is supplied with an electric heater in order
to maintain temperatures above freezing when at high altitude.
Mathematical models and sizing parameters for each air zone is provided in Appendix 7.2.5.
4.5 Liquid Cooled Loads
Each converter and battery in the electrical system is liquid-cooled, and since the electrical
system uses N = 5 of each converter, the liquid loop contains a total of 17 cold plates. Figure 4.9
provides a more detailed diagram for the cooling loop than what is shown in Figure 4.2. The loop
forms a closed cycle where liquid that is cooled by the ACM is pumped into a 3-way junction. At
the outlet of the junction, the fluid splits to each bank of converter cold plates and to the battery
cold plates (on the right of Figure 4.9). A total of 17 valves control individual flow rates to each
cold plate, and after absorbing heat from each of the loads, liquid is mixed in a junction before
splitting off to the left or right ACM.
Flow split to the ACMs is controlled via individual pump operation. It is possible in this
architecture to have a single ACM provide cooling to liquid loads, while the other ACM provides
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Figure 4.9: Liquid loop architecture.
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cooling to the air zones, or any ratio in between.
Each of converter and battery cold plate is modeled identically. Parameters and mathematical
models are provided in Appendix 7.2.5.
4.6 Electrical System
The electrical architecture in Figure 4.2 is split into left and right systems. The left electrical
system consists of the left generator, its respective HVAC bus, and the HVDC bus. The right
electrical system consists of the right generator, its respective HVAC bus, LVAC bus, and LVDC
bus. Although represented as separate systems, the left and right electrical systems can switch bus
configuration depending upon loading scenario. The control methods developed in Chapter 5 and
tested in Chapter 6 often switch bus configurations such that the left electrical system powers the
LVAC and LVDC buses, and the right electrical system powers the HVDC bus.
Generators are dynamically coupled to the engine shaft by applying a torque to the engine that
is proportional to the total load current. Electrical system models do not capture voltage or high
frequency switching dynamics, but assume fixed voltages at each bus. Appendix 7.2.5 contains the
mathematical models for each electrical system component.
4.6.1 Left Electrical System
The left electrical system schematic is shown in Figure 4.10 and consists of the left generator,
left HVAC bus, and HVDC bus. Loads on the HVAC bus include wing de-icing, fuel boost pump,
and the cargo heater. The HVDC converter bank consists of five converters that share the load
from the HVDC battery, ACM compressor motors, air zone blowers, and electro-hydraulics. If
discharging, the battery provides power to the HVDC bus, but cannot provide power to the HVAC
generator bus.
4.6.2 Right Electrical System
The right electrical system schematic is shown in Figure 4.11 and consists of the right generator,
right HVAC bus, LVDC bus, and LVAC bus. Loads on the HVAC bus include wing de-icing, fuel
boost pump, and the AEE. The AEE is a sheddable load that has low duty cycle but high power
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Figure 4.11: Right electrical system containing the right generator, right HVAC bus, LVDC bus,
and LVAC bus.
consumption and heat production. Shedding of the AEE results in mission failure; therefore, control
strategies will seek to avoid shedding the AEE.
The LVDC converter bank consists of five converters that share the load from the LVDC battery,
FADECs, oil pumps, and the RPDU. Similarly, the LVAC converter bank consists of five converters
that share the load from the liquid loop pumps and the RPDU. If the LVDC battery is discharging,
the power is provided to the LVDC bus, but it cannot provide power to the HVAC generator bus.
Each RPDU consists of a set of sheddable and non-sheddable loads which sit in the electronics
bays. A control system may turn off the sheddable loads in order to meet thermal constraints.
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4.6.3 Converter Banks
Each converter bank consists of N = 5 converters to convert high-voltage AC power to high-
voltage DC, low-voltage DC, or low-voltage AC power. Frequency and voltage dynamics are ignored
in the models presented in Appendix 7.2.5, but each converter includes a model that relates the
load current to efficiency,
η = f(I) = αI2 + βI + γ (4.1)
where α, β, and γ are coefficients specific for each converter, and I is the load current through the
respective converter. Values of each coefficient are provided in Appendix 7.2.5. Table 4.2 provides
the peak efficiency and throughput power for individual converters.
Figure 4.12 shows an example of converter bank efficiency curves when equally sharing load
between one to five converters. Each converter has a peak efficiency of 96% with a throughput
power of 68kW. During low load operation with a single converter active, efficiency can drop by
several percent before it is necessary to activate the second converter. Once three or more converters
are active, peak efficiency is easily attainable by evenly splitting the load. However, if the load
is not shared evenly then converter bank efficiency drops below the curves shown in Figure 4.12.
With converter banks rated for up to 375kW, reduction in efficiency by 1% can significantly increase
heat generation and cause excess stress on thermal management systems. Chapter 5 discusses how
the proposed hierarchical controllers achieve coordination and load splitting between converters to
maximize efficiency.
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Figure 4.12: Example converter bank efficiency for one to five converters at loads from 0 to 450kW.
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Table 4.2: Converter peak efficiency and throughput power at peak efficiency.
HVDC Converter LVDC Converter LVAC Converter
ηmax 96% 96% 96%
P at ηmax 75.0kW 39.2kW 37.3kW
4.6.4 Batteries
High-voltage and low-voltage batteries provide excess power to their respective buses during
high loading conditions or when they can help maximize converter efficiency. When charging or
discharging batteries, excess power is converted to heat as a result of inefficiencies. Efficiency of
battery charging and discharging is highly dependent upon temperature, and is modeled as,
η = f(T ) = αT 2 + βT + γ (4.2)
where α, β, and γ are coefficients specific for each battery. Values of each coefficient are provided
in Appendix 7.2.5.
Figure 4.13 shows the charge and discharge efficiency of the high-voltage and low-voltage bat-
teries as a function of temperature. Peak efficiency of 96% occurs at 20◦C. In Chapter 5, the hierar-
chical controllers are formulated to achieve coordination between electrical and thermal systems to
keep battery temperature near 20◦C to maximize efficiency; however, often battery temperature is
allowed to deviate from 20◦C as it leads to greater system efficiency rather than single component
peak efficiency. Detailed results and discussion are provided in Chapter 6.
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Figure 4.13: High and low-voltage battery efficiency as a function of temperature.
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4.7 Simulink Model
The presented architecture was developed using the Aerospace Power System Toolbox (APS
Toolbox) in MATLAB/Simulink which consists of air vehicle, thermal management, and electrical
system components as shown in Figures 4.14-4.16. The APS toolset can be downloaded from [69].
The aircraft and engine models calculate thrust, drag, and velocity of the aircraft with time-
varying mass. As such, a closed loop controller, referred to as the pilot, sets fuel flow rates to
the engine that affect how much thrust is generated. Additionally, a load torque is applied to the
engines from the electrical generator model.
Major thermal management components are shown in Figure 4.15. With the exception of
the compressor and turbine, each component calculates dynamic pressures and algebraic mass flow
rates. Pumps and valves provide methods for routing flow and affecting mass flow rates throughout
a system. The compressor and turbine models couple to pipe models which calculate the necessary
pressure dynamics for determining mass flow rate through each turbomachinery component.
Figure 4.14: Air vehicle components in the Aerospace Power System Toolbox.
Figure 4.15: Thermal management components in the Aerospace Power System Toolbox.
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Figure 4.16: Electrical system components in the Aerospace Power System Toolbox.
Electrical system components include the generator, a generic inverter, distribution buses, and
various loads. The battery model is the only component with a dynamical state, while all other
components assume algebraic relationships. Generator coupling to the engine does introduce a
shaft speed dynamic on the generator, which in turn affects the heat generation of the generator.
Components from the APS Toolbox were used to generate the aircraft configuration in Figures
4.1 and 4.2. The full Simulink model contains just over 18,000 blocks and has 502 dynamic states,
including temperatures, pressures, mass, SOC, and shaft speeds. Appendix 7.2.5 provides the
mathematical models for APS Toolbox parameters and the sizing parameters for the architecture
in this chapter.
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Chapter 5
Hierarchical Control of Aircraft
Power Systems
Using advanced control strategies for aircraft power system control has the ability to positively
impact the design and operation of next-generation aircraft. This chapter looks at the application
of the hierarchical control approach defined in Chapter 2 to the candidate system architecture from
Chapter 4. Controllers in the hierarchy use graph models from Chapter 3 to develop the dynamical
system models used in each MPC formulation.
5.1 System Graph Models
Graph modeling techniques in Chapter 3 are used to create a graph model of the system
architecture presented in Chapter 4. The plant graph model contains Nv = 189 vertices, Ne = 235
edges, Ns = 10 sources, Nt = 17 sinks, NuC = 91 continuous inputs, and NuB = 17 binary inputs.
Vertices are split into two categories: dynamic and fixed. In the following subsections, dynamic
graph vertices are colored green, while fixed vertices are white. If a vertex is fixed, its dynamics
are either faster than the update rate of the controller or the vertex acts as a summing junction
for power flows that are algebraically constrained.
Due to the size of the plant graph model, the following subsections discuss the development of
electrical system, liquid cooling loops, air zones, air cycle machine, and fuel system graphs, which
combine to form the full plant graph. Graphs are used in MPC formulations discussed in Section
5.3.
For each graph model, sink and source vertices are labeled to indicate coupling between graphs.
For example, in the left electrical system, generator waste heat is labeled T1 which is S1 in the fuel
system. When assembling the full plant graph model, the edge with head T1 replaces the edge with
tail S1.
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5.1.1 Left Electrical System Graph
Let the left electrical system graph, shown in Figure 5.1, be denoted as Gle with system dynamics
Sle. The graph model represents the electrical system discussed in Section 4.6.1.
States of the graph, x = [xi], i ∈ [1, Nv] where Nv = 11, include the HVDC battery SOC, bus
voltages, and converter voltages which are detailed in Table 5.1. Graph edges, e = [ei], i ∈ [1, Ne]
where Ne = 34, are electrical powers and conductive heat transfer rates as indicated by the edge
color in Figure 5.1. Graph sinks, t = [ti], i ∈ [1, Nt] where Nt = 18, are described in Table 5.2.
Graph sources, s = [si], i ∈ [1, Ns] where Ns = 2, are described in Table 5.3. Continuous inputs to
edges of the graph ui include the battery charge and discharge rate, while binary inputs bi include
the on/off behavior of each converter and battery mode of operation.
Left electrical system dynamics follow (3.8),
Sle : Clex˙le = −M¯lePle +DlePin,le (5.1)
where Cle = diag([Ci]) is a diagonal matrix of the capacitances in Table 5.1, Ple is a vector of
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Figure 5.1: Left electrical system graph. Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 contain definitions for each
vertex. Vertices colored green are dynamic, white are fixed, yellow are sources or sinks from other
graphs, and gray are exogenous sources and sinks. Green edges are electrical power, red edges are
conductive thermal power, and black edges are mechanical power.
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Table 5.1: Left electrical system graph vertices.
vi Plant Component State Units Capacitance [MJ]
1 HVDC Battery SOC % 100
2 Generator Voltage V ∞
3 HVAC Bus Voltage V ∞
4 Converter HVAC Bus Voltage V ∞
5 HVDC Converter 1 Voltage V ∞
6 HVDC Converter 2 Voltage V ∞
7 HVDC Converter 3 Voltage V ∞
8 HVDC Converter 4 Voltage V ∞
9 HVDC Converter 5 Voltage V ∞
10 Converter HVDC Bus Voltage V ∞
11 HVDC Bus Voltage V ∞
powers along each edge of the graph, and Dle is the input power matrix which relates input powers
Pin,le to their respective graph vertices. With a capacitance of ∞, the graph vertex dynamics
defined in (5.1) reduce to x˙le = 0 meaning the state value is fixed to its initial condition. Appendix
A.5 provides the graph incidence matrix, edge parameters, and input power matrix.
Some electrical power in Ple is constrained due to inefficiencies. For example, in Figure 5.1,
vertex v5 represents a HVDC converter with an indegree of 1 and an outdegree of 2, where the red
edge represents the heat loss due to inefficiencies. Let e3 denote the edge directed from v4 to v5,
e8 denote the edge directed from v5 to v10, and e25 denote the edge directed from v5 to T6, then,
e3 = ηe3 + (1− η)e3 = e8 + e25 =⇒ e8 = ηe3 and e25 = (1− η)e3 (5.2)
where η is the current efficiency of the converter. Similar constraints are added for the other
converters and generator waste heat.
In Figure 5.1, let the battery charging rate be equivalent to the power along edge e14 from v11
to v1, while discharge rate is equal to the power along e15 from v1 to v11. Similar to converter and
generator efficiency, battery waste heat is generated during charging and discharging. Edge e33 from
v11 to T14 represents heat generated by battery charging, while edge e34 from v1 to T14 represents
heat generated by battery discharging. Since the state of v1 is SOC, as the battery discharges, a
portion of that power is converted to thermal waste heat while the rest is supplied to the bus as
usable electrical power, but both forms of power deplete the battery SOC. However, during charge
mode, a portion of the total power is converted to waste heat while the rest is electrical power to
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Table 5.2: Left electrical system graph sink vertices. Location refers to the graph model with the
corresponding source vertex for the listed sink.
vi Plant Component State Units Location
12 HVAC Generic Loads Power kW Plant
13 HVAC De-Ice Power kW Plant
14 HVDC Generic Loads Power kW Plant
15 HVDC Hydraulic Loads Power kW Plant
T1 Generator Temperature
◦C Fuel
T2 Heater Power kW Liquid Loops
T3 LVAC Bus Power kW Right Electrical System
T4 LVDC Bus Power kW Right Electrical System
T5 Boost Pump Power kW Fuel
T6 HVDC Converter 1 Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T7 HVDC Converter 2 Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T8 HVDC Converter 3 Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T9 HVDC Converter 4 Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T10 HVDC Converter 5 Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T11 Air Blower Power kW Air Zones
T12 Air Blower Power kW Air Zones
T13 ACM Motors Power kW ACMs
T14 HVDC Battery Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
Table 5.3: Left electrical system graph source vertices.
vi Description Source Location
P1 Engine shaft power Plant
S18 Transfer power from right HVAC bus Right electrical system
charge the battery; therefore, only electrical power is directed towards v1 while the waste heat is
directed towards T14. Waste heat edges e33 and e34 are constrained as,
e14 = (1− η)−1e33 (5.3)
e15 = (1− η)−1e34 (5.4)
where η is the battery efficiency.
Sink vertices in Gle provide power to coupled components throughout the plant, as well as power
exogenous loads. Table 5.2 provides the identifying vertex, plant component, and the graph model
with the corresponding source vertex. Source vertices in Gle are listed in Table 5.3.
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5.1.2 Right Electrical System Graph
Let the right electrical system graph, shown in Figure 5.2, be denoted as Gre with system
dynamics Sre. The graph model represents the electrical system discussed in Section 4.6.2.
States of the graph, x = [xi], i ∈ [1, Nv] where Nv = 26, include the LVDC battery SOC, bus
voltages, and converter voltages which are detailed in Table 5.4. Graph edges, e = [ei], i ∈ [1, Ne]
where Ne = 66, are electrical powers, conductive and convective heat transfer rates as indicated
by the edge color in Figure 5.2. Graph sinks, t = [ti], i ∈ [1, Nt] where Nt = 28, are described in
Table 5.5. Graph sources, s = [si], i ∈ [1, Ns] where Ns = 3, are described in Table 5.6. Continuous
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Figure 5.2: Right electrical system graph. Tables 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 contain definitions for each
vertex. Vertices colored green are dynamic, white are fixed, yellow are sources or sinks from other
graphs, and gray are exogenous sources and sinks. Green edges are electrical power, red edges are
conductive and convective thermal power, and black edges are mechanical power.
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Table 5.4: Right electrical system graph vertices.
vi Plant Component State Units Capacitance [MJ]
1 LVDC Batter SOC % 100
2 Generator Voltage V ∞
3 HVAC Bus Voltage V ∞
4 Converter HVAC Bus Voltage V ∞
5 LVDC Converter 1 Voltage V ∞
6 LVDC Converter 2 Voltage V ∞
7 LVDC Converter 3 Voltage V ∞
8 LVDC Converter 4 Voltage V ∞
9 LVDC Converter 5 Voltage V ∞
10 Converter LVDC Bus Voltage V ∞
11 LVDC Bus Voltage V ∞
12 AEE Voltage Voltage V ∞
13 LVDC RPDU Bus Voltage V ∞
14 LVDC RPDU Shed Bus Voltage V ∞
15 LVDC RPDU No Shed Bus Voltage V ∞
16 Converter HVAC Bus Voltage V ∞
17 LVAC Converter 1 Voltage V ∞
18 LVAC Converter 2 Voltage V ∞
19 LVAC Converter 3 Voltage V ∞
20 LVAC Converter 4 Voltage V ∞
21 LVAC Converter 5 Voltage V ∞
22 Converter LVAC Bus Voltage V ∞
23 LVAC Bus Voltage V ∞
24 LVAC RPDU Bus Voltage V ∞
25 LVAC RPDU No Shed Bus Voltage V ∞
26 LVAC RPDU Shed Bus Voltage V ∞
inputs to edges of the graph ui include the battery charge and discharge rate, while binary inputs
bi include the on/off behavior of each converter and battery mode of operation.
Right electrical system dynamics follow (3.8),
Sre : Crex˙re = −M¯rePre +DrePin,re (5.5)
where Cre = diag([Ci]) is a diagonal matrix of the capacitances in Table 5.4, Pre is a vector of
powers along each edge of the graph, and Dre is the input power matrix which relates input powers
Pin,re to their respective graph vertices. With a capacitance of ∞, the graph vertex dynamics
defined in (5.5) reduce to x˙re = 0 meaning the state value is fixed to its initial condition. Appendix
A.5 provides the graph incidence matrix, edge parameters, and input power matrix.
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Table 5.5: Right electrical system graph sink vertices. Location refers to the graph model with the
corresponding source vertex for the listed sink.
vi Plant Component State Units Location
27 HVAC Generic Loads Power kW Plant
28 HVAC De-Ice Power kW Plant
29 AEE Power kW Plant
30 LVAC Generic Loads Power kW Plant
31 LVDC Shed Loads Power kW Plant
32 LVDC No Shed Loads Power kW Plant
33 LVAC No Shed Loads Power kW Plant
34 LVAC Shed Loads Power kW Plant
T15 Generator Temperature
◦C Fuel
T16 AEE Temperature
◦C Fuel
T17 Boost Pump Power kW Fuel
T18 HVDC Bus Power kW Left Electrical System
T19 LVDC Converter 1 Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T20 LVDC Converter 2 Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T21 LVDC Converter 3 Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T22 LVDC Converter 4 Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T23 LVDC Converter 5 Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T24 LVAC Converter 1 Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T25 LVAC Converter 2 Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T26 LVAC Converter 3 Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T27 LVAC Converter 4 Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T28 LVAC Converter 5 Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T28 Battery Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T30 FADEC Power kW Fuel
T31 Oil Pumps Power kW Liquid Loops
T32 Electronics Bay F Temperature
◦C Air Zones
T33 Electronics Bay E Temperature
◦C Air Zones
T34 Liquid Pump Power kW Liquid Loops
Similar to Section 5.1.1, some electrical power in Pre is constrained due to inefficiencies. For
example, in Figure 5.2 vertex v5 represents a LVDC converter with an indegree of 1 and an outdegree
of 2, where the red edge represents the heat loss due to inefficiencies. Let e3 denote the edge directed
from v4 to v5, e8 denote the edge directed from v5 to v10, and e49 denote the edge directed from v5
to T6, then,
e3 = ηe3 + (1− η)e3 = e8 + e49 =⇒ e8 = ηe3 and e49 = (1− η)e3 (5.6)
where η is the current efficiency of the converter. Similar constraints are added for the other
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Table 5.6: Right electrical system graph source vertices.
vi Description Source Location
P1 Engine shaft power Plant
S4 Transfer power from left HVAC bus Left electrical system
S3 Transfer power from left HVAC bus Left electrical system
converters, generator, AEE, and RPDU waste heat.
In Figure 5.2, let the battery charging rate be equivalent to the power along edge e14 from v11
to v1, while discharge rate is equal to the power along e15 from v1 to v11. Similar to converter
and generator efficiency, battery waste heat is generated during charging and discharging. Edge
e59 from v11 to T14 represents heat generated by battery charging, while edge e60 from v1 to T14
represents heat generated by battery discharging. Since the state of v1 is SOC, as the battery
discharges, a portion of that power is converted to thermal waste heat while the rest is supplied
to the bus as usable electrical power, but both forms of power deplete the battery SOC. However,
during charge mode, a portion of the total charge power is converted to waste heat while the
rest is usable electrical power to charge the battery; therefore, only the usable electrical power is
directed towards v1 while the waste heat is directed towards T14. Waste heat edges e59 and e60 are
constrained as,
e14 = (1− η)−1e59 (5.7)
e15 = (1− η)−1e60 (5.8)
where η is the battery efficiency.
Sink vertices in Gre provide power to coupled components throughout the plant, as well as
power exogenous loads. Table 5.5 provides the identifying vertex, plant component, and the graph
model with the corresponding source vertex. Source vertices in Gre are listed in Table 5.6.
5.1.3 Liquid Cooling Loops Graph
Let the liquid loop system graph, shown in Figure 5.3, be denoted as Gll with system dynamics
Sll. The graph model represents the liquid cooling loop system discussed in Section 4.5.
States of the graph, x = [xi], i ∈ [1, Nv] where Nv = 45, include temperatures of cold plate
walls, liquid temperatures at the exit of cold plates, and various cycle temperatures which are
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detailed in Tables 5.7 and 5.8. Graph edges, e = [ei], i ∈ [1, Ne] where Ne = 63, are electrical
power, liquid thermal power, conductive and convective heat transfer rates as indicated by the
edge color in Figure 5.3. Graph sinks, t = [ti], i ∈ [1, Nt] where Nt = 3, are described in Table 5.9.
Graph sources, s = [si], i ∈ [1, Ns] where Ns = 20, are described in Table 5.10. Continuous inputs
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Figure 5.3: Liquid loop graph. Tables 5.7,5.8, 5.9, and 5.10 contain definitions for each vertex.
Vertices colored green are dynamic, white are fixed, yellow are sources or sinks from other graphs,
and gray are exogenous sources and sinks. Green edges are electrical power, red edges are conductive
and convective thermal power, blue edges are liquid thermal power, and black edges are mechanical
power.
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Table 5.7: Liquid loop graph vertices (1-23).
vi Plant Component State Units Capacitance [kJ/K]
1 Junction #1 Temperature ◦C 0.5
2 Pump Temperature ◦C 0.5
3 Pump N/A N/A ∞
4 Split #1 Temperature ◦C 0.5
5 HVDC Battery CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
6 LVDC Battery CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
7 Split #2 Temperature ◦C 0.5
8 Split #3 Temperature ◦C 0.5
9 Split #4 Temperature ◦C 0.5
10 HVDC Converter 1 CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
11 HVDC Converter 2 CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
12 HVDC Converter 3 CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
13 HVDC Converter 4 CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
14 HVDC Converter 5 CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
15 LVDC Converter 1 CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
16 LVDC Converter 2 CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
17 LVDC Converter 3 CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
18 LVDC Converter 4 CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
19 LVDC Converter 5 CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
20 LVAC Converter 1 CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
21 LVAC Converter 2 CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
22 LVAC Converter 3 CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
23 LVAC Converter 4 CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
to edges of the graph ui are mass flow rates, which are controlled in the plant via pump speed and
valve opening.
Liquid cooling loop graph dynamics follow (3.8),
Sll : Cllx˙ll = −M¯llPll +DllPin,ll (5.9)
where Cll = diag([Ci]) is a diagonal matrix of the capacitances in Tables 5.7 and 5.8, Pll is a
vector of powers along each edge of the graph, and Dll is the input power matrix which relates
input powers Pin,ll to their respective graph vertices. With a capacitance of ∞, the graph vertex
dynamics defined in (5.9) reduce to x˙ll = 0 meaning the state value is fixed to its initial condition.
Appendix A.5 provides the graph incidence matrix, edge parameters, and input power matrix.
The liquid pump is assumed to have constant efficiency losses, thus the convective heat transfer
along edge e2 from vertex v3 to v2 is constrained to be proportionally equal to the input electrical
power from S34. The remaining power is consumed by hydraulics represented by edge e61 from
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Table 5.8: Liquid loop graph vertices (24-45).
vi Plant Component State Units Capacitance [kJ/K]
24 LVAC Converter 5 CP Outlet Temperature ◦C 0.5
25 Junction #2 Temperature ◦C 0.5
26 Junction #3 Temperature ◦C 0.5
27 Junction #4 Temperature ◦C 0.5
28 Junction #5 Temperature ◦C 0.5
29 HVDC Battery CP Temperature ◦C 22.5
30 HVDC Converter 1 CP Wall Temperature ◦C 4.5
31 HVDC Converter 2 CP Wall Temperature ◦C 4.5
32 HVDC Converter 3 CP Wall Temperature ◦C 4.5
33 HVDC Converter 4 CP Wall Temperature ◦C 4.5
34 HVDC Converter 5 CP Wall Temperature ◦C 4.5
35 LVDC Converter 1 CP Wall Temperature ◦C 4.5
36 LVDC Converter 2 CP Wall Temperature ◦C 4.5
37 LVDC Converter 3 CP Wall Temperature ◦C 4.5
38 LVDC Converter 4 CP Wall Temperature ◦C 4.5
39 LVDC Converter 5 CP Wall Temperature ◦C 4.5
40 LVAC Converter 1 CP Wall Temperature ◦C 4.5
41 LVAC Converter 2 CP Wall Temperature ◦C 4.5
42 LVAC Converter 3 CP Wall Temperature ◦C 4.5
43 LVAC Converter 4 CP Wall Temperature ◦C 4.5
44 LVAC Converter 5 CP Wall Temperature ◦C 4.5
45 LVDC Battery CP Temperature ◦C 22.5
vertex v3 to v46. Therefore, edge power is constrained such that,
S34 = e2 + e61 = (1− η)S34 + ηS34 → e2 = (1− η)S34 and e61 = ηS34 (5.10)
where S34 is coupled to the right electrical system.
Most edges in Gll are liquid thermal power, denoted by the blue edges in Figure 5.3, and
represented as,
Pi = m˙iCpTi (5.11)
where Ti is the temperature at the tail vertex, and m˙i = ui. In subsequent control development,
MPC formulations will choose m˙i for each edge; however, junctions and splits in the liquid loop
require constraints on certain inputs. For example, let e3 be the edge from v2 to v4, e4 be the edge
from v4 to v5, e5 be the edge from v4 to v7, e6 be the edge from v4 to v8, e7 be the edge from v4
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Table 5.9: Liquid loop graph sink vertices. Location refers to the graph model with the corre-
sponding source vertex for the listed sink.
vi Plant Component State Units Location
46 Hydraulic Power kW Plant
T35 ACM Liquid/Air HX Temperature (outlet)
◦C Left ACM
T36 ACM Liquid/Air HX Temperature (outlet)
◦C Right ACM
Table 5.10: Liquid loop graph source vertices.
vi Description Source Location
S41 Chilled liquid return from ACM Left ACM
S42 Chilled liquid return from ACM Right ACM
S34 Electrical pump power Right Electrical System
S14 HVDC battery waste heat Left Electrical System
S29 LVDC battery waste heat Right Electrical System
S6 HVDC converter 1 waste heat Left Electrical System
S7 HVDC converter 2 waste heat Left Electrical System
S8 HVDC converter 3 waste heat Left Electrical System
S9 HVDC converter 4 waste heat Left Electrical System
S10 HVDC converter 5 waste heat Left Electrical System
S19 LVDC converter 1 waste heat Right Electrical System
S20 LVDC converter 1 waste heat Right Electrical System
S21 LVDC converter 3 waste heat Right Electrical System
S22 LVDC converter 4 waste heat Right Electrical System
S23 LVDC converter 5 waste heat Right Electrical System
S24 LVAC converter 1 waste heat Right Electrical System
S25 LVAC converter 2 waste heat Right Electrical System
S26 LVAC converter 3 waste heat Right Electrical System
S27 LVAC converter 4 waste heat Right Electrical System
S28 LVAC converter 5 waste heat Right Electrical System
to v9, e8 be the edge from v4 to v6, which represents a fluid split, meaning,
u3 = m˙3 =
8∑
i=4
m˙i =
8∑
i=4
ui (5.12)
Similar constraints are required at vertices vi, i ∈ {1, 7, 8, 9, 25, 26, 27, 28}.
Thermal convection edges in Gll, denoted by the red edges in Figure 5.3, are represented as,
Pi = hA(Ti − Tj) (5.13)
where Ti is the temperature at the tail vertex, Tj is the temperature at the head vertex, and hA is
the thermal conductivity for the respective cold plate as determined from the high-fidelity model.
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The exception is for source heat loads, detailed in Table 5.10, which do not follow (5.13) since the
power is algebraically constrained in electrical system graphs.
5.1.4 Air Zone Graph
Let the air zones graph, shown in Figure 5.4, be denoted as Gaz with system dynamics Saz.
The graph model represents the liquid cooling loop system discussed in Section 4.4.
States of the graph, x = [xi], i ∈ [1, Nv] where Nv = 11, include temperatures of the cockpit,
cabin, cargo bay, electronics bays, and various cycle temperatures which are detailed in Table
5.11. Graph edges, e = [ei], i ∈ [1, Ne] where Ne = 23, are electrical power, air thermal power,
and convective heat transfer rates as indicated by the edge color in Figure 5.4. Graph sinks,
t = [ti], i ∈ [1, Nt] where Nt = 4, are described in Table 5.12. Graph sources, s = [si], i ∈ [1, Ns]
where Ns = 9, are described in Table 5.13. Continuous inputs to edges of the graph ui are mass
flow rates, which are controlled in the plant via fan speeds and valve openings.
Air zone graph dynamics follow (3.8),
Saz : Cazx˙az = −M¯azPaz +DazPin,az (5.14)
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Figure 5.4: Liquid loop graph. Tables 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13 contain definitions for each vertex.
Vertices colored green are dynamic, white are fixed, yellow are sources or sinks from other graphs,
and gray are exogenous sources and sinks. Green edges are electrical power, red edges are convective
thermal power, orange edges are air thermal power, and black edges are mechanical power.
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Table 5.11: Air zones graph vertices.
vi Plant Component State Units Capacitance [kJ/K]
1 Blower N/A N/A ∞
2 Blower N/A N/A ∞
3 Pump Temperature ◦C 0.06
4 Pump Temperature ◦C 0.06
5 Split Temperature ◦C 0.06
6 Cabin Temperature ◦C 141
7 Cockpit Temperature ◦C 21.2
8 Electronics Bay E Temperature ◦C 0.8
9 Electronics Bay F Temperature ◦C 0.8
10 Cargo Bay Temperature ◦C 6.3
11 Junction Temperature ◦C 0.06
where Caz = diag([Ci]) is a diagonal matrix of the capacitances in Table 5.11, Paz is a vector of
powers along each edge of the graph, and Daz is the input power matrix which relates input powers
Pin,az to their respective graph vertices. With a capacitance of ∞, the graph vertex dynamics
defined in (5.14) reduce to x˙az = 0 meaning the respective state value is fixed to its initial condition.
Appendix A.5 provides the graph incidence matrix, edge parameters, and input power matrix.
Similar to the liquid pump in Section 5.1.3, air zone blowers are assumed to have constant
efficiency losses, thus the convective heat transfer along edge e1 from vertex v1 to v3 and edge and
e2 from v2 to v4 is constrained to be proportionally equal to the input electrical power from S11 and
S12, respectively. The remaining power is consumed by hydraulics represented by edge e15 from
vertex v1 to v12, and e16 from vertex v2 to v12. Therefore, edge power is constrained such that,
S11 = e1 + e15 = (1− η)S11 + ηS11 → e1 = (1− η)S11 and e15 = ηS11 (5.15)
S12 = e2 + e16 = (1− η)S12 + ηS12 → e2 = (1− η)S12 and e16 = ηS12 (5.16)
where S11 and S12 are electrical powers from the left electrical system.
Most edges in Gaz are air thermal power, denoted by the orange edges in Figure 5.4, and
represented as,
Pi = m˙iCpTi (5.17)
where Ti is the temperature at the tail vertex, and m˙i = ui. In subsequent control development,
MPC formulations will choose m˙i for each edge; however, junctions and splits require constraints
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Table 5.12: Air zones graph sink vertices. Location refers to the graph model with the corresponding
source vertex for the listed sink.
vi Plant Component State Units Location
12 Hydraulic Power kW Plant
13 Ambient Conditions Temperature ◦C Plant
T37 ACM Air/Air HX Temperature
◦C Left ACM
T38 ACM Air/Air HX Temperature
◦C Right ACM
Table 5.13: Air zones graph source vertices.
vi Description Source Location
P1 Cabin heat load Plant
P2 Cockpit heat load Plant
S11 Left blower power Left Electrical System
S12 Right blower power Left Electrical System
S43 Air return from ACM Left ACM
S44 Air return from ACM Right ACM
S32 Electronics bay E heat load Right Electrical System
S33 Electronics bay F heat load Right Electrical System
S2 Cargo bay heater power Left Electrical System
on certain inputs. For example, let e3 be the edge from v3 to v5, e4 be the edge from v4 to v5, e5
be the edge from v5 to v6, e6 be the edge from v5 to v7, e7 be the edge from v5 to v8, e8 be the
edge from v5 to v9, e9 be the edge from v5 to v10, which represents the air split to each of the air
zones, meaning,
u3 + u4 = m˙3 + m˙4 =
9∑
i=5
m˙i =
9∑
i=5
ui (5.18)
A similar constraint is required at vertex v11 for the junction after the air zones.
Air zone graph sinks are described in Table 5.12, and input powers to the air zones are described
in Table 5.13. Sinks T37 and T38 are air flows to the left and right ACMs, where the air is cooled
off before returning to sources S43 and S44.
5.1.5 ACM Graph
The air cycle machine graph, shown in Figure 5.5, consists of left and right ACMs. Let the
left ACM graph be denoted as Gacm,l and the right ACM graph be denoted as Gacm,r, both having
system dynamics Sacm. The graph model represents the air cycle machines discussed in Section
4.3.
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Figure 5.5: Left (top) and right (bottom) air cycle machine graph. Tables 5.14, 5.15, and 5.16
contain definitions for each vertex. Vertices colored green are dynamic, yellow are sources or sinks
from other graphs, and gray are exogenous sources and sinks. Red edges are convective thermal
power, orange edges are air thermal power, and blue edges are liquid thermal power.
States of the graph, x = [xi], i ∈ [1, Nv] where Nv = 16, include various cycle temperatures
which are detailed in Table 5.14. Graph edges, e = [ei], i ∈ [1, Ne] where Ne = 22, are air thermal
power, liquid thermal power, and convective heat transfer rates as indicated by the edge color in
Figure 5.5. Graph sinks, t = [ti], i ∈ [1, Nt] where Nt = 4, are described in Table 5.15. Graph
sources, s = [si], i ∈ [1, Ns] where Ns = 4, are described in Table 5.16. Continuous inputs to edges
of the graph ui are mass flow rates, which are controlled in the plant via ACM shaft speeds.
Air cycle machine graph dynamics follow (3.8),
Sacm : Cacmx˙acm = −M¯acmPacm +DacmPin,acm (5.19)
where Cacm = diag([Ci]) is a diagonal matrix of the capacitances in Table 5.14, Pacm is a vector of
powers along each edge of the graph, and Dacm is the input power matrix which relates input powers
Pin,acm to their respective graph vertices. Appendix A.5 provides the graph incidence matrix, edge
parameters, and input power matrix.
Three polynomial relationships are used to help define the dynamics of the ACM graphs. The
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Table 5.14: Air cycle machine graph vertices.
vi Plant Component State Units Capacitance [kJ/K]
1 Turbine outlet Temperature ◦C 0.07
2 ACM Air/Air HX (outlet - primary) Temperature ◦C 0.05
3 ACM Liquid/Air HX (outlet - primary) Temperature ◦C 0.009
4 Compressor outlet split Temperature ◦C 0.11
5 Bypass split Temperature ◦C 0.11
6 Turbine inlet Temperature ◦C 1.45
7 ACM Air/Bypass HX (outlet - primary) Temperature ◦C 0.13
8 ACM Air/Bypass HX Wall Temperature ◦C 22.5
9 ACM Air/Bypass HX (outlet - secondary) Temperature ◦C 0.03
10 ACM Fuel/Air HX (outlet - primary) Temperature ◦C 0.05
11 ACM Fuel/Air HX Wall Temperature ◦C 22.5
12 ACM Fuel/Air HX (outlet - secondary) Temperature ◦C 76.8
13 ACM Liquid/Air HX Wall Temperature ◦C 22.5
14 ACM Liquid/Air HX (outlet - secondary) Temperature ◦C 31.1
15 ACM Air/Air HX Wall Temperature ◦C 22.5
16 ACM Air/Air HX (outlet - secondary) Temperature ◦C 0.05
first, relates the motor-driven shaft speed ω to the cycle mass flow rate m˙1,
m˙1 = f(ω
2, ω) (5.20)
The second relationship sets the temperature difference between the inlet and outlet of the com-
pressors,
Tout − Tin = T4 − T3 = f(ω2, ω) (5.21)
The final relationship sets the temperature difference between the inlet and outlet of the turbine,
Tout − Tin = T6 − T1 = f(ω2, ω) (5.22)
Each expression is provided in the ACM controller definition code in Appendix B.9.
All air thermal power edges in Gacm, except those from sources or sinks, use m˙1 or a constrained
relationship with m˙1 due to a split or junction. Air and liquid thermal power edges, denoted by
orange and blue lines in Figure 5.5, are represented as,
Pi = m˙iCpTi (5.23)
where Ti is the temperature at the tail vertex, and m˙i = ui. Since ω sets the cycle mass flow rate
for all internal edges, junction and split constraints are proportional to m˙1. For example, let e4 be
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Table 5.15: Air cycle machine graph sink vertices. Sink location refers to the graph model with
the matching source vertex for the listed sink.
vi Plant Component State Units Sink Location
17 Ambient Conditions Temperature ◦C Plant
T39/T40 ACM Fuel/Air HX (fuel outlet) Temperature
◦C Fuel
T41/T42 ACM Liquid/Air HX (liquid outlet) Temperature
◦C Liquid Loops
T43/T44 ACM Air/Air HX (air zone outlet) Temperature
◦C Air Zones
Table 5.16: Air cycle machine graph source vertices. Source location refers to the graph model
with the matching sink vertex for the listed source.
vi Description Source Location
P1 Bypass duct flow Mission profile
S45/S46 Fuel flow at inlet of fuel/air HX Left/Right Fuel System
S35/S36 Liquid flow at inlet of liquid/air HX Left/Right Liquid Loops
S37/S38 Air flow at inlet of air/air HX Left/Right Air Zones
the edge from v3 to v4, e3 be the edge from v4 to v7, e8 be the edge from v4 to v5, which represents
a heat exchanger bypass, then cycle flow rates are constrained as,
u4 = m˙1 = m˙2 + m˙3 = u3 + u8 (5.24)
Edges from v6 to v1, v1 to v2, v2 to v3, and v3 to v4 all use m˙1 for their control input.
The ACMs couple multiple parts of the thermal and electrical system. Tables 5.15 and 5.16
present the sink and source vertices, as well as the location of the coupled vertices in other graphs.
Since the ACM graph is duplicated for left and right ACMs, multiple vertices are listed to indicate
the left or right ACM.
5.1.6 Fuel System Graph
Let the fuel system graph, shown in Figure 5.6, be denoted as Gf with system dynamics Sf .
The graph model represents the fuel thermal management system discussed in Section 4.2.
States of the graph, x = [xi], i ∈ [1, Nv] where Nv = 64, include temperatures of fuel tanks,
generator cold plates, engine cold plates, and various cycle temperatures which are detailed in
Tables 5.17 and 5.18. Graph edges, e = [ei], i ∈ [1, Ne] where Ne = 98, are electrical power, air
thermal power, liquid thermal power, conductive and convective heat transfer rates as indicated by
the edge color in Figure 5.6. Graph sinks, t = [ti], i ∈ [1, Nt] where Nt = 7, are described in Table
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5.19. Graph sources, s = [si], i ∈ [1, Ns] where Ns = 18, are described in Table 5.20. Continuous
inputs to edges of the graph ui are mass flow rates, which are controlled in the plant via pump
speeds and valve openings.
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Figure 5.6: Fuel system graph. Tables 5.17, 5.18, 5.19, and 5.20 contain definitions for each
vertex. Vertices colored green are dynamic, white are fixed, yellow are sources or sinks from other
graphs, and gray are exogenous sources and sinks. Green edges are electrical power, red edges are
conductive and convective thermal power, orange edges are air thermal power, blue edges are liquid
thermal power, and black edges are mechanical power.
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Table 5.17: Fuel system graph vertices (1-32).
vi Plant Component State Units Capacitance [kJ/K]
1 Center Fuel Tank Temperature ◦C 6000
2 Junction Temperature ◦C 0.30
3 AEE Pump Temperature ◦C 0.03
4 Split Temperature ◦C 3.39
5 AEE Temperature ◦C 45.0
6 AEE Pump None N/A ∞
7 Bypass Duct HX (outlet - secondary) Temperature ◦C 76.8
8 Bypass Duct HX Wall Temperature ◦C 45.0
9 Bypass Duct HX (outlet - primary) Temperature ◦C 76.8
10 Split Temperature ◦C 1.25
11 Split Temperature ◦C 1.25
12 Left Wing Main Tank Temperature ◦C 8000
13 Left Wing Auxiliary Tank Temperature ◦C 8000
14 Split Temperature ◦C 1.25
15 Junction Temperature ◦C 1.25
16 Split Temperature ◦C 1.25
17 Left Wing FADEC CP Wall Temperature ◦C 9.00
18 Left Wing FADEC CP Fuel Outlet Temperature ◦C 1.63
19 Fuel/Oil HX1 (outlet - primary) Temperature ◦C 3.84
20 Fuel/Oil HX2 (outlet - primary) Temperature ◦C 2.30
21 Junction Temperature ◦C 1.25
22 Left Engine Fuel Split Temperature ◦C 3.39
23 Fuel/Oil HX2 Wall Temperature ◦C 13.5
24 Fuel/Oil HX2 (outlet - secondary) Temperature ◦C 5.40
25 Oil Pump Temperature ◦C 0.08
26 Engine CP Oil Outlet Temperature ◦C 28.4
27 Engine CP Wall Temperature ◦C 13.5
28 Fuel/Oil HX1 Wall Temperature ◦C 22.5
29 Fuel/Oil HX1 (outlet - secondary) Temperature ◦C 9.03
30 Oil Pump Temperature ◦C 0.08
31 Generator CP Oil Outlet Temperature ◦C 28.4
32 Generator CP Wall Temperature ◦C 27.0
Fuel thermal management graph dynamics follow (3.8),
Sf : Cf x˙f = −M¯fPf +DfPin,f (5.25)
where Cf = diag([Ci]) is a diagonal matrix of the capacitances in Tables 5.17 and 5.18, Pf is a
vector of powers along each edge of the graph, and Df is the input power matrix which relates
input powers Pin,f to their respective graph vertices. With a capacitance of ∞, the graph vertex
dynamics defined in (5.25) reduce to x˙f = 0 meaning the state value is fixed to its initial condition.
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Table 5.18: Fuel system graph vertices (33-64).
vi Plant Component State Units Capacitance [kJ/K]
33 Generator Oil Pump None N/A ∞
34 Engine Oil Pump None N/A ∞
35 Left Wing Boost Pump None N/A ∞
36 Bypass Duct HX (outlet - secondary) Temperature ◦C 76.8
37 Bypass Duct HX Wall Temperature ◦C 45.0
38 Bypass Duct HX (outlet - primary) Temperature ◦C 76.8
39 Split Temperature ◦C 1.25
40 Split Temperature ◦C 1.25
41 Right Wing Main Tank Temperature ◦C 8000
42 Right Wing Auxiliary Tank Temperature ◦C 8000
43 Split Temperature ◦C 1.25
44 Junction Temperature ◦C 1.25
45 Split Temperature ◦C 1.25
46 Right Wing FADEC CP Wall Temperature ◦C 9.00
47 Right Wing FADEC CP Fuel Outlet Temperature ◦C 1.63
48 Fuel/Oil HX1 (outlet - primary) Temperature ◦C 3.84
49 Fuel/Oil HX2 (outlet - primary) Temperature ◦C 2.30
50 Junction Temperature ◦C 1.25
51 Right Engine Fuel Split Temperature ◦C 3.39
52 Fuel/Oil HX2 Wall Temperature ◦C 13.5
53 Fuel/Oil HX2 (outlet - secondary) Temperature ◦C 5.40
54 Oil Pump Temperature ◦C 0.08
55 Engine CP Oil Outlet Temperature ◦C 28.4
56 Engine CP Wall Temperature ◦C 13.5
57 Fuel/Oil HX1 Wall Temperature ◦C 22.5
58 Fuel/Oil HX1 (outlet - secondary) Temperature ◦C 9.03
59 Oil Pump Temperature ◦C 0.08
60 Generator CP Oil Outlet Temperature ◦C 28.4
61 Generator CP Wall Temperature ◦C 27.0
62 Generator Oil Pump None N/A ∞
63 Engine Oil Pump None N/A ∞
64 Right Wing Boost Pump None N/A ∞
Appendix A.5 provides the graph incidence matrix, edge parameters, and input power matrix.
Each fuel pump is assumed to have constant efficiency losses, thus the convective heat transfer
out of vertices vi, i ∈ {6, 33, 34, 35, 62, 63, 64} is constrained to be proportionally equal to the input
electrical power from each respective source, and the remaining power is consumed by hydraulics.
For example, let e3 be the edge from v6 to v3, and e84 be the hydraulic power from v6 to v66.
Therefore, edge power is constrained such that,
S31 = e3 + e84 = (1− η)S12 + ηS31 → e3 = (1− η)S31 and e84 = ηS31 (5.26)
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Table 5.19: Fuel system graph sink vertices. Location refers to the graph model with the corre-
sponding source vertex for the listed sink.
vi Plant Component State Units Location
65 Ambient Conditions Temperature ◦C Plant
66 Hydraulic Power kW Plant
67 Mass Loss N/A N/A Plant
68 Left Engine Fuel Demand N/A kg/s Plant
69 Right Engine Fuel Demand N/A kg/s Plant
T45 Left ACM Fuel/Air HX Temperature
◦C Left ACM
T46 Right ACM Fuel/Air HX Temperature
◦C Right ACM
Table 5.20: Fuel system graph source vertices.
vi Description Source Location
P1 Left bypass duct inlet flow Mission profile
P2 Right bypass duct inlet flow Mission profile
P3 Left engine heat Engine speed
P4 Right engine heat Engine speed
P5 Left FADEC heat Mission profile
P6 Right FADEC heat Mission profile
S1 Left generator heat Left electrical system
S15 Right generator heat Right electrical system
S5 Left boost pump power Left electrical system
S17 Right boost pump power Right electrical system
S31 Left engine oil pump power Right electrical system
S31 Right engine oil pump power Right electrical system
S31 Left generator oil pump power Right electrical system
S31 Right generator oil pump power Right electrical system
S39 Fuel return Left ACM
S40 Fuel return Right ACM
S16 AEE heat load Right electrical system
S31 AEE pump Right electrical system
where S31 is coupled to the right electrical system.
Most edges in Gf are liquid thermal power, denoted by the blue edges in Figure 5.6, and
represented as,
Pi = m˙iCpTi (5.27)
where Ti is the temperature at the tail vertex, and m˙i = ui. In subsequent control development,
MPC formulations will choose m˙i for each edge; however, junctions and splits in the fuel system
require constraints on certain inputs. For example, let e1 be the edge from v1 to v2, e2 be the edge
from v2 to v3, e18 be the edge from v14 to v2, e52 be the edge from v43 to v2, which represents a
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fluid merge at the exit of the center fuel tank, and is constrained,
u1 + u18 + u52 = m˙1 + m˙18 + m˙52 = m˙2 = u2 (5.28)
Similar constraints are required at vertices vi, i ∈ {4, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 39, 40, 43, 44, 45, 50, 51}.
Vertices v1, v12, v13, v41, and v42, which are the fuel tanks, do not have mass flow rate constraints
at their connected edges because mass is not conserved within tanks. However, the edges from v1,
v12, v13, v41, and v42 to v67 represent the mass energy that is lost as a result of different inlet and
outlet mass flow rates. The power along these edges is,
Pi =
(∑
m˙in −
∑
m˙out
)
CpT (5.29)
where T is the temperature of each respective fuel tank, and mass flow rates are relative to each
tank inlet and outlet.
Sinks and sources for the fuel graph are described in Tables 5.19 and 5.20. Sinks v68 and v69
are fuel drain to the engine, and are dependent upon pilot and engine operation. Due to this mass
drain, the capacitances of the fuel tanks are time-varying, and the values listed in Tables 5.17 and
5.18 for fuel tank capacitances are initial conditions.
5.2 Graph Decomposition
With large plant models, decomposition of systems and subsystems is a bottom-up approach,
where individual subsystem graphs are defined and then combined with other subsystem graphs to
form a system graph. Similarly, once all the system graph models are defined, the plant graph is
formed by combining all system graphs. This provides a simple method for decomposition at the
bottom level of the hierarchy where each subsystem is functionally separate from other subsystems.
However, determining where system boundaries occur requires analysis of the coupling between
subsystems, which is discussed later in this section.
Graph models in Sections 5.1.1-5.1.6 combine to form the full plant graph, denoted Gp. For
control development, Gp = (VP , Ep) is decomposed into multiple subsystem and system graphs.
Decomposition is based upon functional and temporal properties of each plant component.
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5.2.1 Subsystem Decomposition
Graphs Gel, Ger, Gll, Gaz, Gacm,l, Gacm,r, and Gf represent individual subsystems of the plant
described in Chapter 4. No further functional decomposition is necessary to form the subsystem
graphs. Temporal decomposition removes states that have faster dynamics than the update rate of
the respective controller. This is discussed in the control development section for each subsystem.
5.2.2 System Decomposition
Each subsystem graph is dynamically coupled to at least one other subsystem; however, those
couplings may be minor or uncontrollable. Table 5.21 shows the unique number of sources and
sinks that each subsystem graph shares with another subsystem. Theses shared sink/source pairs
represent the coupling between a set of graphs. For example, Gel shares a single source/sink pair
with Ger (S18/T18 in Figures 5.1 and 5.2), thus for row Gel in Table 5.21, the column corresponding
to Ger has a value of one and it is read as “Gel has one source from Ger”. Symmetry in Table 5.21
is the result of graph cycles caused by the air zones, liquid loop, and fuel system forming closed
cycles with the ACMs. For example, Gaz and Gacm,l form a cycle as air is routed from the air zones,
to the ACM, and back to the air zones. As a result, Gaz has one source from Gacm,l and Gacm,l has
one source from Gaz.
Analyzing Table 5.21, it is clear to see that there is significant coupling between the electrical
systems and the liquid loop simply due to the number of coupled edges, but this is not sufficient
for determining where to decompose system graphs. Instead, weak and strong coupling between
subsystems is determined by calculating the capacity for edges that couple subsystems. Then, by
Table 5.21: Number of coupled edges between each subsystem graph.
Gel Ger Gll Gaz Gacm,l Gacm,r Gf
Gel - 1 0 0 0 0 0
Ger 2 - 0 0 0 0 0
Gll 6 12 - 0 1 1 0
Gaz 3 2 0 - 1 1 0
Gacm,l 0 0 1 1 - 0 1
Gacm,r 0 0 1 1 0 - 1
Gf 2 4 0 0 1 1 -
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selecting a partition between
Considering Definitions 3.1 and 3.2, the mapping function f for flow of the coupling edges in
Table 5.21 is either efficiency losses, electrical power transfer, internal heat loads, or takes the form,
f : m˙CpT (5.30)
Each form of f has a well-defined maximum due to input and state constraints, which are used to
determine c(u, v) ∀ Ep and provided in Table 5.22. Electrical system edge capacities are determined
by set limits on transfer bus power, 450kW. Edge capacities between the electrical systems, liquid
loop, and air zones are based upon worst case efficiency losses. Air cycle machine edge capacities
between the air zones, liquid loop, and fuel system are based upon max heat transfer between the
systems. Finally, the smallest values in the table represent electrical power limits to the pumps in
the fuel system.
With cycles in Table 5.21, the net difference in edge capacities is presented in Table 5.22. Using
the previous example of the cycle formed by Gaz and Gacm,l, capacity along the edge from Gaz
to Gacm,l is limited by the maximum air mass flow rate and temperature constraint, providing a
capacity of,
1.5kg/s× 1kJ/(kg ·K)× 300K = 450kW (5.31)
while the return edge capacity, from Gacm,l to Gaz is given by,
1.5kg/s× 1kJ/(kg ·K)× 293K = 440kW (5.32)
The difference of 10kW is the maximum flow out of Gaz and into Gacm,l which is entered into Table
5.22 for the edge capacity from Gaz to Gacm,l.
In the following definitions, let G = (V,E) be a directed graph where V is the set of vertices,
E is the set of edges, with u ∈ V and v ∈ V .
Definition 5.1. Cut
A cut C = (S, T ) is a partition of G = (V,E) into two subgraphs S and T .
Definition 5.2. Cut-set
The cut-set of a cut C = (S, T ) is the set {(u, v) ∈ E |u ∈ S, v ∈ T} of edges that have one endpoint
in S and the other endpoint in T .
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Table 5.22: Total capacity for coupling edges between each subsystem graphs. Capacities are in
kilowatts and boundary flows are highlighted in gray.
Gel Ger Gll Gaz Gacm,l Gacm,r Gf
Gel - 450 0 0 0 0 0
Ger 900 - 0 0 0 0 0
Gll 115 120 - 0 60 60 0
Gaz 15 15 0 - 10 10 0
Gacm,l 0 0 0 0 - 0 150
Gacm,r 0 0 0 0 0 - 150
Gf 5 1 0 0 0 0 -
Let Gp be the full plant graph, where Gp = Gel ∪ Ger ∪ Gll ∪ Gaz ∪ Gacm,l ∪ Gacm,l ∪ Gf forms
a weakly-connected graph. The graph cut C = (S, T ) that minimizes the summation of cut-set
capacities between S and T provides the system decomposition that minimizes coupling between S
and T . Therefore, S and T become the models for system level controllers in the hierarchy. Note,
the cut-set must consist of paired sinks and sources of graphs Gel, Ger, Gll, Gaz, Gacm,l, Gacm,l, and
Gf . This means that S and T are disjoint graphs formed from the union of Gel, Ger, Gll, Gaz, Gacm,l,
Gacm,l, and Gf
The elements in Table 5.22 are capacities of boundary edges. The thick black line indicates the
graph cut that creates S = Gel ∪Ger ∪Gll ∪Gaz and T = Gacm,l ∪Gacm,l ∪Gf , where the summation
of cut-set capacities is represented by the summation of gray cells in Table 5.22. No other cut can
minimize the summation of cut-set capacities.
Therefore, the system-level controllers are decomposed into a source graph Gsrc = Gel∪Ger∪Gll∪
Gaz and a sink graph Gsnk = Gacm,l ∪ Gacm,l ∪ Gf . The controller for Gsrc will handle operation for
the electrical systems, liquid loop, and air zones, while the controller for Gsnk will handle operation
of the ACMs and fuel system.
5.3 Hierarchical Controllers
Figure 5.7 shows the control hierarchy after system decomposition. The vehicle controller sits at
the top of the hierarchy and provides references to the source and sink controllers at an update rate
of 600s. The source controller receives a shed authority reference from the vehicle controller that
allows the source controller to shed a certain percentage of electrical loads. The sink controller
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receives references for fuel tank temperatures and mass drain. Source and sink controllers are
named for their respective functionalities in dealing with the sources of power generation and the
dissipation of power to sinks.
The source controller coordinates the actions between the electrical systems, liquid loops, and
air zones via references provided at an update rate of 60s. References to the electrical systems
include the shed authority sent by the vehicle controller, as well as battery SOC references. Since
the source controller has a 300s prediction horizon, it has the ability to determine what necessary
SOC will be for upcoming electrical loads. References to the liquid loop and air zones include
temperature set points, expected heat loads from the electrical system, and upcoming ambient
disturbances.
The sink controller updates every 60s and passes references to the fuel system controller for
mass drain, fuel tank temperature tracking, and expected heat absorption from the ACMs. ACM
controllers receive temperature set point references from the sink controller in regards to the supply
temperature being provided by the ACM to the liquid loop and air zones.
The bottom layer consists of seven decentralized MPCs. Electrical and ACM controllers directly
actuate the plant at an update rate of 2s. Liquid loops and air zones provide temperature set point
references to PI loops which control valve openings to regulate temperatures to the provided set
Vehicle
Sink
Air ACM #1 ACM #2 Fuel
PI
Plant
Source
LiquidElectrical Right
Electrical 
Left
PIPI PIPI PI
600s60s
1-10sContinuous
Figure 5.7: Hierarchical control structure. Each rectangle represents a model predictive controller
that provides references for other controllers or actuates the plant. Line styles indicate communi-
cation update rates.
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points. Similarly, the fuel system provides mass flow rate references to PI controllers that regulate
coolant loop flow rates. The fuel system also directly actuates valves to achieve desired flow mixing
and splitting.
Each of the controllers in the hierarchy solves a receding-horizon constrained quadratic program,
min
u(·|t)
J =
Np−1∑
k=0
γ1‖x(k|t)− xref (k)‖22 + γ2‖u(k|t)− uref (k)‖22 + γ3‖s(k|t)‖22 (5.33)
s.t. S(k|t) (5.33a)
u(k|t) ∈ U, y(k|t) ∈ Y, x(k|t) ∈ X, k = 0, . . . , Np − 1 (5.33b)
g(k|t) ≥ 0, k = 0, . . . , Np − 1 (5.33c)
h(k|t) = 0, k = 0, . . . , Np − 1 (5.33d)
s(k|t) ≥ 0, k = 0, . . . , Np − 1 (5.33e)
x(t|t) = x(t) (5.33f)
where (5.33a) is the respective graph model dynamics, U, Y, and X are polyhedral sets of input,
output, and state constraints, (5.33c) and (5.33d) are inequality and equality constraints on powers,
states, inputs, or outputs, (5.33e) requires that slack variables be positive, and x(t) is the measured
state at time t. The prediction horizon Np is unique to each controller and ranges from 5 to 10 for
the controllers in the hierarchy. References xref and uref are provided from higher-level controllers,
or fixed, but can vary over the prediction horizon.
Cost function terms are dependent upon the objectives of each controller in the hierarchy.
For example, lower level controllers focus more on tracking references from upper level controllers
while the upper level controllers attempt to improve the figures of merit discussed in Chapter 6.
In general, two-norms are used to minimize the cost function terms over the entire horizon.
Many graph edges use P = m˙CpT to characterize power flow; however, as a bilinear function
of states and inputs, in order to avoid using a non-linear solver to solve (5.33), the power flow
equation is linearized. Let m˙0 and T0 be the linearization point, then linearization of P yields,
P = m˙CpT ≈ P (m˙0, T0) +∇f |(m˙0,T0) · (x− p)
= m˙0Cp(T − T0) + m˙CpT0 (5.34)
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which is used in place of P = m˙CpT for respective edges in each graph. Linearization can lead to
poor estimation when far from the linearization point, so when controllers update at time t, the
power equation is re-linearized using m˙0 = m˙(t) and T0 = T (t).
The following subsections provide optimization parameters, equality constraints, and inequality
constraints, for each controller. Appendix B.9 provides definition code for each controller and
contains the polyhedral sets for input, output, and state constraints. Each controller is compiled
using YALMIP [70] and solved using the Gurobi Optimization Suite [71]. Gurobi is chosen due to
binary decision variables in some control formulations.
5.3.1 Vehicle Controller
The vehicle controller leverages available preview of upcoming mission disturbances and ex-
pected loads in selecting references for the source and sink controllers. References are chosen in
order to optimize the electrical system performance while adhering to thermal constraints on the
storage and dissipation capabilities of the thermal system. In general, the vehicle controller can be
thought of “choosing how much heat to generate and where to send it.”
Graph Gp = Gel ∪Ger ∪Gll ∪Gaz ∪Gacm,l ∪Gacm,l ∪Gf is used by the vehicle controller in (5.33a),
but capacitances below 200 kJ/K are set to zero, leaving the vehicle controller with only the fuel
tanks as dynamic. States with capacitances set to zero are algebraic and chosen by the optimization
to satisfy the graph algebraic power flow relationships. Update rate ∆t is 600s with a prediction
horizon Np = 6, meaning the vehicle controller predicts ahead one hour.
The cost function (5.33) for the vehicle controller seeks to meet the predicted electrical load and
maximize thermal capacitance. Loads are provided to the controller as uref , and γ2 > 0, meaning
the minimum is achieved when u(k) = uref . Maximizing remaining thermal capacitance requires
an additional term added to (5.33),
γ4‖MiCpTi‖22 (5.35)
where Mi is the mass, and Ti is the temperature for the i-th fuel tank. Chapter 6 provides more
details on remaining thermal capacitance as a figure of merit.
Box constraints are used for all inputs and states, with a slack term used on states to avoid
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infeasibility in the solution,
u ≤ u(k) ≤ u (5.36)
x− s(k) ≤ x(k) ≤ x+ s(k) (5.37)
Slack variable weighting in (5.33) is set γ3 = 10
4. With no states to track at the vehicle level,
γ1 = 0.
5.3.2 Source Controller
The source controller receives references from the vehicle controller and also leverages available
preview of upcoming mission disturbances and expected loads to determine references for the liquid
cooling loop, air zone, and electrical system controllers. References to the electrical controllers
include battery SOC and load shed authority, while references to the liquid loop and air zones
include estimations of heat generation by converters and batteries.
A source graph is defined such that Gsrc = Gel∪Ger∪Gll∪Gaz and is used by the source controller
in (5.33a). Capacitances below 10 kJ/K are set to zero, meaning only cold plate temperatures and
the battery SOC is dynamic. States with capacitances set to zero are algebraic and chosen by the
optimization to satisfy the graph algebraic power flow relationships. Update rate ∆t is 60s with a
prediction horizon Np = 5, meaning the source controller predicts five minutes into the future.
The cost function (5.33) for the source controller seeks to meet the predicted electrical loads
and minimize inputs. Predicted loads are provided to the controller as uref , and γ2 > 0, meaning
the minimum is achieved when u(k) = uref . Mass flow rates in the air zones and liquid loop use
uref = 0.
Box constraints are used for all inputs and states, with a slack term used on states to avoid
infeasibility in the solution,
u ≤ u(k) ≤ u (5.38)
x− s(k) ≤ x(k) ≤ x+ s(k) (5.39)
Slack variable weighting in (5.33) is set γ3 = 10
4. With no states to track at the source level,
γ1 = 0.
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5.3.3 Sink Controller
The sink controller receives references from the vehicle controller and also leverages available
preview of upcoming mission disturbances to determine temperature set point references for the
air cycle machines and fuel system.
A sink graph is defined such that Gsnk = Gacm,l ∪ Gacm,l ∪ Gf and is used by the sink controller
in (5.33a). Capacitances below 100 kJ/K are set to zero, meaning only fuel tank temperatures and
select heat exchanger temperatures are dynamic. States with capacitances set to zero are algebraic
and chosen by the optimization to satisfy the graph algebraic power flow relationships. Update
rate ∆t is 60s with a prediction horizon Np = 5, meaning the sink controller predicts five minutes
into the future.
The cost function (5.33) for the sink controller seeks to track the fuel tank temperature provided
by the vehicle controller, maximize the thermal capacitance of the tanks, and maintain cold supply
air temperature from the ACMs. Maximizing thermal capacitance requires the additional cost
function term in (5.35). Weighting on state tracking is set to γ1 = 10
−4.
Box constraints are used for all inputs and states, with a slack term used on states to avoid
infeasibility in the solution,
u ≤ u(k) ≤ u (5.40)
x− s(k) ≤ x(k) ≤ x+ s(k) (5.41)
Slack variable weighting in (5.33) is set γ3 = 10
4.
5.3.4 Left Electrical System Controller
The left electrical system controller receives references from the source controller for shed au-
thority and a desired battery SOC. Using those references, the left electrical system controller
determines if each of the five converters is on or off, load sharing between active converters, and a
charge/discharge rate for the battery.
The left electrical system graph Gle is used by the controller in (5.33a) with an update rate ∆t
of 2s and a prediction horizon Np = 5, meaning the controller predicts ten seconds into the future.
The cost function (5.33) for the left electrical system controller seeks to meet the predicted
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electrical loads provided to the controller as uref . An additional term is added to (5.33) in order
for the controller to choose the on/off state of each converter,
γ4‖P − uBP ∗‖22 (5.42)
where P is a vector of powers through each converter, P ∗ is the peak efficiency power, and uB is a
vector of binary decision variables where uB = 1 means the converter is on.
The only continuous input for the left electrical system controller is the battery charge and
discharge rate, which is limited to ±100kW,
−100 ≤ u(k) ≤ 100 (5.43)
Converter on/off decision variables are constrained to be binary,
uB ∈ {0, 1} (5.44)
Only the battery SOC is a dynamic variable in the left electrical system controller, and its state is
constrained to be,
0 ≤ x(k) ≤ 100 (5.45)
Note, since the SOC is physically constrained there is no slack variable, thus the weighting in (5.33)
is set γ3 = 0.
5.3.5 Right Electrical System Controller
The right electrical system controller receives references from the source controller for shed
authority and a desired battery SOC. Using those references, the right electrical system controller
determines if each of the ten converters are on or off, load sharing between active converters, and
a charge/discharge rate for the battery.
The right electrical system graph Gre is used by the controller in (5.33a) with an update rate
∆t of 2s and a prediction horizon Np = 5, meaning the controller predicts ten seconds into the
future.
The cost function (5.33) for the right electrical system controller seeks to meet the predicted
electrical loads provided to the controller as uref . An additional term is added to (5.33) in order
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for the controller to choose the on/off state of each converter,
γ4‖P − uBP ∗‖22 (5.46)
where P is a vector of powers through each converter, P ∗ is the peak efficiency power, and uB is a
vector of binary decision variables where uB = 1 means the converter is on.
The only continuous input for the right electrical system controller is the battery charge and
discharge rate, which is limited to ±100kW,
−100 ≤ u(k) ≤ 100 (5.47)
Converter on/off decision variables are constrained to be binary,
uB ∈ {0, 1} (5.48)
Only the battery SOC is a dynamic variable in the right electrical system controller, and its state
is constrained to be,
0 ≤ x(k) ≤ 100 (5.49)
Note, since the SOC is physically constrained there is no slack variable, thus the weighting in (5.33)
is set γ3 = 0.
5.3.6 Liquid Cooling Loops Controller
The liquid loop controller receives references from the source controller for expected heat loads
from the electrical system in order to prepare for large transient loads. Using those references, the
liquid loop controller determines pump speeds and mass flow rates in order to maintain tempera-
tures within constraints.
The liquid loop graph Gll is used by the controller in (5.33a) with an update rate ∆t of 10s and a
prediction horizon Np = 5, meaning the controller predicts 50 seconds into the future. Capacitances
below 1 kJ/K are set to zero to ensure stability of the discrete graph model. These capacitances are
for junctions and splits that have very fast temperature dynamics, and results in the optimization
routine choosing x to satisfy the dynamics of Sll.
The cost function (5.33) for the liquid loop controller seeks to minimize inputs (i.e. uref = 0),
maintain constraints, and keep the battery temperature near 20◦C, meaning xref = 20 for the
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battery.
Box constraints are used for all inputs and states, with a slack term used on states to avoid
infeasibility in the solution,
u ≤ u(k) ≤ u (5.50)
x− s(k) ≤ x(k) ≤ x+ s(k) (5.51)
Slack variable weighting in (5.33) is set γ3 = 10
4.
Additionally, the liquid loop contains junctions and splits that add equality constraints to the
controller, ∑
i
ui(k)−
∑
j
uj(k) = 0 (5.52)
where i and j are subsets of graph edges that define the split or junction.
5.3.7 Air Zone Controller
The air zone controller receives references from the source controller for expected heat loads
from the electrical system in order to prepare for large transient loads. Using those references, the
air zone controller determines fan speeds and valve openings in order to maintain temperatures of
the cabin, cockpit, and electronics bay. The air zone controller also leverages knowledge of ambient
conditions in order to adjust heating and cooling to the air zones.
The air zone graph Gaz is used by the controller in (5.33a) with an update rate ∆t of 10s
and a prediction horizon Np = 5, meaning the controller predicts 50 seconds into the future.
Capacitances below 0.5 kJ/K are set to zero to ensure stability of the discrete graph model. These
capacitances are for junctions and splits that have very fast temperature dynamics, and results in
the optimization routine choosing x to satisfy the dynamics of Saz.
The cost function (5.33) for the air zone controller seeks to minimize inputs and maintain
constraints, meaning uref = 0 and xref = 0.
Box constraints are used for all inputs and states, with a slack term used on states to avoid
infeasibility in the solution,
u ≤ u(k) ≤ u (5.53)
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x− s(k) ≤ x(k) ≤ x+ s(k) (5.54)
Slack variable weighting in (5.33) is set γ3 = 10
4.
Additionally, the air zones contain junctions and splits that add equality constraints to the
controller, ∑
i
ui(k)−
∑
j
uj(k) = 0 (5.55)
where i and j are subsets of graph edges that define the split or junction.
5.3.8 ACM Controllers
The ACM controllers receive references from the sink controller for desired fuel exit temperature
as well as estimations for bypass duct conditions and cooled air supply temperature. Using those
references, the ACM controllers determines necessary motor speeds, shaft speeds, and bypass valve
openings in order to reject heat to the fuel and bypass duct.
The left and right ACM graphs Gacm,l and Gacm,r are used by each ACM controller in (5.33a)
with an update rate ∆t of 2s and a prediction horizon Np = 5, meaning the controller predicts
50 seconds into the future. Capacitances below 1 kJ/K are set to zero to ensure stability of
the discrete graph model. These capacitances are for junctions and splits that have very fast
temperature dynamics.
The cost function (5.33) for each ACM controller seeks to minimize motor speeds, track the
desired outlet fuel temperature, and maintain constraints. Integral constraint z is added to the
control formulation,
z(k + 1|t) = z(k|t) + ∆t(x− xref ) (5.56)
which requires an additional cost function term,
γ4‖z(k|t)‖22 (5.57)
and helps the ACM controller to better track temperature references from the sink controller.
Box constraints are used for all inputs and states, with a slack term used on states to avoid
infeasibility in the solution,
u ≤ u(k) ≤ u (5.58)
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x− s(k) ≤ x(k) ≤ x+ s(k) (5.59)
Slack variable weighting in (5.33) is set γ3 = 10
6.
Additionally, the ACMs contain bypasses that add equality constraints to the controller,∑
i
ui(k)−
∑
j
uj(k) = 0 (5.60)
where i and j are subsets of graph edges that define the bypass split or junction.
Equations 5.20-5.22 are included as constraints in the ACM controller formulation so that the
controller accurately predicts ACM dynamics.
5.3.9 Fuel System Controller
The fuel system controller receive references from the sink controller for desired fuel tank,
generator cold plate, and engine coolant temperatures, as well as desired fuel mass in each tank.
Using those references, the fuel system controller determines necessary mass flow rates.
The fuel system graph Gf is used by the fuel system controller in (5.33a) with an update rate ∆t
of 10s and a prediction horizon Np = 5, meaning the controller predicts 50 seconds into the future.
Capacitances below 1 kJ/K are set to zero to ensure stability of the discrete graph model. These
capacitances are for junctions and splits that have very fast temperature dynamics, and results in
the optimization routine choosing x to satisfy the dynamics of Sf .
The cost function (5.33) for the fuel controller seeks to track fuel tank mass and temperature
and reject disturbances from the generator and engine cooling loops. Integral constraint z is added
to the control formulation,
z(k + 1|t) = z(k|t) + ∆t(x− xref ) (5.61)
which requires an additional cost function term,
γ4‖z(k|t)‖22 (5.62)
and helps the fuel system better track fuel tank temperature and mass references from the sink
controller.
Since fuel mass is not conserved in the fuel system, additional constraints are added to model
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the mass dynamics in the tanks,
M(k + 1|t) = M(k|t) + ∆t
(∑
m˙in −
∑
m˙out
)
(5.63)
where the summation of mass flow rates is often negative.
Box constraints are used for all inputs and states, with a slack term used on states to avoid
infeasibility in the solution,
u ≤ u(k) ≤ u (5.64)
x− s(k) ≤ x(k) ≤ x+ s(k) (5.65)
Slack variable weighting in (5.33) is set γ3 = 10
6.
Additionally, the fuel system contain bypasses that add equality constraints to the controller,∑
i
ui(k)−
∑
j
uj(k) = 0 (5.66)
where i and j are subsets of graph edges that define the bypass split or junction.
5.3.10 Summary of Hierarchical Controllers
Table 5.3.10 presents a summary of graph models, update rates, and prediction steps for each
controller in the hierarchy. The last column presents the average controller execution time for 100
parses. Appendix B.9 contains the MATLAB code that is used to define each of the controllers, or
the code can be downloaded from [72].
Table 5.23: Summary of MPC control parameters for hierarchical controllers.
Graph Model
Update Rate
(∆t)
Prediction Steps
(Np)
Average Execution
Time (s)
Vehicle Gp 600s 6 0.234
Source Gsrc 60s 5 0.098
Sink Gsnk 60s 5 0.105
Left Electrical Gel 2s 5 0.008
Right Electrical Ger 2s 5 0.012
Liquid Loops Gll 10s 5 0.015
Air Zones Gaz 10s 5 0.009
Right ACM Gacm,r 2s 5 0.023
Left ACM Gacm,l 2s 5 0.024
Fuel Loops Gf 10s 5 0.057
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5.4 Baseline Control Formulation
The baseline control system consists of 38 PI loops for output regulation and 5 logic trees for
on/off electrical decisions. Table 5.24 contains the input and output pairings for all PI loops.
Table 5.24: Input/output pairings for baseline PI controllers.
Output Units Input Units
Aircraft velocity m/s Engine speed reference rad/s
Engine speed (x2) rad/s Throttle %
Supply air temperature ◦C ACM speed rad/s
Cargo bay temp ◦C Heater power kW
Cabin temperature ◦C Air valve opening %
Cockpit temperature ◦C Air valve opening %
Electronics bay temperature ◦C Air valve opening %
Electronics bay temperature ◦C Air valve opening %
Left wing tank masses kg Recirculation valve opening %
Right wing tank masses kg Recirculation valve opening %
Wing tank masses kg Center recirculation valve opening %
AEE Temperature ◦C AEE split valve opening %
Left wing tank temperature ◦C Tank split valve opening %
Right wing tank temperatures ◦C Tank split valve opening %
Tank temperatures ◦C AEE split return opening %
Left engine temperature ◦C Oil pump speed RPM
Right engine temperature ◦C Oil pump speed RPM
Right generator temperature ◦C Oil pump speed RPM
AEE temperature ◦C AEE pump speed RPM
HVDC converter temperatures (x5) ◦C Valve opening %
LVDC converter temperatures (x5) ◦C Valve opening %
LVAC converter temperatures (x5) ◦C Valve opening %
Battery temperatures (x2) ◦C Valve opening %
Liquid loop exit temperature ◦C Pump speed speed RPM
Aircraft velocity and engine speed are cascaded PI loops with the aircraft velocity reference
coming from a mission profile or pilot. The engine speed is affected by generator power draw,
so electrical load disturbances will cause the throttle to be adjusted in order to maintain desired
aircraft velocity.
ACMs provide supply air for cooling liquid loads and air zones. The compressor motor speed
is used to regulate the supply air temperature and both ACMs are operated identically.
With the cargo bay having no internal loads, its temperature is controlled using a heater. Cabin,
cockpit, and electronics bays are controlled using air valve openings on each air supply line which
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is cooled by the ACMs.
Left main and auxiliary tank masses, as well as the right main and auxiliary tank masses, are
regulated to equal each other by using the recirculation fuel and splitting it as necessary. In order
to balance mass between the left and right halves of the aircraft, the center recirculation valve is
used to divert extra fuel to the necessary side.
The AEE temperature is controlled by mixing fuel from the left and right auxiliary tanks and
the center fuel tank.
Similar to the fuel mass, left and right wing temperatures are regulated to equal each other by
adjusting the exit flow rate from each tank at the split valve.
Each engine and generator temperature is regulated by adjusting oil pump speeds.
In the liquid loops, each converter and battery temperature is regulated using respective valve
openings, while the exit temperature of the liquid loop is regulated using the pump speed.
Converter on/off logic measures the total current and divides it by peak efficiency current I∗
to determine the N number of active inverters,
N =
⌈∑
I
I∗
⌉
(5.67)
The load is split evenly between the N converters.
The battery charge/discharge rate is set using a PI controller that attempts to push total
converter current to the peak efficiency current, or
∑
I
N = I
∗.
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Chapter 6
Simulation Case Studies
Chapter 6 presents the results for simulation case studies of the two control methods across a
candidate mission profile. Section 6.1 proposes traditional and new figures of merit to be used in
the evaluation of next-generation power system design and control. Since aerospace systems are
weight and volume restricted, it is important to analyze how transient control can help decrease
system size, maintain performance standards, and have positive effects on whole-system efficiency.
Section 6.2 discusses the selected mission profile and provides the boundary conditions for the
aircraft throughout the mission. Performance of the electrical and thermal systems under baseline
and hierarchical control is presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.4. Figures of merit comparisons are
presented in Sections 6.5 and 6.6 where two separate analyses are included. In Section 6.5, electrical
load shedding is prevented to give a one-to-one comparison between control strategies, while in the
Section 6.6 the hierarchical control approach is allowed to shed electrical loads for thermal objectives
and constraint satisfaction.
6.1 Figures of Merit
In order to evaluate and compare the combined control and system design, the following figures
of merit are proposed: specific power, specific energy, SFC, fuel endurance, and thermal endurance.
The following subsections provide details on each figure of merit.
6.1.1 Specific Power
Specific power Psp refers to the amount of instantaneous power that a thermal management
system and the respective control strategy can mitigate, without violating system constraints, for
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a given thermal system weight. Mathematically,
Psp =
Pmax
Mthermal
(6.1)
where Pmax is the maximum auxiliary power draw from the engine and Mthermal is the thermal
management system mass. Throughout the design state of a thermal management system, trade-
offs between Mthermal, Pmax, and a developed control system can help maximize Psp.
6.1.2 Specific Energy
Similar to specific power, specific energy Esp refers to the amount of energy that a thermal
management system and the respective control strategy can absorb, store, and reject, without
violating system constraints, for a given thermal system weight. Mathematically,
Esp =
∫
Pdt
Mthermal
(6.2)
where
∫
Pdt is the energy absorbed by a thermal management system. The subsequent storage
and dissipation of energy is dependent upon the control system.
In the subsequent analysis, thermal system mass is not calculated; therefore, Psp and Esp are
compared across control strategies by increasing the total electrical and thermal load on the aircraft
until constraints are violated and assuming a fixed Mthermal. In the design of next-generation air-
craft systems, thermal system weight can be optimized throughout the design process by attempting
to maximize Psp Esp subject to a mission with a given total power or energy budget.
6.1.3 Specific Fuel Consumption
The biggest cost associated with aircraft is fuel consumption [2]. As such, multiple systems are
optimized to minimize SFC, which is the ratio of fuel burn rate to thrust provided. Mathematically,
this is defined as,
SFC =
m˙fuel
Fthrust
(6.3)
and has units of lbm/hr/lbf or kg/s/N . Thermal and electrical system control decisions directly
affect SFC as a result of power off-take from the engine shaft, increased drag by operating with
ram air inlets open, and compressor bleed air usage. Only power off-take from the engine shaft is
considered in this analysis as ram air inlets are not controllable and the architecture in Chapter 4
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assumes a bleedless configuration.
6.1.4 Fuel Endurance
Fuel endurance, simply referred to as endurance, is the amount of time that an aircraft can
remain flying before all fuel is exhausted within the fuel tanks. Since an aircraft begins a mis-
sion with a finite amount of fuel, remaining endurance can be estimated based upon current fuel
mass and the anticipated engine fuel burn throughout the rest of the mission. Endurance in the
subsequent analysis is determined by simulating the aircraft until fuel is exhausted.
6.1.5 Thermal Endurance
Thermal endurance is the time until fuel tank temperatures reach their limit, typically around
70◦C. At higher temperatures, fuel will not provide sufficient cooling to loads and fuel supplied to
the engine may be in excess of 150◦C, which is the temperature at which fuel begins to coke [73].
Since fuel mass is monotonically decreasing throughout a mission, with the exception of mid-air
refueling, it is easier to estimate remaining fuel endurance using current fuel mass and estimated
fuel burn throughout the rest of the mission. However, thermal endurance can be difficult to
estimate since it is a function of fuel mass, ambient thermal sink availability, and on-board heat
generation. The latter two can be highly transient throughout a mission and are heavily influenced
by control system decisions and pilot input. Additionally, since fuel is used as a thermal sink,
decreasing fuel mass also decreases thermal endurance. Similar to thermal endurance, is remaining
thermal capacitance. While thermal endurance has units of time, remaining thermal capacitance
has units of energy and can be thought of as the amount of energy the fuel system could absorb
until temperature limits are reached. Remaining thermal capacitance, or RTC, is defined as,
RTC =
Ntanks∑
i=1
MiCp
(
T − Ti
)
(6.4)
where T is the temperature limit of the fuel tanks, Mi is the mass of the i − th tank, Ti is the
temperature of the i− th tank.
Ideally, fuel endurance and thermal endurance are equivalent and pushed to their highest achiev-
able value.
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6.2 Mission Profile
A candidate mission profile is used to compare the performance of the baseline controller to the
hierarchical controller. The mission consists of nine phases:
1. Ground hold
2. Takeoff and climb
3. Ingress
4. Dash
5. Engage
6. Dash
7. Egress
8. Descent
9. Loiter
Figure 6.1 presents the altitude, Mach number, ambient temperature, engine bypass conditions,
and ram air conditions. Figure 6.2 presents the exogenous electrical loads for the mission. Exoge-
nous electrical loads are not affected by control decisions, and with the exception of loads classified
as sheddable, cannot be altered throughout the mission. Internal electrical loads are dependent
upon control decisions, and can differ throughout the mission and between controller approaches.
In each plot, mission phases are denoted using the horizontal bar with tick marks.
Figure 6.1(a) and (b) show the aircraft altitude and Mach number, respectively. Both of these
parameters are used to derive all other aircraft boundary conditions. Subplot (c) shows the ambient
air temperature at aircraft altitude assuming standard atmospheric conditions. Subplot (d) shows
the engine bypass duct temperature which is calculated assuming isentropic flow and a fixed fan
pressure ratio Πf in (6.5). Mass flow rate through the bypass is presented in Figure 6.1(f).
Tbypass = Tamb ×Π
γ−1
γ
f (6.5)
Figure 6.1(e) shows the ram air temperature which is calculated assuming ideal gas and isen-
tropic flow in (6.6). Figure 6.1(g) presents the mass flow rate through the ram air heat exchanger.
Tram = Tamb ×
[
1 +M2 × γ − 1
2
]
(6.6)
Figure 6.2 shows electrical loads that are fixed throughout the mission. Other electrical loads
such as the ACM motors or the cargo bay heater are affected by control decisions and are not
included in Figure 6.2. Flight critical loads are not sheddable and require power for the duration
of the mission. Examples include electro-hydraulics, wing de-icing, and FADEC systems. Mission
critical loads can be shed, but result in a mission failure. The largest of these loads occur during the
dash and engine mission phases. Finally, sheddable loads include the RPDU loads on low-voltage
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Figure 6.1: Mission profile for (a) altitude, (b) Mach number, (c) ambient temperature, (d) bypass
air temperature, (e) ram air temperature, (f) bypass air mass flow rate, and (g) ram air mass flow
rate.
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Figure 6.2: Summation of exogenous flight critical, mission critical, and sheddable electrical loads.
Internal loads such as pumps and motors are not included.
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AC and low-voltage DC buses and miscellaneous loads on the high-voltage DC bus.
The most strenuous mission phases for the aircraft are ground hold, engage, and loiter. During
ground hold the aircraft is sitting idle or moving at slow velocities, resulting in no ram air flow
rate (Figure 6.1(g)) and very hot bypass duct temperatures (Figure 6.1(d)). During this period
the aircraft thermal system has trouble rejecting heat to ambient and is forced to store generated
heat in the fuel tanks or turn off electrical loads that create heat. Prior to the engage mission
phase, the aircraft enters a high-speed dash which severely hinders rejecting heat through the ram
air heat exchangers and bypass duct due to very high stagnation temperatures (Figure 6.1(d-e)).
Furthermore, the electrical loading increases dramatically (Figure 6.2) during this mission phase
resulting in increased heat loads. Finally, during loiter the ram air and bypass duct temperatures
increase while mass flow rates remain low (Figure 6.1(d-g)). Throughout each of these phases, it
is expected that fuel tank temperatures will rise drastically as the heat is stored internally and
rejected during later mission phases.
6.3 Electrical System Performance
The electrical system in Figure 4.2 requires controller decisions for determining load splitting
between converters, battery charge and discharge rates, and bus switching between generators. The
following subsections highlight the performance advantages of each control approach.
6.3.1 Converter Operation
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 compare the baseline and hierarchical controllers use of the high-voltage
and low-voltage DC converter banks. Subplot (a) shows a color bar indicating the number of active
converters throughout the mission, subplot (b) shows the average efficiency of active converters,
subplot (c) shows the throughput power of the converter bank, and subplot (d) shows the high-
voltage or low-voltage battery state of charge. In Figures 6.5 and 6.6 each of the five converter
temperatures are shown.
In the baseline controller, converters are turned on and off as the load power crosses pre-defined
thresholds and the battery is discharged/charged at a rate that pushes converter bank efficiency
to its max. However, as seen after the first 1,000s in Figure 6.3, when the battery reaches max
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SOC the converter efficiency drops resulting in increased heat production by the converter bank.
A subsequent spike at approximately 2,000s causes a significant increase in heat production which
results in high-voltage DC converter temperatures spiking in subplots (a)-(d) of Figure 6.5. Since
converter temperatures are regulated to 50◦C while active, coolant flow is increased to bring the
temperatures back to steady-state. Similar behavior is seen throughout the mission for all converter
banks. During periods where a converter is turned off, the coolant flow is reduced to zero.
The hierarchical controller turns converters on and off primarily to meet loading requirements,
but secondarily to maximize the converter bank efficiency. This also results in higher utilization
of the battery compared to the baseline in order to push converter efficiency to the maximum of
96%. It achieves this by charging and discharging at a rate that brings the operational converters
to their peak efficiencies. When the battery SOC gets low, the hierarchical controller turns on an
additional converter which increases the required throughput power to reach peak efficiency. For
example, with three high-voltage DC converters active, the peak efficiency power is 225kW. If total
loading is 275kW, a fourth converter can be turned on, bringing peak efficiency power to 300kW.
Charging the battery at 25kW brings each of the converters to their peak efficiency. This behavior
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Figure 6.3: Baseline (left) and hierarchical (right) control of the high-voltage DC converter bank,
comparing: (a) number of active converters, (b) average converter efficiency, (c) total power through
converter bank, and (d) HVDC battery state of charge.
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Figure 6.4: Baseline (left) and hierarchical (right) control of the low-voltage DC converter bank,
comparing: (a) number of active converters, (b) average converter efficiency, (c) total power through
converter bank, and (d) LVDC battery state of charge.
is seen during the first 2,500s of the mission as the system goes from three to four to five active
inverters as shown in the right subplot (a) of Figure 6.3. The charge rate, shown as the slope of
the trace in the right subplot (d) of Figure 6.3 is noticeably different throughout the mission as the
required charge or discharge power to keep the converters at peak efficiency changes with differing
electrical loads on the high-voltage DC bus. Each of these operational characteristics results in the
hierarchical controller pushing efficiency to its maximum value throughout the mission.
Unlike the baseline controller, converter temperature is allowed to fluctuate throughout the
mission as long as constraints are not violated. Figure 6.5 shows the converter temperatures
under hierarchical control operating around 60◦C for a majority of the mission, with occasional
spikes during transients such as take-off and engage. Since the hierarchical controller utilizes
fewer converters relative to the baseline, the temperature of converter 4 and 5 (subplots (d) and
(e)) fluctuates between matching the temperature of converters 1-3 and settling around 25◦C as
converters 4 and 5 are turned on and off. Since load current through the converters is evenly
distributed, temperatures of active inverters match.
The low-voltage AC bus does not have a battery to help push efficiency to peak levels; however,
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Figure 6.5: Baseline (left) and hierarchical (right) high-voltage DC converter temperatures.
the sheddable loads on the low-voltage AC bus can be actively reduced to help push inverters to
peak efficiency. Figure 6.7 shows the low-voltage AC number of active inverters, average efficiency,
and total throughput power. Slight differences in the total throughput power is due to different
operation of oil and liquid pumps which use low-voltage AC power. At approximately 11,000s
throughput power for the hierarchical takes a sudden drop before rising slightly at approximately
11,500s. During this phase, electrical loads are shed to reduce the heat being absorbed by the fuel
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Figure 6.6: Baseline (left) and hierarchical (right) low-voltage DC converter temperatures.
tanks. More discussion is provided in Section 6.5.
6.3.2 Battery Utilization
The low-voltage and high-voltage DC batteries are both used to help maintain peak converter
efficiency. During periods of operation when load current is below the peak efficiency current,
the battery can be charged in order to bring load current closer to the peak efficiency current.
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Figure 6.7: Baseline (left) and hierarchical (right) control of the low-voltage AC converter bank,
comparing: (a) number of active converters, (b) average converter efficiency, (c) total power through
converter bank, and (d) LVAC battery state of charge.
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Figure 6.8: Baseline (left) and hierarchical (right) low-voltage AC converter temperatures.
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Figure 6.9: Baseline (left) and hierarchical (right) utilization of the high-voltage DC battery, com-
paring: (a) battery temperature and efficiency, (b) state of charge, and (c) total waste heat gener-
ation by the battery and high-voltage converter bank.
Similarly, when load current is greater than peak efficiency current, the battery can discharge to
help reduce the load current on the converter bank. It is important to note that battery operation
is not constrained to reduce charge/discharge cycles which is a primary cause of failure in batteries.
Current research is pushing battery technology to achieve 104 and even 105 cycle life [74, 75], which
will help enable to use of batteries as shown in this section.
The hierarchical controller chooses to use the battery more frequently in order to meet the gap
between load current and peak efficiency current. Due to the constant charging and discharging, the
battery heat generated is greater under hierarchical control than with baseline control. However,
the total heat generated by the combination of the converters and battery is greater in the baseline
case than in the hierarchical case, due to the ability of the latter at keeping converter efficiency
maxed.
Figure 6.9 shows the interaction between the electrical decisions made to charge and discharge
the high-voltage DC battery and the total heat generation by the combination of the high-voltage
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DC converters and battery. In subplots (a), the battery temperature and efficiency are plotted.
Peak efficiency of the battery is 96% at 20◦C, but drops to 85% at 60◦C. In the case of the hierar-
chical controller, the battery thermal management system seeks to keep the battery efficiency near
95%, but occasional spikes during transient events leads to efficiency dropping to 87%. Given that
the battery cooling loop is in parallel with the converter cooling loops, the hierarchy coordinates
cooling of the converters and the battery to achieve an overall lower heat generation relative to the
baseline controller. This is evidenced by the increased converter temperatures in Figures 6.5, 6.6,
and 6.8 relative to the baseline, which in turn allows the hierarchy to keep the battery at a lower
temperature as shown in Figure 6.9(a). The baseline controller tries to regulate all converter and
battery temperatures at a fixed temperature reference, which leads to scenarios where inadequate
cooling is provided to the battery and overall heat generation is not minimized due to decreased
efficiency in the battery. Subplots (c) show the total heat generation throughout the mission for
both control methods broken down by heat source. The baseline generates a total of 210MJ of
waste energy, while the hierarchical controller generates 199MJ. Even though the baseline con-
troller uses the battery significantly less than the hierarchical controller, because the latter is able
to keep converter heat losses to a minimum, and seeks to maximize battery efficiency the total heat
generation over the mission ends up being 5.5% less relative to the baseline controller.
6.3.3 Generator Load Balancing
Another contributing factor to the hierarchical controller improving system performance is the
balancing of generator loading. In addition to the long term life cycle benefits, generator load
balancing helps to ensure even heat generation and dissipation into the fuel system. Figure 6.10(a)
shows the total electrical power draw on the generators for the baseline (left) and the hierarchical
(right) controllers. Small differences throughout the mission are due to internal electrical loads,
such as the ACM motors, cargo heater, and pumps, operating differently between the two control
methods. Subplot (b) shows the load balance between the left and right generators where y = 0
corresponds to even loading of both generators, while a positive value corresponds to a higher
load on the left generator. It is clear from subplot (b) that the baseline controller loads the right
generator by 15-20% higher than the left generator throughout the mission which results in the
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right generator operating at a higher temperature than the left generator as indicated in Figure
6.13(a). This leads to the right fuel tanks being at hotter temperatures than the left fuel tanks
as shown in Figure 6.12(b) and (c). Subplot (c) of Figure 6.10 shows the total heat generation by
both generators throughout the mission, which on average is equivalent between the two methods
due to the predefined electrical loads.
Generator load splitting is achieved by switching electrical buses between left and right gener-
ators as indicated in the electrical system schematic in Figure 3.18. Figure 6.11 shows the baseline
(left) and hierarchical (right) selections for bus configuration throughout the mission. The base-
line control switches the low-voltage DC and low-voltage AC buses to the left generator during
the engage phase when the AEE is at maximum power and the right generator would be over-
loaded, otherwise the right generator provides power to the low-voltage buses. The lack of bus
reconfiguration is the primary reason the baseline controller unevenly loads generators.
The hierarchical controller chooses to switch loading between generators much more frequently
in order to help balance load between generators, which leads to a more even load balance as shown
in Figure 6.10(b). However, there are mission phases when the load balance is nearly 20% greater
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Figure 6.10: Baseline (left) and hierarchical (right) generator operation: (a) total generator elec-
trical load, (b) balance between left and right generator (negative indicates heavier loading of right
wing generator), and (c) total heat load by the generators.
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Figure 6.11: Baseline (left) and hierarchical (right) bus configuration for the high-voltage DC,
low-voltage DC, and low-voltage AC buses. Markers indicate which generator is supplying power
to the respective bus.
on one generator. Given the current electrical system architecture and the defined load profile, even
balancing is not always possible, and future architectures should allow reconfiguration of loads.
6.4 Thermal System Performance
6.4.1 Fuel Thermal Management
Figure 6.12 shows auxiliary, main, and center fuel tank mass and temperature throughout
the mission for the baseline and hierarchical control approaches. For aircraft weight and balance
purposes, auxiliary and main tank mass is constrained to be equal throughout the mission.
Throughout the mission, the baseline controller evenly recirculates fuel into the main and
auxiliary tanks, which results in matching temperatures between the fuel tanks. Differences between
the left and right side tanks are caused by uneven heat absorption from the ACM, generator, and
engine on either side of the fuel system. The baseline controller also draws fuel from the center
fuel tank at a constant rate, except during the engage mission phase when excess fuel is drawn to
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keep the AEE temperature below constraints.
The hierarchical controller does not recirculate fuel evenly, which leads to different temperatures
between main and auxiliary tanks. Additionally, since the hierarchical controller seeks to minimize
the use of chilled fuel, the center fuel tank is drained at a lower rate. This increases the available
thermal sink throughout later mission segments and helps to mitigate loads when fuel mass gets
low.
During the first 2,000s while the aircraft is sitting on the ground and heat sink availability is
low, fuel tank temperatures increase in both the baseline and hierarchical control scenarios. The
baseline controller recirculates fuel into the auxiliary and main tanks equivalently, which leads to
all four fuel tank temperatures reaching 40◦C by 2,000s. In the case of the hierarchical controller,
recirculated hot fuel is sent to the main tanks which allows the auxiliary tanks to remain chilled
relative to the main tanks.
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Figure 6.12: Baseline control (left) and hierarchical control (right) of fuel tank mass and tempera-
ture throughout the mission with a temperature constraint of 70◦C.
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Throughout ingress fuel tank temperatures remain constant in the baseline case as fuel mass
is drained at equal rates from each tank and recirculated evenly. The ram air heat exchanger is
capable of rejecting the heat absorbed by the fuel such that the fuel tank temperatures do not
increase. The hierarchy uses a mixture of hot fuel in the main tanks with cool fuel from the
auxiliary tanks so that fuel temperature is cold enough to absorb heat from the ACM, generator,
and engine. However, the circulated fuel is hotter than in the baseline case which provides a
greater temperature difference at the ram air heat exchanger and enables increased heat rejection
through the bypass heat exchanger. Additionally, supplying the engine with hotter fuel improves
the efficiency of fuel combustion, but a quantitative analysis is not conducted.
As fuel mass drops below 1000kg in each tank, the temperature begins to increase dramatically
in the baseline control case. With the aircraft descending and ambient air temperature increasing,
rejecting heat through the bypass and ram air heat exchangers becomes increasingly difficult and
the fuel must be used as the primary heat sink. The hierarchical controller shifts hot fuel to the
auxiliary tanks, reserves the main fuel tanks for cooler fuel, and drains the center fuel tank into
the auxiliary fuel tanks in order to keep their temperatures low. By the end of the mission, the
baseline controller fuel temperatures are in excess of 80◦C while only a single auxiliary fuel tank
in the hierarchical controlled aircraft has reaches the 70◦C constraint.
6.4.2 Major Thermal Loads
Figure 6.13 shows generator, engine, cabin, and electronics bay temperatures for the aircraft.
The baseline controller uses PI loops on pump speeds to regulate generator temperatures at 80◦C
and engine temperatures at 100◦C. The hierarchical controllers allow temperatures to float and use
the pump speeds to set mass flow rates through the cooling loops.
Throughout the first half of the mission, the temperature constraint of 100◦C is met by both
control strategies except for minor violations near takeoff on the right engine and generator. With
lack of preview, and excessive loading on the right generator, the baseline controller fails to maintain
engine temperature constraints during engage as the fuel used to provide cooling to the generator
and engine becomes too hot to enable sufficient heat transfer and results in constraint violations
at 6,000s. During the last 4,000s of the mission, engine and generator temperatures can no longer
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Figure 6.13: Baseline control (left) and hierarchical control (right) of (a) generator temperatures,
(b) engine lubricant temperatures, (c) cabin temperature, and (d) electronics bay temperature.
Constraints are shown as the dash-dot ( ) line.
be regulated by the baseline controller due to the fuel tank temperatures increasing dramatically
as shown in Figure 6.12.
The hierarchical control approach uses increased flow rates during high loading periods to
provide extra heat transfer, as well as precooling generators before large loading events such as
the engage at 6,000s. Furthermore, due to better management of fuel tank temperatures the
hierarchical controller is able to provide cooler fuel when necessary to maintain generator and
engine constraints until the end of the mission.
Subplots (c) and (d) of Figure 6.13 shows the cabin and electronics bay temperatures under
baseline (left) and hierarchical (right) control. In the baseline, PI controllers regulate air zone
temperatures to predefined set points. The hierarchical controllers generate variable set points for
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the PI controllers, which regulate valve openings to meet the desired temperature set point. In both
control scenarios temperatures are kept within constraints; however, the hierarchical controllers seek
to minimize the ACM compressor power which allows the zone temperatures to float near their
upper bounds. When heat loads increase during the engage mission phase, the electronics bay is
precooled by the hierarchical controller so that constraints are not violated when the load is active.
In the baseline controller, cascaded PI loops are used so that fighting between controllers is
minimized. With the hierarchy changing references throughout the mission, PI loops often interfere
with each other which causes oscillatory behavior as seen during the pre-cool phase in the electronics
bay temperature in Figure 6.13. A potential solution is to use fast-MPC [44] at the actuator level
to help remove the fighting between control loops.
6.4.3 ACM Utilization
A contributing factor to the hierarchical controller avoiding exhausting all fuel thermal capaci-
tance is the utilization of the ACMs. Figure 6.14 shows the comparison of ACM operation for the
baseline and hierarchical controllers. During the ground hold, the hierarchical controller runs the
ACM at a higher RPM in order to raise cycle temperatures and reject heat through the bypass duct
(subplot (b)). This enables the hierarchical controller to reject nearly 20kW less heat to the fuel
during the ground hold which significantly contributes to the higher remaining thermal capacitance
as discussed in Section 6.5. During ingress and egress, the hierarchical controller continues to reject
less heat to the fuel relative to the baseline controller.
Two characteristics of the hierarchical controller enable decreased heat rejection to the fuel.
The first is that the hierarchical controller circulates hotter fuel for a majority of the mission,
meaning it is more difficult for the ACM to reject heat to the fuel as shown in subplot (d) of Figure
6.14. Secondly, the hierarchical controller utilizes the ACM bypass valves to avoid rejecting heat
to the fuel during difficult mission phases and to maximize heat rejection to the bypass duct when
heat sink availability is high. Subplot (e) of Figure 6.14 shows the ratio of air that bypasses the
fuel-air heat exchanger. A value of one means no air goes through the fuel-air heat exchanger;
therefore, heat transfer to the fuel is zero. During ground hold, the heat exchanger is slightly
bypassed which helps decrease the amount of heat rejected to the fuel and combined with increased
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Figure 6.14: Air cycle machine (a) shaft speed, (b) bypass heat rejection, (c) fuel heat rejection,
(d) inlet fuel temperature, and (e) fuel heat sink bypass ratio compared between baseline and
hierarchical control approaches.
ACM speeds, helps to increase the heat rejection to the bypass duct. At takeoff and climb the mass
flow rate through the bypass duct reaches its highest values, which helps increase heat transfer and
as a result the hierarchical controller attempts to reject more heat through the bypass duct by
increasing the fuel-air heat exchanger bypass ratio to avoid rejecting heat to the fuel system. The
baseline controller does not make use of the fuel-air heat exchanger bypass.
6.5 Comparison Under No Shed Conditions
A no-shed condition is imposed on the hierarchical controllers to provide a one-to-one com-
parison with the baseline controller for the given mission profile and electrical loads. Additional
constraints are added to the MPC formulations to ensure that exogenous electrical loads are not
shed. Figure 6.2 shows the 100% nominal load magnitudes for the given mission profile with the
sheddable loads indicated by the light grey area. Sheddable loads are scaled between 0% and 125%
of nominal loading to test the ability of each control strategy to complete the mission with positive
remaining thermal capacitance.
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Figure 6.15: Remaining thermal capacitance in fuel tanks under a no-shed condition.
Figure 6.15 compares the remaining thermal capacitance at the end of the mission between
the baseline (red) with the hierarchical (blue) controller. Between 0% and 75% nominal load, the
hierarchical controller is capable of maintaining positive remaining thermal capacitance, meaning
that the mission could extend for a longer period of time before fuel temperature becomes too hot.
At 100% loading and above, the hierarchical controller is unable to complete the mission while
maintaining fuel temperature constraints.
The baseline controller performs worse than the hierarchical controller at all loading conditions
and exhausts all remaining thermal capacitance at load levels above 25%. From Figures 6.3-6.10 it
is clear that without coordinated control between the primary heat sources in the electrical system,
the baseline controller leads to a scenario with increased internal heat generation relative to the
hierarchical controller. Furthermore, poor utilization of the chilled fuel in the center tank and
mixing between main and auxiliary tanks leads to the baseline fuel tank temperatures increasing
dramatically faster than the hierarchically controlled fuel tanks which do not mix, as shown in
Figure 6.12.
6.6 Comparison Under Shed Conditions
The hierarchical controller is capable of choosing to shed loads when constraint violations are
expected. The vehicle level controller uses preview of exogenous electrical loads and estimates of
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internal loads to predict the fuel tank temperature 3,600s into the future. If constraint violations
are expected, the vehicle level controller will issue a shed command to lower level controllers. Figure
6.16 shows an example of the vehicle level controller decisions when updated at 9,600s in a shed and
no-shed scenario. Measured fuel tank temperature and shed preview data is taken from simulation
data where shedding is permitted. The no shed preview is taken from a separate simulation where
shedding is prevented, thus the minor difference in initial condition at 9,600s.
The top subplot of Figure 6.16 shows the measured fuel tank temperature up to 9,600s (solid
black line), predicted fuel tank temperature when load shedding is not allowed (dash-dot gray line),
and predicted fuel tank temperature when load shedding is allowed (dash-dot black line). In a no
shed scenario, the vehicle level controller predicts fuel tank temperature reaching 85◦C by the end
of the prediction horizon. In the shed case, the vehicle level controller chooses the black dash-dot
shed profile in the bottom subplot of Figure 6.16 in order to keep fuel tank temperature below the
70◦C constraint. Since load shedding reduces the amount of heat produced by the electrical load,
generator, and engine, less heat is absorbed by the fuel tanks which are the primary heat sink for
the generator and engine.
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Figure 6.16: Fuel tank temperature and predicted temperature under shed and no-shed conditions
(top). Shed load magnitude under shed and no-shed conditions (bottom). Between 10,200s and
10,800s a 22% load shed prevents fuel tank temperatures from violating constraints.
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Figure 6.17: Under 100% nominal loading: (top) shed command issued by the vehicle level con-
troller, (bottom) magnitude and type of load chosen to be shed by the electrical system controllers.
In the no-shed scenario, fuel tank temperatures are estimated to be in excess of 80◦ by 13,200s,
which as shown in the baseline controller results of Figure 6.12, is a reasonable estimation given the
loading profile and external heat sink availability. However, because the vehicle level controller is
using estimated values of internal electrical loads, such as the ACMs, predicted temperature errors
can accumulate over the prediction horizon. While this is mitigated by the feedback mechanism of
MPC, future work should consider advanced estimations of internal electrical loads.
Figure 6.17 shows the final shedding profile selected by the vehicle level controller and the
specific loads chosen to be shed by the electrical system controllers. No mission critical loads are
shed, and the electrical system controllers chose to shed loads that generate heat directly at the
load before those that do not. Due to shedding electrical loads, at the end of the mission the
hierarchical controller is able to keep each fuel tank temperature under the constraint as shown in
Figure 6.12.
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6.6.1 Figures of Merit Comparison
Remaining Thermal Capacitance
Figure 6.18 shows the remaining thermal capacitance in the aircraft fuel tanks throughout
the mission using the baseline and hierarchical controllers. At the start of ingress, the two control
methods have a difference of 80MJ. This is attributed to the hierarchical controller avoiding mixing
hot and cold fuel, reserving the chilled center tank fuel for later mission segments as shown in Figure
6.12, and utilizing the ACM significantly different during the ground hold as shown and discussed
in Figure 6.14. The thermal margin grows slightly in favor of the hierarchical controller throughout
the ingress mission phase, but by the beginning of descent the baseline controller has exhausted all
but 183MJ of thermal capacitance in comparison to 255MJ for the hierarchical controller.
Figure 6.19 shows a close up detail of the final 4,000s of the mission where the hierarchical
controller is capable of avoiding fuel tank temperature limits, thus extending the thermal endurance
relative to the baseline controller. The red portion of Figure 6.19 shows that the baseline controller
needed an extra 100MJ of thermal capacitance in order to avoid fuel tank temperature constraints.
The ability to shed electrical loads, and the management of fuel tank temperatures led to the
Figure 6.18: Remaining thermal capacitance throughout the mission under baseline control (left)
and hierarchical control (right). Green indicates excess thermal capacitance in the fuel tanks, while
red indicates fuel is too hot to provide adequate cooling.
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Figure 6.19: Detail of Figure 6.18 showing the final 4,000 seconds of remaining thermal capacitance.
improved remaining thermal capacitance of the hierarchical controller.
Specific Fuel Consumption
Operation of electrical and thermal systems can increase load torque on the engines, requiring
increased fuel flow in order to maintain thrust levels and supply the auxiliary power for aircraft
power systems. For example, running the ACM motors at a faster RPM will increase the current
draw on the generator which increases the load torque on the engine as the generator attempts to
keep a constant speed. The top plot of Figure 6.20 shows very similar engine SFC whether the
baseline or hierarchical controller is handling electrical and thermal system operation. The bottom
subplot shows the percentage difference between engine SFC under baseline control versus engine
SFC under hierarchical control. Throughout most of the mission, the difference is negligible, but
during the final 1,500s SFC is lower in the hierarchical case due to the baseline controller running
the ACM at higher RPM in order to help avoid constraints. The net effect is an increase of 0.263%
in SFC under hierarchical control due to minor offsets throughout the mission and during ingress.
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Figure 6.20: Comparison between baseline and hierarchical specific fuel consumption (top), and the
percentage difference (bottom). SFC increases an average of 0.263% when using the hierarchical
control approach.
Table 6.1: Fuel endurance, in seconds, with baseline and hierarchical controllers.
Percent of nominal load (sheddable)
0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 125%
Baseline 16,280 16,210 16,070 15,890 15,760 15,590
Hierarchical 16,260 16,200 16,190 16,060 15,910 15,850
Fuel Endurance
Table 6.1 displays the time until fuel mass reaches 100kg for load cases 0-125% of nominal
sheddable loads. Reported fuel endurance ignores violations of thermal constraints which occurs
before fuel is exhausted. The maximum difference between the baseline and hierarchical controller is
only 260s, in favor of the hierarchical controller. The difference is primarily attributed to operation
of the ACMs, which draw significant current from the generators and increases fuel consumption.
However, overall the impact on fuel endurance using either controller is negligible.
Specific Energy and Specific Power
For 100% nominal loading with a no-shed condition imposed on the hierarchical controller, both
control methods fail to complete the mission without violating fuel tank temperatures. The specific
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energy and power for this condition is presented in Table 6.2 under the assumption of a 1,000kg
thermal management system mass. The difference of 940s between fuel tank temperatures violating
constraints means that the hierarchical controller is capable of achieving a higher specific energy
as it continues to absorb and reject heat. Maximum power occurs during the engage portion of the
mission, and results in nearly identical values between the two methods.
Table 6.2: Specific energy and power comparison between baseline and hierarchical control methods.
Fuel tank violation time (s) Esp [kJ/kg] Psp [kW/kg]
Baseline 12,610 75.15 1.83
Hierarchical 13,550 77.23 1.81
6.7 Chapter Summary
Through coordination of decentralized controllers at multiple update rates, the hierarchy per-
forms better than the baseline controller in three of five metrics with the remaining two being
negligible differences. With the ability to consider system constraints and preview future distur-
bances, the hierarchy is capable of extending aircraft thermal and fuel endurance at a minor cost
of increased SFC. In terms of regulation, the baseline controller does very well until the end of the
mission when stored fuel becomes too hot to act as a heat sink.
With a fixed thermal and electrical system architecture, a thorough analysis of the control
methods effect on specific energy and power cannot be conducted. However, for the presented
system architecture, it is clear that the hierarchical approach is more capable at managing the
generation, storage, and dissipation of thermal energy across the aircraft.
Finally, Figure 6.21 summarizes the performance of the hierarchical controller over a range of
loading conditions. The blue bars demonstrate the performance of the hierarchical control approach
that is not allowed to shed electrical loads, but is able to coordinate system actions and prepare for
events using predictive control. Without the ability to shed, the hierarchical controller maintains a
positive RTC for loads up to 75% of nominal. The baseline controller is only capable of maintain a
positive RTC for loads up to 25% of nominal. With the addition of load shedding capabilities, the
hierarchical control approach is able to extend aircraft thermal endurance by turning off electrical
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loads, as indicated by the gray bars. With load shedding, the hierarchical controller can maintain
a positive RTC up to 125% of nominal load. Of course, because the hierarchy is shedding loads,
the load profile is not always 125% and dips during difficult mission segments.
It is clear that the hierarchical and predictive capabilities of the proposed approach are capable
of achieving significantly improved performance over a purely reactive and logic-based control
method. Furthermore, Figures 6.3-6.8, 6.9, 6.16, and 6.17 show how electrical decisions based on
thermal constraints can lead to improved system operation and performance.
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Figure 6.21: Remaining thermal capacitance in fuel tanks under a no-shed and shed condition.
Hierarchical control increases remaining thermal capacitance relative to regulatory controllers.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Summary of Research Contributions
Aircraft power systems are becoming increasingly complex systems which operate across mul-
tiple energy domains and span a wide range of timescales. In order to operate these systems
effectively and efficiently, coordination strategies and optimal control techniques are necessary.
This dissertation proposes a predictive control framework and graph-based modeling technique in
order to rapidly develop model-based controllers for aircraft electro-thermal power systems.
Chapter 2 presents a generic hierarchical framework where each level consists of multiple model
predictive controllers whose actions are coordinated by higher level controllers. Simulation results
show how a hierarchical control approach is superior than centralized MPC, regardless of the update
rate, at disturbance rejection across a wide range of frequencies. Furthermore, the hierarchical MPC
achieves superior performance while utilizing similar computational resources.
Chapter 3 provides modular graph models for building a wide range of aircraft power system
architectures. The graph models capture energy storage and power flow for multiple energy domains
and across any range of timescales. Furthermore, graphs have been validated against empirical
and high-fidelity simulation data, while remaining computational efficient for model-based control
purposes.
Chapter 4 presents a candidate aircraft architecture with derived component models presented
in Appendix 7.2.5. The mathematical models are used as the basis for each component in the
Aerospace Power System Toolbox (APST) in MATLAB/Simulink. The candidate architecture is
built in Simulink using APST, and includes over 18,000 Simulink blocks with 502 dynamic states.
Chapter 5 presents a formal method for suggested graph decomposition and develops hierar-
chical controllers for the candidate aircraft power systems. Controllers are developed such that
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thermal system constraints impact electrical system operation. Chapter 6 demonstrates the ad-
vantages of a model-based predictive control hierarchy versus a baseline reactionary controller.
Predicted thermal system constraint violations lead to electrical load shedding which helps meet
thermal system constraints throughout the mission. It is clear from the results that a hierarchical
approach can help coordinate decentralized controllers and achieve better performance throughout
the mission of an aircraft.
In conclusion, this dissertation shows that a graph-based modeling and hierarchical control
framework can achieve better performance and maintain system constraints than traditional reac-
tionary control systems. The approach is worthy of additional development in both theory and
application.
7.2 Future Work
This dissertation presents an initial analysis of a hierarchical control framework for aircraft
electro-thermal systems. Further investigation into formal theory and potential applications should
be taken into consideration.
7.2.1 Architecture Selection
The proposed architecture in Chapter 4 is certainly not the most optimal energy system archi-
tecture for all mission types. Methods for rapidly analyzing the transient characteristics of a large
design space of aircraft power system architectures should be developed. Graph models provide an
excellent tool for quickly simulating a large design space before down selecting to a smaller subset of
feasible architectures. This is also true for individual subsystems such as air cycle machines which
can utilize multiple compressors, turbines, and heat exchangers in order to provide a heat sink at
a wide range of temperatures while simultaneously being able to reject heat to high-temperature
sinks.
7.2.2 Sensor Placement
The analysis presented in this dissertation assumed full state and output feedback was available
for making necessary control decisions. In reality, many signals are not measurable or the sheer
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number of necessary sensors would be infeasible or too expensive. Further work looking at mini-
mization of sensors versus observability of an aircraft power system is necessary to determine the
location and type of sensors that could provide full coverage of aircraft power system states.
7.2.3 Formal Cost Function Design
Design of controller cost functions in Chapter 5 is partially based upon heuristics. Tuning
of individual cost function weights is a guess and check process, and not formally developed.
Development of standard weighting factors for each level of the control hierarchy would speed up
the generation and testing of controllers, especially as systems become larger and more complex.
7.2.4 Pilot in the Loop
For manned aircraft, a pilot ultimately makes the final decision for many mission level inputs.
These inputs directly affect the disturbances and control objectives for an aircraft vehicle energy
management algorithm. Predicting fuel mass drain over the course of a mission is highly dependent
upon if a pilot chooses to supercruise or remain at subsonic speeds.
Research should look at what information should be provided to a pilot in order to incentivize
the pilot to make thermally-conscious decisions. Similar to how a fuel gauge informs a driver
about how soon the vehicle will run out of gasoline, or a Toyota Prius provides an energy monitor
for battery charge/discharge, a thermal gauge should alert a pilot to actions that can increase
thermal endurance. For example, providing the pilot with suggested altitudes to maximize thermal
endurance [35] could help control systems manage the generation, distribute, and rejection of waste
heat.
7.2.5 Reliability of Components
The most contributing stress factor to failure of power electronics components is large thermal
cycling [76]. Introducing thermal and electrical controllers that help to mitigate highly cyclical
loading of power electronics modules is necessary to help prevent premature failure of components.
The controllers in Chapter 5 include terms to help reduce large temperature swings, but that is
only for a lumped capacitance converter temperature. Model based control should be utilized at the
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board level to manage even distribution of heat from the individual switches and passive elements.
Even heat generation will help reduce hot spots and allow the thermal system to efficiently remove
heat from the entire converter.
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Appendix A: System Modeling
The models in this appendix are implemented in the Aerospace Power System Toolset dis-
cussed in Section 4.7. The last section of this appendix includes MATLAB code for generating
turbomachinery maps.
Due to the violation of Lipschitz continuity for f(x) =
√
x, an approximation is used,
f(x) =
√
x ≈ x
(10−5 + x2)1/4
= flips(x) (1)
which allows for a domain of [−∞,∞]. This is used for mass flow rate calculations that often pass
through zero as flow rates reverse.
A.1 Thermal Models
A.1.1 Air Volume
Figure A.1 shows the user interface for the Air Volume model. Inputs from left to right, top to
bottom: Fluid type (fixed as air), T (0), M(0), P , Tamb(0), h, D, L, V , Asa, and Eair.
Volume V and surface area Asa are calculated internally based upon the provided geometric
dimensions. Volume,
V = piL(D/2)2 (2)
and surface area,
Asa = piDL (3)
Mass dynamics for the air volume consider the flow rate of air into m˙in and out m˙out of the
volume,
M˙ = m˙in − m˙out (4)
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Figure A.1: User interface for APS Toolbox Air Volume model.
which directly affects the pressure dynamics too,
P˙ =
(m˙in − m˙out)Eair
V ρ
(5)
where ρ is the density of air at the given temperature and pressure.
Temperature dynamics are calculated as,
CpMT˙ = m˙inCp(Tin − T )− hAsa(T − Tamb) +Qint (6)
where Cp = f(T, P ) is the specific heat of air, M is the mass of air in the air volume, Tin is the
temperature of air being blown into the air volume, Tamb is the current ambient temperature, and
Qint is internal heat loads.
A.1.2 Cold Plate
Figure A.2 shows the user interface for the Cold Plate model. Inputs from left to right, top to
bottom: Fluid type, Pout(0), Twall(0), Tout(0), Mwall, Cp,wall, h, D, L, and twall.
Volume V and surface area Asa are calculated internally based upon the provided geometric
dimensions. Volume,
V = piL(D/2)2 (7)
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Figure A.2: User interface for APS Toolbox Cold Plate model.
and surface area,
Asa = piDL (8)
The cold plate model calculates an internal mass flow rate, wall temperature, outlet pressure,
and outlet temperature.
Let ∆P = Pin − Pout be the pressure difference across the cold plate where Pin is an input to
the model, f be the friction factor of the cold plate tubing, KL be the minor losses of the pipe,
and ρ be the density of the fluid, then fluid velocity is calculated as,
u = sgn(∆P )flips
(
2|∆P |
ρ (fL/D +KL)
)
(9)
where mass flow rate m˙ can be calculated as,
m˙ = uρpi(D/2)2 (10)
Let Tin be the fluid inlet temperature, which is provided to the model as an input, then the
outlet fluid temperature dynamic is defined as,
V ρCpT˙ = m˙Cp(Tin − T ) + hAsa(Twall − T ) (11)
where Cp = f(T, P ) is the specific heat of the fluid. The wall temperature Twall dynamic is
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determined by,
Cp,wallT˙wall = Qload − hAsa(Twall − T ) (12)
where Qload is the cold plate heat load.
Finally, fluid outlet pressure is calculated using the outlet mass flow rate m˙out, fluid bulk
modulus Efluid, tube Poisson ratio v, and the wall modulus of elasticity Ewall,
P˙out =
m˙− m˙out
V ρ
(
E−1fluid +D(1− v/2)/(twallEwall)
) (13)
A.1.3 Compressor
Figure A.3 shows the user interface for the Compressor model. Inputs include the MATLAB
workspace variable for the compressor map and m˙(0).
Figure A.3: User interface for APS Toolbox Compressor model.
The compressor model uses maps for mass flow rate m˙ = f(N,Π) and efficiency η = f(m˙,Π)
where Π = PoutPin . Example maps are shown in Chapter 4, and a map generator is provided at the
end of Appendix 7.2.5. Inlet and outlet pressures are determined using pipe models.
Outlet temperature assumes isentropic flow,
Tout = Tin
[
1 +
1
η
(
Π(γ−1)/γ − 1
)]
(14)
where γ is the specific heat ratio for the current flow condition (typically γ = 1.4), and Tin is the
inlet temperature to the compressor.
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Compressor power consumption is calculated as,
Power = m˙ (Hin −Hout) (15)
where the total enthalpy is calculated as,
H = (R+ Cp)T (16)
where R = 287.1 kJ/(kg·K) is the ideal gas constant for air.
A.1.4 Fan
Figure A.4 shows the user interface for the Fan model. Inputs from left to right, top to bottom:
Pout(0), Tout(0), D, L, Eair, ω, ∆P , m˙, and αheat.
Figure A.4: User interface for APS Toolbox Fan model.
The fan model calculates an internal mass flow rate, outlet pressure, and outlet temperature.
Volume V is calculated internally based upon the provided geometric dimensions,
V = piL(D/2)2 (17)
Heat generation by the fan is linearly proportional to αheat,
Q = ωαheat (18)
Let ∆P = Pin − Pout be the pressure difference across the fan where Pin is an input to the
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model, λ = ω/ω be the ratio of shaft speed to max speed, then define map parameters,
a =
−∆P
λm˙
2 (19)
c = λ∆P (20)
Mass flow rate through the fan is calculated as,
m˙ = flips
(
∆P − c
a
)
(21)
and current draw is calculated as,
I =
m˙∆Pρ−1 +Q
V
(22)
where V is the voltage of the fan motor and ρ is the density of air.
Therefore, efficiency of the fan is calculated as,
η =
m˙∆Pρ−1
V I
(23)
Let Tin be the fluid inlet temperature, which is provided to the model as an input, then the
outlet fluid temperature dynamic is defined as,
V ρCpT˙ = m˙Cp(Tin − T ) +Q (24)
Outlet pressure is calculated as,
P˙ =
m˙− m˙out
V ρE−1air
(25)
where m˙out is the outlet mass flow rate specified by a downstream component and provided as an
input to the fan model.
A.1.5 Heat Exchanger
Figure A.5 shows the user interface for the Heat Exchanger model. Each side of the heat
exchanger model has specific inputs to be specified. For the left user interface, inputs top to
bottom: Twall(0), fluid type (side 1), Pout,1(0), Tout,1(0), f1, KL,1, fluid type (side 2), Pout,2(0),
Tout,2(0), f2, and KL,2. For the right user interface, inputs top to bottom: Mwall, Cp,wall, Npass,1,
h1, t1, W1, L1, Npass,2, h2, t2, W2, and L2.
The heat exchanger model calculates an internal mass flow rate, wall temperature, outlet pres-
sures, and outlet temperatures. In the following expressions, subscripts denoting side 1 or side 2
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Figure A.5: User interface for APS Toolbox Heat Exchanger model.
are dropped. The mathematical models are valid for both sides of the heat exchanger.
Hydraulic diameter Dpass, flow volume Vpass, and surface area Asa are calculated internally
based upon the provided geometric dimensions. Hydraulic diameter is used for mass flow rate
calculations and is defined in [56],
Dpass =
4tW
2t+ 2W
(26)
while flow volume is calculated as,
Vpass = tLW (27)
Both flow volume and hydraulic diameter are calculated for individual flow passages denoted by
the subscript pass.
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Surface area is calculated as,
Asa = L (2t+ 2W ) (28)
Let ∆P = Pin−Pout be the pressure difference across one side of the heat exchanger where Pin
is an input to the model, and ρ is the density of the fluid, then fluid velocity is calculated as,
u = sgn(∆P )flips
(
2|∆P |
ρ (fL/Dpass +KL)
)
(29)
where mass flow rate per heat exchanger flow passage m˙pass can be calculated as,
m˙pass = uρpi(Dpass/2)
2 (30)
and the full mass flow rate through one side of the heat exchanger is
m˙ = Npassm˙pass (31)
Temperature wall dynamics are calculated as
Cp,wallT˙wall = h1Asa,1(Twall − T1) + h2Asa,2(Twall − T2) (32)
Let Tin be the fluid inlet temperature, which is provided to the model as an input, then the
outlet fluid temperature dynamic is defined as,
VpassρCpT˙ = m˙passCp(Tin − T ) + hAsa(Twall − T ) (33)
where Cp = f(T, P ) is the specific heat of the fluid.
Finally, fluid outlet pressure is calculated using the outlet mass flow rate m˙out, fluid bulk
modulus Efluid,
P˙out =
m˙pass − m˙out/Npass
V ρE−1fluid
(34)
Note, outlet pressure P˙out and outlet temperature T˙ dynamics are calculated for side 1 and side
2, meaning parameters such as h, Asa, Npass, and V are for the respective sides.
A.1.6 Pipe
Figure A.5 shows the user interface for the Pipe model. Inputs from left to right, top to bottom:
fluid type, Tout(0), Pout(0), f , D, L, twall, Ewall, and v.
Volume V is calculated internally based upon the provided geometric dimensions,
V = piL(D/2)2 (35)
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Figure A.6: User interface for APS Toolbox Pipe model.
Let ∆P = Pin − Pout be the pressure difference across the cold plate where Pin is an input
to the model, ρ is the density of the fluid, and KL is the pipe minor losses, then fluid velocity is
calculated as,
u = sgn(∆P )flips
(
2|∆P |
ρ (fL/D +KL)
)
(36)
where mass flow rate m˙ can be calculated as,
m˙ = uρpi(D/2)2 (37)
Let Tin be the fluid inlet temperature, which is provided to the model as an input, then the
outlet fluid temperature dynamic is defined as,
V ρCpT˙ = m˙Cp(Tin − T ) (38)
where Cp = f(T, P ) is the specific heat of the fluid.
Finally, fluid outlet pressure is calculated using the outlet mass flow rate m˙out, fluid bulk
modulus Efluid, and tube Poisson ratio v,
P˙out =
m˙− m˙out
V ρ
(
E−1fluid +D(1− v/2)/(twallEwall)
) (39)
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A.1.7 Pump
Figure A.7 shows the user interface for the Pump model. Inputs from left to right, top to
bottom: fluid type, Pout(0), Tout(0), D, L, Efluid, ω, ∆P , m˙, and αheat.
Figure A.7: User interface for APS Toolbox Pump model.
The pump model calculates an internal mass flow rate, outlet pressure, and outlet temperature.
Volume V is calculated internally based upon the provided geometric dimensions,
V = piL(D/2)2 (40)
Heat generation by the pump is linearly proportional to αheat,
Q = ωαheat (41)
Let ∆P = Pin − Pout be the pressure difference across the pump where Pin is an input to the
model, λ = ω/ω be the ratio of shaft speed to max shaft speed, then define map parameters,
a =
−∆P
λm˙
2 (42)
c = λ∆P (43)
Mass flow rate through the pump is calculated as,
m˙ = flips
(
∆P − c
a
)
(44)
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and current draw is calculated as,
I =
m˙∆Pρ−1 +Q
V
(45)
where V is the voltage of the pump motor and ρ is the density of the pumped liquid.
Therefore, efficiency of the pump is calculated as,
η =
m˙∆Pρ−1
V I
(46)
Let Tin be the fluid inlet temperature, which is provided to the model as an input, then the
outlet fluid temperature dynamic is defined as,
V ρCpT˙ = m˙Cp(Tin − T ) +Q (47)
Outlet pressure is calculated as,
P˙ =
m˙− m˙out
V ρE−1air
(48)
where m˙out is the outlet mass flow rate specified by a downstream component and provided as an
input to the pump model.
A.1.8 Shaft
Figure A.8 shows the user interface for the Shaft model. Inputs from left to right, top to
bottom: N(0), rc,1, rc,2, Mc, rt,1, rt,2, Mt, rs, Ms, Jc, Jt, and Js.
Inertia for the compressor Jc and turbine Jt is calculated as,
Jc =
3
10
Mc
(
r5c,2 − r5c,1
r3c,2 − r3c,1
)
(49)
Jt =
3
10
Mt
(
r5c,1 − r5c,2
r3c,1 − r3c,2
)
(50)
Inertia for the shaft Js is calculated as,
Js =
1
2
Msr
2
s (51)
Let Pc be the power consumed by the compressor and Pt be the power provided by the turbine.
The time rate of change in shaft rotational speed ω is calculated as,
ω˙ =
Pt + Pc
Jc + Jt + Js
(52)
Note, the sign convention implies that power consumption means Pc < 0 while the turbine providing
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Figure A.8: User interface for APS Toolbox Shaft model.
power implies Pt > 0.
A.1.9 Split/Junction
Figure A.9 shows the user interface for the Split/Junction model. Inputs from left to right, top
to bottom: fluid type, Noutlets, Ninlets, P (0), T (0), D, L, twall, Ewall, and v.
The split/junction model calculates an outlet pressure and outlet temperature.
Volume V is calculated internally based upon the provided geometric dimensions,
V = piL(D/2)2 (53)
Let Tin be a vector of Ninlets fluid inlet temperatures, m˙in be a vector of Ninlets fluid inlet
mass flow rates that correspond to the inlet temperatures, and ρ is the fluid density, then the outlet
fluid temperature dynamic is defined as,
V ρCpT˙ = m˙in •Tin −
Ninlets∑
i=1
m˙in,iTi (54)
Outlet pressure is calculated as,
P˙ =
(∑Ninlets
i=1 m˙in,i
)
−
(∑Noutlets
j=1 m˙out,j
)
V ρ
(
E−1fluid +D(1− v/2)/(twallEwall)
) (55)
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Figure A.9: User interface for APS Toolbox Split/Junction model.
where m˙out,i is an outlet mass flow rate specified by a downstream component and provided as an
input to the split/junction model.
A.1.10 Tank
Figure A.10 shows the user interface for the Liquid Tank model. Inputs from left to right, top
to bottom: Fluid type, T (0), M(0), P , Tamb(0), h, V , Asa, and Pamb.
Figure A.10: User interface for APS Toolbox Air Volume model.
The liquid tank model calculates a lumped capacitance temperature, pressure, and liquid mass.
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Mass dynamics for the tank consider the flow rate of liquid into m˙in and out m˙out of the volume,
M˙ = m˙in − m˙out (56)
which directly affects the pressure dynamics,
P˙ =
(m˙in − m˙out)Eliquid
V ρ
(57)
where ρ is the density of liquid at the given temperature and pressure, and Eliquid is the bulk
modulus of the liquid.
Temperature dynamics are calculated as,
CpMT˙ = m˙inCp(Tin − T )− hAsa(T − Tamb) +Qint (58)
where Cp = f(T, P ) is the specific heat of the liquid, M is the mass of liquid in the volume, Tin is
the temperature of liquid being pumped into the volume, Tamb is the current ambient temperature,
and Qint is internal heat loads.
A.1.11 Turbine
Figure A.11 shows the user interface for the Turbine model which contains a single input to
specify the turbine efficiency and mass flow rate map.
Figure A.11: User interface for APS Toolbox Turbine model.
The turbine model uses maps for mass flow rate m˙ = f(Π) and efficiency η = f(Π) where
Π = PoutPin . Example maps are shown in Chapter 4, and a map generator is provided at the end of
Appendix 7.2.5. Inlet and outlet pressures are determined using pipe models.
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Outlet temperature assumes isentropic flow,
Tout = Tin
[
1 + η
(
1−Π(γ−1)/γ
)]
(59)
where γ is the specific heat ratio for the current flow condition (typically γ = 1.4), and Tin is the
inlet temperature to the compressor.
Turbine power consumption is calculated as,
Power = m˙ (Hin −Hout) (60)
where the total enthalpy is calculated as,
H = (R+ Cp)T (61)
where R = 287.1 kJ/(kg·K) is the ideal gas constant for air.
A.1.12 Valve
Three types of valves are modeled in the APS Toolbox. Type 1 controls the ratio of two feed
flows. Type 2 controls mass flow rate from a feed flow. Type 3 splits a feed flow into two flows.
Figure A.12 shows the user interface for Valve models Type 1 and Type 2. Inputs from left to
right, top to bottom: fluid type, Noutlets (fixed), Ninlets (fixed), P (0), T (0), D, L, twall, Ewall, and
v. Valve Type 3 removes pressure dynamics, and inputs are: fluid type, Noutlets (fixed), Ninlets
(fixed), T (0), D, and L,.
Type 1 and Type 2 valves calculate mass flow rates for each inlet flow, outlet temperature, and
outlet pressure. Valve Type 3 only calculates mass flow rate and temperature.
Volume V is calculated internally based upon the provided geometric dimensions,
V = piL(D/2)2 (62)
Let ∆P = Pin,i−Pout be the pressure difference across the valve where Pin,i is the inlet pressure
for the i-th inlet flow, ρ is the density of the fluid, then fluid velocity is calculated as,
ui = sgn(∆P )flips
(
2|∆P |
ρ
)
(63)
where mass flow rate m˙, i can be calculated as,
m˙i = uiρpi(D/2)
2 (64)
Let Tin be a vector of Ninlets fluid inlet temperatures, and m˙in be a vector of Ninlets fluid
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Figure A.12: User interface for APS Toolbox Valve model.
inlet mass flow rates that correspond to the inlet temperatures, then the outlet fluid temperature
dynamic is defined as,
V ρCpT˙ = m˙in •Tin −
Ninlets∑
i=1
m˙in,iTi (65)
where Cp = f(T, P ) is the specific heat of the fluid.
Outlet pressure is calculated as,
P˙ =
(∑Ninlets
i=1 m˙in,i
)
− m˙out
V ρ
(
E−1fluid +D(1− v/2)/(twallEwall)
) (66)
where m˙out,i is an outlet mass flow rate specified by a downstream component and provided as an
input to the valve model.
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A.2 Electrical Models
A.2.1 Battery
Figure A.13 shows the user interface for the Battery model. Inputs from top to bottom: SOC(0),
C, P , Teta,max, η, T , and η.
Figure A.13: User interface for APS Toolbox Battery model.
Battery efficiency is a function of the lumped capacitance battery temperature T . Let the
efficiency map parameters a, b, and c be defined as,
a =
−(η − η)
T − Teta,max)2
(67)
b = −2aTeta,max (68)
c = η + aT 2eta,max (69)
Then the efficiency for battery temperature T is,
η = aT 2 + bT + c (70)
Let P > 0 indicate the charge rate of the battery in Watts, then Pin is the supplied power from
an electrical bus and is calculated as,
Pin =
P
η
(71)
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Therefore, the heat generated as a result of inefficient charging is,
Q = (1− η)Pin (72)
Now, let P < 0 indicate the discharge rate of the battery in Watts, the power supplied to the
bus Pin is calculated as,
Pin = ηP (73)
and the heat generated as a result of inefficient discharging is,
Q = −(1− η)P (74)
The total battery current, in charge or discharge mode, is,
I = Pin/V (75)
where V is the battery voltage.
Finally, the battery state of charge is determined by,
˙SOC =
P
C
(76)
Note, sign convention of P is important. When P < 0, (76) will decrease as the battery is
discharging. Furthermore, (75) will be negative which implies that current is leaving the battery,
and entering a bus. The bus model uses the same sign convention such that a negative current
implies power supplied to the bus.
A.2.2 Bus
The bus model acts as an algebraic summing junction. If the bus provides power to Nloads,
then the current supplied to the bus Iin equals,
Iin =
Nloads∑
i=1
Ii (77)
A.2.3 Converter
Figure A.13 shows the user interface for the Converter model. Inputs from top to bottom: V ,
Ieta,max, η, and η.
Converter efficiency is a function of the total load current I. Let the efficiency map parameters
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Figure A.14: User interface for APS Toolbox Converter model.
a, b, and c be defined as,
a =
−(η − η)
I2eta,max
(78)
b = 2(η − η)/Ieta,max (79)
c = η (80)
Then the efficiency for converter current load I is,
η = aI2 + bI + c (81)
Converter input current Iin is calculated as,
Iin =
IV
Vinη
(82)
where Vin is the supply-side bus voltage.
Heat generation as a result of inefficiencies is calculated as,
Q = (1− η)IinVin (83)
A.2.4 Generator
Figure A.15 shows the user interface for the Generator model. Generator inputs include the
fixed generator voltage V and fixed efficiency η.
The generator calculates a load torque τ on the engine as a function of the total load current I,
τ =
IV
ωη
(84)
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Figure A.15: User interface for APS Toolbox Generator model.
where ω is the input shaft speed to the generator from the engine.
Heat generation by the generator due to inefficiencies,
Q = (1− η)τω (85)
where Q would be an input to a cold plate model which represents the casing of the generator.
A.2.5 Generic Load
Figure A.16 shows the user interface for the Electrical Load model. Inputs from top to bottom:
Pmax, Teta,max, η, T , and η.
Figure A.16: User interface for APS Toolbox Electrical Load model.
The electrical load model calculates total power consumed by the load, which includes thermal
waste heat.
Load efficiency is a function of the lumped capacitance temperature T . Let the efficiency map
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parameters a, b, and c be defined as,
a =
−(η − η)
T − Teta,max)2
(86)
b = −2aTeta,max (87)
c = η + aT 2eta,max (88)
Then the efficiency for load temperature T is,
η = aT 2 + bT + c (89)
Let Pelec be the electrical load power, then the current draw I from the bus is,
I =
Pelec
ηVload
(90)
and the heat generation Q is calculated as,
Q = (1− η)Pelec (91)
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A.3 Air Vehicle Models
A.3.1 Aircraft
Figure A.17 shows the user interface for the Aircraft model. Inputs from top to bottom: V (0),
Mdry, Mload, ρ, A, and Cd.
Figure A.17: User interface for APS Toolbox Aircraft model.
The total aircraft mass is calculated by summing all component masses,
Mtot = Mfuel +Mdry +Mload (92)
Aircraft drag is calculated using specified parameters from the user interface, and with the
time-varying velocity,
D =
1
2
ρACdV
2 (93)
Aircraft velocity is the only dynamic state in the model. Total thrust T is calculated as the
summation of individual engine thrust Ti depending upon the of engines Neng in a model.
V˙ = M−1tot
Neng∑
i=1
Ti
−D
 (94)
A.3.2 Engine
Figure A.18 shows the user interface for the Engine model. Inputs from top to bottom: Fuel
type, P , ω(0), J , ω, T , η, αbearings.
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Figure A.18: User interface for APS Toolbox Engine model.
Engine thrust T , in Newtons, is calculated using the ratio of shaft speed to maximum shaft
speed raised to a cubic power,
T = T
(
ωω−1
)3
(95)
Fuel delivered to the engine at m˙ (kg/s) with a specific energy U (J/kg) generates heat Qburn
as a byproduct of inefficiency,
Qburn = (1− η)Um˙ (96)
The heat generated by engine bearings in watts is linearly proportional to the engine speed ω,
Qbearings = (αbearings × 1000)ω (97)
The time rate of change in engine speed ω˙ (rad/s) is calculated as,
ω˙ =
1
Jω
[Um˙− TV − τω − (Qburn +Qbearings)] (98)
where τ is the load torque on the engine from auxiliary loads such as a generator, V is the aircraft
velocity, and J is the moment of inertia as specified in the user interface.
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A.4 Turbomachinery Map Generation Code
Tables A.1 and A.2 provide the normalized data used to generate turbomachinery maps. Data
in tables should be saved as Data001 and Data002 in the MATLAB workspace.
Table A.1: Data001 for Map Generation
x y
0.00203022783667900 1
0.0293255131964800 1.01763925729443
0.0988044213850660 1.01326259946950
0.169524024362734 1.00013262599469
0.0777126099706740 1.08912466843501
0.133543875479359 1.08474801061008
0.185653056620798 1.07453580901857
0.243965711707647 1.05702917771883
0.294834198060004 1.03368700265252
0.350665463568689 1.00888594164456
0.142228739002933 1.21604774535809
0.200541394089781 1.20875331564987
0.257613354387548 1.20000000000000
0.315926009474396 1.17811671087533
0.370516580193999 1.15331564986737
0.427588540491766 1.11830238726790
0.485901195578615 1.07015915119363
0.544213850665464 1.01180371352785
0.184412361831717 1.30649867374005
0.247687796074893 1.29774535809019
0.312203925107151 1.28461538461538
0.376720054139409 1.26710875331565
0.443717572749831 1.22771883289125
0.505752312203925 1.17957559681698
0.571509136025265 1.11246684350133
0.640988044213851 1.01909814323607
0.220392510715091 1.41737400530504
0.291112113692759 1.40862068965517
0.361831716670426 1.39694960212202
0.437514098804421 1.37506631299735
0.510715091360253 1.32838196286472
0.585156778705166 1.26273209549072
0.662079855628243 1.17519893899204
0.737762237762237 1.02201591511936
0.251409880442138 1.54283819628647
0.338258515677870 1.53992042440318
0.415181592600947 1.52262599469496
0.495826753891270 1.50057824933687
0.577712609970674 1.44259946949602
0.657117076471915 1.38819628647215
0.737762237762237 1.28315649867374
0.825851567787051 1.03076923076923
0.318407399052560 1.69748010610080
0.392849086397473 1.68310344827586
0.477216332055042 1.65748010610080
0.564064967290773 1.62872679045093
0.643469433792014 1.59474801061008
0.731558763816828 1.52013262599469
0.817166704263478 1.40612732095491
0.905256034288292 1.03368700265252
0.351906158357771 1.80063660477454
0.428829235280848 1.79017771883289
0.519399954883826 1.76938992042440
0.598804421385066 1.74501326259947
0.679449582675389 1.71978779840849
0.770020302278366 1.64496021220159
0.855628242725016 1.51511936339523
0.942476877960748 1.03806366047745
0.394089781186555 1.91628647214850
0.463568689375141 1.90816976127321
0.559102188134446 1.89129973474801
0.631062485901195 1.87151193633952
0.719151815926009 1.82190981432361
0.799796977216332 1.76167108753316
0.881682833295736 1.62891246684350
0.968531468531468 1.03660477453581
0.562824272501692 2
0.621136927588540 1.98801061007958
0.679449582675389 1.96946949602122
0.736521542973156 1.94758620689655
0.801037672005413 1.91631299734748
0.860591021881344 1.83315649867374
0.921385066546356 1.70623342175066
1 1.03806366047745
Table A.2: Data002 for Map Generation
x y
1 0
1.11214953271028 0.385535086584921
1.22259983007647 0.632455923788027
1.33220050977060 0.766434284415498
1.44604927782498 0.864497243154913
1.55480033984707 0.916334552066557
1.66864910790144 0.968195373516261
1.77994902293968 0.994130173248218
1.88615123194562 1
2 1
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The following function generates the compressor maps from Section 4.3.
function MAP = generate comp map(PR MAX,MF MAX,N MAX,eta MAX,eta MIN,SKEW X,SKEW Y)
% Data001 contains normalized map data points
% the following code reorganizes those data points
Data001(:,1) = Data001(:,1)*MF MAX;
Data001(:,2) = (Data001(:,2)-1)*(PR MAX-1)+1;
DATA.r10 = Data001(1:4,:);
DATA.r20 = Data001(5:10,:);
DATA.r30 = Data001(11:18,:);
DATA.r40 = Data001(19:26,:);
DATA.r50 = Data001(27:34,:);
DATA.r60 = Data001(35:42,:);
DATA.r70 = Data001(43:50,:);
DATA.r80 = Data001(51:58,:);
DATA.r90 = Data001(59:66,:);
DATA.r100 = Data001(67:74,:);
% graph fieldnames of data structure
fn = fieldnames(DATA);
% efficiency ellipse parameters
u = 0:0.04:1.96;
v = 0:0.01:2*pi;
[U,V] = meshgrid(u,v);
% converting polar ellipse coordinates to cartesian, and skewing them
x = SKEW X*U.*cos(V-0.7)+ 0.55*MF MAX;
y = SKEW Y*U.*sin(V) + (.45*(PR MAX-1)+1);
eta = -U.ˆ2;
eta = (eta - min(min(eta)));
eta = eta./max(max(eta))*(eta MAX-eta MIN)/100+eta MIN/100;
x(x<0) = 0; % remove x below 0
%% pull the surgeline data points from the DATA structure
surgeline = [];
for i = 1:numel(fieldnames(DATA))
eval(['surgeline = [surgeline; DATA.',fn{i},'(1,:)];']);
end
surgeline(1,1) = 0;
%% make tables
% lookup vectors - linearly spaced
PR VEC = linspace(1,PR MAX,25);
MDOT VEC = linspace(0,MF MAX,20);
N VEC = linspace(.1*N MAX,N MAX,10);
% EFFICIENCY DATA
ETA DATA = zeros(20,25)+eta MIN/100;
% round values to nearest in lookup table
roundTargets = MDOT VEC;
v = x;
mdot rounded = interp1(roundTargets,roundTargets,v,'nearest');
roundTargets = PR VEC;
v = y;
pr rounded = interp1(roundTargets,roundTargets,v,'nearest');
% fill the efficiency data table
for i = 1:size(eta,2)
for j = 1:size(eta,1)
i mdot = find(mdot rounded(j,i)== MDOT VEC);
i PR = find(pr rounded(j,i) == PR VEC);
ETA DATA(i mdot,i PR) = eta(j,i);
end
end
% stuff lookup vectors into MAP variable
MAP.PR VEC = PR VEC;
MAP.MDOT VEC = MDOT VEC;
MAP.ETA = ETA DATA;
MAP.N VEC = N VEC;
% FLOW RATE DATA
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MDOT DATA = zeros(10,25);
x1 = []; y1 = []; z1 = [];
for i = 1:size(fn,1);
x1 = [x1; N VEC(i)*ones(size(eval(['DATA.',fn{i},'(:,2)'])))];
y1 = [y1; eval(['DATA.',fn{i},'(:,2)'])];
z1 = [z1; eval(['DATA.',fn{i},'(:,1)'])];
end
% https://www.mathworks.com/help/curvefit/preparesurfacedata.html
[xData, yData, zData] = prepareSurfaceData( x1, y1, z1 );
% Set up fittype and options.
ft = fittype( 'poly22' );
% Creating a mass flow rate fit model to data
[fitresult, gof] = fit( [xData, yData], zData, ft );
% evaluating fit model to fill out mass flow rate MAP
for i = 1:max(size(N VEC))
for j = 1:numel(PR VEC)
MDOT DATA(i,j) = fitresult.p00 + fitresult.p10*N VEC(i) + fitresult.p01*PR VEC(j) + ...
fitresult.p20*N VEC(i)ˆ2 + fitresult.p11*N VEC(i)*PR VEC(j) + fitresult.p02*PR VEC(j)ˆ2;
end
end
MDOT DATA(MDOT DATA<0) = 0; % remove flow rates below zero
MAP.MDOT = MDOT DATA;
end
The following function generates the turbine map from Section 4.3.
function MAP = generate turb map(PR MAX,MF MAX,eta MAX,eta MIN,plot flg)
% Data002 contains normalized map data points
% the following code reorganizes those data points
Data002(:,1) = (Data002(:,1)-1)*(PR MAX-1)+1;
Data002(:,2) = Data002(:,2)*MF MAX;
x = Data002(:,1);
y = Data002(:,2);
% performing a cubic fit
X MDL = [ones(size(x)) x x.ˆ2 x.ˆ3 ];
k = X MDL\y;
%% generate 1D lookup tables
% look up vector for pressure ratio
MAP.PR VEC = linspace(1,max(x),20);
% calculating mdot from the cubic fit
MAP.MDOT = zeros(size(MAP.PR VEC));
for i = 1:max(size(MAP.PR VEC))
MAP.MDOT(i) = [1 MAP.PR VEC(i) MAP.PR VEC(i).ˆ2 MAP.PR VEC(i).ˆ3 ]*k;
end
% generating efficiency map
MAP.ETA = zeros(size(MAP.PR VEC));
for i = 1:max(size(MAP.PR VEC))
MAP.ETA(i) = MAP.MDOT(i)/max(MAP.MDOT);
end
MAP.ETA = (MAP.ETA*(eta MAX-eta MIN)+eta MIN)/100;
end
A.5 Plant Sizing Parameters
The following code defines parameters for every component model of the architecture presented
Chapter 4.
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SECTION #1: AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE SIZING %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Aircraft Dyanmics
A.Vel = 300; % Aircaft velocity [m/s]
A.Vel0 = 100; % Aircaft velocity [m/s]
A.M dry = 108500; % Dry weight [kg]
A.M payload = 21337; % Payload weight [kg]
% Parameters
A.rho = 0.243; % Air density [kg/mˆ3]
A.A = 360; % Reference area [mˆ2]
A.Cd = 0.02439; % Drag coefficient [-]
% Calculated Variables
A.F drag = 0.5*A.rho*A.A*A.Cd*A.Velˆ2; % Drag force [N]
A.F thrust = 0.5*A.F drag; % EngRine thrust [N] (assumed 2 EngRines)
% Additional Parameters that need sizing or sizing comes from other models
A.M fuel = 86073; % Total sass in fuel tanks [kg]
%% Right EngRine Dynamics
EngR.Omega = 1000; % Engine shaft speed [rad/s]
EngR.Omega0 = 500; % Engine shaft speed [rad/s]
EngR.eta = 0.5; % Engine efficiency [-]
EngR.R elect = 0.05; % Ratio of electrical power to propulsive power
EngR.F thrust max = 100000; % Maximum thrust force [N]
EngR.P = 3500; % Engine pressure [kPa]
EngR.J = 100; % Engine inertia [kg mˆ2]
% Parameters
EngR.U = 46000; % Fuel specific energy [kJ/kg]
EngR.alpha = 50/EngR.Omega; % bearing heat gen to shaft speed [kW/rad/s]
% Calculated Variables
EngR.Q bearings = EngR.alpha*EngR.Omega; % Heat from bearings [kW]
EngR.mdot fuel = 1/(1000*EngR.eta*EngR.U)*((1+EngR.R elect)*A.F thrust*A.Vel + 1000*EngR.Q bearings); % ...
Fuel mass flow rate [kg/s]
EngR.Q burn = (1-EngR.eta)*EngR.U*EngR.mdot fuel; % EngRine heat generation [kW]
EngR.tau = 1/EngR.Omega*EngR.R elect*A.F thrust*A.Vel; % Torque on EngRine from generator [Nm]
EngR.P elect = 1/1000*EngR.tau*EngR.Omega; % Electrical power generation [kW]
EngR.Omega max = EngR.Omega*(EngR.F thrust max/A.F thrust)ˆ(1/3); % Maximum Engine speed [rad/s]
% Additional Parameters that need sizing or sizing comes from other models
EngR.Tin fuel = 100; % Fuel inlet temperature [C]
%% Left EngRine Dynamics
% Inputs
EngL.Omega = 1000; % Engine shaft speed [rad/s]
EngL.Omega0 = 500; % Engine shaft speed [rad/s]
EngL.eta = 0.5; % Engine efficiency [-]
EngL.R elect = 0.05; % Ratio of electrical power to propulsive power
EngL.F thrust max = 100000; % Maximum thrust force [N]
EngL.P = 3500; % Engine pressure [kPa]
EngL.J = 100; % Engine inertia [kg mˆ2]
% Parameters
EngL.U = 46000; % Fuel specific energy [kJ/kg]
EngL.alpha = 50/EngL.Omega; % coefficient relating bearing heat gen to shaft speed [kW/rad/s]
% Calculated Variables
EngL.Q bearings = EngL.alpha*EngL.Omega; % Heat from bearings [kW]
EngL.mdot fuel = 1/(1000*EngL.eta*EngL.U)*((1+EngL.R elect)*A.F thrust*A.Vel + 1000*EngL.Q bearings); % ...
Fuel mass flow rate [kg/s]
EngL.Q burn = (1-EngL.eta)*EngL.U*EngL.mdot fuel; % EngLine heat generation [kW]
EngL.tau = 1/EngL.Omega*EngL.R elect*A.F thrust*A.Vel; % Torque on EngLine from generator [Nm]
EngL.P elect = 1/1000*EngL.tau*EngL.Omega; % Electrical power generation [kW]
EngL.Omega max = EngL.Omega*(EngL.F thrust max/A.F thrust)ˆ(1/3); % Maximum Engine speed [rad/s]
% Additional Parameters that need sizing or sizing comes from other models
EngL.Tin fuel = 100; % Fuel inlet temperature [C]
%% Right Generator Dynamics
GenR.V = 230; % Generator voltage (VAC)
% GenR.eta = 0.98; % Generator efficiency (-)
GenR.eta = 0.90; % Generator efficiency (-)
% Calculated Variables
GenR.I = 1/GenR.V*GenR.eta*1000*EngR.P elect; % Generator Amps (A)
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GenR.Q = (1-GenR.eta)*EngR.tau*EngR.Omega/1000; % Generator Heat (kW)
GenR.P total = GenR.I*GenR.V/1000; % Generator Power (kW)
% Additional Parameters that need sizing or sizing comes from other models
GenR.T = 100; % Generator temperature [C]
%% Left Generator Dynamics
GenL.V = 230; % Generator voltage (VAC)
GenL.eta = 0.9; % Generator efficiency (-)
% Calculated Variables
GenL.I = 1/GenL.V*GenL.eta*1000*EngR.P elect; % Generator Amps (A)
GenL.Q = (1-GenL.eta)*EngR.tau*EngR.Omega/1000; % Generator Heat (kW)
GenL.P total = GenL.I*GenL.V/1000; % Generator Power (kW)
% Additional Parameters that need sizing or sizing comes from other models
GenL.T = 100; % Generator temperature [C]
%% Left HVAC Bus Dynamics
HVACL.frac Other = 0.15; % Fraction of power to other loads
HVACL.frac Wing = 0.15; % Fraction of power to wing de-icing
HVACL.frac FuelPumps = 0.05; % Fraction of power to fuel pumps
HVACL.frac CargoHeater = 0.05; % Fraction of power to cargo heater
HVACL.frac ACDC = 0.60; % Fraction of power to ACDC inverter for HVDC bus loads
%% Righ HVAC Bus Dynamics
HVACR.frac Other = 0.20; % Fraction of power to other loads
HVACR.frac Wing = 0.15; % Fraction of power to wing de-icing
HVACR.frac FuelPumps = 0.05; % Fraction of power to fuel pumps
HVACR.frac AEE = 0.00; % Fraction of power to AEE
HVACR.frac ACDC = 0.30; % Fraction of power to ACDC inverter for LVDC bus loads
HVACR.frac ACAC = 0.30; % Fraction of power to ACAC inverter for LVAC bus loads
%% Advanced Electrioncs Equipment
AEE.P max = 500;
AEE.eff.maxT = 30; %
AEE.eff.max eta = 0.98; % Maximum efficiency [-]
AEE.eff.min eta = 0.8; % Minimium efficiency [-]
AEE.Tmax = 100; % Maximium temperature [C]
%% HVDC Converter Dynamics
Converters.HVDC.N = 5; % Number of converters in bank
Converters.HVDC.P in = HVACL.frac ACDC*GenL.P total/Converters.HVDC.N; % Inlet power [kW]
Converters.HVDC.eta = 0.96; % Desired efficiency
Converters.HVDC.P out = Converters.HVDC.eta*Converters.HVDC.P in; % Outlet power [kW]
Converters.HVDC.Q = (1-Converters.HVDC.eta)*Converters.HVDC.P in; % Heat generation [kW]
Converters.HVDC.V = 270; % Output voltage
Converters.HVDC.I = 1000*Converters.HVDC.P out/Converters.HVDC.V; % Current per converter in bank [A]
Converters.HVDC.eff.maxI = Converters.HVDC.I; % Current corresponding to maximium efficiency [A]
Converters.HVDC.eff.max eta = Converters.HVDC.eta; % Maximum efficiency [-]
Converters.HVDC.eff.min eta = 0.92; % Minimium efficiency [-]
Converters.HVDC.eff.min eta = 0.8; % Minimium efficiency [-]
%% LVDC Converter Dynamics
Converters.LVDC.N = 5; % Number of converters in bank
Converters.LVDC.P in = HVACR.frac ACDC*GenL.P total/Converters.LVDC.N; % Inlet power [kW]
Converters.LVDC.eta = 0.96; % Desired efficiency
Converters.LVDC.P out = Converters.LVDC.eta*Converters.LVDC.P in; % Outlet power [kW]
Converters.LVDC.Q = (1-Converters.LVDC.eta)*Converters.LVDC.P in; % Heat generation [kW]
Converters.LVDC.V = 28; % Output voltage
Converters.LVDC.I = 1000*Converters.LVDC.P out/Converters.LVDC.V; % Current per converter in bank [A]
Converters.LVDC.eff.maxI = 1400; % Current corresponding to maximium efficiency [A]
Converters.LVDC.eff.max eta = Converters.LVDC.eta; % Maximum efficiency [-]
Converters.LVDC.eff.min eta = 0.92; % Minimium efficiency [-]
Converters.LVDC.eff.min eta = 0.8; % Minimium efficiency [-]
%% LVAC Converter Dynamics
Converters.LVAC.N = 5; % Number of converters in bank
Converters.LVAC.P in = HVACR.frac ACAC*GenL.P total/Converters.LVAC.N; % Inlet power [kW]
Converters.LVAC.eta = 0.96; % Desired efficiency
Converters.LVAC.P out = Converters.LVAC.eta*Converters.LVAC.P in; % Outlet power [kW]
Converters.LVAC.Q = (1-Converters.LVAC.eta)*Converters.LVAC.P in; % Heat generation [kW]
Converters.LVAC.V = 115; % Output voltage
Converters.LVAC.I = 1000*Converters.LVAC.P out/Converters.LVAC.V; % Current per converter in bank [A]
Converters.LVAC.eff.maxI = Converters.LVAC.I; % Current corresponding to maximium efficiency [A]
Converters.LVAC.eff.max eta = Converters.LVAC.eta; % Maximum efficiency [-]
Converters.LVAC.eff.min eta = 0.92; % Minimium efficiency [-]
Converters.LVAC.eff.min eta = 0.8; % Minimium efficiency [-]
%% HVDC Bus Dynamics
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HVDC.P in = Converters.HVDC.P out*Converters.HVDC.N; % Power into bus [kW]
HVDC.frac Battery = 0.20; % Fraction of power to battery
HVDC.frac ACMmotor = 0.20; % Fraction of power to ACM motor
HVDC.frac ECSblowers = 0.20; % Fraction of power to ECS blowers
HVDC.frac Hydraulics = 0.20; % Fraction of power to hydraulic loads
HVDC.frac Other = 0.20; % Fraction of power to other loads
%% LVDC Bus Dynamics
LVDC.P in = Converters.LVDC.P out*Converters.LVDC.N; % Power into bus [kW]
LVDC.frac Battery = 0.20; % Fraction of power to battery
LVDC.frac FADECs = 0.20; % Fraction of power to FADECs
LVDC.frac Oilpumps = 0.20; % Fraction of power to Oil and PAO pumps
LVDC.frac Shed = 0.20; % Fraction of power to sheddable loads
LVDC.frac NoShed = 0.20; % Fraction of power to non sheddable loads
%% LVAC Bus Dynamics
LVAC.P in = Converters.LVAC.P out*Converters.LVAC.N; % Power into bus [kW]
LVAC.frac Fans = 0.25; % Fraction of power to fans
LVAC.frac Pumps = 0.25; % Fraction of power to pumps
LVAC.frac Shed = 0.25; % Fraction of power to sheddable loads
LVAC.frac NoShed = 0.25; % Fraction of power to non sheddable loads
%% HVDC Battery
HVbatt.T0 = 20; % Initial temperature [C]
HVbatt.SOC0 = 0.5; % Initial state of charge [0-1]
HVbatt.Cap = 100; % Capacitiance [MJ]
HVbatt.Pmax = 100; % Maximium power [kW]
HVbatt.Tmax = 100; % Maximium temperature [C]
HVbatt.eff.maxT = HVbatt.T0; % Temperature of maximum efficiency [C]
HVbatt.eff.max eta = 0.96; % Maximum efficiency [-]
HVbatt.eff.min eta = 0.8; % Minimium efficiency [-]
HVbatt.usage = HVbatt.eff.max eta*HVDC.frac Battery*HVDC.P in/HVbatt.Pmax; % Usage [percent of max power]
HVbatt.Q = HVbatt.Pmax*HVbatt.usage*(1-HVbatt.eff.max eta)/HVbatt.eff.max eta; % Heat generation [kW]
%% LVDC Battery
LVbatt.T0 = 20; % Initial temperature [C]
LVbatt.SOC0 = 0.5; % Initial state of charge [0-1]
LVbatt.Cap = 100; % Capacitiance [MJ]
LVbatt.Pmax = 100; % Maximium power [kW]
LVbatt.Tmax = 100; % Maximium temperature [C]
LVbatt.eff.maxT = LVbatt.T0; % Temperature of maximum efficiency [C]
LVbatt.eff.max eta = 0.96; % Maximum efficiency [-]
LVbatt.eff.min eta = 0.8; % Minimium efficiency [-]
LVbatt.usage = LVbatt.eff.max eta*LVDC.frac Battery*LVDC.P in/LVbatt.Pmax; % Usage [percent of max power]
LVbatt.Q = LVbatt.Pmax*LVbatt.usage*(1-LVbatt.eff.max eta)/LVbatt.eff.max eta; % Heat generation [kW]
%% FADECs
FADEC.P max = LVDC.P in;
FADEC.eff.maxT = 30; %
FADEC.eff.max eta = 0.975; % Maximum efficiency [-]
FADEC.eff.min eta = 0.975; % Minimium efficiency [-]
FADEC.Tmax = 100; % Maximium temperature [C]
%% Loads
LOAD.P max = LVDC.P in;
LOAD.eff.maxT = 30; %
LOAD.eff.max eta = 0.9; % Maximum efficiency [-]
LOAD.eff.min eta = 0.9; % Minimium efficiency [-]
LOAD.Tmax = 100; % Maximium temperature [C]
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SECTION #2: CONVERTER & BATTERY COOLING LOOPS SIZING %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% nominal values for HVDC cold plates
Converters.HVDC.CP.delT = 10; % temp. between outlet fluid and wall
hAnom = Converters.HVDC.Q*1000/Converters.HVDC.CP.delT;
mdotnom = 0.06478;
Cp = 3.53;
% cold plate parameters
Converters.HVDC.CP.mass = 0.5; % cold plate mass [kg]
Converters.HVDC.CP.Cp = 0.9; % specific heat [kJ/kgK]
Converters.HVDC.CP.ID = 0.005; % internal diameter [m]
Converters.HVDC.CP.L = 3; % heat transfer length [m]
Converters.HVDC.CP.t wall = 0.002; % wall thickness [m]
% calculating the heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
H = hAnom / (pi() * Converters.HVDC.CP.ID * Converters.HVDC.CP.L);
Converters.HVDC.CP.H = H;
% cold plate initial conditions
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Converters.HVDC.CP.init.P = 230.2; % initial pressure [kPa]
Converters.HVDC.CP.init.Tin = 33.63; % initial inlet temp. [ C ]
Converters.HVDC.CP.init.Tout = Converters.HVDC.CP.init.Tin + ...
Converters.HVDC.Q/(mdotnom * Cp);
Converters.HVDC.CP.init.Twall = Converters.HVDC.CP.init.Tout + ...
Converters.HVDC.CP.delT;
%% nominal values for LVDC cold plates
Converters.LVDC.CP.delT = 10; % temp. between outlet fluid and wall
hAnom = Converters.LVDC.Q*1000/Converters.LVDC.CP.delT;
% cold plate parameters
Converters.LVDC.CP.mass = 0.5; % cold plate mass [kg]
Converters.LVDC.CP.Cp = 0.9; % specific heat [kJ/kgK]
% Converters.LVDC.CP.ID = 0.01; % internal diameter [m]
Converters.LVDC.CP.ID = 0.005; % internal diameter [m]
% Converters.LVDC.CP.L = 1.25; % heat transfer length [m]
Converters.LVDC.CP.L = 3; % heat transfer length [m]
Converters.LVDC.CP.t wall = 0.002; % wall thickness [m]
% calculating the heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
H = hAnom / (pi() * Converters.LVDC.CP.ID * Converters.LVDC.CP.L);
Converters.LVDC.CP.H = H;
% cold plate initial conditions
Converters.LVDC.CP.init.P = 230.2; % initial pressure [kPa]
Converters.LVDC.CP.init.Tin = 33.63; % initial inlet temp. [ C ]
Converters.LVDC.CP.init.Tout = Converters.LVDC.CP.init.Tin + ...
Converters.LVDC.Q/(mdotnom * Cp);
Converters.LVDC.CP.init.Twall = Converters.LVDC.CP.init.Tout + ...
Converters.LVDC.CP.delT;
%% nominal values for LVAC cold plates
Converters.LVAC.CP.delT = 10; % temp. between outlet fluid and wall
hAnom = Converters.LVAC.Q*1000/Converters.LVAC.CP.delT;
% cold plate parameters
Converters.LVAC.CP.mass = 0.5; % cold plate mass [kg]
Converters.LVAC.CP.Cp = 0.9; % specific heat [kJ/kgK]
Converters.LVAC.CP.ID = 0.005; % internal diameter [m]
Converters.LVAC.CP.L = 3; % heat transfer length [m]
Converters.LVAC.CP.t wall = 0.002; % wall thickness [m]
% calculating the heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
H = hAnom / (pi() * Converters.LVAC.CP.ID * Converters.LVAC.CP.L);
Converters.LVAC.CP.H = H;
% cold plate initial conditions
Converters.LVAC.CP.init.P = 230.2; % initial pressure [kPa]
Converters.LVAC.CP.init.Tin = 33.63; % initial inlet temp. [ C ]
Converters.LVAC.CP.init.Tout = Converters.LVAC.CP.init.Tin + ...
Converters.LVAC.Q/(mdotnom * Cp);
Converters.LVAC.CP.init.Twall = Converters.LVAC.CP.init.Tout + ...
Converters.LVAC.CP.delT;
%% nominal values for battery cold plates
HVbatt.CP.delT = 10; % temp. between outlet fluid and wall
hAnom = HVbatt.Q*1000/HVbatt.CP.delT;
mdotnom = 0.07202;
Cp = 3.53;
HVbatt.CP.mass = 0.5; % cold plate mass [kg]
HVbatt.CP.Cp = 0.9; % specific heat [kJ/kgK]
HVbatt.CP.ID = 0.01; % internal diameter [m]
HVbatt.CP.L = 5; % heat transfer length [m]
HVbatt.CP.t wall = 0.002; % wall thickness [m]
% calculating the heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
H = hAnom / (pi() * HVbatt.CP.ID * HVbatt.CP.L);
HVbatt.CP.H = H;
% cold plate initial conditions
HVbatt.CP.init.P = 230.2; % initial pressure [kPa]
HVbatt.CP.init.Tin = 33.63; % initial inlet temp. [ C ]
HVbatt.CP.init.Tout = HVbatt.CP.init.Tin + HVbatt.Q/(mdotnom * Cp);
HVbatt.CP.init.Twall = HVbatt.CP.init.Tout + HVbatt.CP.delT;
LVbatt.CP.delT = 10; % temp. between outlet fluid and wall
hAnom = LVbatt.Q*1000/LVbatt.CP.delT;
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LVbatt.CP.mass = 0.5; % cold plate mass [kg]
LVbatt.CP.Cp = 0.9; % specific heat [kJ/kgK]
LVbatt.CP.ID = 0.01; % internal diameter [m]
LVbatt.CP.L = 5; % heat transfer length [m]
LVbatt.CP.t wall = 0.002; % wall thickness [m]
% calculating the heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
H = hAnom / (pi() * LVbatt.CP.ID * LVbatt.CP.L);
LVbatt.CP.H = H;
% cold plate initial conditions
LVbatt.CP.init.P = 230.2; % initial pressure [kPa]
LVbatt.CP.init.Tin = 33.63; % initial inlet temp. [ C ]
LVbatt.CP.init.Tout = LVbatt.CP.init.Tin + LVbatt.Q/(mdotnom * Cp);
LVbatt.CP.init.Twall = LVbatt.CP.init.Tout + ...
LVbatt.CP.delT;
%% nominal values for inverter & battery coolant pump
Pumps.InvrtrPump.ID = 0.03; % internal diameter [m]
Pumps.InvrtrPump.OmegaMax = 5000; % max shaft speed [RPM]
Pumps.InvrtrPump.dPMax = 350; % max pressure difference [kPa]
Pumps.InvrtrPump.dPMax = 650; % max pressure difference [kPa]
Pumps.InvrtrPump.mdotMax = 5; % max flow rate [kg/s]
Pumps.InvrtrPump.alpha = 1e-5; % heat gen. coeff [kW/RPM]
Pumps.InvrtrPump.init.P = 244.2; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
Pumps.InvrtrPump.init.T = 33.64; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
%% nominal values for ACM heat exchangers -- ACM1 - liquid, ACM2 - air
% Note, side1 and side 2 are identical
HX.ACM1.mass = 0.1; % single wall mass [kg]
HX.ACM1.Cp wall = 0.9; % wall specific heat [kJ/kgK]
HX.ACM1.side1.N = 5; % number of passes
HX.ACM1.side1.W = 87e-2; % Plate width [m]
HX.ACM1.side1.t = 1e-2; % Plate spacing [m]
HX.ACM1.side1.L = 2e-1; % Plate width [m]
HX.ACM1.delTw = 12; % temp. between outlet fluid and wall
Qtot = (HVbatt.Q + LVbatt.Q + Converters.LVDC.Q + ...
Converters.LVAC.Q + Converters.HVDC.Q)*0.5;
hAnom = Qtot * 1000 / HX.ACM1.delTw;
Ar = HX.ACM1.side1.L*(2*HX.ACM1.side1.t+2*HX.ACM1.side1.W);
H = hAnom/Ar;
HX.ACM1.side1.H = H; % heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
HX.ACM1.side2 = HX.ACM1.side1;
% initial conditions
HX.ACM1.init.Twall = 31.65; % initial wall temp. [ C ]
HX.ACM1.init.Twall = 26.8669; % initial wall temp. [ C ]
HX.ACM1.init.P1 = 99.0945; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
HX.ACM1.init.T1 = HX.ACM1.init.Twall - Qtot/hAnom*1000;
HX.ACM1.init.T1 = 19.6801;
HX.ACM1.init.P2 = 99.9998; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
HX.ACM1.init.T2 = HX.ACM1.init.Twall + Qtot/hAnom*1000;
HX.ACM1.init.T2 = 34.0536;
Junction.No6.init.T = (LVbatt.CP.init.Tout+HVbatt.CP.init.Tout+ ...
Converters.HVDC.CP.init.Tout+Converters.LVDC.CP.init.Tout + ...
Converters.LVAC.CP.init.Tout)/5;
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SECTION #4: AIR CYCLE MACHINE SIZING %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% ACM map creation
clear ACM
ACM.MAP.PwrComp = generate comp map(4,2.5,10000,80,70,1,2,1);
ACM.MAP.Comp = generate comp map(3,2.75,65000,75,70,1,2,1);
ACM.MAP.Turb = generate turb map(3,1.75,95,90,0);
%% nominal values for ACM junctions
Splits.ACM.Geom.D = 0.08; % diameter [m]
Splits.ACM.Geom.L = 0.1; % length [m]
Splits.ACM.Geom.t wall = 0.0015; % wall thickness [m]
Valves.ACM.Geom.D = 0.2; % diameter [m]
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Valves.ACM.Geom.L = 0.2; % length [m]
Valves.ACM.Geom.t wall = 0.0015; % wall thickness [m]
Valves.ACM.IC.P = [278., 277.];
Valves.ACM.IC.T = [124., 101.];
Splits.ACM.IC.P = [147., 278., 278., 99.];
Splits.ACM.IC.T = [65., 124., 155., 11.];
%% nominal values for ACM heat exchangers -- ACM1 - liquid, ACM2 - air
% Note, side1 and side 2 are identical
HX.ACM2.mass = 0.1; % single wall mass [kg]
HX.ACM2.Cp wall = 0.9; % wall specific heat [kJ/kgK]
HX.ACM2.side1.N = 5; % number of passes
HX.ACM2.side1.W = 80e-2; % Plate width [m]
HX.ACM2.side1.t = 3e-2; % Plate spacing [m]
HX.ACM2.side1.L = 4e-1; % Plate width [m]
HX.ACM2.delTw = 20; % temp. between outlet fluid and wall
% Qtot = 10;
Qtot = 30;
hAnom = Qtot * 1000 / HX.ACM2.delTw;
Ar = HX.ACM2.side1.L*(2*HX.ACM2.side1.t+2*HX.ACM2.side1.W);
H = hAnom/Ar;
HX.ACM2.side1.H = H; % heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
HX.ACM2.side2 = HX.ACM2.side1;
% initial conditions
HX.ACM2.init.Twall = 16.87327; % initial wall temp. [ C ]
HX.ACM2.init.P1 = 99.999; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
HX.ACM2.init.P2 = 99.4; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
% initial outlet temp. [ C ]
HX.ACM2.init.T1 = HX.ACM2.init.Twall - Qtot/hAnom*1000;
HX.ACM2.init.T1 = 21.37428;
% initial outlet temp. [ C ]
HX.ACM2.init.T2 = HX.ACM2.init.Twall + Qtot/hAnom*1000;
HX.ACM2.init.T2 = 14.62277;
%% nominal values for ACMBYss-acm HX
% Note, side1 and side 2 are identical
HX.ACMBY.mass = 0.1; % single wall mass [kg]
HX.ACMBY.Cp wall = 0.9; % wall specific heat [kJ/kgK]
HX.ACMBY.side1.N = 5; % number of passes
HX.ACMBY.side1.W = 80e-2; % Plate width [m]
HX.ACMBY.side1.t = 3e-2; % Plate spacing [m]
HX.ACMBY.side1.L = 4e-1; % Plate width [m]
HX.ACMBY.delTw = 20; % temp. between outlet fluid and wall
% Qtot = 10;
Qtot = 30;
hAnom = Qtot * 1000 / HX.ACMBY.delTw;
Ar = HX.ACMBY.side1.L*(2*HX.ACMBY.side1.t+2*HX.ACMBY.side1.W);
H = hAnom/Ar;
HX.ACMBY.side1.H = H; % heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
HX.ACMBY.side2 = HX.ACMBY.side1;
% initial conditions
HX.ACMBY.init.Twall = 70.887458; % initial wall temp. [ C ]
HX.ACMBY.init.P1 = 49.956; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
HX.ACMBY.init.P2 = 278.980; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
% initial outlet temp. [ C ]
HX.ACMBY.init.T1 = HX.ACMBY.init.Twall - Qtot/hAnom*1000;
HX.ACMBY.init.T1 = 48.93259;
% initial outlet temp. [ C ]
HX.ACMBY.init.T2 = HX.ACMBY.init.Twall + Qtot/hAnom*1000;
HX.ACMBY.init.T2 = 92.842325;
%% nominal values for ACMBYss-acm HX
% Note, side1 and side 2 are identical
HX.ACMFUEL.mass = 0.1; % single wall mass [kg]
HX.ACMFUEL.Cp wall = 0.9; % wall specific heat [kJ/kgK]
HX.ACMFUEL.side1.N = 5; % number of passes
HX.ACMFUEL.side1.W = 80e-2; % Plate width [m]
HX.ACMFUEL.side1.t = 3e-2; % Plate spacing [m]
HX.ACMFUEL.side1.L = 4e-1; % Plate width [m]
HX.ACMFUEL.delTw = 20; % temp. between outlet fluid and wall
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Qtot = 30;
hAnom = Qtot * 1000 / HX.ACMFUEL.delTw;
Ar = HX.ACMFUEL.side1.L*(2*HX.ACMFUEL.side1.t+2*HX.ACMFUEL.side1.W);
H = hAnom/Ar;
% 7500 1500
HX.ACMFUEL.side1.H = H; % heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
HX.ACMFUEL.side2 = HX.ACMFUEL.side1;
% initial conditions
HX.ACMFUEL.init.Twall = 63.7338; % initial wall temp. [ C ]
HX.ACMFUEL.init.P1 = 278.34817; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
HX.ACMFUEL.init.P2 = 98.5; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
% initial outlet temp. [ C ]
HX.ACMFUEL.init.T1 = HX.ACMFUEL.init.Twall - Qtot/hAnom*1000;
HX.ACMFUEL.init.T1 = 79.43317;
% initial outlet temp. [ C ]
HX.ACMFUEL.init.T2 = HX.ACMBY.init.Twall + Qtot/hAnom*1000;
HX.ACMFUEL.init.T2 = 48.03451;
%% nominal shaft values
ACM.Shaft.init.omega = 41663.5; % initial shaft speed [RPM]
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SECTION #5: CABIN, COCKPIT, ELECTRONICS BAY SIZING %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Cabins and bays
AirZone.Cabin.init.T = 22.0; % cabin temperature [ C ]
AirZone.Cabin.init.Tamb = 0; % ambient temperature [ C ]
AirZone.Cabin.init.P = 79.35; % cabin pressure [kPa]
% AirZone.Cabin.H amb = 2; % heat trans coeff w/amb [W/mˆ2K]
AirZone.Cabin.H amb = 0.5; % heat trans coeff w/amb [W/mˆ2K]
AirZone.Cabin.D = 3; % cabin diameter [m]
AirZone.Cabin.L = 20; % cabin length [m]
AirZone.Cockpit.init.T = 21.1; % cabin temperature [ C ]
AirZone.Cockpit.init.Tamb = 0; % ambient temperature [ C ]
AirZone.Cockpit.init.P = 80.24; % cabin pressure [kPa]
% AirZone.Cockpit.H amb = 1.5; % heat trans coeff w/amb [W/mˆ2K]
AirZone.Cockpit.H amb = 0.5; % heat trans coeff w/amb [W/mˆ2K]
AirZone.Cockpit.D = 3; % cabin diameter [m]
AirZone.Cockpit.L = 3; % cabin length [m]
AirZone.ElecBay1.init.T = 30.2; % cabin temperature [ C ]
AirZone.ElecBay1.init.Tamb = 0; % ambient temperature [ C ]
AirZone.ElecBay1.init.P = 85.02; % cabin pressure [kPa]
AirZone.ElecBay1.H amb = 0; % heat trans coeff w/amb [W/mˆ2K]
AirZone.ElecBay1.D = 1; % cabin diameter [m]
AirZone.ElecBay1.L = 1; % cabin length [m]
AirZone.ElecBay2.init.T = 30.2; % cabin temperature [ C ]
AirZone.ElecBay2.init.Tamb = 0; % ambient temperature [ C ]
AirZone.ElecBay2.init.P = 85.02; % cabin pressure [kPa]
AirZone.ElecBay2.H amb = 0; % heat trans coeff w/amb [W/mˆ2K]
AirZone.ElecBay2.D = 1; % cabin diameter [m]
AirZone.ElecBay2.L = 1; % cabin length [m]
AirZone.CargoBay.init.T = 19.79; % cabin temperature [ C ]
AirZone.CargoBay.init.Tamb = 0; % ambient temperature [ C ]
AirZone.CargoBay.init.P = 78.07; % cabin pressure [kPa]
AirZone.CargoBay.H amb = 50; % heat trans coeff w/amb [W/mˆ2K]
AirZone.CargoBay.D = 2; % cabin diameter [m]
AirZone.CargoBay.L = 2; % cabin length [m]
%% Ducts
AirZone.Duct1.init.T = 22.621; % initial temperature [ C ]
AirZone.Duct1.f = 0.5; % friction factor
AirZone.Duct1.D = 0.3; % diameter [m]
AirZone.Duct1.L = 3; % length [m]
AirZone.Duct2 = AirZone.Duct1;
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AirZone.Duct2.init.T = 22.0706; % initial temperature [ C ]
AirZone.Duct3.init.T = 22.6216; % initial temperature [ C ]
AirZone.Duct3.f = 0.5; % friction factor
AirZone.Duct3.D = 0.1; % diameter [m]
AirZone.Duct3.L = 2; % length [m]
AirZone.Duct4 = AirZone.Duct3;
AirZone.Duct4.init.T = 21.1045; % initial temperature [ C ]
AirZone.Duct5.init.T = 22.6216; % initial temperature [ C ]
AirZone.Duct5.f = 0.5; % friction factor
AirZone.Duct5.D = 0.1; % diameter [m]
AirZone.Duct5.L = 0.1; % length [m]
AirZone.Duct6 = AirZone.Duct5;
AirZone.Duct6.init.T = 30.2; % initial temperature [ C ]
AirZone.Duct7.init.T = 22.6216; % initial temperature [ C ]
AirZone.Duct7.f = 0.5; % friction factor
AirZone.Duct7.D = 0.1; % diameter [m]
AirZone.Duct7.L = 0.1; % length [m]
AirZone.Duct8 = AirZone.Duct7;
AirZone.Duct8.init.T = 30.2; % initial temperature [ C ]
AirZone.Duct9.init.T = 22; % initial temperature [ C ]
AirZone.Duct9.f = 0.5; % friction factor
AirZone.Duct9.D = 0.1; % diameter [m]
AirZone.Duct9.L = 0.1; % length [m]
AirZone.Duct10 = AirZone.Duct9;
AirZone.Duct10.init.T = 22.072; % initial temperature [ C ]
AirZone.Duct11.init.T = 22.6216; % initial temperature [ C ]
AirZone.Duct11.f = 0.5; % friction factor
AirZone.Duct11.D = 0.1; % diameter [m]
AirZone.Duct11.L = 0.1; % length [m]
%% Junction and splits
AirZone.Junc.init.P = 78.0676;
AirZone.Junc.init.T = 26.9547;
AirZone.Junc.D = 0.5;
AirZone.Junc.L = 0.3;
AirZone.Junc.t wall = 0.0015;
AirZone.Split.init.P = 92.5793;
AirZone.Split.init.T = 22.6216;
AirZone.Split.D = 0.5;
AirZone.Split.L = 0.3;
AirZone.Split.t wall = 0.0015;
%% Fans
AirZone.Fan1.init.P = 140.1319;
AirZone.Fan1.init.T = 22.6216;
AirZone.Fan1.D = 0.3;
AirZone.Fan1.L = 0.1;
AirZone.Fan1.OmegaMax = 5000; % max shaft speed [RPM]
AirZone.Fan1.dPMax = 100; % max pressure difference [kPa]
AirZone.Fan1.mdotMax = 5; % max flow rate [kg/s]
AirZone.Fan1.alpha = 0e-5; % heat gen. coeff [kW/RPM]
AirZone.Fan2.init.P = 140.1319;
AirZone.Fan2.init.T = 22.6216;
AirZone.Fan2.D = 0.3;
AirZone.Fan2.L = 0.1;
AirZone.Fan2.OmegaMax = 5000; % max shaft speed [RPM]
AirZone.Fan2.dPMax = 100; % max pressure difference [kPa]
AirZone.Fan2.mdotMax = 5; % max flow rate [kg/s]
AirZone.Fan2.alpha = 0e-5; % heat gen. coeff [kW/RPM]
%% Valves
AirZone.Valve1.init.P = 138.98378;
AirZone.Valve1.init.T = 22.6216;
AirZone.Valve1.D = AirZone.Duct1.D;
AirZone.Valve1.L = 0.1;
AirZone.Valve1.t wall = 0.0015;
AirZone.Valve2.init.P = 80.6210;
AirZone.Valve2.init.T = 22.6216;
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AirZone.Valve2.D = AirZone.Duct1.D/10;
AirZone.Valve2.L = AirZone.Valve2.D*5;
AirZone.Valve2.t wall = 0.0015;
AirZone.Valve3.init.P = 82.3611;
AirZone.Valve3.init.T = 22.6216;
AirZone.Valve3.D = AirZone.Duct3.D/10;
AirZone.Valve3.L = AirZone.Valve3.D;
AirZone.Valve3.t wall = 0.0015;
AirZone.Valve4.init.P = 91.4725;
AirZone.Valve4.init.T = 22.6216;
AirZone.Valve4.D = AirZone.Duct5.D/2;
AirZone.Valve4.L = AirZone.Valve4.D;
AirZone.Valve4.t wall = 0.0015;
AirZone.Valve5.init.P = 91.4725;
AirZone.Valve5.init.T = 22.6216;
AirZone.Valve5.D = AirZone.Duct7.D/2;
AirZone.Valve5.L = AirZone.Valve5.D;
AirZone.Valve5.t wall = 0.0015;
AirZone.Valve6.init.P = 78.06763;
AirZone.Valve6.init.T = 22;
AirZone.Valve6.D = AirZone.Duct9.D/10;
AirZone.Valve6.L = AirZone.Valve6.D;
AirZone.Valve6.t wall = 0.0015;
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SECTION #5: FUEL LOOP AND COOLING LOOPS SIZING %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Fuel tanks
Tanks.LWmain.init.T = 22; % inital temperature [ C ]
Tanks.LWmain.init.M = 4000; % inital mass [kg]
Tanks.LWmain.init.P = 101; % initial pressure [kPa]
Tanks.LWmain.init.Tamb = 22; % initial ambient temp [ C ]
Tanks.LWmain.Hamb = 0; % heat trans coeff w/amb [W/mˆ2K]
Tanks.LWmain.V = 7.5; % tank volume [mˆ3]
Tanks.LWmain.SA = 10; % tank surface area [mˆ2]
Tanks.LWmain.Pamb = 100; % ambient pressure [kPa]
Tanks.RWmain = Tanks.LWmain; % symmetric tanks
Tanks.LWaux.init.T = 22; % inital temperature [ C ]
Tanks.LWaux.init.M = 4000; % inital mass [kg]
Tanks.LWaux.init.P = 101; % initial pressure [kPa]
Tanks.LWaux.init.Tamb = 22; % initial ambient temp [ C ]
Tanks.LWaux.Hamb = 0; % heat trans coeff w/amb [W/mˆ2K]
Tanks.LWaux.V = 7.5; % tank volume [mˆ3]
Tanks.LWaux.SA = 10; % tank surface area [mˆ2]
Tanks.LWaux.Pamb = 100; % ambient pressure [kPa]
Tanks.RWaux = Tanks.LWaux; % symmetric tanks
Tanks.Centr.init.T = 22; % inital temperature [ C ]
Tanks.Centr.init.M = 3000; % inital mass [kg]
Tanks.Centr.init.P = 101; % initial pressure [kPa]
Tanks.Centr.init.Tamb = 22; % initial ambient temp [ C ]
Tanks.Centr.Hamb = 0; % heat trans coeff w/amb [W/mˆ2K]
Tanks.Centr.V = 4.5; % tank volume [mˆ3]
Tanks.Centr.SA = 10; % tank surface area [mˆ2]
Tanks.Centr.Pamb = 100; % ambient pressure [kPa]
%% Valves
Valves.Tank1.init.P = 100.9008; % initial pressure [kPa]
Valves.Tank1.init.T = 22; % inital temperature [ C ]
Valves.Tank1.D = 0.1; % diameter [m]
Valves.Tank1.L = 0.1; % length [m]
Valves.Tank1.t wall = 0.0015; % wall thickness [m]
Valves.AEE.init.P = 100.9958; % initial pressure [kPa]
Valves.AEE.init.T = 22; % inital temperature [ C ]
Valves.AEE.D = 0.05; % diameter [m]
Valves.AEE.L = 0.1; % length [m]
Valves.AEE.t wall = 0.0015; % wall thickness [m]
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Valves.Generic.D = 0.1; % diameter [m]
Valves.Generic.L = 0.1; % length [m]
Valves.Generic.t wall = 0.0015; % wall thickness [m]
%% Junctions Splits
Splits.FuelGen.D = 0.1; % diameter [m]
Splits.FuelGen.L = 0.1; % length [m]
Splits.FuelGen.t wall = 0.0015; % wall thickness [m]
Splits.FuelGen.init.P = 101.0347;
%% Pumps
Pumps.FuelPump.ID = 0.03; % internal diameter [m]
Pumps.FuelPump.OmegaMax = 5000; % max shaft speed [RPM]
Pumps.FuelPump.dPMax = 350; % max pressure difference [kPa]
Pumps.FuelPump.mdotMax = 4.5; % max flow rate [kg/s]
Pumps.FuelPump.alpha = 1e-5; % heat gen. coeff [kW/RPM]
Pumps.FuelPump.init.P = 102.8033; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
Pumps.FuelPump.init.T = 22.0056; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
Pumps.AEEPump.ID = 0.03; % internal diameter [m]
Pumps.AEEPump.OmegaMax = 5000; % max shaft speed [RPM]
Pumps.AEEPump.dPMax = 350; % max pressure difference [kPa]
Pumps.AEEPump.mdotMax = 15; % max flow rate [kg/s]
Pumps.AEEPump.alpha = 1e-5; % heat gen. coeff [kW/RPM]
Pumps.AEEPump.init.P = 174.8174; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
Pumps.AEEPump.init.T = 22.0801; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
Pumps.BoostPump.ID = 0.3; % internal diameter [m]
Pumps.BoostPump.OmegaMax = 50000; % max shaft speed [RPM]
Pumps.BoostPump.dPMax = 5000; % max pressure difference [kPa]
Pumps.BoostPump.mdotMax = 10; % max flow rate [kg/s]
Pumps.BoostPump.alpha = 2e-4; % heat gen. coeff [kW/RPM]
Pumps.BoostPump.init.P = 294.8308; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
Pumps.BoostPump.init.T = 80.034; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
Pumps.EngGenPump.ID = 0.03; % internal diameter [m]
Pumps.EngGenPump.OmegaMax = 5000; % max shaft speed [RPM]
Pumps.EngGenPump.dPMax = 350; % max pressure difference [kPa]
Pumps.EngGenPump.mdotMax = 5; % max flow rate [kg/s]
Pumps.EngGenPump.alpha = 1e-5; % heat gen. coeff [kW/RPM]
Pumps.EngGenPump.init.P = 125.1312; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
Pumps.EngGenPump.init.T = 117.4321; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
%% Cold plates
CP.FADEC.init.P = 101.1178; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
CP.FADEC.init.Tout = 23.3821; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
CP.FADEC.init.Twall = 24.6064; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
CP.FADEC.mass = 0.5; % cold plate mass [kg]
CP.FADEC.Cp = 0.9; % specific heat [kJ/kgK]
CP.FADEC.ID = 0.02; % internal diameter [m]
CP.FADEC.L = 3.25; % heat transfer length [m]
CP.FADEC.t wall = 0.002; % wall thickness [m]
CP.FADEC.H = 2000; % heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
CP.Gen.init.P = 125.9483; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
CP.Gen.init.Tout = 41.0867; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
CP.Gen.init.Twall = 41.82; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
CP.Gen.mass = 2.5; % cold plate mass [kg]
CP.Gen.Cp = 0.9; % specific heat [kJ/kgK]
CP.Gen.ID = 0.04; % internal diameter [m]
CP.Gen.L = 6.00; % heat transfer length [m]
CP.Gen.t wall = 0.002; % wall thickness [m]
CP.Gen.H = 10000; % heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
CP.Eng.init.P = 125.092; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
CP.Eng.init.Tout = 117.4266; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
CP.Eng.init.Twall = 125.3843; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
CP.Eng.mass = 2.5; % cold plate mass [kg]
CP.Eng.Cp = 0.9; % specific heat [kJ/kgK]
CP.Eng.ID = 0.04; % internal diameter [m]
CP.Eng.L = 6.00; % heat transfer length [m]
CP.Eng.t wall = 0.002; % wall thickness [m]
CP.Eng.H = 10000; % heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
CP.AEE.init.P = 101; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
CP.AEE.init.Tout = 28.0239; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
CP.AEE.init.Twall = 29.6155; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
CP.AEE.mass = 2.5; % cold plate mass [kg]
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CP.AEE.Cp = 0.9; % specific heat [kJ/kgK]
CP.AEE.ID = 0.015; % internal diameter [m]
CP.AEE.L = 12.00; % heat transfer length [m]
CP.AEE.t wall = 0.002; % wall thickness [m]
CP.AEE.H = 15000; % heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
CP.BoostPump = CP.FADEC;
CP.BoostPump.ID = 0.1; % internal diameter [m]
CP.BoostPump.init.P = 101.0372; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
CP.BoostPump.init.Tout = 65.5319; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
CP.BoostPump.init.Twall = 67.9804; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
%% Heat exchangers
HX.Generator.mass = 0.1; % single wall mass [kg]
HX.Generator.Cp wall = 0.9; % wall specific heat [kJ/kgK]
HX.Generator.side1.N = 25; % number of passes
HX.Generator.side1.W = 8e-2; % Plate width [m]
HX.Generator.side1.t = 3e-3; % Plate spacing [m]
HX.Generator.side1.L = 4e-1; % Plate width [m]
HX.Generator.side1.H = 15000; % heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
HX.Generator.side2 = HX.Generator.side1;
% initial conditions
HX.Generator.init.Twall = 37.0329; % initial wall temp. [ C ]
HX.Generator.init.P1 = 125.987; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
HX.Generator.init.P2 = 101.12; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
HX.Generator.init.T1 = 37.8990; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
HX.Generator.init.T2 = 31.2820; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
HX.LubeOil.mass = 0.1; % single wall mass [kg]
HX.LubeOil.Cp wall = 0.9; % wall specific heat [kJ/kgK]
HX.LubeOil.side1.N = 15; % number of passes
HX.LubeOil.side1.W = 8e-2; % Plate width [m]
HX.LubeOil.side1.t = 3e-3; % Plate spacing [m]
HX.LubeOil.side1.L = 4e-1; % Plate width [m]
HX.LubeOil.side1.H = 15000; % heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
HX.LubeOil.side2 = HX.LubeOil.side1;
% initial conditions
HX.LubeOil.init.Twall = 77.0972; % initial wall temp. [ C ]
HX.LubeOil.init.P1 = 101.12; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
HX.LubeOil.init.P2 = 125.13; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
HX.LubeOil.init.T1 = 68.0594; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
HX.LubeOil.init.T2 = 86.1349; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
HX.Ram Air.mass = 0.1; % single wall mass [kg]
HX.Ram Air.Cp wall = 0.9; % wall specific heat [kJ/kgK]
HX.Ram Air.side1.N = 5; % number of passes
HX.Ram Air.side1.W = 80e-2; % Plate width [m]
HX.Ram Air.side1.t = 3e-2; % Plate spacing [m]
HX.Ram Air.side1.L = 4e-1; % Plate width [m]
HX.Ram Air.side1.H = 4000; % heat transfer coeff. [W/mˆ2K]
HX.Ram Air.side2 = HX.Ram Air.side1;
% initial conditions
HX.Ram Air.init.Twall = 39.9664; % initial wall temp. [ C ]
HX.Ram Air.init.P1 = 79.9466; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
HX.Ram Air.init.P2 = 101.0345;% initial outlet pressure [kPa]
HX.Ram Air.init.T1 = 34.7034; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
HX.Ram Air.init.T2 = 45.2294; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
% initial conditions
HX.ACMFUEL.init.Twall = 37.1433; % initial wall temp. [ C ]
HX.ACMFUEL.init.P1 = 99.9690; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
HX.ACMFUEL.init.P2 = 101.120; % initial outlet pressure [kPa]
HX.ACMFUEL.init.T1 = 46.5290; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
HX.ACMFUEL.init.T2 = 27.7576; % initial outlet temp. [ C ]
clear Cp Ar hAnom Qtot mdotnom H
%% Resizing for larger masses and thermal capacitances
Converters.HVDC.CP.mass = 5; % cold plate mass [kg]
Converters.LVDC.CP.mass = 5; % cold plate mass [kg]
Converters.LVAC.CP.mass = 5; % cold plate mass [kg]
HVbatt.CP.mass = 25; % cold plate mass [kg]
LVbatt.CP.mass = 25; % cold plate mass [kg]
HX.ACM1.mass = 5; % single wall mass [kg] (5 walls)
HX.ACM2.mass = 5; % single wall mass [kg] (5 walls)
HX.ACMBY.mass = 5; % single wall mass [kg] (5 walls)
HX.ACMFUEL.mass = 5; % single wall mass [kg] (5 walls)
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CP.FADEC.mass = 10; % cold plate mass [kg]
CP.Gen.mass = 30; % cold plate mass [kg]
CP.Eng.mass = 15; % cold plate mass [kg]
CP.AEE.mass = 50; % cold plate mass [kg]
HX.Generator.mass = 1; % single wall mass [kg] (25 walls)
HX.LubeOil.mass = 1; % single wall mass [kg] (15 walls)
HX.Ram Air.mass = 10; % single wall mass [kg] (5 walls)
% For ACM
Valves.ACM.Geom.L = 20;
Splits.ACM.Geom.L = 10;
tau = 1; % Time constant for input filters
t ctrl start = 200; % Time (s) when controllers are enabled
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Appendix B: Graph Models
B.1 Component Graphs from Chapter 3
Graph definition for a liquid-liquid heat exchanger:
C︷ ︸︸ ︷Ca 0 00 Cw 0
0 0 Cb
T˙aT˙w
T˙b
 =−
M︷ ︸︸ ︷−1 0 1 01 −1 0 0
0 1 0 1

P︷ ︸︸ ︷
haAs,a(Tw − Ta)
hbAs,b(Tb − Tw)
m˙2,aCpTa
m˙2,bCpTb

+
D︷ ︸︸ ︷1 00 0
0 1

Pin︷ ︸︸ ︷[
m˙1,aCp,aT1,a
m˙1,bCp,bT1,b
]
,
(99)
Graph definition for a cold plate:
C︷ ︸︸ ︷[
Cw 0
0 CT
] [
T˙w
T˙
]
= −
M︷ ︸︸ ︷[
1 0
−1 1
] P︷ ︸︸ ︷[
hAs(Tw − T )
m˙1CpT
]
+
D︷ ︸︸ ︷[
1 0
0 1
] Pin︷ ︸︸ ︷[
q
m˙1CpT1
]
, (100)
Graph definition for a liquid tank:
C︷ ︸︸ ︷[
CT
] [
T˙
]
= −
M︷ ︸︸ ︷[
1 1
] P︷ ︸︸ ︷[hAs(T − Tamb)
m˙2CpT
]
+
D︷︸︸︷[
1
] Pin︷ ︸︸ ︷[
m˙1CpT1
]
, (101)
Graph definition for the electrical system in Section 3.3, with subscripts g = gen and b = bus:
C︷ ︸︸ ︷Cg 0 00 Cb,1 0
0 0 Cb,2
 V˙gV˙b,1
V˙b,2
 =
−
M︷ ︸︸ ︷ 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0−1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 1 1 1

P︷ ︸︸ ︷
α2Vg + β2Vb,1
α3Vg + β3Vb,2
ηP
V 2b,1/R
ηVb,1
ηP
V 2b,2/R
ηVb,2

+
D︷︸︸︷10
0
 Pin︷ ︸︸ ︷[α1ω + β1Vg],
(102)
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Air cycle machine mass flow rate relationships for (3.48) and (3.49)
m˙PT = 0.00537u− 1.302,
m˙ACM = −2.46× 10−7ω2 + 2.79× 10−3ω − 6.57. (103)
Air cycle machine graph model of the form Cx˙ = −MP +DPin,
C = diag( [CPT,in CPT,out Cω CK,in CK,out CET,in
CET,out CHX,f Cout,f CHX,e Cout,e])
(104)
x˙ = [T˙PT,in T˙PT,out ω˙ T˙K,in T˙K,out T˙ET,in
T˙ET,out T˙HX,f T˙out,f T˙HX,e T˙out,e]
T (105)
M =

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1

(106)
P =

α(TPT,in − TPT,out) + βm˙PT + γ
m˙PTCpTPT,in
m˙PTCpTPT,out
m˙ACMCpTK,in
m˙ACMCpTK,out
m˙ACMCpTET,in
m˙ACMCpTET,out
α(TK,in − TK,out) + βm˙ACM + γ
m˙ACMCpTK,out
α(TET,in − TET,out) + βm˙ACM + γ
m˙ACMCpTET,out
hkAHX,f (Tw − TK,in)
hfAHX,f (Tout − Tw)
hETAHX,e(TET,in − Tw)
haAHX,e(Tw − Tout)
m˙fuelCpTout
m˙bypassCpTout

, (107)
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D =

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

, (108)
Pin =
 m˙PTCpTbleedm˙fuelCpTfuel
m˙bypassCpTbypass
 (109)
B.2 Left Electric System Graph
Gle definition:
%% ELECTRICAL LEFT GRAPH
Graph.ElecLeft.Name = 'ElecLeft';
Graph.ElecLeft.DT = 1;
% efficiency definitions
eta gen = GenL.eta;
eta bat = HVbatt.eff.max eta;
eta inv1 = Converters.HVDC.eff.max eta;
eta inv2 = Converters.HVDC.eff.max eta;
eta inv3 = Converters.HVDC.eff.max eta;
eta inv4 = Converters.HVDC.eff.max eta;
eta inv5 = Converters.HVDC.eff.max eta;
Graph.ElecLeft.Pin0 = [1000; 0];
%% SECTION 2 -- Graph structure
Graph.ElecLeft.Nv = 11; % Number of vertices
Graph.ElecLeft.Ne = 34; % Number of edges (Power flows)
Graph.ElecLeft.Ns = 1 ; % Number of sources
Graph.ElecLeft.Ns aux = 1 ; % Number of auxiliary sources
Graph.ElecLeft.Nt = 4 ; % Number of sinks
Graph.ElecLeft.Nt aux = 14; % Number of auxiliary sinks
Graph.ElecLeft.NuC = 2 ; % Number of unique continuous inputs
Graph.ElecLeft.NuB = 6 ; % Number of unique binary inputs
% Edge matrix
Graph.ElecLeft.E = [2 3 %
3 4 %
4 5 %
4 6 %
4 7 %
4 8 %
4 9 %
5 10 %
6 10 %
7 10 % 10
8 10 %
9 10 %
10 11 %
11 1 %
1 11 %
3 12 %
3 13 %
11 14 %
11 15 %
181
2 16 % 20
3 17 %
3 18 %
3 19 %
3 20 %
5 21 %
6 22 %
7 23 %
8 24 %
9 25 %
11 26 % 30
11 27 %
11 28 %
11 29 %
1 29]; % 34
% INPUT ORDERING:
% constraints on min/max flow rates
Graph.ElecLeft.u min = zeros(Graph.ElecLeft.NuC,1);
Graph.ElecLeft.u max = 100*ones(Graph.ElecLeft.NuC,1);
% initializing the graph B matrix
Graph.ElecLeft.B = zeros(Graph.ElecLeft.Ne,Graph.ElecLeft.NuC);
Graph.ElecLeft.B(14,1) = 1; % edge 14 -- battery charge
Graph.ElecLeft.B(15,2) = 1; % edge 15 -- battery discharge
% number of algebraic relationships
No Alg = 16;
% W capatures the algebraic relationships in graphs
Graph.ElecLeft.W = zeros(No Alg,Graph.ElecLeft.Ne);
Graph.ElecLeft.W(1,1) = 1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(1,[2 16 17 21:24]) = -1; % edge 2,16,17,21-24 = 1
Graph.ElecLeft.W(2,3) = 1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(2,[8 25]) = -1; % edge 8 & 25 = 3
Graph.ElecLeft.W(3,4) = 1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(3,[9 26]) = -1; % edge 9 & 26 = 4
Graph.ElecLeft.W(4,5) = 1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(4,[10 27]) = -1; % edge 10 & 27 = 5
Graph.ElecLeft.W(5,6) = 1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(5,[11 28]) = -1; % edge 11 & 28 = 6
Graph.ElecLeft.W(6,7) = 1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(6,[12 29]) = -1; % edge 12 & 29 = 7
Graph.ElecLeft.W(7,13) = 1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(7,[8:12]) = -1; % edge 8-12 = 13
Graph.ElecLeft.W(8,[13 15]) = 1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(8,[14 18:19 30:33]) = -1; % edge 14,18,19,30-33=13+15
Graph.ElecLeft.W(9,20) = -1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(9,1) = (1/eta gen-1); % eta*20=(1-eta)*1
Graph.ElecLeft.W(10,34) = -1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(10,15) = (1/eta bat-1); %eta*34=(1-eta)*15
Graph.ElecLeft.W(11,33) = -1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(11,14) = (1/eta bat-1); %eta*33=(1-eta)*14
Graph.ElecLeft.W(12,25) = -1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(12,8) = (1/eta inv1-1); %eta*25=(1-eta)*8
Graph.ElecLeft.W(13,26) = -1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(13,9) = (1/eta inv2-1); %eta*26=(1-eta)*9
Graph.ElecLeft.W(14,27) = -1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(14,10) = (1/eta inv3-1); %eta*27=(1-eta)*10
Graph.ElecLeft.W(15,28) = -1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(15,11) = (1/eta inv4-1); %eta*28=(1-eta)*11
Graph.ElecLeft.W(16,29) = -1;
Graph.ElecLeft.W(16,12) = (1/eta inv5-1); %eta*29=(1-eta)*12
% Incidence Matrix
Graph.ElecLeft.M = zeros(Graph.ElecLeft.Nv+Graph.ElecLeft.Nt,Graph.ElecLeft.Ne);
for i = 1:Graph.ElecLeft.Ne;
Graph.ElecLeft.M(Graph.ElecLeft.E(i,1),i) = 1;
Graph.ElecLeft.M(Graph.ElecLeft.E(i,2),i) = -1;
end
clear i
Graph.ElecLeft.M upper = Graph.ElecLeft.M(1:Graph.ElecLeft.Nv,:);
Graph.ElecLeft.M lower = Graph.ElecLeft.M(1+Graph.ElecLeft.Nv:end,:);
Graph.ElecLeft.Tail = (Graph.ElecLeft.M'== 1);
Graph.ElecLeft.Head = (Graph.ElecLeft.M'==-1);
%% SECTION 3 -- Vertex definitions
% Graph Parameters
% Vertex Capacitances and Initial Temperatures
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Graph.ElecLeft.x0 = zeros(Graph.ElecLeft.Nv,1);
Graph.ElecLeft.Caps = zeros(Graph.ElecLeft.Nv,1);
Graph.ElecLeft.x min = zeros(Graph.ElecLeft.Nv,1);
Graph.ElecLeft.x max = zeros(Graph.ElecLeft.Nv,1);
% v1 Battery -- dynamic
Graph.ElecLeft.x min(1) = 0;
Graph.ElecLeft.x max(1) = 1;
Graph.ElecLeft.x0(1) = 0.5;
Graph.ElecLeft.Caps(1) = HVbatt.Cap*1e3;
% v2 Generator -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecLeft.x min(2) = 230;
Graph.ElecLeft.x max(2) = 230;
Graph.ElecLeft.x0(2) = 230;
Graph.ElecLeft.Caps(2) = inf;
% v3 HVAC Buss -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecLeft.x min(3) = 230;
Graph.ElecLeft.x max(3) = 230;
Graph.ElecLeft.x0(3) = 230;
Graph.ElecLeft.Caps(3) = inf;
% v4 Inverter Bus 1 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecLeft.x min(4) = 230;
Graph.ElecLeft.x max(4) = 230;
Graph.ElecLeft.x0(4) = 230;
Graph.ElecLeft.Caps(4) = inf;
% v5 Inverter 1 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecLeft.x min(5) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.x max(5) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.x0(5) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.Caps(5) = inf;
% v6 Inverter 2 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecLeft.x min(6) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.x max(6) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.x0(6) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.Caps(6) = inf;
% v7 Inverter 3 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecLeft.x min(7) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.x max(7) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.x0(7) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.Caps(7) = inf;
% v8 Inverter 4 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecLeft.x min(8) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.x max(8) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.x0(8) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.Caps(8) = inf;
% v9 Inverter 5 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecLeft.x min(9) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.x max(9) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.x0(9) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.Caps(9) = inf;
% v10 Inverter Bus 2 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecLeft.x min(10) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.x max(10) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.x0(10) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.Caps(10) = inf;
% v11 HVDC Bus -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecLeft.x min(11) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.x max(11) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.x0(11) = 270;
Graph.ElecLeft.Caps(11) = inf;
%% SECTION 4 -- Edge definitions
% P = (c1+u)*(c2*x in + c3*x out)
Graph.ElecLeft.P max = 1000*ones(Graph.ElecLeft.Ne,1);
B.3 Right Electric System Graph
Ger definition:
%% ELECTRICAL Right GRAPH
Graph.ElecRight.Name = 'ElecRight';
Graph.ElecRight.DT = 1;
eta gen = GenL.eta;
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eta bat = LVbatt.eff.max eta;
eta FAD = FADEC.eff.max eta;
eta load = LOAD.eff.max eta;
eta inv1 = Converters.LVDC.eff.max eta;
eta inv2 = Converters.LVDC.eff.max eta;
eta inv3 = Converters.LVDC.eff.max eta;
eta inv4 = Converters.LVDC.eff.max eta;
eta inv5 = Converters.LVDC.eff.max eta;
eta inv6 = Converters.LVAC.eff.max eta;
eta inv7 = Converters.LVAC.eff.max eta;
eta inv8 = Converters.LVAC.eff.max eta;
eta inv9 = Converters.LVAC.eff.max eta;
eta inv10 = Converters.LVAC.eff.max eta;
eta AEE = AEE.eff.max eta;
Graph.ElecRight.Pin0 = [1000; 0; 0];
%% SECTION 2 -- Graph structure
Graph.ElecRight.Nv = 26; % Number of vertices
Graph.ElecRight.Ne = 67; % Number of edges (Power flows)
Graph.ElecRight.Ns = 1 ; % Number of sources
Graph.ElecRight.Ns aux = 2 ; % Number of auxiliary sources
Graph.ElecRight.Nt = 8 ; % Number of sinks
Graph.ElecRight.Nt aux = 20; % Number of auxiliary sinks
Graph.ElecRight.NuC = 2 ; % Number of unique continuous inputs
Graph.ElecRight.NuB = 11 ; % Number of unique binary inputs
% Edge matrix
Graph.ElecRight.E = [ 2 3 % 1
3 4 %
4 5 %
4 6 %
4 7 %
4 8 %
4 9 %
5 10 %
6 10 %
7 10 % 10
8 10 %
9 10 %
10 11 %
11 1 %
1 11 %
3 12 %
11 13 %
11 24 %
13 14 %
13 15 % 20
3 16 %
16 17 %
16 18 %
16 19 %
16 20 %
16 21 %
17 22 %
18 22 %
19 22 %
20 22 % 30
21 22 %
22 23 %
23 24 %
23 13 %
24 26 %
24 25 %
3 27 %
3 28 %
12 29 %
23 30 % 40
14 31 %
15 32 %
25 33 %
26 34 %
2 35 %
12 36 %
3 38 %
3 37 %
5 39 %
184
6 40 % 50
7 41 %
8 42 %
9 43 %
17 44 %
18 45 %
19 46 %
20 47 %
21 48 %
11 49 %
1 49 % 60
11 50 %
11 51 %
14 52 %
15 52 %
25 53 %
26 53 %
23 54]; % 67
% INPUT ORDERING:
% constraints on min/max flow rates
Graph.ElecRight.u min = zeros(Graph.ElecRight.NuC,1);
Graph.ElecRight.u max = 100*ones(Graph.ElecRight.NuC,1);
% initializing the graph B matrix
Graph.ElecRight.B = zeros(Graph.ElecRight.Ne,Graph.ElecRight.NuC);
Graph.ElecRight.B(14,1) = 1; % edge 14 -- battery charge
Graph.ElecRight.B(15,2) = 1; % edge 15 -- battery discharge
% number of algebraic relationships
No Alg = 40;
% W capatures the algebraic relationships in graphs
Graph.ElecRight.W = zeros(No Alg,Graph.ElecRight.Ne);
Graph.ElecRight.W(1,1) = 1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(1,[2 16 21 37 38 47 48]) = -1; % summation at V(3)
Graph.ElecRight.W(2,3) = 1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(2,[8 49]) = -1; % LVDC INV1 inefficiency
Graph.ElecRight.W(3,4) = 1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(3,[9 50]) = -1; % LVDC INV2 inefficiency
Graph.ElecRight.W(4,5) = 1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(4,[10 51]) = -1; % LVDC INV3 inefficiency
Graph.ElecRight.W(5,6) = 1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(5,[11 52]) = -1; % LVDC INV4 inefficiency
Graph.ElecRight.W(6,7) = 1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(6,[12 53]) = -1; % LVDC INV5 inefficiency
Graph.ElecRight.W(7,13) = 1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(7,[8:12]) = -1; % summation at V(10)
Graph.ElecRight.W(8,[13 15]) = 1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(8,[14 17 18 59 61 62]) = -1; % summation at V(11)
Graph.ElecRight.W(9,45) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(9,1) = (1/eta gen-1); % gen losses
Graph.ElecRight.W(10,60) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(10,15) = (1/eta bat-1); % batt losses
Graph.ElecRight.W(11,59) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(11,14) = (1/eta bat-1); % batt losses
Graph.ElecRight.W(12,49) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(12,8) = (1/eta inv1-1); % LVDC INV1
Graph.ElecRight.W(13,50) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(13,9) = (1/eta inv2-1); % LVDC INV2
Graph.ElecRight.W(14,51) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(14,10) = (1/eta inv3-1); % LVDC INV3
Graph.ElecRight.W(15,52) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(15,11) = (1/eta inv4-1); % LVDC INV4
Graph.ElecRight.W(16,53) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(16,12) = (1/eta inv5-1); % LVDC INV5
Graph.ElecRight.W(17,22) = 1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(17,[27 54]) = -1; % LVAC INV1 inefficiency
Graph.ElecRight.W(18,23) = 1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(18,[28 55]) = -1; % LVAC INV2 inefficiency
Graph.ElecRight.W(19,24) = 1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(19,[29 56]) = -1; % LVAC INV3 inefficiency
Graph.ElecRight.W(20,25) = 1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(20,[30 57]) = -1; % LVAC INV4 inefficiency
Graph.ElecRight.W(21,26) = 1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(21,[31 58]) = -1; % LVAC INV5 inefficiency
Graph.ElecRight.W(22,32) = 1; % summation at V(22)
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Graph.ElecRight.W(22,[27:31]) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(23,32) = 1; % summation at V(23)
Graph.ElecRight.W(23,[33 34 40 67]) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(24,16) = 1; % summation at V(12)
Graph.ElecRight.W(24,[39 46]) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(25,[17 34]) = 1; % summation at V(13)
Graph.ElecRight.W(25,[19 20]) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(26,19) = 1; % summation at V(14)
Graph.ElecRight.W(26,[41 63]) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(27,20) = 1; % summation at V(15)
Graph.ElecRight.W(27,[42 64]) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(28,[33 18]) = 1; % summation at V(24)
Graph.ElecRight.W(28,[35 36]) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(29,36) = 1; % summation at V(25)
Graph.ElecRight.W(29,[43 65]) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(30,35) = 1; % summation at V(26)
Graph.ElecRight.W(30,[ 44 66]) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(31,54) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(31,27) = (1/eta inv6-1); % LVAC INV1
Graph.ElecRight.W(32,55) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(32,28) = (1/eta inv7-1); % LVAC INV2
Graph.ElecRight.W(33,56) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(33,29) = (1/eta inv8-1); % LVAC INV3
Graph.ElecRight.W(34,57) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(34,30) = (1/eta inv9-1); % LVAC INV4
Graph.ElecRight.W(35,58) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(35,31) = (1/eta inv10-1);% LVAC INV5
Graph.ElecRight.W(36,46) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(36,39) = (1/eta AEE-1); % AEE losses
Graph.ElecRight.W(37,63) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(37,41) = (1/eta load-1); % gen losses
Graph.ElecRight.W(38,64) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(38,42) = (1/eta load-1); % gen losses
Graph.ElecRight.W(39,65) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(39,43) = (1/eta load-1); % gen losses
Graph.ElecRight.W(40,66) = -1;
Graph.ElecRight.W(40,44) = (1/eta load-1); % gen losses
% Incidence Matrix
Graph.ElecRight.M = zeros(Graph.ElecRight.Nv+Graph.ElecRight.Nt,Graph.ElecRight.Ne);
for i = 1:Graph.ElecRight.Ne;
Graph.ElecRight.M(Graph.ElecRight.E(i,1),i) = 1;
Graph.ElecRight.M(Graph.ElecRight.E(i,2),i) = -1;
end
clear i
Graph.ElecRight.M upper = Graph.ElecRight.M(1:Graph.ElecRight.Nv,:);
Graph.ElecRight.M lower = Graph.ElecRight.M(1+Graph.ElecRight.Nv:end,:);
Graph.ElecRight.Tail = (Graph.ElecRight.M'== 1);
Graph.ElecRight.Head = (Graph.ElecRight.M'==-1);
%% SECTION 3 -- Vertex definitions
% Graph Parameters
% Vertex Capacitances and Initial Temperatures
Graph.ElecRight.x0 = zeros(Graph.ElecRight.Nv,1);
Graph.ElecRight.Caps = zeros(Graph.ElecRight.Nv,1);
Graph.ElecRight.x min = zeros(Graph.ElecRight.Nv,1);
Graph.ElecRight.x max = zeros(Graph.ElecRight.Nv,1);
% v1 Battery -- dynamic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(1) = 0.05;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(1) = 0.95;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(1) = 0.5;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(1) = LVbatt.Cap*1e3; % [MJ * 1000]
% v2 Generator -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(2) = 230;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(2) = 230;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(2) = 230;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(2) = inf;
% v3 HVAC Buss -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(3) = 230;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(3) = 230;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(3) = 230;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(3) = inf;
% v4 LVDC Inverter Bus 1 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(4) = 230;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(4) = 230;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(4) = 230;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(4) = inf;
% v5 Inverter 1 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(5) = 28;
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Graph.ElecRight.x max(5) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(5) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(5) = inf;
% v6 Inverter 2 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(6) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(6) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(6) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(6) = inf;
% v7 Inverter 3 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(7) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(7) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(7) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(7) = inf;
% v8 Inverter 4 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(8) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(8) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(8) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(8) = inf;
% v9 Inverter 5 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(9) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(9) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(9) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(9) = inf;
% v10 LVDC Inverter Bus 2 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(10) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(10) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(10) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(10) = inf;
% v11 LVDC Bus -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(11) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(11) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(11) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(11) = inf;
% v 12 AEE -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(12) = 230;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(12) = 230;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(12) = 230;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(12) = inf;
% v 13 LVDC RDPU -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(13) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(13) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(13) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(13) = inf;
% v 14 LVDC RDPU Sheddable -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(14) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(14) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(14) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(14) = inf;
% v 15 LVDC RDPU Non sheddable -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(15) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(15) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(15) = 28;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(15) = inf;
% v 16 LVAC Inverter Bus 1 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(16) = 230;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(16) = 230;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(16) = 230;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(16) = inf;
% v 17 LVAC Inverter 1 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(17) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(17) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(17) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(17) = inf;
% v 18 LVAC Inverter 2 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(18) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(18) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(18) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(18) = inf;
% v 19 LVAC Inverter 3 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(19) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(19) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(19) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(19) = inf;
% v 20 LVAC Inverter 4 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(20) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(20) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(20) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(20) = inf;
% v 21 LVAC Inverter 5 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(21) = 115;
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Graph.ElecRight.x max(21) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(21) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(21) = inf;
% v 22 LVAC LVDC Inverter Bus 2 -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(22) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(22) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(22) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(22) = inf;
% v 23 LVAC Bus -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(23) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(23) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(23) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(23) = inf;
% v 24 LVAC RDPU -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(24) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(24) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(24) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(24) = inf;
% v 25 LVAC RDPU Non sheddable -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(25) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(25) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(25) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(25) = inf;
% v 26 LVAC RDPU Sheddable -- Algebraic
Graph.ElecRight.x min(26) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x max(26) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.x0(26) = 115;
Graph.ElecRight.Caps(26) = inf;
%% SECTION 4 -- Edge definitions
% P = (c1+u)*(c2*x in + c3*x out)
% Graph.ElecRight.E coeff = zeros(Graph.ElecRight.Ne,4);
Graph.ElecRight.P max = 1000*ones(Graph.ElecRight.Ne,1);
B.4 Liquid Loop System Graph
Gll definition:
%% Fluid loops graph
Graph.FluidLoop.Name = 'FluidLoop';
Graph.FluidLoop.DT = 1;
Graph.FluidLoop.Cp fluid = 3.59;
Graph.FluidLoop.Pin0 = [0.5*300*3.53;0.5*300*3.53;1;1.2;1.2;ones(15,1)];
eta pump = 0.8;
%% SECTION 2 -- Graph structure
Graph.FluidLoop.Nv = 45; % Number of vertices
Graph.FluidLoop.Ne = 63; % Number of edges (Power flows)
Graph.FluidLoop.Ns = 0 ; % Number of sources
Graph.FluidLoop.Ns aux = 20; % Number of auxiliary sources
Graph.FluidLoop.Nt = 1 ; % Number of sinks
Graph.FluidLoop.Nt aux = 2 ; % Number of auxiliar sinks
Graph.FluidLoop.NuC = 23; % Number of unique continuous inputs
Graph.FluidLoop.NuB = 0 ; % Number of unique binary inputs
% Edge matrix
Graph.FluidLoop.E = [ 1 2 % 1
3 2 %
2 4 %
4 5 %
4 7 %
4 8 %
4 9 %
4 6 %
5 28 %
25 28 % 10
26 28 %
27 28 %
6 28 %
7 10 %
7 11 %
7 12 %
7 13 %
7 14 %
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10 25 %
11 25 % 20
12 25 %
13 25 %
14 25 %
8 15 %
8 16 %
8 17 %
8 18 %
8 19 %
15 26 %
16 26 % 30
17 26 %
18 26 %
19 26 %
9 20 %
9 21 %
9 22 %
9 23 %
9 24 %
20 27 %
21 27 % 40
22 27 %
23 27 %
24 27 %
29 5 %
30 10 %
31 11 %
32 12 %
33 13 %
34 14 %
35 15 % 50
36 16 %
37 17 %
38 18 %
39 19 %
40 20 %
41 21 %
42 22 %
43 23 %
44 24 %
45 6 % 60
3 46 %
28 47 %
28 48]; %
% INPUT ORDERING:
% constraints on min/max flow rates
Graph.FluidLoop.u min = zeros(Graph.FluidLoop.NuC,1)+1e-2;
Graph.FluidLoop.u max = 2*ones(Graph.FluidLoop.NuC,1);
% initializing the graph B matrix
Graph.FluidLoop.B = zeros(Graph.FluidLoop.Ne,Graph.FluidLoop.NuC);
Graph.FluidLoop.B(1,1) = 1; % edge 1 -- Inflow
Graph.FluidLoop.B(3,1) = 1; % edge 3 -- Inflow
Graph.FluidLoop.B(4,2) = 1; % edge 4 -- HV Battery
Graph.FluidLoop.B(9,2) = 1; % edge 9 -- HV Battery
Graph.FluidLoop.B(5,3) = 1; % edge 5 -- HVDC Inverters
Graph.FluidLoop.B(10,3) = 1; % edge 10 -- HVDC Inverters
Graph.FluidLoop.B(6,4) = 1; % edge 6 -- LVDC Inverters
Graph.FluidLoop.B(11,4) = 1; % edge 11 -- LVDC Inverters
Graph.FluidLoop.B(7,5) = 1; % edge 7 -- LVAC Inverters
Graph.FluidLoop.B(12,5) = 1; % edge 12 -- LVAC Inverters
Graph.FluidLoop.B(8,6) = 1; % edge 8 -- LV Battery
Graph.FluidLoop.B(13,6) = 1; % edge 13 -- LV Battery
Graph.FluidLoop.B(14,7) = 1; % edge 14 -- HVDC Inverter 1
Graph.FluidLoop.B(19,7) = 1; % edge 19 -- HVDC Inverter 1
Graph.FluidLoop.B(15,8) = 1; % edge 15 -- HVDC Inverter 2
Graph.FluidLoop.B(20,8) = 1; % edge 20 -- HVDC Inverter 2
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Graph.FluidLoop.B(16,9) = 1; % edge 16 -- HVDC Inverter 3
Graph.FluidLoop.B(21,9) = 1; % edge 21 -- HVDC Inverter 3
Graph.FluidLoop.B(17,10) = 1; % edge 17 -- HVDC Inverter 4
Graph.FluidLoop.B(22,10) = 1; % edge 22 -- HVDC Inverter 4
Graph.FluidLoop.B(18,11) = 1; % edge 18 -- HVDC Inverter 5
Graph.FluidLoop.B(23,11) = 1; % edge 23 -- HVDC Inverter 5
Graph.FluidLoop.B(24,12) = 1; % edge 24 -- LVDC Inverter 1
Graph.FluidLoop.B(29,12) = 1; % edge 29 -- LVDC Inverter 1
Graph.FluidLoop.B(25,13) = 1; % edge 25 -- LVDC Inverter 2
Graph.FluidLoop.B(30,13) = 1; % edge 30 -- LVDC Inverter 2
Graph.FluidLoop.B(26,14) = 1; % edge 26 -- LVDC Inverter 3
Graph.FluidLoop.B(31,14) = 1; % edge 31 -- LVDC Inverter 3
Graph.FluidLoop.B(27,15) = 1; % edge 27 -- LVDC Inverter 4
Graph.FluidLoop.B(32,15) = 1; % edge 32 -- LVDC Inverter 4
Graph.FluidLoop.B(28,16) = 1; % edge 28 -- LVDC Inverter 5
Graph.FluidLoop.B(33,16) = 1; % edge 33 -- LVDC Inverter 5
Graph.FluidLoop.B(34,17) = 1; % edge 34 -- LVAC Inverter 1
Graph.FluidLoop.B(39,17) = 1; % edge 39 -- LVAC Inverter 1
Graph.FluidLoop.B(35,18) = 1; % edge 35 -- LVAC Inverter 2
Graph.FluidLoop.B(40,18) = 1; % edge 40 -- LVAC Inverter 2
Graph.FluidLoop.B(36,19) = 1; % edge 36 -- LVAC Inverter 3
Graph.FluidLoop.B(41,19) = 1; % edge 41 -- LVAC Inverter 3
Graph.FluidLoop.B(37,20) = 1; % edge 37 -- LVAC Inverter 4
Graph.FluidLoop.B(42,20) = 1; % edge 42 -- LVAC Inverter 4
Graph.FluidLoop.B(38,21) = 1; % edge 38 -- LVAC Inverter 5
Graph.FluidLoop.B(43,21) = 1; % edge 43 -- LVAC Inverter 5
Graph.FluidLoop.B(62,22) = 1; % edge 62 -- ACM Split
Graph.FluidLoop.B(63,23) = 1; % edge 63 -- ACM Split
% Vertices connected to sources, formatted as (vertex# , source#)
Graph.FluidLoop.D = zeros(Graph.FluidLoop.Nv,Graph.FluidLoop.Ns+Graph.FluidLoop.Ns aux);
Graph.FluidLoop.D(1 ,1) = 1; % return from left ACM
Graph.FluidLoop.D(1 ,2) = 1; % return from righ ACM
Graph.FluidLoop.D(3 ,3) = 1; % Pump power
Graph.FluidLoop.D(29,4) = 1; % HV battery heat
Graph.FluidLoop.D(45,5) = 1; % LV battery heat
Graph.FluidLoop.D(30,6) = 1; % HVDC heat for inverter 1
Graph.FluidLoop.D(31,7) = 1; % HVDC heat for inverter 2
Graph.FluidLoop.D(32,8) = 1; % HVDC heat for inverter 3
Graph.FluidLoop.D(33,9) = 1; % HVDC heat for inverter 4
Graph.FluidLoop.D(34,10) = 1; % HVDC heat for inverter 5
Graph.FluidLoop.D(35,11) = 1; % LVDC heat for inverter 1
Graph.FluidLoop.D(36,12) = 1; % LVDC heat for inverter 2
Graph.FluidLoop.D(37,13) = 1; % LVDC heat for inverter 3
Graph.FluidLoop.D(38,14) = 1; % LVDC heat for inverter 4
Graph.FluidLoop.D(39,15) = 1; % LVDC heat for inverter 5
Graph.FluidLoop.D(40,16) = 1; % LVAC heat for inverter 1
Graph.FluidLoop.D(41,17) = 1; % LVAC heat for inverter 2
Graph.FluidLoop.D(42,18) = 1; % LVAC heat for inverter 3
Graph.FluidLoop.D(43,19) = 1; % LVAC heat for inverter 4
Graph.FluidLoop.D(44,20) = 1; % LVAC heat for inverter 5
% number of algebraic relationships
No Alg = 1;
% W capatures the algebraic relationships in graphs
Graph.FluidLoop.W = zeros(No Alg,Graph.FluidLoop.Ne);
%
Graph.FluidLoop.W(1,2) = -1;
Graph.FluidLoop.W(1,61) = (1/eta pump-1); % pump inefficiencies
% Incidence Matrix
Graph.FluidLoop.M = zeros(Graph.FluidLoop.Nv+Graph.FluidLoop.Nt,Graph.FluidLoop.Ne);
for i = 1:Graph.FluidLoop.Ne;
Graph.FluidLoop.M(Graph.FluidLoop.E(i,1),i) = 1;
Graph.FluidLoop.M(Graph.FluidLoop.E(i,2),i) = -1;
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end
clear i
Graph.FluidLoop.M upper = Graph.FluidLoop.M(1:Graph.FluidLoop.Nv,:);
Graph.FluidLoop.M lower = Graph.FluidLoop.M(1+Graph.FluidLoop.Nv:end,:);
Graph.FluidLoop.Tail = (Graph.FluidLoop.M'== 1);
Graph.FluidLoop.Head = (Graph.FluidLoop.M'==-1);
%% SECTION 3 -- Vertex definitions
% Graph Parameters
% Vertex Capacitances and Initial Temperatures
Graph.FluidLoop.x0 = zeros(Graph.FluidLoop.Nv,1);
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps = zeros(Graph.FluidLoop.Nv,1);
Graph.FluidLoop.x min = zeros(Graph.FluidLoop.Nv,1);
Graph.FluidLoop.x max = zeros(Graph.FluidLoop.Nv,1);
% v1 T junc -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(1) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(1) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(1) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(1) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v2 T pump -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(2) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(2) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(2) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(2) = pi*(Pumps.InvrtrPump.ID/2)ˆ2*0.1*1034*3.5;
% v3 Pump -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(3) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(3) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(3) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(3) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v4 split -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(4) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(4) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(4) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(4) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v5 T battery -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(5) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(5) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(5) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(5) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v6 T battery -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(6) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(6) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(6) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(6) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v7 split -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(7) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(7) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(7) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(7) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v8 split -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(8) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(8) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(8) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(8) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v9 split -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(9) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(9) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(9) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(9) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v10 HVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(10) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(10) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(10) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(10) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v11 HVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(11) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(11) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(11) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(11) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v HVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(12) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(12) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(12) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(12) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v HVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(13) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(13) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(13) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(13) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
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% v HVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(14) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(14) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(14) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(14) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v 15 LVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(15) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(15) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(15) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(15) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v 16 LVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(16) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(16) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(16) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(16) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v 17 LVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(17) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(17) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(17) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(17) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v 18 LVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(18) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(18) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(18) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(18) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v 19 LVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(19) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(19) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(19) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(19) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v 20 LVAC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(20) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(20) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(20) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(20) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v 21 LVAC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(21) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(21) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(21) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(21) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v 22 LVAC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(22) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(22) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(22) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(22) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v 23 LVAC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(23) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(23) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(23) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(23) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v 24 LVAC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(24) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(24) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(24) = 30;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(24) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v 25 junction -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(25) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(25) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(25) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(25) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v 26 junction -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(26) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(26) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(26) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(26) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v 27 junction -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(27) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(27) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(27) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(27) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v 28 junction -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(28) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(28) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(28) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(28) = 0.05ˆ3*1034*3.5;
% v 29 T battery -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(29) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(29) = 100;
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Graph.FluidLoop.x0(29) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(29) = HVbatt.CP.mass*HVbatt.CP.Cp;
% v 30 HVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(30) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(30) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(30) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(30) = Converters.HVDC.CP.mass*Converters.HVDC.CP.Cp;
% v 31 HVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(31) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(31) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(31) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(31) = Converters.HVDC.CP.mass*Converters.HVDC.CP.Cp;
% v 32 HVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(32) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(32) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(32) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(32) = Converters.HVDC.CP.mass*Converters.HVDC.CP.Cp;
% v 33 HVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(33) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(33) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(33) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(33) = Converters.HVDC.CP.mass*Converters.HVDC.CP.Cp;
% v 34 HVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(34) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(34) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(34) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(34) = Converters.HVDC.CP.mass*Converters.HVDC.CP.Cp;
% v 35 LVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(35) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(35) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(35) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(35) = Converters.LVDC.CP.mass*Converters.LVDC.CP.Cp;
% v 36 LVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(36) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(36) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(36) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(36) = Converters.LVDC.CP.mass*Converters.LVDC.CP.Cp;
% v 37 LVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(37) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(37) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(37) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(37) = Converters.LVDC.CP.mass*Converters.LVDC.CP.Cp;
% v 38 LVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(38) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(38) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(38) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(38) = Converters.LVDC.CP.mass*Converters.LVDC.CP.Cp;
% v 39 LVDC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(39) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(39) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(39) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(39) = Converters.LVDC.CP.mass*Converters.LVDC.CP.Cp;
% v 40 LVAC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(40) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(40) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(40) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(40) = Converters.LVAC.CP.mass*Converters.LVAC.CP.Cp;
% v 41 LVAC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(41) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(41) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(41) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(41) = Converters.LVAC.CP.mass*Converters.LVAC.CP.Cp;
% v 42 LVAC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(42) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(42) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(42) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(42) = Converters.LVAC.CP.mass*Converters.LVAC.CP.Cp;
% v 43 LVAC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(43) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(43) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(43) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(43) = Converters.LVAC.CP.mass*Converters.LVAC.CP.Cp;
% v 44 LVAC Inverter Temp -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(44) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(44) = 100;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0(44) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(44) = Converters.LVAC.CP.mass*Converters.LVAC.CP.Cp;
% v 45 T battery -- dynamic
Graph.FluidLoop.x min(45) = 0;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max(45) = 100;
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Graph.FluidLoop.x0(45) = 20;
Graph.FluidLoop.Caps(45) = LVbatt.CP.mass*LVbatt.CP.Cp;
% Graph.FluidLoop.Caps = Graph.FluidLoop.Caps * 10;
% C to K
Graph.FluidLoop.x min = Graph.FluidLoop.x min + 273.15-10;
Graph.FluidLoop.x max = Graph.FluidLoop.x max + 273.15-20;
Graph.FluidLoop.x0 = Graph.FluidLoop.x0 + 273.15;
% Graph.FluidLoop.Caps = Graph.FluidLoop.Caps*1000;
%% SECTION 4 -- Edge definitions
% P = (c1+u)*(c2*x from + c3*x to + c4)
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff = zeros(Graph.FluidLoop.Ne,4);
indx fld = [1 3 4:46 62 63];
% all edges that use Cp of the fluid
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(indx fld,2) = Graph.FluidLoop.Cp fluid;
% HV Battery wall heat transfer
hA = (pi * HVbatt.CP.ID * HVbatt.CP.L) * HVbatt.CP.H;
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(44,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(44,2) = 1;
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(44,3) = -1;
% LV Battery wall heat transfer
hA = (pi * LVbatt.CP.ID * LVbatt.CP.L) * LVbatt.CP.H;
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(60,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(60,2) = 1;
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(60,3) = -1;
% HVDC inverter bank wall heat transfer
hA = (pi*Converters.HVDC.CP.ID* Converters.HVDC.CP.L)*Converters.HVDC.CP.H;
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(45:49,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(45:49,2) = 1;
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(45:49,3) = -1;
% LVDC inverter bank wall heat transfer
hA = (pi*Converters.LVDC.CP.ID* Converters.LVDC.CP.L)*Converters.LVDC.CP.H;
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(50:54,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(50:54,2) = 1;
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(50:54,3) = -1;
% LVAC inverter bank wall heat transfer
hA = (pi*Converters.LVAC.CP.ID* Converters.LVAC.CP.L)*Converters.LVAC.CP.H;
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(55:59,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(55:59,2) = 1;
Graph.FluidLoop.E coeff(55:59,3) = -1;
B.5 Air Zone System Graph
Gaz definition:
%% air zones graph
Graph.AirZones.Name = 'AirZones';
Graph.AirZones.DT = 1;
Graph.AirZones.Cp fluid = 1.006;
Graph.AirZones.Pin0 = [0.5*300*3.53;0.5*300*3.53;1;1.2;1.2;ones(15,1)];
eta pump = 0.8;
%% SECTION 2 -- Graph structure
Graph.AirZones.Nv = 11; % Number of vertices
Graph.AirZones.Ne = 23; % Number of edges (Power flows)
Graph.AirZones.Ns = 2 ; % Number of sources
Graph.AirZones.Ns aux = 6; % Number of auxiliary sources
Graph.AirZones.Nt = 2 ; % Number of sinks
Graph.AirZones.Nt aux = 2 ; % Number of auxiliar sinks
Graph.AirZones.NuC = 8; % Number of unique continuous inputs
Graph.AirZones.NuB = 0 ; % Number of unique binary inputs
% Edge matrix
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Graph.AirZones.E = [1 3 % 1
2 4 %
3 5 %
4 5 %
5 6 % 5
5 7 %
5 8 %
5 9 %
5 10 %
6 11 % 10
7 11 %
8 11 %
9 11 %
10 11 %
1 12 % 15
2 12 %
6 13 %
7 13 %
8 13 %
9 13 % 20
10 13 %
11 14 %
11 15]; % 23
% INPUT ORDERING:
% constraints on min/max flow rates
Graph.AirZones.u min = zeros(Graph.AirZones.NuC,1);
Graph.AirZones.u max = 4*ones(Graph.AirZones.NuC,1);
Graph.AirZones.u max(8) = 50;
Graph.AirZones.u max(3) = 4;
% initializing the graph B matrix
Graph.AirZones.B = zeros(Graph.AirZones.Ne,Graph.AirZones.NuC);
Graph.AirZones.B(3,1) = 1; % edge 3 -- In flow #1
Graph.AirZones.B(22,1) = 1; % edge 22 -- Out flow #1
Graph.AirZones.B(4,2) = 1; % edge 4 -- In flow #2
Graph.AirZones.B(23,2) = 1; % edge 23 -- Out flow #2
Graph.AirZones.B(5,3) = 1; % edge 5 -- Cabin
Graph.AirZones.B(10,3) = 1; % edge 10 -- Cabin
Graph.AirZones.B(6,4) = 1; % edge 6 -- Cockpit
Graph.AirZones.B(11,4) = 1; % edge 11 -- Cockpit
Graph.AirZones.B(7,5) = 1; % edge 7 -- Electronics Bay E
Graph.AirZones.B(12,5) = 1; % edge 12 -- Electronics Bay E
Graph.AirZones.B(8,6) = 1; % edge 8 -- Electronics Bay F
Graph.AirZones.B(13,6) = 1; % edge 13 -- Electronics Bay F
Graph.AirZones.B(9,7) = 1; % edge 9 -- Cargo
Graph.AirZones.B(14,7) = 1; % edge 14 -- Cargo
% Vertices connected to sources, formatted as (vertex# , source#)
Graph.AirZones.D = zeros(Graph.AirZones.Nv,Graph.AirZones.Ns+Graph.AirZones.Ns aux);
Graph.AirZones.D(6 ,1) = 1; % Cabin heat
Graph.AirZones.D(7 ,2) = 1; % Cockpit heat
Graph.AirZones.D(1 ,3) = 1; % Power to left blower
Graph.AirZones.D(2 ,4) = 1; % Power to right blower
Graph.AirZones.D(3 ,5) = 1; % return from Left ACM
Graph.AirZones.D(4 ,6) = 1; % return from right ACM
Graph.AirZones.D(8 ,7) = 1; % Electronics bay E heat
Graph.AirZones.D(9 ,8) = 1; % Electronics bay F heat
Graph.AirZones.D(10,9) = 1; % cargo heater
% number of algebraic relationships
No Alg = 2;
% W capatures the algebraic relationships in graphs
Graph.AirZones.W = zeros(No Alg,Graph.AirZones.Ne);
%
Graph.AirZones.W(1,1) = -1;
Graph.AirZones.W(1,15) = (1/eta pump-1); % pump inefficiencies
Graph.AirZones.W(2,2) = -1;
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Graph.AirZones.W(2,16) = (1/eta pump-1); % pump inefficiencies
% Incidence Matrix
Graph.AirZones.M = zeros(Graph.AirZones.Nv+Graph.AirZones.Nt,Graph.AirZones.Ne);
for i = 1:Graph.AirZones.Ne;
Graph.AirZones.M(Graph.AirZones.E(i,1),i) = 1;
Graph.AirZones.M(Graph.AirZones.E(i,2),i) = -1;
end
clear i
Graph.AirZones.M upper = Graph.AirZones.M(1:Graph.AirZones.Nv,:);
Graph.AirZones.M lower = Graph.AirZones.M(1+Graph.AirZones.Nv:end,:);
Graph.AirZones.Tail = (Graph.AirZones.M'== 1);
Graph.AirZones.Head = (Graph.AirZones.M'==-1);
%% SECTION 3 -- Vertex definitions
% Graph Parameters
% Vertex Capacitances and Initial Temperatures
Graph.AirZones.x0 = zeros(Graph.AirZones.Nv,1);
Graph.AirZones.Caps = zeros(Graph.AirZones.Nv,1);
Graph.AirZones.x min = zeros(Graph.AirZones.Nv,1);
Graph.AirZones.x max = zeros(Graph.AirZones.Nv,1);
% v1 junc -- algebraic
Graph.AirZones.x min(1) = -inf;
Graph.AirZones.x max(1) = inf;
Graph.AirZones.x0(1) = 20;
Graph.AirZones.Caps(1) = inf;
% v2 pump -- algebraic
Graph.AirZones.x min(2) = -inf;
Graph.AirZones.x max(2) = inf;
Graph.AirZones.x0(2) = 20;
Graph.AirZones.Caps(2) = inf;
% v3 Pump -- dynamic
Graph.AirZones.x min(3) = 0;
Graph.AirZones.x max(3) = 100;
Graph.AirZones.x0(3) = AirZone.Split.init.T;
Graph.AirZones.Caps(3) = AirZone.Split.L*AirZone.Split.Dˆ2*pi/4;
% v4 pump -- dynamic
Graph.AirZones.x min(4) = 0;
Graph.AirZones.x max(4) = 100;
Graph.AirZones.x0(4) = AirZone.Split.init.T;
Graph.AirZones.Caps(4) = AirZone.Split.L*AirZone.Split.Dˆ2*pi/4;
% v5 T split Temp -- dynamic
Graph.AirZones.x min(5) = 0;
Graph.AirZones.x max(5) = 100;
Graph.AirZones.x0(5) = AirZone.Split.init.T;
Graph.AirZones.Caps(5) = AirZone.Split.L*AirZone.Split.Dˆ2*pi/4;
% v6 T cabin Temp -- dynamic
Graph.AirZones.x min(6) = 18;
Graph.AirZones.x max(6) = 23.85;
Graph.AirZones.x0(6) = AirZone.Cabin.init.T;
Graph.AirZones.Caps(6) = AirZone.Cabin.L*AirZone.Cabin.Dˆ2*pi/4;
% v7 cockpit Temp -- dynamic
Graph.AirZones.x min(7) = 18;
Graph.AirZones.x max(7) = 23.85;
Graph.AirZones.x0(7) = AirZone.Cockpit.init.T;
Graph.AirZones.Caps(7) = AirZone.Cockpit.L*AirZone.Cockpit.Dˆ2*pi/4;
% v8 bay E Temp -- dynamic
Graph.AirZones.x min(8) = 0;
Graph.AirZones.x max(8) = 35;
Graph.AirZones.x0(8) = AirZone.ElecBay1.init.T;
Graph.AirZones.Caps(8) = AirZone.ElecBay1.L*AirZone.ElecBay1.Dˆ2*pi/4;
% v9 bay F Temp -- dynamic
Graph.AirZones.x min(9) = 0;
Graph.AirZones.x max(9) = 35;
Graph.AirZones.x0(9) = AirZone.ElecBay2.init.T;
Graph.AirZones.Caps(9) = AirZone.ElecBay2.L*AirZone.ElecBay2.Dˆ2*pi/4;
% v10 cago bay Temp -- dynamic
Graph.AirZones.x min(10) = 2;
Graph.AirZones.x max(10) = 30;
Graph.AirZones.x0(10) = AirZone.CargoBay.init.T;
Graph.AirZones.Caps(10) = AirZone.CargoBay.L*AirZone.CargoBay.Dˆ2*pi/4;
% v11 junction Temp -- dynamic
Graph.AirZones.x min(11) = 0;
Graph.AirZones.x max(11) = 100;
Graph.AirZones.x0(11) = AirZone.Junc.init.T;
Graph.AirZones.Caps(11) = AirZone.Junc.L*AirZone.Junc.Dˆ2*pi/4;
% C to K
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Graph.AirZones.x min = Graph.AirZones.x min + 273.15;
Graph.AirZones.x max = Graph.AirZones.x max + 273.15;
Graph.AirZones.x0 = Graph.AirZones.x0 + 273.15;
%% SECTION 4 -- Edge definitions
% P = (c1+u)*(c2*x from + c3*x to + c4)
Graph.AirZones.E coeff = zeros(Graph.AirZones.Ne,4);
indx fld = [3:14 22 23];
% all edges that use Cp of the fluid
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(indx fld,2) = Graph.AirZones.Cp fluid;
% cabin/ambient heat transfer
hA = 2*pi*(AirZone.Cabin.D/2*AirZone.Cabin.L + AirZone.Cabin.Dˆ2/4) * AirZone.Cabin.H amb;
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(17,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(17,2) = 1;
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(17,3) = -1;
% cockpit/ambient heat transfer
hA = 2*pi*(AirZone.Cockpit.D/2*AirZone.Cockpit.L + AirZone.Cockpit.Dˆ2/4) * AirZone.Cockpit.H amb;
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(18,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(18,2) = 1;
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(18,3) = -1;
% electronics bay E/ambient heat transfer
hA = 2*pi*(AirZone.ElecBay1.D/2*AirZone.ElecBay1.L + AirZone.ElecBay1.Dˆ2/4) * AirZone.ElecBay1.H amb;
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(19,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(19,2) = 1;
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(19,3) = -1;
% electronics bay F/ambient heat transfer
hA = 2*pi*(AirZone.ElecBay2.D/2*AirZone.ElecBay2.L + AirZone.ElecBay2.Dˆ2/4) * AirZone.ElecBay2.H amb;
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(20,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(20,2) = 1;
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(20,3) = -1;
% cargobay/ambient heat transfer
hA = 2*pi*(AirZone.CargoBay.D/2*AirZone.CargoBay.L + AirZone.CargoBay.Dˆ2/4) * AirZone.CargoBay.H amb;
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(21,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(21,2) = 1;
Graph.AirZones.E coeff(21,3) = -1;
B.6 Air Cycle Machine Graph
Gacm definition:
%% ACM graph
Graph.ACM.Name = 'ACM';
Valves.ACM.Geom.L = 20;
Splits.ACM.Geom.L = 10;
%% Fluid loops graph
Graph.ACM.DT = 2;
Graph.ACM.Cp fluid = 1; % For air
Graph.ACM.Pin0 = [57*1*(50+273);2.25*2*(35+273);0.25*3.58*(40+273);1.25*1*(25.5+273)];
%% SECTION 2 -- Graph structure
Graph.ACM.Nv = 16; % Number of vertices
Graph.ACM.Ne = 22; % Number of edges (Power flows)
Graph.ACM.Ns = 1 ; % Number of sources
Graph.ACM.Ns aux = 3; % Number of auxiliary sources
Graph.ACM.Nt = 1 ; % Number of sinks
Graph.ACM.Nt aux = 3 ; % Number of auxiliar sinks
Graph.ACM.NuC = 10; % Number of unique continuous inputs
Graph.ACM.NuB = 0 ; % Number of unique binary inputs
% Edge matrix
Graph.ACM.E = [ 2 1
3 2
4 3
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5 4
6 5
7 6
3 8
4 8
12 5
8 11
10 9
11 10
8 15
13 12
14 13
11 15
15 16
16 12
1 17
9 18
7 19
14 20];
% INPUT ORDERING:
% constraints on min/max flow rates
Graph.ACM.u min = [3000;zeros(Graph.ACM.NuC-1,1)+1e-2];
% Graph.ACM.u max = [7000;2*ones(5,1);inf*ones(4,1)];
Graph.ACM.u max = [7000;20*ones(5,1);inf*ones(4,1)];
% initializing the graph B matrix
Graph.ACM.B = zeros(Graph.ACM.Ne,Graph.ACM.NuC);
% Compressor speed (u1) does not directly affect any power flow but will
% be used in controller constraints
Graph.ACM.B(4,2) = 1; % edge 4 -- mdot total
Graph.ACM.B(9,2) = 1; % edge 9 -- mdot total
Graph.ACM.B(17,2) = 1; % edge 17 -- mdot total
Graph.ACM.B(18,2) = 1; % edge 18 -- mdot total
Graph.ACM.B(3,3) = 1; % edge 3 -- mdot to bypass HX
Graph.ACM.B(7,3) = 1; % edge 7 -- mdot from bypass HX
Graph.ACM.B(8,4) = 1; % edge 8 -- mdot bypassing bypass HX
Graph.ACM.B(10,5) = 1; % edge 10 -- mdot to fuel HX
Graph.ACM.B(16,5) = 1; % edge 16 -- mdot from fuel HX
Graph.ACM.B(13,6) = 1; % edge 13 -- mdot bypassing fuel HX
Graph.ACM.B(19,7) = 1; % edge 19 -- mdot ambient air through bypass HX
Graph.ACM.B(20,8) = 1; % edge 20 -- mdot fuel through fuel HX
Graph.ACM.B(21,9) = 1; % edge 21 -- mdot liquid through liq HX
Graph.ACM.B(22,10) = 1; % edge 22 -- mdot air through air HX
% Vertices connected to sources, formatted as (vertex# , source#)
Graph.ACM.D = zeros(Graph.ACM.Nv,Graph.ACM.Ns+Graph.ACM.Ns aux);
Graph.ACM.D(1 ,1) = 1; % ambient air entering bypass HX
Graph.ACM.D(9 ,2) = 1; % fuel entering fuel HX
Graph.ACM.D(7 ,3) = 1; % liquid entering liquid HX
Graph.ACM.D(14,4) = 1; % air entering air zone HX
% number of algebraic relationships
No Alg = 0;
% W capatures the algebraic relationships in graphs
Graph.ACM.W = zeros(No Alg,Graph.ACM.Ne);
% Incidence Matrix
Graph.ACM.M = zeros(Graph.ACM.Nv+Graph.ACM.Nt,Graph.ACM.Ne);
for i = 1:Graph.ACM.Ne;
Graph.ACM.M(Graph.ACM.E(i,1),i) = 1;
Graph.ACM.M(Graph.ACM.E(i,2),i) = -1;
end
clear i
Graph.ACM.M upper = Graph.ACM.M(1:Graph.ACM.Nv,:);
Graph.ACM.M lower = Graph.ACM.M(1+Graph.ACM.Nv:end,:);
Graph.ACM.Tail = (Graph.ACM.M'== 1);
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Graph.ACM.Head = (Graph.ACM.M'==-1);
%% SECTION 3 -- Vertex definitions
% Graph Parameters
% Vertex Capacitances and Initial Temperatures
Graph.ACM.x0 = zeros(Graph.ACM.Nv,1);
Graph.ACM.Caps = zeros(Graph.ACM.Nv,1);
Graph.ACM.x min = zeros(Graph.ACM.Nv,1);
Graph.ACM.x max = zeros(Graph.ACM.Nv,1);
% v1 T bypass HX side 1 -- dynamic
Graph.ACM.x min(1) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(1) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(1) = HX.ACMBY.init.T1;
Graph.ACM.Caps(1) = HX.ACMBY.side1.N*HX.ACMBY.side1.t*HX.ACMBY.side1.W*HX.ACMBY.side1.L*0.54*1;
% v2 T bypass HX wall -- dynamic
Graph.ACM.x min(2) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(2) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(2) = HX.ACMBY.init.Twall;
Graph.ACM.Caps(2) = HX.ACMBY.side1.N*HX.ACMBY.mass*HX.ACMBY.Cp wall;
% v3 T bypass HX side 2
Graph.ACM.x min(3) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(3) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(3) = HX.ACMBY.init.T2;
Graph.ACM.Caps(3) = HX.ACMBY.side2.N*HX.ACMBY.side2.t*HX.ACMBY.side2.W*HX.ACMBY.side2.L*2.65*1;
% v4 T Split Junction2 -- dynamic
Graph.ACM.x min(4) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(4) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(4) = Splits.ACM.IC.T(3);
Graph.ACM.Caps(4) = pi*Splits.ACM.Geom.Dˆ2/4*Splits.ACM.Geom.L*2.26*1;
% v5 T Liq HX side 1 -- dynamic
Graph.ACM.x min(5) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(5) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(5) = HX.ACM1.init.T1;
Graph.ACM.Caps(5) = HX.ACM1.side1.N*HX.ACM1.side1.t*HX.ACM1.side1.W*HX.ACM1.side1.L*1*1;
% v6 T T Liq HX wall -- dynamic
Graph.ACM.x min(6) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(6) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(6) = HX.ACM1.init.Twall;
Graph.ACM.Caps(6) = HX.ACM1.side1.N*HX.ACM1.mass*HX.ACM1.Cp wall;
% v7 T Liq HX side 2 -- dynamic
Graph.ACM.x min(7) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(7) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(7) = HX.ACM1.init.T2;
Graph.ACM.Caps(7) = HX.ACM1.side2.N*HX.ACM1.side2.t*HX.ACM1.side2.W*HX.ACM1.side2.L*3.58*1000;
% v8 T Split Juction1 -- dynamic
Graph.ACM.x min(8) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(8) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(8) = Splits.ACM.IC.T(2);
Graph.ACM.Caps(8) = pi*Splits.ACM.Geom.Dˆ2/4*Splits.ACM.Geom.L*2.26*1;
% v9 T Fuel HX Side 2 -- dynamic
Graph.ACM.x min(9) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(9) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(9) = HX.ACMFUEL.init.T2;
Graph.ACM.Caps(9) = HX.ACMFUEL.side1.N*HX.ACMFUEL.side1.t*HX.ACMFUEL.side1.W*HX.ACMFUEL.side1.L*2*800;
% v10 T Fuel HX wall -- dynamic
Graph.ACM.x min(10) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(10) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(10) = HX.ACMFUEL.init.Twall;
Graph.ACM.Caps(10) = HX.ACMFUEL.side1.N*HX.ACMFUEL.mass*HX.ACMFUEL.Cp wall;
% v11 T Fuel HX Side 1 -- dynamic
Graph.ACM.x min(11) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(11) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(11) = HX.ACMFUEL.init.T1;
Graph.ACM.Caps(11) = HX.ACMFUEL.side1.N*HX.ACMFUEL.side1.t*HX.ACMFUEL.side1.W*HX.ACMFUEL.side1.L*1*1;
% v12 T Air HX Side 2 -- dynamic
Graph.ACM.x min(12) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(12) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(12) = HX.ACM2.init.T2;
Graph.ACM.Caps(12) = HX.ACM2.side2.N*HX.ACM2.side2.t*HX.ACM2.side2.W*HX.ACM2.side2.L*1*1;
% v13 T Air HX wall -- dynamic
Graph.ACM.x min(13) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(13) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(13) = HX.ACM2.init.Twall;
Graph.ACM.Caps(13) = HX.ACM2.side1.N*HX.ACM2.mass*HX.ACM2.Cp wall ;
% v14 T Air HX Side 1 -- dynamic
Graph.ACM.x min(14) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(14) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(14) = HX.ACM2.init.T1;
Graph.ACM.Caps(14) = HX.ACM2.side1.N*HX.ACM2.side1.t*HX.ACM2.side1.W*HX.ACM2.side1.L*1*1;
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% v15 T Valve 1 -- dynamic
Graph.ACM.x min(15) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(15) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(15) = Valves.ACM.IC.T(2);
Graph.ACM.Caps(15) = pi*Valves.ACM.Geom.Dˆ2/4*Valves.ACM.Geom.L*2.3*1;
% v 16 Split Junction3 -- dynamic
Graph.ACM.x min(16) = -inf;
Graph.ACM.x max(16) = inf;
Graph.ACM.x0(16) = Splits.ACM.IC.T(4);
Graph.ACM.Caps(16) = pi*Splits.ACM.Geom.Dˆ2/4*Splits.ACM.Geom.L*1.4*1;
% C to K
Graph.ACM.x min = Graph.ACM.x min + 273.15;
Graph.ACM.x max = Graph.ACM.x max + 273.15;
Graph.ACM.x0 = Graph.ACM.x0 + 273.15;
%% SECTION 4 -- Edge definitions
% P = (c1+u)*(c2*x from + c3*x to + c4)
Graph.ACM.E coeff = zeros(Graph.ACM.Ne,4);
% e1 bypass HX wall heat transfer side 1
hA = 2*HX.ACMBY.side1.N*HX.ACMBY.side1.W*HX.ACMBY.side1.L*HX.ACMBY.side1.H;
Graph.ACM.E coeff(1,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.ACM.E coeff(1,2) = 1;
Graph.ACM.E coeff(1,3) = -1;
% e2 bypass HX wall heat transfer side 2
hA = 2*HX.ACMBY.side2.N*HX.ACMBY.side2.W*HX.ACMBY.side2.L*HX.ACMBY.side2.H;
Graph.ACM.E coeff(2,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.ACM.E coeff(2,2) = 1;
Graph.ACM.E coeff(2,3) = -1;
% e3 Split Junction2
Graph.ACM.E coeff(3,2) = 1;
% e4 T Liq HX side 1
Graph.ACM.E coeff(4,2) = 1;
% e5 Liquid HX wall heat transfer side 1
hA = 2*HX.ACM1.side1.N*HX.ACM1.side1.W*HX.ACM1.side1.L*HX.ACM1.side1.H;
Graph.ACM.E coeff(5,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.ACM.E coeff(5,2) = 1;
Graph.ACM.E coeff(5,3) = -1;
% e6 Liquid HX wall heat transfer side 2
hA = 2*HX.ACM1.side2.N*HX.ACM1.side2.W*HX.ACM1.side2.L*HX.ACM1.side2.H;
Graph.ACM.E coeff(6,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.ACM.E coeff(6,2) = 1;
Graph.ACM.E coeff(6,3) = -1;
% e7 T bypass HX side 2
Graph.ACM.E coeff(7,2) = 1;
% e8 Split Junction2
Graph.ACM.E coeff(8,2) = 1;
% e9 T Air HX Side 2
Graph.ACM.E coeff(9,2) = 1;
% e10 Split Juction1
Graph.ACM.E coeff(10,2) = 1;
% e11 Feul HX wall heat transfer side 2
hA = 2*HX.ACMFUEL.side2.N*HX.ACMFUEL.side2.W*HX.ACMFUEL.side2.L*HX.ACMFUEL.side2.H;
Graph.ACM.E coeff(11,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.ACM.E coeff(11,2) = 1;
Graph.ACM.E coeff(11,3) = -1;
% e12 Feul HX wall heat transfer side 1
hA = 2*HX.ACMFUEL.side1.N*HX.ACMFUEL.side1.W*HX.ACMFUEL.side1.L*HX.ACMFUEL.side1.H;
Graph.ACM.E coeff(12,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.ACM.E coeff(12,2) = 1;
Graph.ACM.E coeff(12,3) = -1;
% e13 Split Juction1
Graph.ACM.E coeff(13,2) = 1;
% e14 Air HX wall heat transfer side 2
hA = 2*HX.ACM2.side2.N*HX.ACM2.side2.W*HX.ACM2.side2.L*HX.ACM2.side2.H;
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Graph.ACM.E coeff(14,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.ACM.E coeff(14,2) = 1;
Graph.ACM.E coeff(14,3) = -1;
% e15 Air HX wall heat transfer side 1
hA = 2*HX.ACM2.side1.N*HX.ACM2.side1.W*HX.ACM2.side1.L*HX.ACM2.side1.H;
Graph.ACM.E coeff(15,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.ACM.E coeff(15,2) = 1;
Graph.ACM.E coeff(15,3) = -1;
% e16 Fuel HX Side 1
Graph.ACM.E coeff(16,2) = 1;
% e17 Valve 1
Graph.ACM.E coeff(17,2) = 1;
% e18 Split Junction3
Graph.ACM.E coeff(18,2) = 1;
% e19 bypass HX side 1
Graph.ACM.E coeff(19,2) = 1;
% e20 T Fuel HX Side 2
Graph.ACM.E coeff(20,2) = 2;
% e21 T Liq HX side 2
Graph.ACM.E coeff(21,2) = 3.58;
% e22 T Air HX Side 1
Graph.ACM.E coeff(22,2) = 1;
B.7 Fuel System Graph
Gf definition:
%% Fuel loop graph
Graph.FuelLoop.Name = 'FuelLoop';
Graph.FuelLoop.DT = 10;
Graph.FuelLoop.Cp fluid = 2;
Graph.FuelLoop.rho = 800;
rc = Graph.FuelLoop.rho*Graph.FuelLoop.Cp fluid;
rc PG = 3.8*990;
CP.Eng.init.Twall = 30;
HX.LubeOil.init.Twall = 20;
Pumps.EngGenPump.init.T = 25;
%% SECTION 2 -- Graph structure
Graph.FuelLoop.Nv = 64; % Number of vertices
Graph.FuelLoop.Ne = 98; % Number of edges (Power flows)
Graph.FuelLoop.Ns = 2 ; % Number of sources
Graph.FuelLoop.Ns aux = 16; % Number of aux sources
Graph.FuelLoop.Nt = 3 ; % Number of sinks
Graph.FuelLoop.Nt aux = 4 ; % Number of aux sinks
Graph.FuelLoop.NuC = 36; % Number of unique inputs
Graph.FuelLoop.NuB = 0 ; % Number of unique binary inputs
% Edge matrix
Graph.FuelLoop.E = [1 2
2 3
6 3
3 4
5 4
4 11
4 40
8 7
9 8
9 10 % 10
10 13
11 12
10 12
11 13
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12 15
13 14
14 15
14 2
15 16
16 18 % 20
17 18
18 21
21 22
35 22
22 9
20 21
19 20
23 20
24 23
25 24 % 30
26 25
24 26
27 26
34 25
28 19
29 28
30 29
31 30
29 31
32 31 % 40
33 30
37 36
38 37
38 39
39 42
40 41
39 41
40 42
41 44
42 43 % 50
43 44
43 2
44 45
45 47
46 47
47 50
50 51
64 51
51 38
49 50 % 60
48 49
52 49
53 52
54 53
55 54
53 55
56 55
63 54
57 48
58 57 % 70
59 58
60 59
58 60
61 60
62 59 % 75
7 65
36 65
12 65
13 65
1 65 % 80
42 65
41 65
35 66
6 66
64 66
34 66
33 66
62 66
63 66
12 67 % 90
13 67
1 67
42 67
41 67
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22 70
51 71
16 68
45 69]; % 98
% INPUT ORDERING:
% constraints on min/max flow rates
Graph.FuelLoop.u min = 1e-3*ones(Graph.FuelLoop.NuC,1);
Graph.FuelLoop.u max = ones(Graph.FuelLoop.NuC,1);
Graph.FuelLoop.u max([1:8 10 14]) = 0.6275;
Graph.FuelLoop.u max([9 11:13 15:26 31:34]) = 5;
Graph.FuelLoop.u max([27:30]) = 5;
Graph.FuelLoop.u max([35:36]) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.u min(2) = 0.15;
% initializing the graph B matrix
Graph.FuelLoop.B = zeros(Graph.FuelLoop.Ne,Graph.FuelLoop.NuC);
Graph.FuelLoop.B(1 , 1) = 1; % edge 1
Graph.FuelLoop.B(2 , 2) = 1; % edge 2
Graph.FuelLoop.B(4 , 2) = 1; % edge 4
Graph.FuelLoop.B(7 , 3) = 1; % edge 7
Graph.FuelLoop.B(6 , 4) = 1; % edge 6
Graph.FuelLoop.B(46, 5) = 1; % edge 46
Graph.FuelLoop.B(48, 6) = 1; % edge 48
Graph.FuelLoop.B(12, 7) = 1; % edge 12
Graph.FuelLoop.B(14, 8) = 1; % edge 14
Graph.FuelLoop.B(16, 9) = 1; % edge 16
Graph.FuelLoop.B(18,10) = 1; % edge 18
Graph.FuelLoop.B(17,11) = 1; % edge 17
Graph.FuelLoop.B(15,12) = 1; % edge 15
Graph.FuelLoop.B(50,13) = 1; % edge 50
Graph.FuelLoop.B(52,14) = 1; % edge 52
Graph.FuelLoop.B(51,15) = 1; % edge 51
Graph.FuelLoop.B(49,16) = 1; % edge 49
Graph.FuelLoop.B(19,17) = 1; % edge 19
Graph.FuelLoop.B(23,17) = 1; % edge 23
Graph.FuelLoop.B(97,18) = 1; % edge 97
Graph.FuelLoop.B(27,18) = 1; % edge 27
Graph.FuelLoop.B(26,18) = 1; % edge 26
Graph.FuelLoop.B(20,19) = 1; % edge 20
Graph.FuelLoop.B(22,19) = 1; % edge 22
Graph.FuelLoop.B(11,20) = 1; % edge 11
Graph.FuelLoop.B(13,21) = 1; % edge 13
Graph.FuelLoop.B(53,22) = 1; % edge 53
Graph.FuelLoop.B(57,22) = 1; % edge 57
Graph.FuelLoop.B(98,23) = 1; % edge 98
Graph.FuelLoop.B(60,23) = 1; % edge 60
Graph.FuelLoop.B(61,23) = 1; % edge 61
Graph.FuelLoop.B(54,24) = 1; % edge 54
Graph.FuelLoop.B(56,24) = 1; % edge 56
Graph.FuelLoop.B(45,25) = 1; % edge 45
Graph.FuelLoop.B(47,26) = 1; % edge 47
Graph.FuelLoop.B(30:32,27) = 1; % edges 30, 31, 32
Graph.FuelLoop.B(37:39,28) = 1; % edges 37, 38, 39
Graph.FuelLoop.B(71:73,29) = 1; % edges 71, 72, 73
Graph.FuelLoop.B(64:66,30) = 1; % edges 64, 65, 66
Graph.FuelLoop.B(25,31) = 1; % edge 25
Graph.FuelLoop.B(10,31) = 1; % edge 10
Graph.FuelLoop.B(95,32) = 1; % edge 95
Graph.FuelLoop.B(59,33) = 1; % edge 59
Graph.FuelLoop.B(44,33) = 1; % edge 44
Graph.FuelLoop.B(96,34) = 1; % edge 96
Graph.FuelLoop.B(76,35) = 1; % edge 76
Graph.FuelLoop.B(77,36) = 1; % edge 77
% add for mass drain mdot in - mdot out
Graph.FuelLoop.B(90,21) = 1; % edge 90
Graph.FuelLoop.B(90, 7) = 1; % edge 90
Graph.FuelLoop.B(90,12) = -1; % edge 90
Graph.FuelLoop.B(91, 8) = 1; % edge 91
Graph.FuelLoop.B(91,20) = 1; % edge 91
Graph.FuelLoop.B(91, 9) = -1; % edge 91
Graph.FuelLoop.B(92, 1) = -1; % edge 92
Graph.FuelLoop.B(93, 6) = 1; % edge 93
Graph.FuelLoop.B(93,25) = 1; % edge 93
Graph.FuelLoop.B(93,13) = -1; % edge 93
Graph.FuelLoop.B(94, 5) = 1; % edge 94
Graph.FuelLoop.B(94,26) = 1; % edge 94
Graph.FuelLoop.B(94,16) = -1; % edge 94
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% Vertices connected to sources, formatted as (vertex# , source#)
Graph.FuelLoop.D = zeros(Graph.FuelLoop.Nv,Graph.FuelLoop.Ns);
Graph.FuelLoop.D(7,1) = 1; % Pin1 - ram air left wing
Graph.FuelLoop.D(36,2) = 1; % Pin2 - ram air right wing
Graph.FuelLoop.D(27,3) = 1; % Pin3 - left engine heat
Graph.FuelLoop.D(56,4) = 1; % Pin4 - right engine heat
Graph.FuelLoop.D(32,5) = 1; % Pin5 - left generator heat
Graph.FuelLoop.D(61,6) = 1; % Pin6 - right generator heat
Graph.FuelLoop.D(17,7) = 1; % Pin7 - left fadec
Graph.FuelLoop.D(46,8) = 1; % Pin8 - right fadec
Graph.FuelLoop.D(35,9) = 1; % Pin9 - left wing boost pump power
Graph.FuelLoop.D(64,10) = 1; % Pin10 - right wing boost pump power
Graph.FuelLoop.D(34,11) = 1; % Pin11 - left wing engine pump power
Graph.FuelLoop.D(63,12) = 1; % Pin12 - right wing engine pump power
Graph.FuelLoop.D(33,13) = 1; % Pin13 - left wing generator pump power
Graph.FuelLoop.D(62,14) = 1; % Pin14 - right wing generator pump power
Graph.FuelLoop.D(19,15) = 1; % Pin15 - return from left FuelLoop
Graph.FuelLoop.D(48,16) = 1; % Pin16 - return from right FuelLoop
Graph.FuelLoop.D(5,17) = 1; % Pin17 - AEE heat
Graph.FuelLoop.D(6,18) = 1; % Pin18 - AEE pump power
% number of algebraic relationships
No Alg = 7;
% W capatures the algebraic relationships in graphs
Graph.FuelLoop.W = zeros(No Alg,Graph.FuelLoop.Ne);
eta pump = 0.8; %%%%%%%%%%%% eta pump may not be accurate %%%%%%%
Graph.FuelLoop.W(1,3) = -1;
Graph.FuelLoop.W(1,84) = (1/eta pump-1); % pump inefficiencies
eta pump = 0.6; %%%%%%%%%%%% eta pump may not be accurate %%%%%%%
Graph.FuelLoop.W(2,24) = -1;
Graph.FuelLoop.W(2,83) = (1/eta pump-1); % pump inefficiencies
Graph.FuelLoop.W(3,34) = -1;
Graph.FuelLoop.W(3,86) = (1/eta pump-1); % pump inefficiencies
Graph.FuelLoop.W(4,41) = -1;
Graph.FuelLoop.W(4,87) = (1/eta pump-1); % pump inefficiencies
Graph.FuelLoop.W(5,58) = -1;
Graph.FuelLoop.W(5,85) = (1/eta pump-1); % pump inefficiencies
Graph.FuelLoop.W(6,68) = -1;
Graph.FuelLoop.W(6,89) = (1/eta pump-1); % pump inefficiencies
Graph.FuelLoop.W(7,75) = -1;
Graph.FuelLoop.W(7,88) = (1/eta pump-1); % pump inefficiencies
% Incidence Matrix
Graph.FuelLoop.M = zeros(Graph.FuelLoop.Nv+Graph.FuelLoop.Nt,Graph.FuelLoop.Ne);
for i = 1:Graph.FuelLoop.Ne;
Graph.FuelLoop.M(Graph.FuelLoop.E(i,1),i) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.M(Graph.FuelLoop.E(i,2),i) = -1;
end
clear i
Graph.FuelLoop.M upper = Graph.FuelLoop.M(1:Graph.FuelLoop.Nv,:);
Graph.FuelLoop.M lower = Graph.FuelLoop.M(1+Graph.FuelLoop.Nv:end,:);
Graph.FuelLoop.Tail = (Graph.FuelLoop.M'== 1);
Graph.FuelLoop.Head = (Graph.FuelLoop.M'==-1);
%% SECTION 3 -- Vertex definitions
% Graph Parameters
% Vertex Capacitances and Initial Temperatures
Graph.FuelLoop.x0 = zeros(Graph.FuelLoop.Nv,1);
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps = zeros(Graph.FuelLoop.Nv,1);
Graph.FuelLoop.x min = zeros(Graph.FuelLoop.Nv,1);
Graph.FuelLoop.x max = zeros(Graph.FuelLoop.Nv,1);
% v1 Center fuel tank -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(1) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(1) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(1) = Tanks.Centr.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(1) = Tanks.Centr.init.M*Graph.FuelLoop.Cp fluid;
% v2 Center fuel junc -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(2) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(2) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(2) = Valves.AEE.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(2) = pi*Valves.AEE.Dˆ2/4*Valves.AEE.L*rc;
% v3 fuel pump outlet -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(3) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(3) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(3) = Pumps.AEEPump.init.T;
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Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(3) = pi*Pumps.AEEPump.IDˆ2/4*Pumps.AEEPump.ID*rc;
% v4 fuel outlet of AEE -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(4) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(4) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(4) = CP.AEE.init.Tout;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(4) = pi*CP.AEE.IDˆ2/4*CP.AEE.L*rc;
% v5 wall of AEE -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(5) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(5) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(5) = CP.AEE.init.Twall;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(5) = CP.AEE.mass*CP.AEE.Cp;
% v6 AEE -- algebraic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(6) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(6) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(6) = 0;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(6) = inf;
% v7 LW ram air outlet T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(7) = -inf;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(7) = inf;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(7) = HX.Ram Air.init.T1;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(7) = HX.Ram Air.side1.N*HX.Ram Air.side1.t*HX.Ram Air.side1.W*HX.Ram Air.side1.L*rc;
% v8 LW ram air wall -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(8) = -inf;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(8) = inf;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(8) = HX.Ram Air.init.Twall;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(8) = HX.Ram Air.side1.N*HX.Ram Air.mass*HX.Ram Air.Cp wall;
% v9 LW fuel out ram air HX -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(9) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(9) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(9) = HX.Ram Air.init.T2;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(9) = HX.Ram Air.side2.N*HX.Ram Air.side2.t*HX.Ram Air.side2.W*HX.Ram Air.side2.L*rc;
% v 10 Split to LW tanks T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(10) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(10) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(10) = (CP.AEE.init.Tout + HX.Ram Air.init.T2)/2;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(10) = pi*Valves.Generic.Dˆ2/4*Valves.Generic.L*rc;
% v 11 split to LW tanks T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(11) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(11) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(11) = (CP.AEE.init.Tout + HX.Ram Air.init.T2)/2;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(11) = pi*Valves.Generic.Dˆ2/4*Valves.Generic.L*rc;
% v 12 LW tank -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(12) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(12) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(12) = Tanks.LWmain.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(12) = Tanks.LWmain.init.M*Graph.FuelLoop.Cp fluid;
% v 13 LW aux tank -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(13) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(13) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(13) = Tanks.LWaux.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(13) = Tanks.LWaux.init.M*Graph.FuelLoop.Cp fluid;
% v 14 LW aux tank split -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(14) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(14) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(14) = Tanks.LWaux.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(14) = pi*Valves.Generic.Dˆ2/4*Valves.Generic.L*rc;
% v 15 LW tank junction -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(15) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(15) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(15) = Valves.Tank1.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(15) = pi*Valves.Generic.Dˆ2/4*Valves.Generic.L*rc;
% v 16 LW fadec split -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(16) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(16) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(16) = Pumps.FuelPump.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(16) = pi*Valves.Generic.Dˆ2/4*Valves.Generic.L*rc;
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% v 17 LW FADEC wall -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(17) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(17) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(17) = CP.FADEC.init.Twall ;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(17) = CP.FADEC.mass*CP.FADEC.Cp;
% v 18 LW fuel out from FADEC CP -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(18) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(18) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(18) = CP.FADEC.init.Tout;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(18) = pi*CP.FADEC.IDˆ2/4*CP.FADEC.L*rc;
% v 19 LW fuel outlet from gen HX -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(19) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(19) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(19) = HX.Generator.init.T2;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(19) = ...
HX.Generator.side2.N*HX.Generator.side2.t*HX.Generator.side2.W*HX.Generator.side2.L*rc;
% v 20 LW fuel outlet from eng HX -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(20) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(20) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(20) = HX.LubeOil.init.T1;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(20) = HX.LubeOil.side1.N*HX.LubeOil.side1.t*HX.LubeOil.side1.W*HX.LubeOil.side1.L*rc;
% v 21 LW fuel T at FADEC junc -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(21) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(21) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(21) = Pumps.BoostPump.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(21) = pi*Splits.FuelGen.Dˆ2/4*Splits.FuelGen.L*rc;
% v 22 LW fuel to engine T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(22) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(22) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(22) = Pumps.BoostPump.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(22) = pi*Pumps.BoostPump.IDˆ2/4*Pumps.BoostPump.ID*rc;
% v 23 LW engine HX wall temp -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(23) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(23) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(23) = HX.LubeOil.init.Twall;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(23) = HX.LubeOil.side1.N*HX.LubeOil.mass*HX.LubeOil.Cp wall;
% v 24 LW engine cooling loop T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(24) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(24) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(24) = HX.LubeOil.init.T2;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(24) = HX.LubeOil.side1.N*HX.LubeOil.side1.t*HX.LubeOil.side1.W*HX.LubeOil.side1.L*rc PG;
% v 25 LW engine cooling loop T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(25) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(25) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(25) = Pumps.EngGenPump.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(25) = pi*Pumps.EngGenPump.ID ˆ2/4*Pumps.EngGenPump.ID *rc PG;
% v 26 LW engine cooling loop T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(26) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(26) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(26) = CP.Eng.init.Tout;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(26) = pi*CP.Eng.IDˆ2/4*CP.Eng.L*rc PG;
% v 27 LW engine CP wall temp -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(27) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(27) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(27) = CP.Eng.init.Twall ;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(27) = CP.Eng.mass*CP.Eng.Cp;
% v 28 LW generator HX wall temp -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(28) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(28) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(28) = HX.Generator.init.Twall;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(28) = HX.Generator.side1.N*HX.Generator.mass*HX.Generator.Cp wall;
% v 29 LW generator cooling loop T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(29) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(29) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(29) = HX.Generator.init.T1;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(29) = ...
HX.Generator.side1.N*HX.Generator.side1.t*HX.Generator.side1.W*HX.Generator.side1.L*rc PG;
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% v 30 LW generator cooling loop T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(30) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(30) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(30) = Pumps.EngGenPump.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(30) = pi*Pumps.EngGenPump.IDˆ2/4*Pumps.EngGenPump.ID*rc PG;
% v 31 LW generator cooling loop T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(31) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(31) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(31) = CP.Gen.init.Tout;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(31) = pi*CP.Gen.IDˆ2/4*CP.Gen.L*rc PG;
% v 32 LW generator CP wall temp -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(32) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(32) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(32) = CP.Gen.init.Twall;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(32) = CP.Gen.mass*CP.Gen.Cp;
% v 33 Gen PUMP -- algebraic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(33) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(33) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(33) = 0;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(33) = inf;
% v 34 Eng PUMP -- algebraic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(34) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(34) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(34) = 0;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(34) = inf;
% v 35 Fuel PUMP -- algebraic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(35) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(35) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(35) = 0;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(35) = inf;
% v 36 RW ram air outlet T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(36) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(36) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(36) = HX.Ram Air.init.T1;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(36) = HX.Ram Air.side1.N*HX.Ram Air.side1.t*HX.Ram Air.side1.W*HX.Ram Air.side1.L*rc;
% v 37 RW ram air wall -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(37) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(37) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(37) = HX.Ram Air.init.Twall;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(37) = HX.Ram Air.side1.N*HX.Ram Air.mass*HX.Ram Air.Cp wall;
% v 38 RW fuel out ram air HX -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(38) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(38) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(38) = HX.Ram Air.init.T2;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(38) = HX.Ram Air.side2.N*HX.Ram Air.side2.t*HX.Ram Air.side2.W*HX.Ram Air.side2.L*rc;
% v 39 Split to RW tanks T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(39) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(39) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(39) = (CP.AEE.init.Tout + HX.Ram Air.init.T2)/2;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(39) = pi*Valves.Generic.Dˆ2/4*Valves.Generic.L*rc;
% v 40 split to RW tanks T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(40) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(40) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(40) = (CP.AEE.init.Tout + HX.Ram Air.init.T2)/2;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(40) = pi*Valves.Generic.Dˆ2/4*Valves.Generic.L*rc;
% v 41 RW tank -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(41) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(41) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(41) = Tanks.RWmain.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(41) = Tanks.RWmain.init.M*Graph.FuelLoop.Cp fluid;
% v 42 RW aux tank -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(42) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(42) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(42) = Tanks.RWaux.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(42) = Tanks.RWaux.init.M*Graph.FuelLoop.Cp fluid;
% v 43 RW aux tank split -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(43) = -20;
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Graph.FuelLoop.x max(43) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(43) = Tanks.LWaux.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(43) = pi*Valves.Generic.Dˆ2/4*Valves.Generic.L*rc;
% v 44 RW tank junction -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(44) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(44) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(44) = Valves.Tank1.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(44) = pi*Valves.Generic.Dˆ2/4*Valves.Generic.L*rc;
% v 45 RW fadec split -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(45) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(45) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(45) = Pumps.FuelPump.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(45) = pi*Valves.Generic.Dˆ2/4*Valves.Generic.L*rc;
% v 46 RW FADEC wall -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(46) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(46) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(46) = CP.FADEC.init.Twall;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(46) = CP.FADEC.mass*CP.FADEC.Cp;
% v 47 RW fuel out from FADEC CP -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(47) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(47) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(47) = CP.FADEC.init.Tout;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(47) = pi*CP.FADEC.IDˆ2/4*CP.FADEC.L*rc;
% v 48 RW fuel outlet from gen HX -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(48) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(48) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(48) = HX.Generator.init.T2;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(48) = ...
HX.Generator.side2.N*HX.Generator.side2.t*HX.Generator.side2.W*HX.Generator.side2.L*rc;
% v 49 RW fuel outlet from eng HX -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(49) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(49) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(49) = HX.LubeOil.init.T1;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(49) = HX.LubeOil.side1.N*HX.LubeOil.side1.t*HX.LubeOil.side1.W*HX.LubeOil.side1.L*rc;
% v 50 RW fuel T at FADEC junc -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(50) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(50) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(50) = Pumps.BoostPump.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(50) = pi*Splits.FuelGen.Dˆ2/4*Splits.FuelGen.L*rc;
% v 51 RW fuel to engine T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(51) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(51) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(51) = Pumps.BoostPump.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(51) = pi*Pumps.BoostPump.IDˆ2/4*Pumps.BoostPump.ID*rc;
% v 52 RW engine HX wall temp -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(52) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(52) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(52) = HX.LubeOil.init.Twall;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(52) = HX.LubeOil.side1.N*HX.LubeOil.mass*HX.LubeOil.Cp wall;
% v 53 RW engine cooling loop T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(53) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(53) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(53) = HX.LubeOil.init.T2;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(53) = HX.LubeOil.side1.N*HX.LubeOil.side1.t*HX.LubeOil.side1.W*HX.LubeOil.side1.L*rc PG;
% v 54 RW engine cooling loop T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(54) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(54) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(54) = Pumps.EngGenPump.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(54) = pi*Pumps.EngGenPump.ID ˆ2/4*Pumps.EngGenPump.ID *rc PG;
% v 55 RW engine cooling loop T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(55) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(55) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(55) = CP.Eng.init.Tout;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(55) = pi*CP.Eng.IDˆ2/4*CP.Eng.L*rc PG;
% v 56 RW engine CP wall temp -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(56) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(56) = 100;
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Graph.FuelLoop.x0(56) = CP.Eng.init.Twall;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(56) = CP.Eng.mass*CP.Eng.Cp;
% v 57 RW generator HX wall temp -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(57) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(57) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(57) = HX.Generator.init.Twall;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(57) = HX.Generator.side1.N*HX.Generator.mass*HX.Generator.Cp wall;
% v 58 RW generator cooling loop T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(58) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(58) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(58) = HX.Generator.init.T1;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(58) = ...
HX.Generator.side1.N*HX.Generator.side1.t*HX.Generator.side1.W*HX.Generator.side1.L*rc PG;
% v 59 RW generator cooling loop T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(59) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(59) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(59) = Pumps.EngGenPump.init.T;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(59) = pi*Pumps.EngGenPump.IDˆ2/4*Pumps.EngGenPump.ID*rc PG;
% v 60 RW generator cooling loop T -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(60) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(60) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(60) = CP.Gen.init.Tout;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(60) = pi*CP.Gen.IDˆ2/4*CP.Gen.L*rc PG;
% v 61 RW generator CP wall temp -- dynamic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(61) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(61) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(61) = CP.Gen.init.Twall;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(61) = CP.Gen.mass*CP.Gen.Cp;
% v 62 Gen PUMP -- algebraic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(62) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(62) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(62) = 0;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(62) = inf;
% v 63 Eng PUMP -- algebraic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(63) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(63) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(63) = 0;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(63) = inf;
% v 64 Feul PUMP -- algebraic
Graph.FuelLoop.x min(64) = -20;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max(64) = 100;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0(64) = 0;
Graph.FuelLoop.Caps(64) = inf;
% C to K
Graph.FuelLoop.x min = Graph.FuelLoop.x min + 273.15;
Graph.FuelLoop.x max = Graph.FuelLoop.x max + 273.15;
Graph.FuelLoop.x0 = Graph.FuelLoop.x0 + 273.15;
%% SECTION 4 -- Edge definitions
% P = (c1+u)*(c2*x from + c3*x to + c4)
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff = zeros(Graph.FuelLoop.Ne,4);
% all edges that use Cp of the fluid
indx fld = [1:2 4 6 7 10:20 22:23 25:27 44:54 56:57 59:61 95:98];
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(indx fld,2) = Graph.FuelLoop.Cp fluid;
% all edges that use Cp of PG 50
indx fld PG = [30:32 37:39 64:66 71:73];
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(indx fld PG,2) = 3.6;
% all edges that have heat from a pump
% indx pump heat = [3 24 34 41 58 68 75]; % No edge equation, just a
% algebraic constraint and a W contraint based on eta
% all edges that have work from a pump
% indx pump sink = [83 84 85 86 87 88 89]; % No edge equation, just a
% algebraic constraint and a W contraint based on eta
% all edges that use Cp of air
indx fld Air = [76 77];
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Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(indx fld Air,2) = 1;
% all edges for tank mass drain
indx mass drain = [90 91 92 93 94];
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(indx mass drain,2) = Graph.FuelLoop.Cp fluid;
% all edges that have hA heat transfer
% indx hA = [5 8 9 21 28 29 33 35 36 40 42 43 55 62 63 67 69 70 74 78 79 80 81 82];
% e5 AEE wall heat transfer
hA = (pi * CP.AEE.ID * CP.AEE.L) * CP.AEE.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(5,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(5,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(5,3) = -1;
% e8 RAM size 1 wall heat transfer
hA = 2*HX.Ram Air.side1.N*HX.Ram Air.side1.W*HX.Ram Air.side1.L*HX.Ram Air.side1.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(8,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(8,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(8,3) = -1;
% e9 RAM size 2 wall heat transfer
hA = 2*HX.Ram Air.side1.N*HX.Ram Air.side1.W*HX.Ram Air.side1.L*HX.Ram Air.side1.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(9,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(9,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(9,3) = -1;
% e21 FADEC wall heat transfer
hA = (pi * CP.FADEC.ID * CP.FADEC.L) * CP.FADEC.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(21,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(21,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(21,3) = -1;
% e28 Eng HX side 1 wall heat transfer
hA = 2*HX.LubeOil.side1.N*HX.LubeOil.side1.W*HX.LubeOil.side1.L*HX.LubeOil.side1.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(28,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(28,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(28,3) = -1;
% e29 Eng HX side 2 wall heat transfer
hA = 2*HX.LubeOil.side1.N*HX.LubeOil.side1.W*HX.LubeOil.side1.L*HX.LubeOil.side1.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(29,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(29,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(29,3) = -1;
% e33 Eng wall heat transfer
hA = (pi * CP.Eng.ID * CP.Eng.L) * CP.Eng.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(33,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(33,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(33,3) = -1;
% e35 Gen HX side 2 wall heat transfer
hA = ...
2*HX.Generator.side2.N*(HX.Generator.side2.W+HX.Generator.side2.t)*HX.Generator.side2.L*HX.Generator.side2.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(35,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(35,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(35,3) = -1;
% e36 Gen HX side 1 wall heat transfer
hA = ...
2*HX.Generator.side1.N*(HX.Generator.side1.W+HX.Generator.side1.t)*HX.Generator.side1.L*HX.Generator.side1.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(36,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(36,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(36,3) = -1;
% e40 Eng wall heat transfer
hA = (pi * CP.Gen.ID * CP.Gen.L) * CP.Gen.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(40,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(40,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(40,3) = -1;
% e42 RAM size 1 wall heat transfer
hA = 2*HX.Ram Air.side1.N*HX.Ram Air.side1.W*HX.Ram Air.side1.L*HX.Ram Air.side1.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(42,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(42,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(42,3) = -1;
% e43 RAM size 2 wall heat transfer
hA = 2*HX.Ram Air.side1.N*HX.Ram Air.side1.W*HX.Ram Air.side1.L*HX.Ram Air.side1.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(43,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
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Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(43,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(43,3) = -1;
% e55 FADEC wall heat transfer
hA = (pi * CP.FADEC.ID * CP.FADEC.L) * CP.FADEC.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(55,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(55,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(55,3) = -1;
% e62 Eng HX side 1 wall heat transfer
hA = 2*HX.LubeOil.side1.N*HX.LubeOil.side1.W*HX.LubeOil.side1.L*HX.LubeOil.side1.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(62,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(62,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(62,3) = -1;
% e63 Eng HX side 2 wall heat transfer
hA = 2*HX.LubeOil.side1.N*HX.LubeOil.side1.W*HX.LubeOil.side1.L*HX.LubeOil.side1.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(63,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(63,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(63,3) = -1;
% e67 Eng wall heat transfer
hA = (pi * CP.Eng.ID * CP.Eng.L) * CP.Eng.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(67,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(67,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(67,3) = -1;
% e69 Gen HX side 2 wall heat transfer
hA = ...
2*HX.Generator.side2.N*(HX.Generator.side2.W+HX.Generator.side2.t)*HX.Generator.side2.L*HX.Generator.side2.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(69,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(69,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(69,3) = -1;
% e70 Gen HX side 1 wall heat transfer
hA = ...
2*HX.Generator.side1.N*(HX.Generator.side1.W+HX.Generator.side1.t)*HX.Generator.side1.L*HX.Generator.side1.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(70,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(70,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(70,3) = -1;
% e74 Eng wall heat transfer
hA = (pi * CP.Gen.ID * CP.Gen.L) * CP.Gen.H;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(74,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(74,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(74,3) = -1;
% e78 Tank wall heat transfer
hA = Tanks.LWmain.SA*Tanks.LWmain.Hamb ;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(78,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(78,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(78,3) = -1;
% e79 Tank wall heat transfer
hA = Tanks.LWaux.SA*Tanks.LWaux.Hamb ;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(79,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(79,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(79,3) = -1;
% e80 Tank wall heat transfer
hA = Tanks.Centr.SA*Tanks.Centr.Hamb ;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(80,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(80,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(80,3) = -1;
% e81 Tank wall heat transfer
hA = Tanks.RWaux.SA*Tanks.RWaux.Hamb ;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(81,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(81,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(81,3) = -1;
% e82 Tank wall heat transfer
hA = Tanks.RWmain.SA*Tanks.RWmain.Hamb ;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(82,1) = hA / 1000; % units: kW/K
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(82,2) = 1;
Graph.FuelLoop.E coeff(82,3) = -1;
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B.8 Sink Management Graph
Gsnk definition:
%%
GRAPH.A = Graph.FuelLoop;
GRAPH.B = Graph.ACM;
GRAPH.C = Graph.ACM;
GRAPH.A = rmfield(GRAPH.A,'rho');
% Sink/Source relations (Sink number is row, Graph power is flowing to is first column,
% Corresponding vertex in the graph power is flowing to)
GRAPH.A.SinkSource = cell(GRAPH.A.Nt aux+GRAPH.A.Nt,2);
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{1,1} = 'Ex'; % RAM air
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{2,1} = 'Ex'; % Pump Hydr
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{3,1} = 'Ex'; % Tank Mass
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{4,1} = 'B'; GRAPH.A.SinkSource{4,2} = 9; % Left ACM HX
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{5,1} = 'C'; GRAPH.A.SinkSource{5,2} = 9; % Right ACM HX
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{6,1} = 'Ex'; % Left Engine
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{7,1} = 'Ex'; % Right Engine
GRAPH.B.SinkSource = cell(GRAPH.B.Nt aux+GRAPH.B.Nt,2);
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{1,1} = 'Ex'; % Bypass air
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{2,1} = 'A'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{2,2} = 19; % Left Fuel Loop
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{3,1} = 'Ex'; % Liquid Loop
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{4,1} = 'Ex'; % Air Zones
GRAPH.C.SinkSource = cell(GRAPH.C.Nt aux+GRAPH.C.Nt,2);
GRAPH.C.SinkSource{1,1} = 'Ex'; % Bypass air
GRAPH.C.SinkSource{2,1} = 'A'; GRAPH.C.SinkSource{2,2} = 48; % Right Fuel Loop
GRAPH.C.SinkSource{3,1} = 'Ex'; % Liquid Loop
GRAPH.C.SinkSource{4,1} = 'Ex'; % Air Zones
% External Sources -- "global sources"
GRAPH.A.Sources = cell(GRAPH.A.Ns+GRAPH.A.Ns aux,2);
GRAPH.A.Sources{1,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{1,2} = 7;
GRAPH.A.Sources{2,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{2,2} = 36;
GRAPH.A.Sources{3,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{3,2} = 27;
GRAPH.A.Sources{4,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{4,2} = 56;
GRAPH.A.Sources{5,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{5,2} = 32;
GRAPH.A.Sources{6,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{6,2} = 61;
GRAPH.A.Sources{7,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{7,2} = 17;
GRAPH.A.Sources{8,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{8,2} = 46;
GRAPH.A.Sources{9,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{9,2} = 35;
GRAPH.A.Sources{10,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{10,2} = 64;
GRAPH.A.Sources{11,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{11,2} = 34;
GRAPH.A.Sources{12,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{12,2} = 63;
GRAPH.A.Sources{13,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{13,2} = 33;
GRAPH.A.Sources{14,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{14,2} = 62;
GRAPH.A.Sources{17,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{17,2} = 5;
GRAPH.A.Sources{18,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{18,2} = 6;
GRAPH.B.Sources = cell(GRAPH.B.Ns+GRAPH.B.Ns aux,2);
GRAPH.B.Sources{1,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.B.Sources{1,2} = 1;
GRAPH.B.Sources{3,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.B.Sources{3,2} = 7;
GRAPH.B.Sources{4,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.B.Sources{4,2} = 14;
GRAPH.C.Sources = cell(GRAPH.C.Ns+GRAPH.C.Ns aux,2);
GRAPH.C.Sources{1,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.C.Sources{1,2} = 1;
GRAPH.C.Sources{3,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.C.Sources{3,2} = 7;
GRAPH.C.Sources{4,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.C.Sources{4,2} = 14;
Graph.SinkMgmt = Graph Combine Code(GRAPH.A, GRAPH.B, GRAPH.C);
B.9 Source Management Graph
Gsrc definition:
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GRAPH.A = Graph.ElecLeft;
GRAPH.B = Graph.ElecRight;
GRAPH.C = Graph.AirZones;
GRAPH.D = Graph.FluidLoop;
GRAPH.A.E coeff = zeros(GRAPH.A.Ne,4);
GRAPH.A = rmfield(GRAPH.A,'P max');
GRAPH.B.E coeff = zeros(GRAPH.B.Ne,4);
GRAPH.B = rmfield(GRAPH.B,'P max');
GRAPH.C = rmfield(GRAPH.C,'Cp fluid');
GRAPH.C = rmfield(GRAPH.C,'D');
GRAPH.D = rmfield(GRAPH.D,'Cp fluid');
GRAPH.D = rmfield(GRAPH.D,'D');
% Sink/Source relations (Sink number is row, Graph power is flowing to is first column,
% Corresponding vertex in the graph power is flowing to)
GRAPH.A.SinkSource = cell(GRAPH.A.Nt aux+GRAPH.A.Nt,2);
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{1,1} = 'Ex'; % Electrical load -- "Other"
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{2,1} = 'Ex'; % Electrical load -- "de-ice"
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{3,1} = 'Ex'; % Electrical load -- "Other"
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{4,1} = 'Ex'; % Electrical load -- "hydraulics"
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{5,1} = 'Ex'; % Generator temperature
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{6,1} = 'C'; GRAPH.A.SinkSource{6,2} = 10; % heater
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{7,1} = 'B'; GRAPH.A.SinkSource{7,2} = 16; % bus xfer
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{8,1} = 'B'; GRAPH.A.SinkSource{8,2} = 4; % bus xfer
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{9,1} = 'Ex'; % Boost pump load
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{10,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.A.SinkSource{10,2} = 30; % HVDC CP
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{11,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.A.SinkSource{11,2} = 31; % HVDC CP
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{12,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.A.SinkSource{12,2} = 32; % HVDC CP
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{13,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.A.SinkSource{13,2} = 33; % HVDC CP
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{14,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.A.SinkSource{14,2} = 34; % HVDC CP
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{15,1} = 'C'; GRAPH.A.SinkSource{15,2} = 2; % R blower power
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{16,1} = 'C'; GRAPH.A.SinkSource{16,2} = 1; % L blower power
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{17,1} = 'Ex'; % ACM power
GRAPH.A.SinkSource{18,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.A.SinkSource{18,2} = 29; % HVDC battery CP
GRAPH.B.SinkSource = cell(GRAPH.B.Nt aux+GRAPH.B.Nt,2);
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{1,1} = 'Ex'; % Electrical load -- "Other"
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{2,1} = 'Ex'; % Electrical load -- "de-ice"
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{3,1} = 'Ex'; % Electrical load -- "AEE"
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{4,1} = 'Ex'; % Electrical load -- "misc"
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{5,1} = 'Ex'; % Electrical load -- "shed"
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{6,1} = 'Ex'; % Electrical load -- "no shed"
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{7,1} = 'Ex'; % Electrical load -- "no shed"
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{8,1} = 'Ex'; % Electrical load -- "shed"
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{9,1} = 'Ex'; % Generator temperature
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{10,1} = 'Ex'; % AEE temperature
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{11,1} = 'Ex'; % Boost pump load
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{12,1} = 'A'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{12,2} = 4;
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{13,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{13,2} = 35; % LVDC CP
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{14,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{14,2} = 36; % LVDC CP
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{15,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{15,2} = 37; % LVDC CP
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{16,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{16,2} = 38; % LVDC CP
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{17,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{17,2} = 39; % LVDC CP
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{18,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{18,2} = 40; % LVAC CP
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{19,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{19,2} = 41; % LVAC CP
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{20,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{20,2} = 42; % LVAC CP
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{21,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{21,2} = 43; % LVAC CP
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{22,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{22,2} = 44; % LVAC CP
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{23,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{23,2} = 45; % LV battery
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{24,1} = 'Ex'; % FADEC load
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{25,1} = 'Ex'; % Generator/engine pumps
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{26,1} = 'C'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{26,2} = 8; % Bay E Temp.
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{27,1} = 'C'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{27,2} = 9; % Bay F Temp.
GRAPH.B.SinkSource{28,1} = 'D'; GRAPH.B.SinkSource{28,2} = 3; % liquid pump
GRAPH.C.SinkSource = cell(GRAPH.C.Nt aux+GRAPH.C.Nt,2);
GRAPH.C.SinkSource{1,1} = 'Ex'; % Ex = global sink
GRAPH.C.SinkSource{2,1} = 'Ex'; % Ex = global sink
GRAPH.C.SinkSource{3,1} = 'Ex'; % Ex = global sink
GRAPH.C.SinkSource{4,1} = 'Ex'; % Ex = global sink
GRAPH.D.SinkSource = cell(GRAPH.D.Nt aux+GRAPH.D.Nt,2);
GRAPH.D.SinkSource{1,1} = 'Ex'; % Ex = global sink
GRAPH.D.SinkSource{2,1} = 'Ex'; % Ex = global sink
GRAPH.D.SinkSource{3,1} = 'Ex'; % Ex = global sink
% External Sources -- "global sources"
GRAPH.A.Sources = cell(GRAPH.A.Ns+GRAPH.A.Ns aux,2);
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% global index for source = 1
% source is going into Graph A vertex 1
GRAPH.A.Sources{1,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.A.Sources{1,2} = 2;
GRAPH.B.Sources = cell(GRAPH.B.Ns+GRAPH.B.Ns aux,1);
GRAPH.B.Sources{1,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.B.Sources{1,2} = 2;
GRAPH.C.Sources = cell(GRAPH.C.Ns+GRAPH.C.Ns aux+1,1);
GRAPH.C.Sources{1,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.C.Sources{1,2} = 6;
GRAPH.C.Sources{2,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.C.Sources{2,2} = 7;
GRAPH.C.Sources{5,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.C.Sources{5,2} = 3;
GRAPH.C.Sources{6,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.C.Sources{6,2} = 4;
GRAPH.D.Sources = cell(GRAPH.D.Ns+GRAPH.D.Ns aux,1);
GRAPH.D.Sources{1,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.D.Sources{1,2} = 1;
GRAPH.D.Sources{2,1} = 'Ex'; GRAPH.D.Sources{2,2} = 1;
Graph.SourceMgmt = Graph Combine Code(GRAPH.A, GRAPH.B, GRAPH.C, GRAPH.D);
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Appendix C: Graph and Controller
Definition Code
C.1 Algorithm 1
Algorithm 1 from Chapter 3 implemented in MATLAB code:
% Auto-generate graph incidence matrix
Graph.M = zeros(Graph.Nv+Graph.Nt,Graph.Ne);
for i = 1:Graph.Ne;
Graph.M(Graph.E(i,1),i) = 1;
Graph.M(Graph.E(i,2),i) = -1;
end
Graph.M upper = Graph.M(1:Graph.Nv,:);
Graph.M lower = Graph.M(1+Graph.Nv:end,:);
C.2 Auto-combine Graphs
The following code combines multiple graphs into a single graph. See Section B.9 for an example.
function GRAPH = Graph Combine Code(varargin)
for i = 1:nargin
GRAPH.subgraphs(i) = varargin{i};
GRAPH.subgraph names{i} = char(64+i);
end
%% dummy variables -- placeholders
GRAPH.Name = 'New Graph';
GRAPH.DT = 0;
GRAPH.Pin0 = 0;
%% END USER INPUT
GRAPH.Nv = 0;
GRAPH.Ne = 0;
GRAPH.Ns = 0;
GRAPH.Ns aux = 0;
GRAPH.Nt = 0;
GRAPH.Nt aux = 0;
Ns internal = zeros(length(GRAPH.subgraphs),1);
% counting the total number of vertices and edges
for i = 1:length(GRAPH.subgraphs)
GRAPH.Nv = GRAPH.Nv + GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Nv;
GRAPH.Ne = GRAPH.Ne + GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Ne;
end
z = 0;
GRAPH.Verts = cell(GRAPH.Nv,2);
% sorting through vertices from each subgraph
for i = 1:length(GRAPH.subgraphs)
GRAPH.Verts(z+1:z+GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Nv,1) = GRAPH.subgraph names(i);
GRAPH.Verts(z+1:z+GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Nv,2) = ...
mat2cell([1:GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Nv]',ones(GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Nv,1));
z = z+ GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Nv;
end
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z = 0;
GRAPH.Edges = cell(GRAPH.Ne,2);
% sorting through edges from each subgraph
for i = 1:length(GRAPH.subgraphs)
GRAPH.Edges(z+1:z+GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Ne,1) = GRAPH.subgraph names(i);
GRAPH.Edges(z+1:z+GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Ne,2) = ...
mat2cell([1:GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Ne]',ones(GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Ne,1));
z = z+ GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Ne;
end
z = 0;
sink = 0; %GRAPH.Nv+1;
sink2 = 0; Sink Number = 0;
GRAPH.E = [];
% cycle through the vertices and renumber. Sink vertices are relabeled as internal vertices
% if they couple subgraphs
for i = 1:length(GRAPH.subgraphs)
sink = 0;
for j = 1:GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Ne
if GRAPH.subgraphs(i).E(j,2) > GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Nv
icnt = GRAPH.subgraphs(i).E(j,2)-GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Nv;
if GRAPH.subgraphs(i).SinkSource{icnt,1} == 'Ex'
Sink Number = Sink Number + 1;
GRAPH.subgraphs(i).E(j,:) = [GRAPH.subgraphs(i).E(j,1) Sink Number+GRAPH.Nv+sink2];
else
y1 = find(ismember(GRAPH.Verts(:,1),GRAPH.subgraphs(i).SinkSource{icnt,1}));
y2 = find(cell2mat(GRAPH.Verts(y1,2))==GRAPH.subgraphs(i).SinkSource{icnt,2});
Sink Vert = y1(y2);
GRAPH.subgraphs(i).E(j,:) = [GRAPH.subgraphs(i).E(j,1) Sink Vert];
sink = sink + 1;
end
GRAPH.subgraphs(i).E(j,1) = GRAPH.subgraphs(i).E(j,1) + z;
else
GRAPH.subgraphs(i).E(j,:) = GRAPH.subgraphs(i).E(j,:) + z;
end
GRAPH.E = [GRAPH.E;GRAPH.subgraphs(i).E(j,:)];
end
z = GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Nv + z;
sink2 = Sink Number + sink2;
icnt = 0; Sink Number = 0;
end
GRAPH.Nt = sink2;
z = 0;
source = 1;
GRAPH.D = zeros(GRAPH.Nv,0);
% combining D matrices
for i = 1:length(GRAPH.subgraphs)
for j = 1:(GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Ns+GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Ns aux)
if ~isempty(GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Sources{j,1})
GRAPH.D(GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Sources{j,2}+z,source) = 1;
source = source + 1;
end
end
z = z+ GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Nv;
end
GRAPH.Ns = size(GRAPH.D,2);
%% Defining the vertex capacitances by stacking them
GRAPH.Caps = zeros(GRAPH.Nv,1);
z = 0;
for i = 1:length(GRAPH.subgraphs)
GRAPH.Caps(z+1:z+GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Nv,1) = GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Caps;
z = z + GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Nv;
end
%% defining the Edge coefficients by stacking them
GRAPH.E coeff = zeros(GRAPH.Ne,4);
z = 0;
for i = 1:length(GRAPH.subgraphs)
GRAPH.E coeff(z+1:z+GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Ne,:) = GRAPH.subgraphs(i).E coeff;
z = z + GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Ne;
end
%% defining values for number of inputs and max/min constraints
GRAPH.NuC = 0;
GRAPH.NuB = 0;
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GRAPH.u min = [];
GRAPH.u max = [];
GRAPH.x0 = [];
GRAPH.x min = [];
GRAPH.x max = [];
i W = 0;
for i = 1:length(GRAPH.subgraphs)
GRAPH.NuC = GRAPH.NuC + GRAPH.subgraphs(i).NuC;
GRAPH.NuB = GRAPH.NuB + GRAPH.subgraphs(i).NuB;
GRAPH.u min = [GRAPH.u min; GRAPH.subgraphs(i).u min];
GRAPH.u max = [GRAPH.u max; GRAPH.subgraphs(i).u max];
GRAPH.x0 = [GRAPH.x0; GRAPH.subgraphs(i).x0];
GRAPH.x min = [GRAPH.x min; GRAPH.subgraphs(i).x min];
GRAPH.x max = [GRAPH.x max; GRAPH.subgraphs(i).x max];
i W = i W + size(GRAPH.subgraphs(i).W,1);
end
%% defining the B matrix by stacking
GRAPH.B = zeros(GRAPH.Ne,GRAPH.NuC);
z = 0; y = 0;
for i = 1:length(GRAPH.subgraphs)
GRAPH.B(z+1:z+GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Ne,y+1:y+GRAPH.subgraphs(i).NuC) = GRAPH.subgraphs(i).B;
z = z + GRAPH.subgraphs(i).Ne;
y = y + GRAPH.subgraphs(i).NuC;
end
%% defining the W matrix
GRAPH.W = zeros(i W,GRAPH.Ne);
i ROW = 0; i COL = 0;
for i = 1:length(GRAPH.subgraphs)
GRAPH.W(i ROW+1:i ROW+size(GRAPH.subgraphs(i).W,1), ...
i COL+1:i COL+size(GRAPH.subgraphs(i).W,2)) = GRAPH.subgraphs(i).W;
i ROW = size(GRAPH.subgraphs(i).W,1) + i ROW;
i COL = size(GRAPH.subgraphs(i).W,2) + i COL;
end
%% incidence matrix
GRAPH.M = zeros(GRAPH.Nv+GRAPH.Nt,GRAPH.Ne);
for i = 1:GRAPH.Ne;
GRAPH.M(GRAPH.E(i,1),i) = 1;
GRAPH.M(GRAPH.E(i,2),i) = -1;
end
clear i
GRAPH.M upper = GRAPH.M(1:GRAPH.Nv,:);
GRAPH.M lower = GRAPH.M(1+GRAPH.Nv:end,:);
GRAPH.Tail = (GRAPH.M'== 1);
GRAPH.Head = (GRAPH.M'==-1);
C.3 Mission Definition Code
The code used to generated the mission definition from Chapter 6 is presented below.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SECTION #1: MISSION DEFINITION %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Dist.DT = 60; % disturbance discretization (s)
Sim Time = 14000; % mission length (s)
PI c = 3; % pressure ratio of fan
k load = 1;
% Mission segments:
% ground, takeoff, climb, ingress, dash, engage, dash, egress, decent, hold
SegTimeVec = [0 30 1 10 60 5 10 5 60 15 45 ]*60;
AltVec = [.5 .5 0.5 10 10 4 4 8 8 2 2 ]*1000;
MachVec = [0 0 0.2 0.8 0.8 1.3 1.3 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.5];
MassVec1 = [1 1 5 0.9 0.9 3 3 0.7 0.7 1.5 1.5];
MassVec2 = MachVec;
TempVec = 15.04 - 0.00649*AltVec;
RamTempVec = (TempVec+273) .* (1 + MachVec.ˆ2 * (0.4/2)) - 273;
Mission.ALT = timeseries(AltVec',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.ALT = resample(Mission.ALT,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
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Mission.ALT.Name = '[km]';
Mission.Mach = timeseries(MachVec',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.Mach = resample(Mission.Mach,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.Mach.Name = '[$\sim$]';
Mission.Tamb = timeseries(TempVec',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.Tamb = resample(Mission.Tamb,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.Tamb.Name = '[$ˆ{\circ}C$]';
Mission.Tbypass = PI c ˆ(0.4/1.4) * (Mission.Tamb + 273) - 273;
Mission.Tbypass.Name = '[$ˆ{\circ}C$]';
Mission.Mbypass = timeseries((MassVec1*10 +50)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.Mbypass = resample(Mission.Mbypass,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.Mbypass.Name = '[kg/s]';
Mission.Tram = timeseries(RamTempVec',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.Tram = resample(Mission.Tram,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.Tram.Name = '[$ˆ{\circ}C$]';
Mission.Mram = timeseries((MassVec2*3)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.Mram = resample(Mission.Mram,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.Mram.Name = '[kg/s]';
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SECTION #2: LOAD PROFILE %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% electrical loads: HVAC: wing icing & other; HVDC: hydraulics & other;
% HVAC: wing icing & AEE & other; LVDC: fadec, shed/no shed; LVAC: misc.,
% shed/no shed
SegTimeVec = [0 30 1 10 60 5 10 5 60 15 45 ]*60;
LoadVec = [20 20 20 50 0 0 20 50 20 0 0;... % HVACL Other
0 100 100 120 0 0 0 80 60 0 0;... % HVACL Wing Deice
20 120 120 60 120 150 120 60 120 40 0;... % HVDC Hydr
20 20 20 50 0 0 20 50 20 0 0;... % HVDC Other
250 300 300 200 400 200 250 200 300 200 0;... % HVACR Other
0 100 100 120 0 0 0 80 60 0 0;... % HVACR Wing Deice
0 0 0 0 200 600 0 0 0 0 0;... % HVAC AEE
40 40 40 50 40 40 40 40 40 40 0;... % LVDC FADECs
20 40 40 60 40 30 40 70 50 20 0;... % LVDC Shed
20 40 40 60 40 70 40 70 50 20 0;... % LVDC No Shed
50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 0;... % LVAC misc.
20 40 40 60 40 30 40 70 50 20 0;... % LVAC Shed
20 40 40 60 40 70 40 70 50 20 0;... % LVAC No Shed
15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 0]; % cabin
LoadVec([1 4 5 9 12],:) = k load*LoadVec([1 4 5 9 12],:);
Mission.HVACL Other = timeseries(LoadVec(1,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.HVACL Other.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.HVACL Other = resample(Mission.HVACL Other,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.HVACL Other.Name = '[kW]';
Mission.HVACL Wing = timeseries(LoadVec(2,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.HVACL Wing.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.HVACL Wing = resample(Mission.HVACL Wing,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.HVACL Wing.Name = '[kW]';
Mission.HVDC Hydr = timeseries(LoadVec(3,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.HVDC Hydr.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.HVDC Hydr = resample(Mission.HVDC Hydr,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.HVDC Hydr.Name = '[kW]';
Mission.HVDC Other = timeseries(LoadVec(4,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.HVDC Other.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.HVDC Other = resample(Mission.HVDC Other,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.HVDC Other.Name = '[kW]';
Mission.HVACR Other = timeseries(LoadVec(5,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.HVACR Other.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.HVACR Other = resample(Mission.HVACR Other,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.HVACR Other.Name = '[kW]';
Mission.HVACR Wing = timeseries(LoadVec(6,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.HVACR Wing.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.HVACR Wing = resample(Mission.HVACR Wing,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.HVACR Wing.Name = '[kW]';
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Mission.HVAC AEE = timeseries(LoadVec(7,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.HVAC AEE.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.HVAC AEE = resample(Mission.HVAC AEE,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.HVAC AEE.Name = '[kW]';
Mission.LVDC FADECs = timeseries(LoadVec(8,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.LVDC FADECs.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.LVDC FADECs = resample(Mission.LVDC FADECs,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.LVDC FADECs.Name = '[kW]';
Mission.LVDC Shed = timeseries(LoadVec(9,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.LVDC Shed.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.LVDC Shed = resample(Mission.LVDC Shed,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.LVDC Shed.Name = '[kW]';
Mission.LVDC NoShed = timeseries(LoadVec(10,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.LVDC NoShed.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.LVDC NoShed = resample(Mission.LVDC NoShed,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.LVDC NoShed.Name = '[kW]';
Mission.LVAC Misc = timeseries(LoadVec(11,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.LVAC Misc.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.LVAC Misc = resample(Mission.LVAC Misc,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.LVAC Misc.Name = '[kW]';
Mission.LVAC Shed = timeseries(LoadVec(12,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.LVAC Shed.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.LVAC Shed = resample(Mission.LVAC Shed,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.LVAC Shed.Name = '[kW]';
Mission.LVAC NoShed = timeseries(LoadVec(13,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.LVAC NoShed.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.LVAC NoShed = resample(Mission.LVAC NoShed,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.LVAC NoShed.Name = '[kW]';
Mission.Cabin = timeseries(LoadVec(14,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.Cabin.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.Cabin = resample(Mission.Cabin,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.Cabin.Name = '[kW]';
BusVec = [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1;... % HVDC Bus (1 = Left 0 = Right)
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1;... % LVDC Bus (0 = Left 1 = Right)
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1]; % LVAC Bus (0 = Left 1 = Right)
Mission.HVDC Bus = timeseries(BusVec(1,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.HVDC Bus.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.HVDC Bus = resample(Mission.HVDC Bus,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.HVDC Bus.Name = '[-]';
Mission.LVDC Bus = timeseries(BusVec(2,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.LVDC Bus.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.LVDC Bus = resample(Mission.LVDC Bus,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.LVDC Bus.Name = '[-]';
Mission.LVAC Bus = timeseries(BusVec(3,:)',cumsum(SegTimeVec));
Mission.LVAC Bus.DataInfo.Interpolation = tsdata.interpolation('zoh');
Mission.LVAC Bus = resample(Mission.LVAC Bus,(0:Dist.DT:Sim Time));
Mission.LVAC Bus.Name = '[-]';
C.4 Left Electric System Controller Definition Code
%% Left Electrical System Controller
CTRL = Graph.ElecLeft;
CTRL.track.Nx = 0;
CTRL.track.NP = 0;
CTRL.track.Nu = 0;
CTRL.hor = 5;
CTRL.uC0 = [ 50 0];
CTRL.uB0 = [ 1 1 1 0 0 1];
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% sdpvar will not accept an input of 0 in the first argument
% if Ntanks, track.Nx, track.NP, track.Nu, Nm equal 0, these lines set
% them equal to 1
CTRL.track.Nx = max(1,CTRL.track.Nx);
CTRL.track.NP = max(1,CTRL.track.NP);
CTRL.track.Nu = max(1,CTRL.track.Nu);
CTRL.Nu = max(1,CTRL.NuC);
%% definiing variables for use with YALMIP
% Sources (Pin ) and sinks (xt ) -- including preview across the horizon
Pin = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ns + CTRL.Ns aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
xt = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nt + CTRL.Nt aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% states (x ), power flows (P ), and inputs (u ) across the horizon
% states are represented as delta variables [i.e. delta x = x = x-x(0)]
% inputs are not delta variables [i.e. u = delta u + u(0)]
x = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor+1));
P = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ne ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
uC = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
uB = binvar(repmat(CTRL.NuB ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% shed allocation variable
shed = sdpvar(1 ,ones(1,1));
% previous inputs
u0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC+CTRL.NuB ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
x0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
% slack variable for all states across the horizon
s = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
objs = 0; % initializing the objective function at 0
cons = []; % initializing the contraints as an empty set
%% definiing the objective function and constraints
V0 = 270; % 270V bus
I0 = Converters.HVDC.eff.maxI;
% change in input [u(k-1)-u(k)]ˆ2
for i = 1:5
% change in input [u(k-1)-u(k)]ˆ2
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(u0 (i+2) - uB {1}(i),1);
end
for k = 2:CTRL.hor
for i = 1:5
% change in input [u(k-1)-u(k)]ˆ2
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(uB {k-1}(i) - uB {k}(i),1);
end
end
for k = 1:CTRL.hor
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OBJECTIVE FUNCTION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% minimize - slack on states
objs = objs + 1e9*norm(s {k},2)ˆ2;
% minimize the sheddable loads along edges 16, 18
objs = objs + 1e3*norm(P {k}(16) - xt {k}(1),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e3*norm(P {k}(18) - xt {k}(3),2)ˆ2;
% if shedding, decrease the power
objs = objs + 2e3*norm(sum(P {k}([16 18])) - shed*sum(xt {k}([1 3])),2)ˆ2;
cons = [cons, P {k}([16 18]) <= xt {k}([1 3])];
% push inverters towards their power of max efficiency
% I is binary -- 0 implies inverter is off, 1 implied inverter is on
% P /(V0*I0) == 1 if the inverter is operating at peak efficiency
objs = objs + 1e4*norm((P {k}(8:12)*1000)/(V0*I0) - uB {k}(1:5),2)ˆ2;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CONSTRAINTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% system dynamics -- only the battery has a dynamic state
cons = [cons, x {k+1}(1) == CTRL.DT*(-diag(1./CTRL.Caps(1))*CTRL.M upper(1,:)*P {k}) + x {k}(1) ];
% battery charge and discharge decision variables
cons = [cons, P {k}(14) == uC {k}(1)]; % charge rate along edge 14
cons = [cons, P {k}(15) == uC {k}(2)]; % discharge rate along edge 15
% uB {k}(6) == 1 implies charge mode; uB {k}(6) == 0 implies discharge
cons = [cons, implies(uB {k}(6) , uC {k}(2) <= 0)];
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cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(6) , uC {k}(1) <= 0)];
% ~uB {k}(#) == 1 implies that the inverter is off, and power is 0
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(1) , P {k}(3) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(2) , P {k}(4) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(3) , P {k}(5) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(4) , P {k}(6) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(5) , P {k}(7) <= 0)];
% maximum charge and discharge rates
cons = [cons, CTRL.u min <= uC {k} <= CTRL.u max ];
% power cannot be greater than what is supplied
% generator supply is edge 1 and 20
cons = [cons, P {k}(1) + P {k}(20) <= Pin {k}(1) ];
% x-fer bus supply is Pin(2)
cons = [cons, implies(Pin {k}(2) >= 1, P {k}(3)+P {k}(4)+P {k}(5)+P {k}(6)+P {k}(7) <= Pin {k}(2))];
cons = [cons, implies(Pin {k}(2) >= 1, P {k}(2) == 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(Pin {k}(2) <= 1, P {k}(3)+P {k}(4)+P {k}(5)+P {k}(6)+P {k}(7) == P {k}(2))];
% bounds on Pin to avoid Big-M relaxation errors. Pin should be between
% 0 and 1000, but large bounds have been given for now
cons = [cons, -1e4 <= Pin {k} <= 1e4];
% algebraic constraints on powers
cons = [cons, CTRL.W*P {k} == 0];
% powers must be greater than 0 and less than max
cons = [cons, 0 <= P {k} <= CTRL.P max];
% power along edges 17, 19, 21-24, and 31-33 equal the sink state value
cons = [cons, P {k}([17 19 21:24 30:32]) == xt {k}([2 4 6:9 15:17])];
% min/max state constraints with slack
cons = [cons, CTRL.x min - s {k} <= x {k+1} <= CTRL.x max + s {k}];
% keep slack positive
cons = [cons, 0 <= s {k}]; % Keep slack non-negative
end
opts = sdpsettings('solver','gurobi'); % Solve with gurobi
Ctrl.ElecLeft = CTRL;
% Create exported optimization model object
Ctrl.ElecLeft.Controller = optimizer(cons,objs,opts,{x0 ,x {1},xt {:},Pin {:},u0 ,shed},[x ,uC ,uB ,P ,s ]);
C.5 Right Electric System Controller Definition Code
%% Right Electrical System Controller Definition
CTRL = Graph.ElecRight;
CTRL.track.Nx = 0;
CTRL.track.NP = 0;
CTRL.track.Nu = 0;
CTRL.hor = 5;
% Initial conditions
% battery charge and discharge rates
CTRL.uC0 = [ 50 0];
% LVDC inverters 1-5; LVDC battery charge; LVAC interverts 1-5
CTRL.uB0 = [ 1 1 0 0 0, 1, 1 1 1 0 0 ];
% sdpvar will not accept an input of 0 in the first argument
% if Ntanks, track.Nx, track.NP, track.Nu, Nm equal 0, these lines set
% them equal to 1
CTRL.track.Nx = max(1,CTRL.track.Nx);
CTRL.track.NP = max(1,CTRL.track.NP);
CTRL.track.Nu = max(1,CTRL.track.Nu);
%% definiing variables for use with YALMIP
% Sources (Pin ) and sinks (xt ) -- including preview across the horizon
Pin = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ns + CTRL.Ns aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
xt = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nt + CTRL.Nt aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% states (x ), power flows (P ), and inputs (u ) across the horizon
% states are represented as delta variables [i.e. delta x = x = x-x(0)]
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% inputs are not delta variables [i.e. u = delta u + u(0)]
x = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor+1));
P = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ne ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
uC = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
uB = binvar(repmat(CTRL.NuB ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% shed allocation variable
shed = sdpvar(1 ,ones(1,1));
% previous inputs and states
u0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC+CTRL.NuB ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
x0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
% slack variable for all states across the horizon
s = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% all state (xall ), tracked states (xtr ), and tracked power flows (Ptr )
% across the horizon
Nx total = CTRL.Nv+CTRL.Nt+CTRL.Nt aux;
xall = sdpvar(repmat(Nx total ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
xtr = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.track.Nx ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
Ptr = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.track.NP ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
objs = 0; % initializing the objective function at 0
cons = []; % initializing the contraints as an empty set
%% definiing the objective function and constraints
V1 = 28; % 28V bus
I1 = Converters.LVDC.eff.maxI;
V2 = 115; % 115V bus
I2 = Converters.LVAC.eff.maxI;
% minimize inverter switching -- 1 to 5 and 7 to 11 are inverter on/off
for i = [1:5 7:11]
% change in input [u(k-1)-u(k)]ˆ2
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(u0 (i+2) - uB {1}(i),1);
end
for k = 2:CTRL.hor
for i = [1:5 7:11]
% change in input [u(k-1)-u(k)]ˆ2
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(uB {k-1}(i) - uB {k}(i),1);
end
end
% switching of booleans has to occur on the first step if at all
for k = 1:CTRL.hor-1
cons = [cons, uB {k}(6) == uB {k+1}(6)];
cons = [cons, uB {k}(1:5) == uB {k+1}(1:5)];
cons = [cons, uB {k}(7:11) == uB {k+1}(7:11)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(1:2) == uC {k+1}(1:2)];
end
for k = 1:CTRL.hor
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OBJECTIVE FUNCTION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% minimize - slack on states
objs = objs + 1e12*norm(s {k},2)ˆ2;
% minimize the sheddable loads along edges 37, 41, 34, 40, 29
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(P {k}(37) - xt {k}(1),2)ˆ2; % HVAC misc
objs = objs + 1e3*norm(P {k}(39) - xt {k}(3),2)ˆ2; % AEE
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(P {k}(41) - xt {k}(5),2)ˆ2; % LVDC RPDU
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(P {k}(44) - xt {k}(8),2)ˆ2; % LVAC RPDU
% minimize to the shed authority
objs = objs + 2e1*norm(sum(P {k}([37 39 41 44])) - shed*sum(xt {k}([1 3 5 8])),2)ˆ2; % LVAC RPDU
% power delivered to loads cannot be greater than the load
cons = [cons, P {k}([37 39 41 44]) <= xt {k}([1 3 5 8])];
% push converters towards their power of max efficiency
% I is binary -- 0 implies inverter is off, 1 implied inverter is on
% P /(V0*I0) == 1 if the inverter is operating at peak efficiency
objs = objs + 1e4*norm((P {k}(8:12)*1000)/(V1*I1) - uB {k}(1:5),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e4*norm((P {k}(27:31)*1000)/(V2*I2) - uB {k}(7:11),2)ˆ2;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CONSTRAINTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% system dynamics -- only the battery has a dynamic state
cons = [cons, x {k+1}(1) == CTRL.DT*(-diag(1./CTRL.Caps(1))*CTRL.M upper(1,:)*P {k}) + x {k}(1) ];
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% battery charge and discharge decision variables
cons = [cons, P {k}(14) == uC {k}(1)]; % charge rate along edge 14
cons = [cons, P {k}(15) == uC {k}(2)]; % discharge rate along edge 15
cons = [cons, P {k}(18) == 0];
cons = [cons, P {k}(34) == 0];
% uB {k}(6) == 1 implies charge mode; uB {k}(6) == 0 implies discharge
cons = [cons, implies(uB {k}(6) , uC {k}(2) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(6) , uC {k}(1) <= 0)];
% ~uB {k}(#) == 1 implies that the inverter is off, and power is 0
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(1) , P {k}(3) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(2) , P {k}(4) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(3) , P {k}(5) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(4) , P {k}(6) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(5) , P {k}(7) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(7) , P {k}(22) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(8) , P {k}(23) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(9) , P {k}(24) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(10) , P {k}(25) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(11) , P {k}(26) <= 0)];
% at least 1 inverter has to remain on
cons = [cons, uB {k}(1) == 1];
cons = [cons, uB {k}(7) == 1];
% maximum charge and discharge rates
cons = [cons, CTRL.u min <= uC {k} <= CTRL.u max ];
% power cannot be greater than what is supplied
% generator supply is edge 1 and 45
cons = [cons, P {k}(1) + P {k}(45) <= Pin {k}(1) ];
% x-fer bus supply from Pin(2)
% first constraint limits P3-P7 to be under input power if it is >0
% second constraint sets P2=0 since both generators cant pwr the bus
% third constraint sets P2 = P3 thought P7 if no input power
cons = [cons, implies(Pin {k}(2) >= 1, P {k}(3)+P {k}(4)+P {k}(5)+P {k}(6)+P {k}(7) <= Pin {k}(2))];
cons = [cons, implies(Pin {k}(2) >= 1, P {k}(2) == 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(Pin {k}(2) <= 1, P {k}(3)+P {k}(4)+P {k}(5)+P {k}(6)+P {k}(7) == P {k}(2))];
% x-fer bus supply from Pin(3)
% first constraint limits P22-P26 to be under input power if it is >0
% second constraint sets P21=0 since both generators cant pwr the bus
% third constraint sets P21 = P22 thought P26 if no input power
cons = [cons, implies(Pin {k}(3) >= 1, P {k}(22)+P {k}(23)+P {k}(24)+P {k}(25)+P {k}(26) <= Pin {k}(3))];
cons = [cons, implies(Pin {k}(3) >= 1, P {k}(21) == 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(Pin {k}(3) <= 1, P {k}(22)+P {k}(23)+P {k}(24)+P {k}(25)+P {k}(26) == P {k}(21))];
% input power is not greater than 1000kW
cons = [cons, 0 <= Pin {k} <= 1000];
% algebraic constraints on powers
cons = [cons, CTRL.W*P {k} == 0];
% powers must be greater than 0 and less than max
cons = [cons, 0 <= P {k} <= CTRL.P max];
%27 29 31 34 37 39 41 44
% power along edges 38, 42, 43, 47, 48, 61, 62, 67 equal the sink state
cons = [cons, P {k}([38 40 42 43 47 48 62 67 ]) == ...
xt {k}([28 30 32 33 38 37 51 54 ]-CTRL.Nv)];
cons = [cons, P {k}(61) == xt {k}(50-CTRL.Nv)/eta FAD];
% min/max state constraints with slack
cons = [cons, CTRL.x min - s {k} <= x {k+1} <= CTRL.x max + s {k}];
% keep slack positive
cons = [cons, 0 <= s {k}]; % Keep slack non-negative
end
opts = sdpsettings('solver','gurobi'); % Solve with gurobi
Ctrl.ElecRight = CTRL;
% Create exported optimization model object
Ctrl.ElecRight.Controller = optimizer(cons,objs,opts,{x0 ,x {1},xt {:},Pin {:},u0 ,shed},[x ,uC ,uB ,P ,s ]);
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C.6 Liquid Loop System Controller Definition Code
%% Liquid loop controller definition
CTRL = Graph.FluidLoop;
CTRL.track.Nx = 0;
CTRL.track.NP = 0;
CTRL.track.Nu = 0;
CTRL.hor = 5;
CTRL.NuB = max(CTRL.NuB,1);
CTRL.FluidCp = 3.5;
CTRL.x reg set = [29 45]; % batteries and Cold plates
CTRL.uC0 = [Graph.FluidLoop.u max']/2;
CTRL.uC0 = [.33 .06 .07 .07 .07 .06 .21/15*ones(1,15) .165 .165];
CTRL.uB0 = [ 0 ];
% sdpvar will not accept an input of 0 in the first argument
% if Ntanks, track.Nx, track.NP, track.Nu, Nm equal 0, these lines set
% them equal to 1
CTRL.track.Nx = max(1,CTRL.track.Nx);
CTRL.track.NP = max(1,CTRL.track.NP);
CTRL.track.Nu = max(1,CTRL.track.Nu);
%% definiing variables for use with YALMIP
yalmip('clear')
% Sources (Pin ) and sinks (xt ) -- including preview across the horizon
Pin = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ns+CTRL.Ns aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
xt = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nt+CTRL.Nt aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% states (x ), power flows (P ), and inputs (u ) across the horizon
% states are represented as delta variables [i.e. delta x = x = x-x(0)]
% inputs are not delta variables [i.e. u = delta u + u(0)]
x = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor+1));
P = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ne ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
uC = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
uB = binvar(repmat(CTRL.NuB ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% previous inputs
u0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC+CTRL.NuB ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
x0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
% slack variable for all states across the horizon
s = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% slack variable for all inputs across the horizon
s2 = sdpvar(repmat(4 ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% all state (xall ), tracked states (xtr ), and tracked power flows (Ptr )
% across the horizon
Nx total = CTRL.Nv+CTRL.Nt+CTRL.Nt aux;
xall = sdpvar(repmat(Nx total ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
xtr = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.track.Nx ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
Ptr = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.track.NP ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
objs = 0; % initializing the objective function at 0
cons = []; % initializing the contraints as an empty set
%% definiing the objective function and constraints
for k = 1:CTRL.hor
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OBJECTIVE FUNCTION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% minimize - slack on states
objs = objs + 1e6*norm(s {k},2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e9*norm(s2 {k},2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e2*norm(x {k+1}(28) - (273.15+35),2)ˆ2;
% minimize - inputs
objs = objs + 1e3*norm(uC {k}-u0 (1:CTRL.NuC),2)ˆ2;
% regulate states
objs = objs + 0.1*norm(x {k+1}(CTRL.x reg set) - (273.15+20),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 0.05*norm(x {k+1}([30:44]) - (273.15+60),2)ˆ2;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CONSTRAINTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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% system dynamics
dyn = find(CTRL.Caps~=0);
cons = [cons, 1/CTRL.DT*diag(CTRL.Caps(dyn))*(x {k+1}(dyn)- x {k}(dyn)) == ...
(-CTRL.M upper(dyn,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(dyn,:)*Pin {k}) ];
if k > 1
alg = find(CTRL.Caps==0);
cons = [cons, 0 == (-CTRL.M upper(alg,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(alg,:)*Pin {k}) ];
end
% power flows in
cons = [cons, P {k}(2) + P {k}(61) == Pin {k}(3) ];
% algebraic constraints on powers
cons = [cons, CTRL.W*P {k} == 0];
% min/max state constraints with slack
cons = [cons, CTRL.x min - s {k} <= x {k+1} <= CTRL.x max + s {k}];
% keep slack positive
cons = [cons, 0 <= s {k}]; % Keep slack non-negative
% min/max constraints on continuous inputs
cons = [cons, CTRL.u min <= uC {k} <= CTRL.u max];
% squeeze mass flow rates to minimum values when heat load is zero
cons = [cons, uC {k}([2 6 7:21]) <= Pin {k}([4 5 6:20]) + CTRL.u min([2 6 7:21])];
% concatenating states with sinks
cons = [cons, xall {k} == [x {k};xt {k}]];
% split and junction constraints
cons = [cons, uC {k}(1) + s2 {k}(1) == uC {k}(2) + uC {k}(3) + uC {k}(4) + uC {k}(5) + uC {k}(6)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(3) + s2 {k}(2) == uC {k}(7) + uC {k}(8) + uC {k}(9) + uC {k}(10) + uC {k}(11)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(4) + s2 {k}(3) == uC {k}(12) + uC {k}(13) + uC {k}(14) + uC {k}(15) + uC {k}(16)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(5) + s2 {k}(4) == uC {k}(17) + uC {k}(18) + uC {k}(19) + uC {k}(20) + uC {k}(21)];
% dummy variable -- set it equal to zero
cons = [cons, uB {k} == 0];
% edges that follow an mdot*Cp*T power flow
for i edge = find(any(CTRL.B,2)')
% this power flow is relinearized at each update
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == u0 (find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)))*...
(CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2) * (xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,1)) - x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))))+...
(uC {k}(find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)))*CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2)*x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))) ];
% power flows should be greater than zero
cons = [cons, 0 <= P {k}(i edge)];
end
% edges that follow an hA*deltaT power flow
for i edge = find(~any(CTRL.B,2)'-any(CTRL.W,1))
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == (CTRL.E coeff(i edge,1)) * ...
(CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2) * xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,1)) +...
CTRL.E coeff(i edge,3) * xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,2)))];
end
end
opts = sdpsettings('solver','gurobi'); % Solve with gurobi
Ctrl.FluidLoop = CTRL;
% Create exported optimization model object
Ctrl.FluidLoop.Controller = ...
optimizer(cons,objs,opts,{x0 ,x {1},xt {:},Pin {:},u0 },[x ,uC ,uB ,P ,s ,s2 ]);
C.7 Air Zone System Controller Definition Code
%% Air zone controller definition
CTRL = Graph.AirZones;
CTRL.track.x = [6 7]; % cabin and cockpit
CTRL.track.Nx = 2;
CTRL.track.NP = 0;
CTRL.track.Nu = 0;
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CTRL.hor = 5;
CTRL.NuB = max(CTRL.NuB,1);
CTRL.FluidCp = Graph.AirZones.Cp fluid;
CTRL.uC0 = [.97 .97 1.4 .14 .2 .2 0 5];
CTRL.uB0 = [ 0 ];
% sdpvar will not accept an input of 0 in the first argument
% if Ntanks, track.Nx, track.NP, track.Nu, Nm equal 0, these lines set
% them equal to 1
CTRL.track.Nx = max(1,CTRL.track.Nx);
CTRL.track.NP = max(1,CTRL.track.NP);
CTRL.track.Nu = max(1,CTRL.track.Nu);
%% definiing variables for use with YALMIP
yalmip('clear')
% Sources (Pin ) and sinks (xt ) -- including preview across the horizon
Pin = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ns+CTRL.Ns aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
xt = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nt+CTRL.Nt aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% states (x ), power flows (P ), and inputs (u ) across the horizon
% inputs are not delta variables [i.e. u = delta u + u(0)]
x = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor+1));
P = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ne ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
uC = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
uB = binvar(repmat(CTRL.NuB ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% previous inputs
u0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC+CTRL.NuB ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
x0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
% slack variable for all states across the horizon
s = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% slack variable for all inputs across the horizon
s2 = sdpvar(repmat(1 ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% all state (xall ), tracked states (xtr ), and tracked power flows (Ptr )
% across the horizon
Nx total = CTRL.Nv+CTRL.Nt+CTRL.Nt aux;
xall = sdpvar(repmat(Nx total ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
xtr = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.track.Nx ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
Ptr = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.track.NP ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
objs = 0; % initializing the objective function at 0
cons = []; % initializing the contraints as an empty set
%% definiing the objective function and constraints
for k = 1:CTRL.hor
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OBJECTIVE FUNCTION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% minimize - slack on states
objs = objs + 1e6*norm(s {k},2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e11*norm(s2 {k},2)ˆ2;
% minimize - inputs
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(uC {k}(8),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e0*norm(uC {k}(1:7),2)ˆ2;
% minimize switching
if k == 1
objs = objs + 1e-1*norm(uC {k}-u0 (1:CTRL.NuC),2)ˆ2;
else
objs = objs + 1e-1*norm(uC {k}-uC {k-1},2)ˆ2;
end
% minimize - difference between tracked states and setpoint
objs = objs + 5e1*norm(x {k+1}(6:7)-xtr ,2)ˆ2;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CONSTRAINTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% system dynamics
dyn = find(and(CTRL.Caps~=0,CTRL.Caps~=inf));
cons = [cons, 1/CTRL.DT*diag(CTRL.Caps(dyn))*(x {k+1}(dyn)- x {k}(dyn)) == ...
(-CTRL.M upper(dyn,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(dyn,:)*[Pin {k}; uC {k}(CTRL.NuC)]) ];
% fixed system states (i.e. pumps)
fix = find(CTRL.Caps==inf);
cons = [cons, x {k+1}(fix) == x {k}(fix)];
% algebraic states
if k > 1
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alg = find(CTRL.Caps==0);
cons = [cons, 0 == (-CTRL.M upper(alg,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(alg,:)*[Pin {k}; uC {k}(CTRL.NuC)]) ];
end
% mass flow along these edges has been restricted to zero
cons = [cons, P {k}([9 14]) == 0];
% power flows in
cons = [cons, P {k}(1) + P {k}(15) == Pin {k}(3) ];
cons = [cons, P {k}(2) + P {k}(16) == Pin {k}(4) ];
% algebraic constraints on powers
cons = [cons, CTRL.W*P {k} == 0];
% min/max state constraints with slack
cons = [cons, CTRL.x min - s {k} <= x {k+1} <= CTRL.x max + s {k}];
% keep slack positive
cons = [cons, 0 <= s {k}]; % Keep slack non-negative
% keep inputs between constraints
cons = [cons, CTRL.u min <= uC {k} <= CTRL.u max];
% concatenating states with sinks
cons = [cons, xall {k} == [x {k};xt {k}]];
% split and junction constraints
cons = [cons, uC {k}(1) + uC {k}(2) + s2 {k} == uC {k}(3) + uC {k}(4) + uC {k}(5) + uC {k}(6) + uC {k}(7)];
% binary variable is not needed -- it is set to 0 (no impact on speed)
cons = [cons, uB {k} == 0];
% re-linearized power flow equation for edges of form: mdot*Cp*T
for i edge = find(any(CTRL.B,2)')
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == u0 (find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)))*...
(CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2) * (xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,1)) - x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))))+...
(uC {k}(find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)))*CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2)*x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))) ];
end
% edges that follow an hA*deltaT power flow
for i edge = find(~any(CTRL.B,2)'-any(CTRL.W,1))
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == (CTRL.E coeff(i edge,1)) * ...
(CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2) * xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,1)) +...
CTRL.E coeff(i edge,3) * xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,2)))];
end
end
opts = sdpsettings('solver','gurobi'); % Solve with gurobi
Ctrl.AirZones = CTRL;
% Create exported optimization model object
Ctrl.AirZones.Controller = ...
optimizer(cons,objs,opts,{x0 ,x {1},xt {:},Pin {:},u0 ,xtr },[x ,uC ,uB ,P ,s ,s2 ]);
C.8 Air Cycle Machine Controller Definition Code
%% ACM Controller definition
CTRL = Graph.ACM;
CTRL.hor = 5;
CTRL.N track = 4;
%% defining variables for use with YALMIP
yalmip('clear')
% Sources (Pin ) and sinks (xt ) -- including preview across the horizon
Pin = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ns+CTRL.Ns aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
xt = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nt+CTRL.Nt aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% states (x ), power flows (P ), and inputs (u ) across the horizon
x = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor+1));
P = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ne ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
uC = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
z = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.N track ,1,CTRL.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor+1));
ref = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.N track ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
% inputs (mdots) set outside of subsystem used to constrain inputs for flow
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% to sinks
uext = sdpvar(repmat(4 ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% previous inputs and current states
u0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC+CTRL.NuB ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
x0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
% slack variable for all states across the horizon
s = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% slack variable for input constraints across the horizon
s2 = sdpvar(repmat(3 ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% all state (xall ), tracked states (xtr ), and tracked power flows (Ptr )
% across the horizon
Nx total = CTRL.Nv+CTRL.Nt+CTRL.Nt aux;
xall = sdpvar(repmat(Nx total ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
objs = 0; % initializing the objective function at 0
cons = []; % initializing the contraints as an empty set
%% definiing the objective function and constraints
for k = 1:CTRL.hor
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OBJECTIVE FUNCTION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% minimize - slack on states
objs = objs + 1e9*norm(s2 {k},2)ˆ2;
% minimize - push states to references
objs = objs + 3e0*norm(x {k+1}(9)-ref (2),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 5e0*norm(x {k+1}(14)-ref (4),2)ˆ2;
% minimize intergrator error
objs = objs + 5e-3*norm(z {k+1}(4),2)ˆ2;
% minimize switching
if k == 1
objs = objs + 1e-2*norm(uC {k}(1)-u0 (1),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(uC {k}(2:6)-u0 (2:6),2)ˆ2;
else
objs = objs + 1e-2*norm(uC {k}(1)-uC {k-1}(1),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e2*norm(uC {k}(2:6)-uC {k-1}(2:6),2)ˆ2;
end
objs = objs + 1e-5*norm(uC {k}(1)-CTRL.u min(1),2)ˆ2;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CONSTRAINTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% system dynamics (for all but x(4) and x(16) which are algebraically
% constrainted based on shaft speed)
dyn = find(CTRL.Caps~=0);
cons = [cons, 1/CTRL.DT*diag(CTRL.Caps(dyn))*(x {k+1}(dyn)- x {k}(dyn)) == ...
(-CTRL.M upper(dyn,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(dyn,:)*Pin {k}) ];
if k > 1
alg = setdiff(find(CTRL.Caps==0),[4 16]);
cons = [cons, 0 == (-CTRL.M upper(alg,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(alg,:)*Pin {k}) ];
end
cons = [cons, z {k+1} == z {k} + CTRL.DT*(x {k+1}([1 9 7 14])-ref )];
% Constraints for turbomachinery exit temperatures
cons = [cons, x {k+1}(15) - x {k+1}(16) == 3.5991e-6*u0 (1)*uC {k}(1) - 3.0449e-3*uC {k}(1) + 6.8272e0];
cons = [cons, x {k+1}(4) - x {k+1}(5) == 7.5455e-6*u0 (1)*uC {k}(1) - 1.9692e-2*uC {k}(1) + 3.5914e1];
% min/max state constraints with slack
cons = [cons, CTRL.x min - s {k} <= x {k+1} <= CTRL.x max + s {k}];
% keep slack positive
cons = [cons, 0 <= s {k}]; % Keep slack non-negative
% min/max input constraints
cons = [cons, CTRL.u min <= uC {k} <= CTRL.u max];
% concatenating states with sinks
cons = [cons, xall {k} == [x {k};xt {k}]];
% split and junction constraints
cons = [cons, uC {k}(2) + s2 {k}(1) == uC {k}(3) + uC {k}(4)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(2) + s2 {k}(2) == uC {k}(5) + uC {k}(6)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(2) + s2 {k}(3) == -7.1181e-8*u0 (1)*uC {k}(1) + 8.6399e-4*uC {k}(1) - 8.2273e-1];
% sink flow constraints
cons = [cons, uC {k}(7:10) == uext {k}];
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% edges that follow an mdot*Cp*T power flow
for i edge = find(any(CTRL.B,2)')
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == u0 (find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)))*...
(CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2) * (xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,1)) - x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))))+...
(uC {k}(find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)))*CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2)*x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))) ];
end
% edges that follow an hA*deltaT power flow
for i edge = find(~any(CTRL.B,2)'-any(CTRL.W,1))
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == (CTRL.E coeff(i edge,1)) * ...
(CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2) * xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,1)) +...
CTRL.E coeff(i edge,3) * xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,2)))];
end
end
opts = sdpsettings('solver','gurobi'); % Solve with gurobi
Ctrl.ACM = CTRL;
% Create exported optimization model object
Ctrl.ACM.Controller = ...
optimizer(cons,objs,opts,{x0 ,x {1},xt {:},Pin {:},u0 ,uext {:},z {1},ref },[x ,uC ,P ,s ,s2 ]);
C.9 Fuel System Controller Definition Code
%% Fuel system controller definition
CTRL = Graph.FuelLoop;
CTRL.hor = 5;
CTRL.N track = 4;
CTRL.indx track = [12 13 41 42]; % track fuel tank temperatures
%% defining variables for use with YALMIP
yalmip('clear')
% Sources (Pin ) and sinks (xt ) -- including preview across the horizon
Pin = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ns+CTRL.Ns aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
xt = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nt+CTRL.Nt aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% states (x ), power flows (P ), and inputs (u ) across the horizon
x = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor+1));
P = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ne ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
uC = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
z = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.N track ,1,CTRL.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor+1));
ref = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.N track+15 ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
Caps = sdpvar(repmat(5 ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
Mtanks = sdpvar(repmat(5 ,1,CTRL.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor+1));
% inputs (mdots) set outside of subsystem used to constrain inputs for flow
% to sinks
uext = sdpvar(repmat(4 ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% previous inputs and current states
u0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC+CTRL.NuB ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
x0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
% slack variable for all states across the horizon
s = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% slack variable for input constraints across the horizon
s2 = sdpvar(repmat(14 ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% soft slack near constraints
s3 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% all state (xall ), tracked states (xtr ), and tracked power flows (Ptr )
% across the horizon
Nx total = CTRL.Nv+CTRL.Nt+CTRL.Nt aux;
xall = sdpvar(repmat(Nx total ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
objs = 0; % initializing the objective function at 0
cons = []; % initializing the contraints as an empty set
%% definiing the objective function and constraints
for k = 1:CTRL.hor
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OBJECTIVE FUNCTION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% REMOVE for hierarchy %%%%%
objs = objs + 1e0*norm(uC {k}(3)-uC {k}(4),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e0*norm(uC {k}(10)-uC {k}(14),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(uC {k}(10),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(uC {k}(14),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e2*norm(uC {k}(2),2)ˆ2;
if k == 1
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(uC {k}(10),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(uC {k}(14),2)ˆ2;
else
objs = objs + 1e3*norm(uC {k}(1)-uC {k-1}(1),2)ˆ2;
end
cons = [cons, -0.02 <= uC {k}(1)-u0 (1) <= 0.02];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% minimize - slack on states
objs = objs + 1e3*norm(s {k},2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e6*norm(s2 {k},2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e0*norm(s3 {k},2)ˆ2;
% minimize - tank mass differnces
objs = objs + 2e-2*norm(Mtanks {k+1}(1)-3/4*sum(Mtanks {k+1}(2:5))/4,2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 2e-3*norm(Mtanks {k+1}(2)-Mtanks {k+1}(3),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 2e-3*norm(Mtanks {k+1}(4)-Mtanks {k+1}(5),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 2e-3*norm(Mtanks {k+1}(2)-Mtanks {k+1}(4),2)ˆ2;
% minimize - rate of input changes
if k == 1
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(uC {k}-u0 ,2)ˆ2;
else
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(uC {k}-uC {k-1},2)ˆ2;
end
% Minimize generator and engine pumps
objs = objs + 1e0*norm((uC {k}(27:30)-CTRL.u min(27:30))./CTRL.u max(27:30),2)ˆ2;
% Minimize AEE pump
objs = objs + 1e-1*norm(uC {k}(2)-CTRL.u min(2),2)ˆ2;
% track desired recirculation flow rate
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(uC {k}([31 33]) - ref ([18 19]) ,2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e-2*norm(x {k+1}(CTRL.indx track)-ref (1:4),2)ˆ2;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CONSTRAINTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% system dynamics
tanks = [1 12 13 41 42];
cons = [cons, 1/CTRL.DT*diag(Caps )*(x {k+1}(tanks)- x {k}(tanks)) == ...
(-CTRL.M upper(tanks,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(tanks,:)*Pin {k}) ];
dyn = setdiff(setdiff(find(CTRL.Caps~=0),find(CTRL.Caps==inf)),tanks);
cons = [cons, 1/CTRL.DT*diag(CTRL.Caps(dyn))*(x {k+1}(dyn)- x {k}(dyn)) == ...
(-CTRL.M upper(dyn,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(dyn,:)*Pin {k}) ];
alg = find(CTRL.Caps==0);
if k == 1
objs = objs + 1e3*norm(-CTRL.M upper(alg,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(alg,:)*Pin {k},2)ˆ2;
end
if k > 1
cons = [cons, 0 == (-CTRL.M upper(alg,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(alg,:)*Pin {k}) ];
end
fixed = find(CTRL.Caps==inf);
cons = [cons, x {k+1}(fixed) == x {k}(fixed)];
cons = [cons, z {k+1} == z {k} + CTRL.DT*(x {k+1}(CTRL.indx track)-ref (1:4))];
% min/max state constraints with slack
cons = [cons, CTRL.x min - s {k} <= x {k+1} <= CTRL.x max + s {k}];
cons = [cons, x {k+1}+2 <= CTRL.x max + s3 {k}];
% keep slack positive
cons = [cons, 0 <= s {k}]; % Keep slack non-negative
% min/max input constraints
cons = [cons, CTRL.u min <= uC {k} <= CTRL.u max];
% set minimum recirc flow rate
cons = [cons, 0.25 <= uC {k}([31 33])];
% concatenating states with sinks
cons = [cons, xall {k} == [x {k};xt {k}]];
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% Mass of tanks
if k == 1
cons = [cons, Mtanks {k} == Caps /Graph.FuelLoop.Cp fluid];
end
cons = [cons, Mtanks {k+1}(1) == Mtanks {k}(1) - CTRL.DT*uC {k}(1)];
cons = [cons, Mtanks {k+1}(2) == Mtanks {k}(2) + CTRL.DT*(uC {k}(7)+uC {k}(21)-uC {k}(12))];
cons = [cons, Mtanks {k+1}(3) == Mtanks {k}(3) + CTRL.DT*(uC {k}(8)+uC {k}(20)-uC {k}(9))];
cons = [cons, Mtanks {k+1}(4) == Mtanks {k}(4) + CTRL.DT*(uC {k}(5)+uC {k}(26)-uC {k}(16))];
cons = [cons, Mtanks {k+1}(5) == Mtanks {k}(5) + CTRL.DT*(uC {k}(6)+uC {k}(25)-uC {k}(13))];
cons = [cons, 10 <= Mtanks {k+1}]; % keep tanks above 10kg
% split and junction constraints
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(1) == uC {k}(1) + uC {k}(10) + uC {k}(14) - uC {k}(2)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(2) == uC {k}(2) - uC {k}(3) - uC {k}(4)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(3) == uC {k}(3) - uC {k}(5) - uC {k}(6)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(4) == uC {k}(4) - uC {k}(7) - uC {k}(8)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(5) == uC {k}(9) - uC {k}(10) - uC {k}(11)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(6) == uC {k}(13) - uC {k}(14) - uC {k}(15)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(7) == uC {k}(11) + uC {k}(12) - uC {k}(17)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(8) == uC {k}(15) + uC {k}(16) - uC {k}(22)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(9) == uC {k}(17) - uC {k}(18) - uC {k}(19)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(10) == uC {k}(22) - uC {k}(23) - uC {k}(24)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(11) == uC {k}(17) - uC {k}(31) - uC {k}(32)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(12) == uC {k}(22) - uC {k}(33) - uC {k}(34)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(13) == uC {k}(31) - uC {k}(20) - uC {k}(21)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(14) == uC {k}(33) - uC {k}(25) - uC {k}(26)];
% sink flow constraints
cons = [cons, uC {k}([32 34 35 36]) == uext {k}];
% edges that follow an mdot*Cp*T power flow
for i edge = setdiff(find(any(CTRL.B,2)'),[90:94])
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == u0 (find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)))*...
(CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2) * (xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,1)) - x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))))+...
(uC {k}(find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)))*CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2)*x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))) ];
end
% edges that follow an mass drain compensation
for i edge = [90:91 93:94]
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == (sum(uC {k}(find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)==1)))-uC {k}(find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)==-1)))*...
CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2)*x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))];
end
for i edge = [92]
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == (-uC {k}(find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)==-1)))*...
CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2)*x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))];
end
% edges that follow an hA*deltaT power flow
for i edge = find(~any(CTRL.B,2)'-any(CTRL.W,1))
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == (CTRL.E coeff(i edge,1)) * ...
(CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2) * xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,1)) +...
CTRL.E coeff(i edge,3) * xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,2)))];
end
% algebraic constraints on powers
cons = [cons, CTRL.W*P {k} == 0];
% power flows in
cons = [cons, P {k}(24) + P {k}(83) == Pin {k}(9) ];
cons = [cons, P {k}(58) + P {k}(85) == Pin {k}(10)];
cons = [cons, P {k}(34) + P {k}(86) == Pin {k}(11)];
cons = [cons, P {k}(68) + P {k}(89) == Pin {k}(12)];
cons = [cons, P {k}(41) + P {k}(87) == Pin {k}(13)];
cons = [cons, P {k}(75) + P {k}(88) == Pin {k}(14)];
cons = [cons, P {k}( 3) + P {k}(84) == Pin {k}(18)];
% cons = [cons, P {k} >= 0]; % Had to remove, caused infeasible during
% transients
end
opts = sdpsettings('solver','gurobi','gurobi.TimeLimit',0.1); % Solve with gurobi
Ctrl.FuelLoop = CTRL;
% Create exported optimization model object
Ctrl.FuelLoop.Controller = ...
optimizer(cons,objs,opts,{x0 ,x {1},xt {:},Pin {:},u0 ,uext {:},z {1},ref ,Caps },[x ,uC ,P ,s ,s2 ]);
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C.10 Sink Management Controller Definition Code
%% Source controller definition
Graph.SourceMgmt.Caps(Graph.SourceMgmt.Caps < 10) = 0; % Make small capacitances zero
eta FAD = FADEC.eff.max eta;
CTRL = Graph.SourceMgmt;
CTRL.track.Nx = 0;
CTRL.track.NP = 0;
CTRL.track.Nu = 0;
CTRL.hor = 5;
% sdpvar will not accept an input of 0 in the first argument
% if Ntanks, track.Nx, track.NP, track.Nu, Nm equal 0, these lines set
% them equal to 1
CTRL.track.Nx = max(1,CTRL.track.Nx);
CTRL.track.NP = max(1,CTRL.track.NP);
CTRL.track.Nu = max(1,CTRL.track.Nu);
CTRL.Nu = max(1,CTRL.NuC);
%% definiing variables for use with YALMIP
yalmip('clear')
% Sources (Pin ) and sinks (xt ) -- including preview across the horizon
Pin = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ns + CTRL.Ns aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
xt = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nt + CTRL.Nt aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% states (x ), power flows (P ), and inputs (u ) across the horizon
% states are represented as delta variables [i.e. delta x = x = x-x(0)]
% inputs are not delta variables [i.e. u = delta u + u(0)]
x = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor+1));
P = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ne ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
uC = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
uB = binvar(repmat(CTRL.NuB ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% previous inputs
u0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC+CTRL.NuB ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
x0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
% slack variable for all states across the horizon
s = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
s2 = sdpvar(repmat(5 ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% all state (xall ), tracked states (xtr ), and tracked power flows (Ptr )
% across the horizon
Nx total = CTRL.Nv+CTRL.Nt+CTRL.Nt aux;
xall = sdpvar(repmat(Nx total ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
xtr = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.track.Nx ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
Ptr = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.track.NP ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
objs = 0; % initializing the objective function at 0
cons = []; % initializing the contraints as an empty set
%% definiing the objective function and constraints
V0 = 270; % 270V bus
I0 = Converters.HVDC.eff.maxI;
V1 = 28; % 28V bus
I1 = Converters.LVDC.eff.maxI;
V2 = 115; % 115V bus
I2 = Converters.LVAC.eff.maxI;
for k = 1:CTRL.hor
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OBJECTIVE FUNCTION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% minimize - slack on states
objs = objs + 1e4*norm(s {k},2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e2*norm(s2 {k},2)ˆ2;
% balance generator loading
objs = objs + .1*norm(P {k}(1) - P {k}(35),2)ˆ2;
% minimize power consumption
objs = objs + .01*norm(P {k}(1),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + .01*norm(P {k}(35),2)ˆ2;
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% minimize number of active converters
objs = objs + norm(uC {k}([5:11 13:35]),2)ˆ2;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CONSTRAINTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% system dynamics
dyn = find(and(CTRL.Caps~=0,CTRL.Caps~=inf));
cons = [cons, 1/CTRL.DT*diag(CTRL.Caps(dyn))*(x {k+1}(dyn)- x {k}(dyn)) == ...
(-CTRL.M upper(dyn,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(dyn,:)*Pin {k}) ];
% fixed system states (i.e. pumps and voltages)
fix = find(CTRL.Caps==inf);
cons = [cons, x {k+1}(fix) == x {k}(fix)];
% algebraic states
if k > 1
alg = find(CTRL.Caps==0);
cons = [cons, 0 == (-CTRL.M upper(alg,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(alg,:)*Pin {k}) ];
end
% battery charge and discharge decision variables - VERIFIED
cons = [cons, P {k}(14) == uC {k}(1)]; % charge rate along edge 14
cons = [cons, P {k}(15) == uC {k}(2)]; % discharge rate along edge 15
% heater power is an input
cons = [cons, P {k}(21) == uC {k}(12)];
% battery charge and discharge decision variables - VERIFIED
cons = [cons, P {k}(48) == uC {k}(3)]; % charge rate along edge 48
cons = [cons, P {k}(49) == uC {k}(4)]; % discharge rate along edge 49
% no cross over between RPDU source bus - VERIFIED
cons = [cons, P {k}(52) == 0];
cons = [cons, P {k}(68) == 0];
% uB {k}(6) == 1 implies charge mode; uB {k}(6) == 0 implies discharge
cons = [cons, implies(uB {k}(6) , uC {k}(2) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(6) , uC {k}(1) <= 0)];
% uB {k}(6) == 1 implies charge mode; uB {k}(6) == 0 implies discharge
cons = [cons, implies(uB {k}(12) , uC {k}(4) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(12) , uC {k}(3) <= 0)];
% ~uB {k}(#) == 1 implies that the inverter is off, and power is 0 - VERIFIED
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(2) , P {k}(4) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(3) , P {k}(5) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(4) , P {k}(6) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(5) , P {k}(7) <= 0)];
% ~uB {k}(#) == 1 implies that the inverter is off, and power is 0 - VERIFIED
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(8) , P {k}(38) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(9) , P {k}(39) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(10) , P {k}(40) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(11) , P {k}(41) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(14) , P {k}(57) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(15) , P {k}(58) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(16) , P {k}(59) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB {k}(17) , P {k}(60) <= 0)];
% at least 1 inverter has to remain on - VERIFIED
cons = [cons, uB {k}(1) == 1];
cons = [cons, uB {k}(7) == 1];
cons = [cons, uB {k}(13) == 1];
% bounds on inputs
cons = [cons, CTRL.u min <= uC {k} <= CTRL.u max ];
%%%%% vvvv TRANSFER BUS LOGIC vvvv %%%%%
% if edge 2 == 0, then left HVAC bus is not powering HVDC bus. In this
% case, right HVAC bus must power the HVDC bus via edge 81
cons = [cons, P {k}(81)+P {k}(2) == P {k}(3)+P {k}(4)+P {k}(5)+P {k}(6)+P {k}(7)];
cons = [cons, implies(P {k}(81) >= 1, P {k}(2) == 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(P {k}(2) >= 1, P {k}(81) == 0)];
% if edge 36 == 0, then right HVAC bus is not powering LVDC bus. In this
% case, left HVAC bus must power the LVDC bus via edge 23
cons = [cons, P {k}(23)+P {k}(36) == P {k}(37)+P {k}(38)+P {k}(39)+P {k}(40)+P {k}(41)];
cons = [cons, implies(P {k}(23) >= 1, P {k}(36) == 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(P {k}(36) >= 1, P {k}(23) == 0)];
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% if edge 55 == 0, then right HVAC bus is not powering LVAC bus. In this
% case, left HVAC bus must power the LVAC bus via edge 22
cons = [cons, P {k}(22)+P {k}(55) == P {k}(56)+P {k}(57)+P {k}(58)+P {k}(59)+P {k}(60)];
cons = [cons, implies(P {k}(22) >= 1, P {k}(55) == 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(P {k}(55) >= 1, P {k}(22) == 0)];
%%%%% ˆˆˆˆ TRANSFER BUS LOGIC ˆˆˆˆ %%%%%
% power supplied by the generators are limited by Pin
cons = [cons, P {k}(1) + P {k}(20) <= Pin {k}(1) ]; % left wing generator
cons = [cons, P {k}(35) + P {k}(79) <= Pin {k}(2) ]; % right wing generator
% algebraic constraints on powers
cons = [cons, CTRL.W*P {k} == 0];
% powers must be greater than 0 and less than max
cons = [cons, P {k}(1:101) <= 1000]; % 1000 kW is max electrical load
cons = [cons, 0 <= P {k}([1:29 32:100]) ];
% power along edges 16 17 18 19 24 32 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 95 96
% equal the sink state value
cons = [cons, P {k}(16) == xt {k}(94-CTRL.Nv)]; % Left HVAC Other
cons = [cons, P {k}(17) == xt {k}(95-CTRL.Nv)]; % Left HVAC Deice
cons = [cons, P {k}(18) == xt {k}(96-CTRL.Nv)]; % Left HVDC Other
cons = [cons, P {k}(19) == xt {k}(97-CTRL.Nv)]; % Left HVDC Hydraul
cons = [cons, P {k}(24) == xt {k}(99-CTRL.Nv)]; % Left HVAC Boost
cons = [cons, P {k}(32) == xt {k}(100-CTRL.Nv)]; % HVDC ACM motors
cons = [cons, P {k}(37+34) == xt {k}(101-CTRL.Nv)]; % Right HVAC other
cons = [cons, P {k}(38+34) == xt {k}(102-CTRL.Nv)]; % Right HVAC deice
cons = [cons, P {k}(39+34) == xt {k}(103-CTRL.Nv)]; % AEE
cons = [cons, P {k}(40+34) == xt {k}(104-CTRL.Nv)]; % Right LVAC other
cons = [cons, P {k}(41+34) == xt {k}(105-CTRL.Nv)]; % LVDC shed
cons = [cons, P {k}(42+34) == xt {k}(106-CTRL.Nv)]; % LVDC no shed
cons = [cons, P {k}(43+34) == xt {k}(107-CTRL.Nv)]; % LVAC no shed
cons = [cons, P {k}(44+34) == xt {k}(108-CTRL.Nv)]; % LVAC shed
cons = [cons, P {k}(48+34) == xt {k}(111-CTRL.Nv)]; % Right HVAC Boost
cons = [cons, P {k}(61+34) == xt {k}(112-CTRL.Nv)/eta FAD];% LVDC FADEC
cons = [cons, P {k}(62+34) == xt {k}(113-CTRL.Nv)]; % LVDC oil pumps
% FAN AND PUMP POWER AS A FUNCTION OF FLOW RATES
% fan power is related to mass flow rate by P =-16.066uˆ2+47.662x-6.128
% pump power is related to mass flow rate by P = 0.25733u-0.037658
cons = [cons, P {k}(30) == -16.066*uC {k}(5)*u0 (5)+47.662*uC {k}(5)-6.128];
cons = [cons, P {k}(31) == -16.066*uC {k}(6)*u0 (6)+47.662*uC {k}(6)-6.128];
cons = [cons, P {k}(101) == 0.25733*uC {k}(13)-0.037658];
% SPLIT AND JUNCTION CONSTRAINTS
% Air zone -- split and junction between cabin, cockpit, bays
cons = [cons, uC {k}(1+4) + uC {k}(1+4) + s2 {k}(1) == uC {k}(3+4) + uC {k}(4+4) + uC {k}(5+4) + ...
uC {k}(6+4) + uC {k}(7+4)];
% fluid loop junctions and splits
cons = [cons, uC {k}(1+12) + s2 {k}(2) == uC {k}(2 +12) + uC {k}(3 +12) + uC {k}(4 +12) + uC {k}(5 +12) + ...
uC {k}(6 +12)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(3+12) + s2 {k}(3) == uC {k}(7 +12) + uC {k}(8 +12) + uC {k}(9 +12) + uC {k}(10+12) + ...
uC {k}(11+12)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(4+12) + s2 {k}(4) == uC {k}(12+12) + uC {k}(13+12) + uC {k}(14+12) + uC {k}(15+12) + ...
uC {k}(16+12)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(5+12) + s2 {k}(5) == uC {k}(17+12) + uC {k}(18+12) + uC {k}(19+12) + uC {k}(20+12) + ...
uC {k}(21+12)];
% power for blowers - used to be power input, so it did not appear in W
cons = [cons, P {k}(1+101) + P {k}(15+101) == P {k}(31) ];
cons = [cons, P {k}(2+101) + P {k}(16+101) == P {k}(30) ];
% power to liquid loop pump - used to be a power input, was not in W
cons = [cons, P {k}(2+124) + P {k}(61+124) == P {k}(101) ];
% mass flow along these edges has been restricted to zero
cons = [cons, P {k}([9 14]+101) == 0];
% squeeze mass flow rates to minimum values when heat load to battery
% and converter cold plates is zero
Pndx = [4 5 6:20]+124;
cons = [cons, uC {k}([2 6 7:21]+12) <= P {k}(Pndx) + CTRL.u min([2 6 7:21]+12)];
% min/max state constraints with slack
cons = [cons, CTRL.x min - s {k} <= x {k+1} <= CTRL.x max + s {k}];
% concatenating states with sinks
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cons = [cons, xall {k} == [x {k};xt {k}]];
% re-linearized power flow equation for edges of form: mdot*Cp*T
for i edge = find(any(CTRL.B,2)')
if i edge > 50
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == u0 (find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)))*...
(CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2) * (xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,1)) - x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))))+...
(uC {k}(find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)))*CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2)*x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))) ];
end
end
% edges that follow an hA*deltaT power flow
for i edge = find(~any(CTRL.B,2)'-any(CTRL.W,1))
if i edge > 50
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == (CTRL.E coeff(i edge,1)) * ...
(CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2) * xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,1)) +...
CTRL.E coeff(i edge,3) * xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,2)))];
end
end
% keep slack positive
cons = [cons, 0 <= s {k}]; % Keep slack non-negative
end
opts = sdpsettings('solver','gurobi'); % Solve with gurobi
Ctrl.SourceMgmt = CTRL;
% Create exported optimization model object
Ctrl.SourceMgmt.Controller = optimizer(cons,objs,opts,{x0 ,x {1},xt {:},Pin {:},u0 },[x ,uC ,uB ,P ,s ,s2 ]);
C.11 Sink Management Controller Definition Code
%% Sink mgmt controller definition
Graph.SinkMgmt.Name = 'SinkMgmt';
Graph.SinkMgmt.DT = 60;
Graph.SinkMgmt.Pin0 = 0;
CTRL = Graph.SinkMgmt;
CTRL.hor = 5;
CTRL.N track = 1;
CTRL.indx track = [5];
%% defining variables for use with YALMIP
yalmip('clear')
% Sources (Pin ) and sinks (xt ) -- including preview across the horizon
Pin = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ns+CTRL.Ns aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
xt = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nt+CTRL.Nt aux, 1, CTRL.hor), ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% states (x ), power flows (P ), and inputs (u ) across the horizon
x = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor+1));
P = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Ne ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
uC = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% uB = binvar(repmat(CTRL.NuB ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
z = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.N track ,1,CTRL.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor+1));
ref = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.N track ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
Caps = sdpvar(repmat(5 ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
Mtanks = sdpvar(repmat(5 ,1,CTRL.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor+1));
% inputs (mdots) set outside of subsystem used to constrain inputs for flow
% to sinks
uext = sdpvar(repmat(10 ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% previous inputs and current states
u0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.NuC+CTRL.NuB ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
x0 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
% slack variable for all states across the horizon
s = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% slack variable for input constraints across the horizon
s2 = sdpvar(repmat(14+6 ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% soft slack near constraints
s3 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL.Nv ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
% all state (xall ), tracked states (xtr ), and tracked power flows (Ptr )
% across the horizon
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Nx total = CTRL.Nv+CTRL.Nt+CTRL.Nt aux;
xall = sdpvar(repmat(Nx total ,1,CTRL.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL.hor));
objs = 0; % initializing the objective function at 0
cons = []; % initializing the contraints as an empty set
%% definiing the objective function and constraints
for k = 1:CTRL.hor
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OBJECTIVE FUNCTION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% minimize fuel tank temperatures (auxiliary)
objs = objs + 1e-4*norm(x {k+1}([13 42]),2)ˆ2;
% minimize power into the fuel loop from the ACM
objs = objs + 1e-1*norm(P {k}(109),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e-1*norm(P {k}(131),2)ˆ2;
% minimize - slack on states
objs = objs + 1e3*norm(s {k},2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e6*norm(s2 {k},2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e0*norm(s3 {k},2)ˆ2;
% minimize - tank mass differnces
objs = objs + 2e-2*norm(Mtanks {k+1}(1)-3/4*sum(Mtanks {k+1}(2:5))/4,2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 2e-3*norm(Mtanks {k+1}(2)-Mtanks {k+1}(3),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 2e-3*norm(Mtanks {k+1}(4)-Mtanks {k+1}(5),2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 2e-3*norm(Mtanks {k+1}(2)-Mtanks {k+1}(4),2)ˆ2;
% minimize - rate of input changes
if k == 1
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(uC {k}-u0 ,2)ˆ2;
else
objs = objs + 1e1*norm(uC {k}-uC {k-1},2)ˆ2;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CONSTRAINTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% system dynamics - tanks with time varying capacitance
tanks = [1 12 13 41 42];
cons = [cons, 1/CTRL.DT*diag(Caps )*(x {k+1}(tanks)- x {k}(tanks)) == ...
(-CTRL.M upper(tanks,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(tanks,:)*Pin {k}) ];
% dynamic system states
dyn = setdiff(setdiff(find(CTRL.Caps~=0),find(CTRL.Caps==inf)),tanks);
cons = [cons, 1/CTRL.DT*diag(CTRL.Caps(dyn))*(x {k+1}(dyn)- x {k}(dyn)) == ...
(-CTRL.M upper(dyn,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(dyn,:)*Pin {k}) ];
% algebraic system states
alg = find(CTRL.Caps==0);
if k == 1
objs = objs + 1e3*norm(-CTRL.M upper(alg,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(alg,:)*Pin {k},2)ˆ2;
end
if k > 1
cons = [cons, 0 == (-CTRL.M upper(alg,:)*P {k} + CTRL.D(alg,:)*Pin {k}) ];
end
% fixed system states
fixed = find(CTRL.Caps==inf);
cons = [cons, x {k+1}(fixed) == x {k}(fixed)];
% integral constraint
cons = [cons, z {k+1} == z {k} + CTRL.DT*(x {k+1}(CTRL.indx track)-ref )];
% Constraints for turbomachinery exit temperatures
cons = [cons, x {k+1}(15+64) - x {k+1}(16+64) == 3.5991e-6*u0 (1+36)*uC {k}(1+36) - 3.0449e-3*uC {k}(1+36) ...
+ 6.8272e0];
cons = [cons, x {k+1}(4+64) - x {k+1}(5+64) == 7.5455e-6*u0 (1+36)*uC {k}(1+36) - 1.9692e-2*uC {k}(1+36) ...
+ 3.5914e1];
cons = [cons, x {k+1}(15+80) - x {k+1}(16+80) == 3.5991e-6*u0 (1+46)*uC {k}(1+46) - 3.0449e-3*uC {k}(1+46) ...
+ 6.8272e0];
cons = [cons, x {k+1}(4+80) - x {k+1}(5+80) == 7.5455e-6*u0 (1+46)*uC {k}(1+46) - 1.9692e-2*uC {k}(1+46) ...
+ 3.5914e1];
% min/max state constraints with slack
cons = [cons, CTRL.x min - s {k} <= x {k+1} <= CTRL.x max + s {k}];
cons = [cons, x {k+1}+5 <= CTRL.x max + s3 {k}];
% keep slack positive
cons = [cons, 0 <= s {k}]; % Keep slack non-negative
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% min/max input constraints
cons = [cons, CTRL.u min <= uC {k} <= CTRL.u max];
% set minimum recirc flow rate
cons = [cons, 0.25 <= uC {k}([31 33])];
% concatenating states with sinks
cons = [cons, xall {k} == [x {k};xt {k}]];
% Mass of tanks
if k == 1
cons = [cons, Mtanks {k} == Caps /Graph.FuelLoop.Cp fluid];
end
cons = [cons, Mtanks {k+1}(1) == Mtanks {k}(1) - CTRL.DT*uC {k}(1)];
cons = [cons, Mtanks {k+1}(2) == Mtanks {k}(2) + CTRL.DT*(uC {k}(7)+uC {k}(21)-uC {k}(12))];
cons = [cons, Mtanks {k+1}(3) == Mtanks {k}(3) + CTRL.DT*(uC {k}(8)+uC {k}(20)-uC {k}(9))];
cons = [cons, Mtanks {k+1}(4) == Mtanks {k}(4) + CTRL.DT*(uC {k}(5)+uC {k}(26)-uC {k}(16))];
cons = [cons, Mtanks {k+1}(5) == Mtanks {k}(5) + CTRL.DT*(uC {k}(6)+uC {k}(25)-uC {k}(13))];
cons = [cons, 10 <= Mtanks {k+1}];
% split and junction constraints
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(1) == uC {k}(1) + uC {k}(10) + uC {k}(14) - uC {k}(2)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(2) == uC {k}(2) - uC {k}(3) - uC {k}(4)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(3) == uC {k}(3) - uC {k}(5) - uC {k}(6)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(4) == uC {k}(4) - uC {k}(7) - uC {k}(8)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(5) == uC {k}(9) - uC {k}(10) - uC {k}(11)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(6) == uC {k}(13) - uC {k}(14) - uC {k}(15)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(7) == uC {k}(11) + uC {k}(12) - uC {k}(17)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(8) == uC {k}(15) + uC {k}(16) - uC {k}(22)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(9) == uC {k}(17) - uC {k}(18) - uC {k}(19)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(10) == uC {k}(22) - uC {k}(23) - uC {k}(24)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(11) == uC {k}(17) - uC {k}(31) - uC {k}(32)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(12) == uC {k}(22) - uC {k}(33) - uC {k}(34)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(13) == uC {k}(31) - uC {k}(20) - uC {k}(21)];
cons = [cons, s2 {k}(14) == uC {k}(33) - uC {k}(25) - uC {k}(26)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(2+36) + s2 {k}(15) == uC {k}(3+36) + uC {k}(4+36)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(2+36) + s2 {k}(16) == uC {k}(5+36) + uC {k}(6+36)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(2+36) + s2 {k}(17) == -7.1181e-8*u0 (1+36)*uC {k}(1+36) + 8.6399e-4*uC {k}(1+36) - ...
8.2273e-1];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(2+46) + s2 {k}(18) == uC {k}(3+46) + uC {k}(4+46)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(2+46) + s2 {k}(19) == uC {k}(5+46) + uC {k}(6+46)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(2+46) + s2 {k}(20) == -7.1181e-8*u0 (1+46)*uC {k}(1+46) + 8.6399e-4*uC {k}(1+46) - ...
8.2273e-1];
% sink flow constraints
cons = [cons, uC {k}([32 34 35 36]) == uext {k}(1:4)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}([7 9 10]+36) == uext {k}(5:7)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}([7 9 10]+46) == uext {k}(8:10)];
% flow through ACM fuel heat exchanger
cons = [cons, uC {k}(8+36) == uC {k}(18)];
cons = [cons, uC {k}(8+46) == uC {k}(23)];
% edges that follow an mdot*Cp*T power flow
for i edge = setdiff(find(any(CTRL.B,2)'),[90:94])
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == u0 (find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)))*...
(CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2) * (xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,1)) - x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))))+...
(uC {k}(find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)))*CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2)*x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))) ];
end
% edges that follow a mass drain compensation
for i edge = [90:91 93:94]
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == (sum(uC {k}(find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)==1)))-uC {k}(find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)==-1)))*...
CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2)*x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))];
end
for i edge = [92]
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == (-uC {k}(find(CTRL.B(i edge,:)==-1)))*...
CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2)*x0 (CTRL.E(i edge,1))];
end
% edges that follow an hA*deltaT power flow
for i edge = find(~any(CTRL.B,2)'-any(CTRL.W,1))
cons = [cons, P {k}(i edge) == (CTRL.E coeff(i edge,1)) * ...
(CTRL.E coeff(i edge,2) * xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,1)) +...
CTRL.E coeff(i edge,3) * xall {k}(CTRL.E(i edge,2)))];
end
% algebraic constraints on powers
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cons = [cons, CTRL.W*P {k} == 0];
% power flows input constraints
cons = [cons, P {k}(24) + P {k}(83) == Pin {k}(9) ];
cons = [cons, P {k}(58) + P {k}(85) == Pin {k}(10)];
cons = [cons, P {k}(34) + P {k}(86) == Pin {k}(11)];
cons = [cons, P {k}(68) + P {k}(89) == Pin {k}(12)];
cons = [cons, P {k}(41) + P {k}(87) == Pin {k}(13)];
cons = [cons, P {k}(75) + P {k}(88) == Pin {k}(14)];
cons = [cons, P {k}( 3) + P {k}(84) == Pin {k}(16)];
end
opts = sdpsettings('solver','gurobi','gurobi.TimeLimit',5); % Solve with gurobi
Ctrl.SinkMgmt = CTRL;
% Create exported optimization model object
Ctrl.SinkMgmt.Controller = ...
optimizer(cons,objs,opts,{x0 ,x {1},xt {:},Pin {:},u0 ,uext {:},z {1},ref ,Caps },[x ,uC ,P ,s ,s2 ]);
C.12 Vehicle Management Controller Definition Code
%% NOTE: THE VEHICLE CONTROLLER COMBINES GRAPHS SOURCEMGMT AND SINKMGMT.
% THIS CODE SETS CTRL1 EQUAL TO SOURCEMGMT AND CTRL2 EQUAL TO SINKMGMT
CTRL1 = Graph.SourceMgmt;
CTRL1.track.Nx = 0;
CTRL1.track.NP = 0;
CTRL1.track.Nu = 0;
CTRL1.hor = 5;
% sdpvar will not accept an input of 0 in the first argument
% if Ntanks, track.Nx, track.NP, track.Nu, Nm equal 0, these lines set
% them equal to 1
CTRL1.track.Nx = max(1,CTRL1.track.Nx);
CTRL1.track.NP = max(1,CTRL1.track.NP);
CTRL1.track.Nu = max(1,CTRL1.track.Nu);
CTRL1.Nu = max(1,CTRL1.NuC);
CTRL2 = Ctrl.SinkMgmt;
CTRL2.N track = 1;
CTRL2.indx track = [5];
CTRL1.Caps(CTRL1.Caps < 200) = 0; % Make small capacitances zero
CTRL2.Caps(CTRL2.Caps < 200) = 0; % Make small capacitances zero
clear CTRL
CTRL.DT = 600;
CTRL.hor = 5;
CTRL.Nv = CTRL1.Nv+CTRL2.Nv;
CTRL.Ne = CTRL1.Nv+CTRL2.Ne;
CTRL.Ns = CTRL1.Nv+CTRL2.Ns;
CTRL.Nt = CTRL1.Nv+CTRL2.Nt;
CTRL.NuC = CTRL1.NuC+CTRL2.NuC;
CTRL.Nv1 = CTRL1.Nv;
CTRL.Ne1 = CTRL1.Ne;
CTRL.Ns1 = CTRL1.Ns;
CTRL.Nt1 = CTRL1.Nt;
CTRL.NuC1 = CTRL1.NuC;
CTRL.NuB1 = CTRL1.NuB;
CTRL.Nv2 = CTRL2.Nv;
CTRL.Ne2 = CTRL2.Ne;
CTRL.Ns2 = CTRL2.Ns;
CTRL.Nt2 = CTRL2.Nt;
CTRL.NuC2 = CTRL2.NuC;
%% defining variables for use with YALMIP
yalmip('clear')
% Sources (Pin ) and sinks (xt ) -- including preview across the horizon
Pin1 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL1.Ns + CTRL1.Ns aux, 1, CTRL1.hor), ones(1,CTRL1.hor));
xt1 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL1.Nt + CTRL1.Nt aux, 1, CTRL1.hor), ones(1,CTRL1.hor));
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Pin2 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL2.Ns+CTRL2.Ns aux, 1, CTRL2.hor), ones(1,CTRL2.hor));
xt2 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL2.Nt+CTRL2.Nt aux, 1, CTRL2.hor), ones(1,CTRL2.hor));
Pin1 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL1.Ns + CTRL1.Ns aux, 1, CTRL1.hor), ones(1,CTRL1.hor));
Pin2 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL2.Ns+CTRL2.Ns aux, 1, CTRL2.hor), ones(1,CTRL2.hor));
% states (x ), power flows (P ), and inputs (u ) across the horizon
x1 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL1.Nv ,1,CTRL1.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL1.hor+1));
P1 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL1.Ne ,1,CTRL1.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL1.hor));
uC1 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL1.NuC ,1,CTRL1.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL1.hor));
uB1 = binvar(repmat(CTRL1.NuB ,1,CTRL1.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL1.hor));
x2 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL2.Nv ,1,CTRL2.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL2.hor+1));
P2 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL2.Ne ,1,CTRL2.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL2.hor));
uC2 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL2.NuC ,1,CTRL2.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL2.hor));
shed = sdpvar(repmat(1 ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
z2 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL2.N track ,1,CTRL2.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL2.hor+1));
ref2 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL2.N track ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
Caps = sdpvar(repmat(5 ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
% mass of fuel tanks
Mtanks2 = sdpvar(repmat(5 ,1,CTRL2.hor+1) ,ones(1,CTRL2.hor+1));
% inputs (mdots) set outside of subsystem used to constrain inputs for flow
% to sinks
uext2 = sdpvar(repmat(10 ,1,CTRL2.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL2.hor));
% previous inputs and current states
u01 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL1.NuC+CTRL1.NuB ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
x01 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL1.Nv ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
u02 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL2.NuC+CTRL2.NuB ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
x02 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL2.Nv ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
x0all = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL1.Nv+CTRL2.Nv ,1,1) ,ones(1,1));
% slack variable for all states across the horizon
s11 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL1.Nv ,1,CTRL1.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL1.hor));
s21 = sdpvar(repmat(5 ,1,CTRL1.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL1.hor));
s31 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL1.NuC ,1,CTRL1.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL1.hor));
s12 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL2.Nv ,1,CTRL2.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL2.hor));
% slack variable for input constraints across the horizon
s22 = sdpvar(repmat(14+6 ,1,CTRL2.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL2.hor));
% soft slack near constraints
s32 = sdpvar(repmat(CTRL2.Nv ,1,CTRL2.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL2.hor));
% all state (xall ), tracked states (xtr ), and tracked power flows (Ptr )
% across the horizon
Nx total = CTRL1.Nv+CTRL1.Nt+CTRL1.Nt aux;
xall1 = sdpvar(repmat(Nx total ,1,CTRL1.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL1.hor));
Nx total = CTRL2.Nv+CTRL2.Nt+CTRL2.Nt aux;
xall2 = sdpvar(repmat(Nx total ,1,CTRL2.hor) ,ones(1,CTRL2.hor));
objs = 0; % initializing the objective function at 0
cons = []; % initializing the contraints as an empty set
%% definiing the objective function and constraints
for k = 1:CTRL.hor
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OBJECTIVE FUNCTION SOURCES %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% minimize - slack on states
objs = objs + 1e9*norm(s11 {k},2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e6*norm(s21 {k},2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e6*norm(s31 {k},2)ˆ2;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OBJECTIVE FUNCTION SINKS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% minimize - slack on states
objs = objs + 1e6*norm(s12 {k},2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e6*norm(s22 {k},2)ˆ2;
objs = objs + 1e0*norm(s32 {k},2)ˆ2;
% minimize auxiliary tank temperatures (v(12 and v(41))
objs = objs + 1e-2*norm(x2 {k+1}([12 41]),2)ˆ2;
% minimize load shedding
objs = objs + 1e0*norm(P1 {k}(41+34) - xt1 {k}(105-CTRL1.Nv),2)ˆ2; % LVDC shed
objs = objs + 1e0*norm(P1 {k}(44+34) - xt1 {k}(108-CTRL1.Nv),2)ˆ2; % LVAC shed
objs = objs + 1e0*norm(P1 {k}(37+34) - xt1 {k}(101-CTRL1.Nv),2)ˆ2; % Right HVAC other
objs = objs + 1e0*norm(P1 {k}(16) - xt1 {k}(94-CTRL1.Nv) ,2)ˆ2; % Left HVAC Other
objs = objs + 1e0*norm(P1 {k}(18) - xt1 {k}(96-CTRL1.Nv) ,2)ˆ2; % Left HVDC Other
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CONSTRAINTS SOURCES %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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% system dynamics
dyn = find(and(CTRL1.Caps~=0,CTRL1.Caps~=inf));
cons = [cons, 1/CTRL1.DT*diag(CTRL1.Caps(dyn))*(x1 {k+1}(dyn)- x1 {k}(dyn)) == ...
(-CTRL1.M upper(dyn,:)*P1 {k} + CTRL1.D(dyn,:)*Pin1{k}) ];
% replacing the input powers with the coupled powers to the other graph
cons = [cons, Pin1{k} == [Pin1 {k}(1:4); P2 {k}(120); P2 {k}(142); P2 {k}(119); P2 {k}(141)]];
% fixed system states (i.e. pumps and voltages)
fix = find(CTRL1.Caps==inf);
cons = [cons, x1 {k+1}(fix) == x1 {k}(fix)];
% algebraic states
if k > 1
alg = find(CTRL1.Caps==0);
cons = [cons, 0 == (-CTRL1.M upper(alg,:)*P1 {k} + CTRL1.D(alg,:)*Pin1{k}) ];
end
% battery charge and discharge decision variables - VERIFIED
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(14) == uC1 {k}(1)]; % charge rate along edge 14
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(15) == uC1 {k}(2)]; % discharge rate along edge 15
% heater power is an input
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(21) == uC1 {k}(12)];
% battery charge and discharge decision variables - VERIFIED
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(48) == uC1 {k}(3)]; % charge rate along edge 48
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(49) == uC1 {k}(4)]; % discharge rate along edge 49
% no cross over between RPDU source bus - VERIFIED
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(52) == 0];
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(68) == 0];
% uB {k}(6) == 1 implies charge mode; uB {k}(6) == 0 implies discharge
cons = [cons, implies(uB1 {k}(6) , uC1 {k}(2) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB1 {k}(6) , uC1 {k}(1) <= 0)];
% uB {k}(6) == 1 implies charge mode; uB {k}(6) == 0 implies discharge
cons = [cons, implies(uB1 {k}(12) , uC1 {k}(4) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB1 {k}(12) , uC1 {k}(3) <= 0)];
% ~uB {k}(#) == 1 implies that the inverter is off, and power is 0 - VERIFIED
cons = [cons, implies(~uB1 {k}(2) , P1 {k}(4) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB1 {k}(3) , P1 {k}(5) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB1 {k}(4) , P1 {k}(6) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB1 {k}(5) , P1 {k}(7) <= 0)];
% ~uB {k}(#) == 1 implies that the inverter is off, and power is 0 - VERIFIED
cons = [cons, implies(~uB1 {k}(8) , P1 {k}(38) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB1 {k}(9) , P1 {k}(39) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB1 {k}(10) , P1 {k}(40) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB1 {k}(11) , P1 {k}(41) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB1 {k}(14) , P1 {k}(57) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB1 {k}(15) , P1 {k}(58) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB1 {k}(16) , P1 {k}(59) <= 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(~uB1 {k}(17) , P1 {k}(60) <= 0)];
% at least 1 inverter has to remain on - VERIFIED
cons = [cons, uB1 {k}(1) == 1];
cons = [cons, uB1 {k}(7) == 1];
cons = [cons, uB1 {k}(13) == 1];
% bounds on inputs
cons = [cons, CTRL1.u min <= uC1 {k} <= CTRL1.u max ];
%%%%% vvvv TRANSFER BUS LOGIC vvvv %%%%%
% if edge 2 == 0, then left HVAC bus is not powering HVDC bus. In this
% case, right HVAC bus must power the HVDC bus via edge 81
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(81)+P1 {k}(2) == P1 {k}(3)+P1 {k}(4)+P1 {k}(5)+P1 {k}(6)+P1 {k}(7)];
cons = [cons, implies(P1 {k}(81) >= 1, P1 {k}(2) == 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(P1 {k}(2) >= 1, P1 {k}(81) == 0)];
% if edge 36 == 0, then right HVAC bus is not powering LVDC bus. In this
% case, left HVAC bus must power the LVDC bus via edge 23
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(23)+P1 {k}(36) == P1 {k}(37)+P1 {k}(38)+P1 {k}(39)+P1 {k}(40)+P1 {k}(41)];
cons = [cons, implies(P1 {k}(23) >= 1, P1 {k}(36) == 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(P1 {k}(36) >= 1, P1 {k}(23) == 0)];
% if edge 55 == 0, then right HVAC bus is not powering LVAC bus. In this
% case, left HVAC bus must power the LVAC bus via edge 22
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(22)+P1 {k}(55) == P1 {k}(56)+P1 {k}(57)+P1 {k}(58)+P1 {k}(59)+P1 {k}(60)];
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cons = [cons, implies(P1 {k}(22) >= 1, P1 {k}(55) == 0)];
cons = [cons, implies(P1 {k}(55) >= 1, P1 {k}(22) == 0)];
%%%%% ˆˆˆˆ TRANSFER BUS LOGIC ˆˆˆˆ %%%%%
% power supplied by the generators are limited by Pin
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(1) + P1 {k}(20) <= Pin1 {k}(1) ]; % left wing generator
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(35) + P1 {k}(79) <= Pin1 {k}(2) ]; % right wing generator
% algebraic constraints on powers
cons = [cons, CTRL1.W*P1 {k} == 0];
% powers must be greater than 0 and less than max
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(1:100) <= 1000]; % 1000 kW is max electrical load
cons = [cons, 0 <= P1 {k}([1:29 32:100]) ];
eta FAD = 0.9; % FADEC efficiency
% constrain power flows to equal the loads
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(17) == xt1 {k}(95-CTRL1.Nv)]; % Left HVAC Deice
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(19) == xt1 {k}(97-CTRL1.Nv)]; % Left HVDC Hydraul
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(24) == xt1 {k}(99-CTRL1.Nv)]; % Left HVAC Boost
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(32) == xt1 {k}(100-CTRL1.Nv)]; % HVDC ACM motors
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(38+34) == xt1 {k}(102-CTRL1.Nv)]; % Right HVAC deice
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(39+34) == xt1 {k}(103-CTRL1.Nv)]; % AEE
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(40+34) == xt1 {k}(104-CTRL1.Nv)]; % Right LVAC other
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(42+34) == xt1 {k}(106-CTRL1.Nv)]; % LVDC no shed
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(43+34) == xt1 {k}(107-CTRL1.Nv)]; % LVAC no shed
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(48+34) == xt1 {k}(111-CTRL1.Nv)]; % Right HVAC Boost
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(61+34) == xt1 {k}(112-CTRL1.Nv)/eta FAD];% LVDC FADEC
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(62+34) == xt1 {k}(113-CTRL1.Nv)]; % LVDC oil pumps
% FAN AND PUMP POWER AS A FUNCTION OF FLOW RATES
% fan power is related to mass flow rate by P =-16.066uˆ2+47.662x-6.128
% pump power is related to mass flow rate by P = 0.25733u-0.037658
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(30) == -16.066*uC1 {k}(5)*u01 (5)+47.662*uC1 {k}(5)-6.128];
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(31) == -16.066*uC1 {k}(6)*u01 (6)+47.662*uC1 {k}(6)-6.128];
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(101) == 0.25733*uC1 {k}(13)-0.037658];
% SPLIT AND JUNCTION CONSTRAINTS
% Air zone -- split and junction between cabin, cockpit, bays
cons = [cons, uC1 {k}(1+4) + uC1 {k}(1+4) + s21 {k}(1) == uC1 {k}(3+4) + uC1 {k}(4+4) + uC1 {k}(5+4) + ...
uC1 {k}(6+4) + uC1 {k}(7+4)];
% fluid loop junctions and splits
cons = [cons, uC1 {k}(1+12) + s21 {k}(2) == uC1 {k}(2 +12) + uC1 {k}(3 +12) + uC1 {k}(4 +12) + uC1 {k}(5 ...
+12) + uC1 {k}(6 +12)];
cons = [cons, uC1 {k}(3+12) + s21 {k}(3) == uC1 {k}(7 +12) + uC1 {k}(8 +12) + uC1 {k}(9 +12) + ...
uC1 {k}(10+12) + uC1 {k}(11+12)];
cons = [cons, uC1 {k}(4+12) + s21 {k}(4) == uC1 {k}(12+12) + uC1 {k}(13+12) + uC1 {k}(14+12) + ...
uC1 {k}(15+12) + uC1 {k}(16+12)];
cons = [cons, uC1 {k}(5+12) + s21 {k}(5) == uC1 {k}(17+12) + uC1 {k}(18+12) + uC1 {k}(19+12) + ...
uC1 {k}(20+12) + uC1 {k}(21+12)];
% power for blowers - used to be power input, so it did not appear in W
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(1+101) + P1 {k}(15+101) == P1 {k}(31) ];
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(2+101) + P1 {k}(16+101) == P1 {k}(30) ];
% power to liquid loop pump - used to be a power input, was not in W
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(2+124) + P1 {k}(61+124) == P1 {k}(101) ];
% mass flow along these edges has been restricted to zero
cons = [cons, P1 {k}([9 14]+101) == 0];
% squeeze mass flow rates to minimum values when heat load to battery
% and converter cold plates is zero
Pndx = [4 5 6:20]+124;
cons = [cons, uC1 {k}([2 6 7:21]+12) <= P1 {k}(Pndx) + CTRL1.u min([2 6 7:21]+12)];
% min/max state constraints with slack
cons = [cons, CTRL1.x min - s11 {k} <= x1 {k+1} <= CTRL1.x max + s11 {k}];
% concatenating states with sinks
cons = [cons, xall1 {k} == [x1 {k};xt1 {k}]];
% re-linearized power flow equation for edges of form: mdot*Cp*T
for i edge = find(any(CTRL1.B,2)')
if i edge > 50
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(i edge) == u01 (find(CTRL1.B(i edge,:)))*...
(CTRL1.E coeff(i edge,2) * (xall1 {k}(CTRL1.E(i edge,1)) - x01 (CTRL1.E(i edge,1))))+...
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(uC1 {k}(find(CTRL1.B(i edge,:)))*CTRL1.E coeff(i edge,2)*x01 (CTRL1.E(i edge,1))) ];
end
end
% edges that follow an hA*deltaT power flow
for i edge = find(~any(CTRL1.B,2)'-any(CTRL1.W,1))
if i edge > 50
cons = [cons, P1 {k}(i edge) == (CTRL1.E coeff(i edge,1)) * ...
(CTRL1.E coeff(i edge,2) * xall1 {k}(CTRL1.E(i edge,1)) +...
CTRL1.E coeff(i edge,3) * xall1 {k}(CTRL1.E(i edge,2)))];
end
end
% keep slack positive
cons = [cons, 0 <= s11 {k}]; % Keep slack non-negative
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CONSTRAINTS SINKS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% system dynamics
tanks = [12 13 41 42];
cons = [cons, 1/CTRL2.DT*diag(Caps (2:5))*(x2 {k+1}(tanks)- x2 {k}(tanks)) == ...
(-CTRL2.M upper(tanks,:)*P2 {k}*0 + ones(4,1)*sum([33 40 67 74])) ];
% dynamic states
dyn = setdiff(setdiff(find(CTRL2.Caps~=0),find(CTRL2.Caps==inf)),tanks);
cons = [cons, 1/CTRL2.DT*diag(CTRL2.Caps(dyn))*(x2 {k+1}(dyn)- x2 {k}(dyn)) == ...
(-CTRL2.M upper(dyn,:)*P2 {k} + CTRL2.D(dyn,:)*Pin2 {k}) ];
% algebraic states
alg = find(CTRL2.Caps==0);
if k == 1
objs = objs + 1e3*norm(-CTRL2.M upper(alg,:)*P2 {k} + CTRL2.D(alg,:)*Pin2 {k},2)ˆ2;
end
if k > 1
cons = [cons, 0 == (-CTRL2.M upper(alg,:)*P2 {k} + CTRL2.D(alg,:)*Pin2 {k}) ];
end
% fixed states
fixed = find(CTRL2.Caps==inf);
cons = [cons, x2 {k+1}(fixed) == x2 {k}(fixed)];
% Constraints for turbomachinery exit temperatures
cons = [cons, x2 {k+1}(15+64) - x2 {k+1}(16+64) == 3.5991e-6*u02 (1+36)*uC2 {k}(1+36) - ...
3.0449e-3*uC2 {k}(1+36) + 6.8272e0];
cons = [cons, x2 {k+1}(4+64) - x2 {k+1}(5+64) == 7.5455e-6*u02 (1+36)*uC2 {k}(1+36) - ...
1.9692e-2*uC2 {k}(1+36) + 3.5914e1];
cons = [cons, x2 {k+1}(15+80) - x2 {k+1}(16+80) == 3.5991e-6*u02 (1+46)*uC2 {k}(1+46) - ...
3.0449e-3*uC2 {k}(1+46) + 6.8272e0];
cons = [cons, x2 {k+1}(4+80) - x2 {k+1}(5+80) == 7.5455e-6*u02 (1+46)*uC2 {k}(1+46) - ...
1.9692e-2*uC2 {k}(1+46) + 3.5914e1];
% min/max state constraints with slack
cons = [cons, CTRL2.x min - s12 {k} <= x2 {k+1} <= CTRL2.x max + s12 {k}];
cons = [cons, x2 {k+1}+2 <= CTRL2.x max + s32 {k}];
% keep slack positive
cons = [cons, 0 <= s12 {k}]; % Keep slack non-negative
% min/max input constraints
cons = [cons, CTRL2.u min <= uC2 {k} <= CTRL2.u max];
% set minimum recirc flow rate
cons = [cons, 0.25 <= uC2 {k}([31 33])];
% concatenating states with sinks
cons = [cons, xall2 {k} == [x2 {k};xt2 {k}]];
% Mass of tanks
if k == 1
cons = [cons, Mtanks2 {k} == Caps /Graph.FuelLoop.Cp fluid];
end
cons = [cons, Mtanks2 {k+1}(1) == Mtanks2 {k}(1) - CTRL2.DT*uC2 {k}(1)];
cons = [cons, Mtanks2 {k+1}(2) == Mtanks2 {k}(2) + CTRL2.DT*(uC2 {k}(7)+uC2 {k}(21)-uC2 {k}(12))];
cons = [cons, Mtanks2 {k+1}(3) == Mtanks2 {k}(3) + CTRL2.DT*(uC2 {k}(8)+uC2 {k}(20)-uC2 {k}(9))];
cons = [cons, Mtanks2 {k+1}(4) == Mtanks2 {k}(4) + CTRL2.DT*(uC2 {k}(5)+uC2 {k}(26)-uC2 {k}(16))];
cons = [cons, Mtanks2 {k+1}(5) == Mtanks2 {k}(5) + CTRL2.DT*(uC2 {k}(6)+uC2 {k}(25)-uC2 {k}(13))];
cons = [cons, 10 <= Mtanks2 {k+1}];
% split and junction constraints
cons = [cons, s22 {k}(1) == uC2 {k}(1) + uC2 {k}(10) + uC2 {k}(14) - uC2 {k}(2)];
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cons = [cons, s22 {k}(2) == uC2 {k}(2) - uC2 {k}(3) - uC2 {k}(4)];
cons = [cons, s22 {k}(3) == uC2 {k}(3) - uC2 {k}(5) - uC2 {k}(6)];
cons = [cons, s22 {k}(4) == uC2 {k}(4) - uC2 {k}(7) - uC2 {k}(8)];
cons = [cons, s22 {k}(5) == uC2 {k}(9) - uC2 {k}(10) - uC2 {k}(11)];
cons = [cons, s22 {k}(6) == uC2 {k}(13) - uC2 {k}(14) - uC2 {k}(15)];
cons = [cons, s22 {k}(7) == uC2 {k}(11) + uC2 {k}(12) - uC2 {k}(17)];
cons = [cons, s22 {k}(8) == uC2 {k}(15) + uC2 {k}(16) - uC2 {k}(22)];
cons = [cons, s22 {k}(9) == uC2 {k}(17) - uC2 {k}(18) - uC2 {k}(19)];
cons = [cons, s22 {k}(10) == uC2 {k}(22) - uC2 {k}(23) - uC2 {k}(24)];
cons = [cons, s22 {k}(11) == uC2 {k}(17) - uC2 {k}(31) - uC2 {k}(32)];
cons = [cons, s22 {k}(12) == uC2 {k}(22) - uC2 {k}(33) - uC2 {k}(34)];
cons = [cons, s22 {k}(13) == uC2 {k}(31) - uC2 {k}(20) - uC2 {k}(21)];
cons = [cons, s22 {k}(14) == uC2 {k}(33) - uC2 {k}(25) - uC2 {k}(26)];
cons = [cons, uC2 {k}(2+36) + s22 {k}(15) == uC2 {k}(3+36) + uC2 {k}(4+36)];
cons = [cons, uC2 {k}(2+36) + s22 {k}(16) == uC2 {k}(5+36) + uC2 {k}(6+36)];
cons = [cons, uC2 {k}(2+36) + s22 {k}(17) == -7.1181e-8*u02 (1+36)*uC2 {k}(1+36) + 8.6399e-4*uC2 {k}(1+36) ...
- 8.2273e-1];
cons = [cons, uC2 {k}(2+46) + s22 {k}(18) == uC2 {k}(3+46) + uC2 {k}(4+46)];
cons = [cons, uC2 {k}(2+46) + s22 {k}(19) == uC2 {k}(5+46) + uC2 {k}(6+46)];
cons = [cons, uC2 {k}(2+46) + s22 {k}(20) == -7.1181e-8*u02 (1+46)*uC2 {k}(1+46) + 8.6399e-4*uC2 {k}(1+46) ...
- 8.2273e-1];
% sink flow constraints
cons = [cons, uC2 {k}([32 34 35 36]) == uext2 {k}(1:4)];
cons = [cons, uC2 {k}([7 9 10]+36) == uext2 {k}(5:7)];
cons = [cons, uC2 {k}([7 9 10]+46) == uext2 {k}(8:10)];
% flow through ACM fuel heat exchanger
cons = [cons, uC2 {k}(8+36) == uC2 {k}(18)];
cons = [cons, uC2 {k}(8+46) == uC2 {k}(23)];
% edges that follow an mdot*Cp*T power flow
for i edge = setdiff(find(any(CTRL2.B,2)'),[90:94 140 98 97 118])
cons = [cons, P2 {k}(i edge) == u02 (find(CTRL2.B(i edge,:)))*...
(CTRL2.E coeff(i edge,2) * (xall2 {k}(CTRL2.E(i edge,1)) - x02 (CTRL2.E(i edge,1))))+...
(uC2 {k}(find(CTRL2.B(i edge,:)))*CTRL2.E coeff(i edge,2)*x02 (CTRL2.E(i edge,1))) ];
end
% edges that follow an mass drain compensation
for i edge = [90:91 93:94]
cons = [cons, P2 {k}(i edge) == ...
(sum(uC2 {k}(find(CTRL2.B(i edge,:)==1)))-uC2 {k}(find(CTRL2.B(i edge,:)==-1)))*...
CTRL2.E coeff(i edge,2)*x02 (CTRL2.E(i edge,1))];
end
for i edge = [92]
cons = [cons, P2 {k}(i edge) == (-uC2 {k}(find(CTRL2.B(i edge,:)==-1)))*...
CTRL2.E coeff(i edge,2)*x02 (CTRL2.E(i edge,1))];
end
% edges that follow an hA*deltaT power flow
for i edge = find(~any(CTRL2.B,2)'-any(CTRL2.W,1))
cons = [cons, P2 {k}(i edge) == (CTRL2.E coeff(i edge,1)) * ...
(CTRL2.E coeff(i edge,2) * xall2 {k}(CTRL2.E(i edge,1)) +...
CTRL2.E coeff(i edge,3) * xall2 {k}(CTRL2.E(i edge,2)))];
end
% algebraic constraints on powers
cons = [cons, CTRL2.W*P2 {k} == 0];
% power flows in
cons = [cons, P2 {k}(24) + P2 {k}(83) == Pin2 {k}(9) ];
cons = [cons, P2 {k}(58) + P2 {k}(85) == Pin2 {k}(10)];
cons = [cons, P2 {k}(34) + P2 {k}(86) == Pin2 {k}(11)];
cons = [cons, P2 {k}(68) + P2 {k}(89) == Pin2 {k}(12)];
cons = [cons, P2 {k}(41) + P2 {k}(87) == Pin2 {k}(13)];
cons = [cons, P2 {k}(75) + P2 {k}(88) == Pin2 {k}(14)];
cons = [cons, P2 {k}( 3) + P2 {k}(84) == Pin2 {k}(16)];
%% coupling the generators and fuel
cons = [cons, Pin2 {k}(5) == P1 {k}(20)];
cons = [cons, Pin2 {k}(6) == P1 {k}(45+34)];
%% coupling the ACMS and the liquid
cons = [cons, Pin2 {k}(18) == P1 {k}(34+67+23+32)];
cons = [cons, Pin2 {k}(21) == P1 {k}(34+67+23+32)];
%% coupling the ACMS and the air
cons = [cons, Pin2 {k}(19) == P1 {k}(34+67+22)];
cons = [cons, Pin2 {k}(22) == P1 {k}(34+67+23)];
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end
%% Generate the controller
% Solve with gurobi, time limit = 30s
opts = sdpsettings('solver','gurobi','gurobi.TimeLimit',30);
Ctrl.Vehicle = CTRL;
% Create exported optimization model object
Ctrl.Vehicle.Controller = ...
optimizer(cons,objs,opts,{[x01 ;x02 ],x1 {1},x2 {1},xt1 {:},xt2 {:},Pin1 {:},Pin2 {:},u01 ,u02 ,Caps }, ...
...[x1 ,x2 ,Mtanks2 ,s11 ,s12 ,P1 ,P2 ]);
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